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Abstract
Due to the Internet revolution in the last decade, each
and every work area of society are directly or indirectly
depending on computers, highly integrated computer networks and communication systems, electronic data storage and high transfer based devices, e-commerce, esecurity, e-governance, and e-business. The Internet revolution is also emerged as significant challenge due to the
threats of hacking systems and individual accounts, malware, fraud and vulnerabilities of system and networks,
etc. In this context, this paper explores E-Security in
terms of challenges and measurements. Biometric recognition is also investigated as a key e-security solution. ESecurity is precisely described to understand the concept
and requirements. The major challenges of e-security;
namely, threats, attacks, vulnerabilities are presented in
detail. Some measurement are identified and discussed for
the challenges. Biometric recognition is discussed in detail wit pros and cons of the approach as a key e-security
solution. This investigation helps in clear understating of
e-security challenges and possible implementation of the
identified measurements for the challenges in wide area of
network communications.
Keywords: Biometric, denial of service (DoS), e-network,
e-security, electronic data storage, highly integrated
computer-networks, malicious code threats, passive active
attacks, recognition and biometric systems

1

Introduction

Information Technology has become one of the prominent
support structure for any organization in this modern era.
The primary goal of the technology is to provide efficient
and secure flow of information flow in the organization.
The present age is running on the wheels of information

technology, computational devices and other value added
services. Security of data has become increasingly important in any organization, and thus; organizations are
working hard in their information security systems for implementing the effective and recent security approach and
risk management techniques. Information security system always considers information a critical component of
the organization. Protection and security of information
has evolved due to unauthorized and non-authenticated
changes in information of any organization.
With the rapid evolution of Internet in the last decade,
e-security has become the heart of every organization. Enetwork based organizations can be secured with the use
of modern e-security techniques. E-security provides an
open and easy communication on a global platform. Network experts, administrators and data center professionals are needed to conceive the basic of security in order
to carefully expand and managed today’s networks. However, in recent knowledge-based economy, both the private
and government organizations are using the advancements
of e-revolution.
Organizations regularly observes information as an
necessary resource. Data center strategic input and output has been accentuated. With the regular need of the
services of e-network based systems, e-security becomes
essential for almost every organizations particularly based
on e-network systems. With the increasing number of
computational devices connected to the network using information technology, the network security problem is becoming increasingly crowded [4].
Network security risk arises both in public as well as
corporate sectors. According to the government point of
view, anticipation needs to be enforced early on to counter
the damage of society in terms of information security [2,
5, 26].
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E-Security

In this section, e-security is precisely explored. E-security
stands for “cyber-security”, “Internet-security” as well as
“IT-security”.
1) E-security or electronic information security means
protection of important data and information from
undefined and unauthorized disclosure, transfer,
modification and deletion of the information.
2) It is concerned with the security of any data that
passes over the e-network in electronic form.
3) It mainly deals in securing both information as well
as the network(s) through which information flows.
4) E-security is protecting an organization from internal
as well as external threats and attacks.
5) It protects information networks and communication
networks from the unauthorized use of the information.
6) E-security also secures the intranet, extranet from
the outside world.
Due to the wide spread range, vast and continuously
changing nature of communication network and environment, solutions derived e-security should be flexible,
adaptable and able to detect and provide solutions to different security threats. The solutions should fulfil the
requirements of the organization that are based on the
e-network and information based systems.

3

Challenges for E-Security

In this section, various challenges in the design of esecurity solutions are discussed. There are various challenges for e-security and various measures do exist to
overcome these challenges. In spite of these measures,
the challenges prevail in the form of newer vulnerabilities,
threats and attacks. The security challenges are of many
types and manifolds and each with dire consequences if
it is not addressed properly. E-security provides open
and easy communications as well as secure communication
through the internet and electronic media. E-Security is a
continuous process by which confidential and proprietary
data and information are secured from the unauthorized
and non-authenticated access from outside world in the
network. Some Challenges for E-Security are listed below.

168

3) To enable controlled access to IT network and their
process, consistent with defined roles and responsibilities.
4) Make-up secure, effective, efficient, robust and
trusted network for important and sensitive areas.
5) Avoid attack, fraud within business processes and
transaction, and also detect the affected area also
release the respond to attempted attack and fraud
within the network.
6) Non-availability of e-security information knowledge
is great challenges for e-security.
7) Confirm that each component of the e-world or network infrastructure is accessible when needed and
also develop the verification of the transaction at the
time of resource sharing.
8) To maintain trust and secure platform for transaction and processing in e-network and controlled access to computer systems and their processes, consistent with defined job and responsibilities.
Iterating all possible security factors and challenges
are virtually impossible, we therefore categorized these
e-security challenges in three main factors: threats, attacks and vulnerabilities. All three main factors threats,
attacks and vulnerabilities are discussed in detail in the
next sections.

4

Threats

Security threats are an action or process which effect on
the confidentiality, integrity or availability of e-network.
The threat is the result of some unauthorized disclosure,
unauthorized action, and data alteration comes in the network. From an e-business concern Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks come out as the most serious threat. Computer security threats are no longer limited to big companies with
hundreds of employees (See Figure 1). Security threats
in electronic devices such as computer deals in a various
ways. There are Internet-based threats, file-based threats
and social engineering threats. A security threat can be
defined as potential for security violation that exists according to the circumstance, capability, action or process
that could crack security and cause harm. Compute security threats could be categorized in two classes; namely,
malicious code threats, transmission threats. The two
threats are precisely discussed below.

1) Protect the inadequate knowledge, data, information 4.1 Malicious Code Threats
and tools of companies and also provides the security
On occasion mistakenly associated only with personal
to internal resources and network.
computer, malicious code can attack different platforms.
2) To enable the secured exchange of confidential infor- Malicious code can be delivered by using various methods.
mation, by keeping unscrupulous elements out and by For example, system penetration by the act of hacking
providing the necessary hidden policies and methods. and phasing via web sites and emails. Upon successful
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delivery of malicious code, the target system can be overtaken and sensitive information can be ex-filtrated. Malicious code refers to Viruses, Worms, Trojan horses, Back
door installer and other ”uninvited” software. Since different name of malicious code refers to different malicious
behavior, malware is common used to refer any software
that performs malicious behaviors.

5.1

169

Passive Attacks

The aim of passive attack is to gain data that is being transmitted over the network. Passive attacks are in
the nature of eavesdropping, and monitoring the transaction over the network. These attacks are somewhat challenging to detect because their non-involvement with any
modification or alteration of information. Passive attacks
can be further divided into two types:
1) Release of Message Contents: for example, eavesdropping on network transmission, detect the e-mail
in the network, extracting data from the file.
2) Traffic Analysis: for example, location of data, frequency of the communication and length of the data
packet.

5.2

Active Attacks

The active attacks involve with data alternation or develop the false data in the e-network. These attacks
Figure 1: Network security issues
needed the attacker to be capable to transmit data to both
the direction of network either may be client or server, or
can block the information in one or both directions. It is
also likely to perform attack like man-in-the-middle. In
such scenario, the attacker can be the role of client/server
during authentication procedure. The server/client will
4.2 Transaction Threats
not identify that the source of the data is not the authenThis threat happens during the huge amount of ticated party. Active attacks may be sub-divided into four
valid/invalid data is issued to a server. Because the server groups: Masquerade, Replay, modification message, and
can only handle and process certain data threshold at any Denial of service.
processing time or given time, the server can be overflowed with data amount that excess the data threshold 6
Vulnerabilities
vastly. As a result, the availability of the server is compromised. Generally transaction threat refers to Denial The frequent attacks during the several years, and the
of Service (DoS), and DoS can be achieved by SYN flood, speed and spread of these attacks, notices a serious seping of death for example. Alternatively, DoS can also curity vulnerability problem in our e-world. Vulnerabilbe achieved with large amount of legitimate requests in a ities causes due to weakness of the software program or
short period of time
may be hardware used on a server or a client that can
be exploited by a determined raider to get access to or
abandon a network. We define System vulnerability as a
situation, in which hacker or the attacker can access the
5 Attacks
resources and data in the absence or weakness of security
constrains or technical, physical or other authorities that
Any action that makes adjustment with the security could be used by a threat. Vulnerabilities are flaws in a
mechanism of sensitive information bought by an organi- computer application that created weakness in the overall
zation or individual is referred as attacks. The nature of security mechanism of computer or network. Vulnerabiliattack that concerns an organization or individual varies ties in the hardware and software as well as same in poligreatly from one network to another. In general, attacks cies and procedure, mainly security methods, applications
are either intentional or unintentional acts that attempt and process that are using in computer networks. There
to cause of information or data loss. Ultimately all at- is not any definite list of each and every possible sources
tacks are developed and originated by people with an aim of mentioned system vulnerabilities. The main causes of
to steal, cause validation, damage to the system, etc. ”se- vulnerabilities are, Password management flaws, Fundacurity attack is an attempt on system security that break mental operating system design flaws, software bugs, and
up and violate the securing policy of an e-network”. Secu- unchecked user data. Some common expels of vulnerrity attacks are classified into two classes; namely, passive abilities are: Buffer overflows, Dangling pointers, Input
attacks, active attacks. The two attaches are precisely validation errors, SQL injection, E-mail injection, Race
discussed below.
condition, Simulink races, User interface failures etc.
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E-Security Measurement And
Biometric Recognition

Either defines, deploys organization level security policies or enabled security threat preventive measures.
Check the authorization level of computer network from
In this section, common e-security measures have been the outside world. With appropriate modification, these
identified and bio-metric recognition is discussed as key measures can also be applied in wide area of communication networks where security is prime concern during
e-security solution.
information forwarding in communication [6, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 32, 33].

7.1

E-Security Measurement

Effective e-security policy must consist of the objectives; 7.2 Biometric Recognition: As a Key Enamely, confidentiality, integrity, availability, legitimate
Security Solution
use (identification, authentication, and authorization),
auditing or traceability and non-repudiation. Common Biometric Recognition is the statistical analysis and meae-security measures are listed below.
surement of folks’ physical and interactive characteristics [21, 23]. The technique is primarily used for iden1) Authentication: A digital certificate that approve
tification, access control and identifying individuals that
authentication during the use of any individual’s
are under surveillance. The basic evidence of biometric
unique signing key. Basically, authentication mechaauthentication is that each person is unique. She can
nisms [6, 22] that existed today use one or more of
be identified by her intrinsic physical or behavioral traits.
the authenticators (factors) viz. Knowledge-based,
The term ”biometric” is consequent from the Greek words
Possession-based and Physiology-based. Knowledge”bio” means life and ”metric” means to measure. Inbased is an authenticator only the individual knows,
formation security is an unlimited concern to electronic
which typically denotes to PIN, pass phrase or
users, which is not only a technical challenge, but also rea response to a secret security question. In the
lated to human factors. For example one of the key issues
possession-based is an authenticator only the indiin Malaysia related to Internet banking is the pathetic sevidual possesses, which usually refers to keys, smart
curity used for Internet banking application. Hence it is
cards and tokens. Physiology-based is an authenan important study to investigate further the solution and
ticator only the individual is or can do, referring to
enhance the security issues in Internet banking applicabiometrics. Knowledge and possession-based authentions. Modern world is fast world, billions of transactions
tication mechanisms imply that users in order to be
occur each minute. On behalf of these transactions, data
granted access to a system, building, service - need
prerequisite to be readily available for the unpretentious.
to carry or remember the authenticator.
Biometric Recognition is normally considered as physio2) Access Controls: This limits unlike classes of users logical or behavioral characteristic based recognition [3].
to subsets of information and make sure that they Physiological characteristic represents to stable characonly access authorized data and services. Network teristics of human beings including fingerprints, structure
constraints to safe access of other computer systems of face, eyes, ears, hands, legs, and fingers, the pattern
of hairs, teeth, and samples of DNA structure. Physand network.
iological characteristics of each individual are normally
3) Encryption Policy: By this policy original data permanent and distinctive. It changes only due to fatal
should be changed in the cipher data form for se- accidents, serious illnesses, genetically induced defects, or
curity point of view.
in some cases changes due to aging. Behavioral characteristics are represented by the day-to-day way of living life
4) Intrusion Detection: These product monitor system
by the particular human being. Interactions with other
and network activity to spot any attempt being made
human beings are also include to measure the behavioral
to gain access.
characteristics. Biometric recognition can be utilized as
A major e-security policy of is ISO/IEC 27001. The a key e-security solution. Biometric recognition generally
main features of ISO/IEC 27001 are; namely, reviewing, works in five steps. The steps and the actions needs to be
the security policy, acceptable use policy. The prevention executed in the corresponding steps are listed below.
methods can be also applied for malware, such as antivirus
software, firewalls deployment, preventing the download 1) Sample acquisition: Collection of biometric data using appropriate sensors.
of extruder programs and documents by the Internet and
make sure your staff adhere to this policy and also apply
2) Feature extraction: Conversion of biometric data into
the malware alert service in computer network and systemplates.
tem. The key components of fine-grained access control
implementation in a corporate server environment. The 3) Storage: Storage of templates in appropriate memory
above analysis of e-security and its measures gives some
which depends on the application.
precise practices for e-security which are described in next
paragraph.
4) Matching: authentication of user by comparing bio-
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metric template of the user with the existing templates stored in the database.
5) Decision: Based on the result of the matching, the
user will be authorized or denied to access the resources.
Biometric system is a pattern recognition system that
recognizes the user’s identity through their physical or
behavioral traits. For using biometric system authentication, the user has to firstly enrollment in biometric
systems. Based on application context, biometric system
operates in one of two modes; verification and identification for user authentication. During enrollment (cf. Figure 2), features of the individual are extracted from the
sensor or user interface and converted into templates. The
templates are stored in the system database. Verification
(cf. Figure 3) is used for one to one match. It validates
a person’s identity by comparing his captured biometric
traits with the specific biometric template that is stored
in system database. Verification method can be used with
either centralized storage or distributed storage.
In verification with centralized storage, database exists
in a centralized mode in which all biometric templates are
stored. From the system database, a specific template is
retrieved for comparison with live person’s physical or behavioral traits and both data can be either match or not.
Two types of error is possible in verification; namely, false
match or false positive, false negative or false rejection.
In false matches or false positive, a person is not who
he claims, but the system accepts it, Acceptance of pretender. In false rejection or false negative, a person is who
he claims to be but the system fails to accept, rejection
of legitimate person. False rejection will cause unnecessary inconvenience to an innocent individual, whereas the
false match is more dangerous as they allow an imposter
to pass.
In verification with distributed storage, biometric data
stored in a memory device that is carried by individual,
for example, smart card in which biometric data of individuals are stored. Verification is done by comparing biometric data which are provided by an individual’s memory
device like smart card with a specific template stored in
the system database. Like, verification with centralized
storage, false acceptance and false rejection errors are possible Verification with distributed storage technique. Unlike, verification with centralized storage, memory device
like token or smart card can be damaged or can be tampered.
Identification (cf. Figure 4) is used for one to many
matches in biometric recognition process. In particular,
it is used to discover the identity of a person when the
identity is unknown; in this mode biometric data of the
individual is captured and compared with all templates
which stored in the system database. To determine the
identity of the unknown person, database of templates is
required that contains biometric templates of all people
known to the system. Identification not possible without database of templates. Like verification, identifica-

Figure 2: Enrollment in biometric recognition

Figure 3: Verification in biometric recognition
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tion can also produce two types of error, false match or
false reject. There are two types of biometrics; namely,
physical traits, behavioral traits (cf. Figure 5). physical
biometrics includes five factors of physical attributes that
can be used for user authentication. The five factors are
discussed below.
1) Fingerprint scan: It is largely watched as an precise biometric recognition method. Nowadays, fingerprint scanners are available at low cost and progressively integrated in electronic devices [1]. Among
all the biometric techniques, this is the oldest method
which has been successfully used in numerous applications. For example, fingerprint scan use in forensic
for criminal identification, use in attendance system.
Because the patterns of ridges on the fleshy part of
fingertips are unique. No two individuals even twins
have same fingerprints. The patterns of ridges leave
impression on whatever they touch. Injuries such as
minor burns or cuts do not mop out or change the
pattern , the new skin grows showing the same pattern.
2) Retina or iris scan: The idea of distinguishing an individual by using iris patterns was suggested by an
ophthalmologist in 1936. Later, the idea appeared
in some action movies, including 1983’s James Bond
”Never Say Never Again”, nonetheless at that time
it remained science fiction. In 1994, the first automated iris pattern recognition algorithm was proposed by physicist and computer-vision expert John
Daugman and patented, and continue to be the basis
of all current iris recognition systems and products.
These have been used to confirm a person’s identity
by reading the arrangement of blood vessels in the
retina or patterns of color in the iris. It is very reliable technique and difficult to map by forgers.
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enter in the hand and the veins in the person’s palm
show up as black lines .Like the finger vein, Palm
vein also cannot be easily forged. Due to that they
can provide highest level of security.
DNA based recognition: At this time, there exists no
technique to allow for immediate and automated recognition of DNA samples. DNA analysis and profiling (genetic
fingerprinting) needs a lab environment for a number of
hours. Though, significant research and development efforts are ongoing to develop this technique, and also to
enable governments to better use the millions of DNA
profiles collected and archived in databases of DNA.

Figure 4: Identification in biometric recognition process

3) Facial recognition: This technique use unique facial
attributes to identify an individual. Biometric facial
recognition systems generally read the overall structure, shape and proportions of the face taking into
account the distance between the eyes, nose, mouth,
and jaw edges, upper outlines of the eye sockets, the
sides of the mouth, the location of the nose and eyes,
etc.
4) Finger vein recognition: The technology of finger vein
recognition is quite younger then fingerprint or facial
recognition system. Finger vein recognition system
uses pattern-recognition techniques based on images
of human finger vein patterns under the skin’s surface. Key advantage of vein patterns for biometric
identification is that the forgers cannot easily create
a copy of finger vein due to lack of known method, Figure 5: Physical and behavioral characteristics in biometric recognition
as it is possible with fingerprints.
5) Palm vein recognition: As the blood vessels zigzag
Behavioral biometrics includes three factors of physibeneath our skin these give a unique pattern that can
be used to identify a person. Infrared beam is used to cal attributes that can be used for user authentication;
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namely, voice, signature and keystroke traits. The three equipment at low cost and automated biometric recogfactors are discussed below.
nition. Therefore biometric applications are categorized
into three key sets which are as follows
1) Voice scan: It is behavioral biometric which can be
learned or acquired, but also include physiological el- 1) Forensic applications: These are used in criminal
investigations and archeology. For example, corpse
ements. E.g., the human voice is influenced by the
identification, parenthood determination, identifying
physiological characteristics of lungs, tongue, throat,
historical fact from fossils, etc.
etc. and its behavioral features evolve and change
over time. They can be influenced by factors such as 2) Government applications: This category includes
age, illnesses, mood, conversational partner or surpersonal documents, for example voter id, passports,
rounding noise. It uses a voice print that analyses
ID cards, etc.
how a person says a particular word or sequence of
3) Commercial applications: This category includes
words unique to that individual.
physical access control; network logins; e-Commerce,
2) Signature scan: Signature scan is a process of, invesi-Commerce, m-Commerce, ATMs; credit cards; detigating an individual’s signature. The technology
vice access to computers, mobile phones; e-Health
investigates speed, direction, and pressure of writetc.
ing, total time of the signature. Unluckily, signaA number of provisions and techniques [36] have been
ture is one of the least reliable methods of Identifisuggested
to safeguard security and privacy in biometcation. Forgers have number of ways to reproduce a
rics.
These
are Multimodal biometric, Template-onsignature that looks similar to the owner. Signature
token,
Match-on-token
and Data-hiding methods attack.
dynamics is biometric signature recognition systems
Data-hiding
techniques
embed additional information in
measure and analyze the physical activity of signing.
fingerprint
images
an
approach similar to hiding digImportant features include stroke order, the pressure
ital
watermarks
in
image
or audio data to ensure data
applied, the pen-up movements, the angle the pen
integrity.
If
the
embedding
algorithm remains secret, a
is held, the time taken to sign, the velocity and acservice
provider
can
investigate
the received fingerprint
celeration of the signature. Some systems moreover
image
for
the
expected
standard
watermark to ensure it
compare the visual image of signatures; however the
has
been
sent
from
a
trusted
sensor.
focus in signature biometrics lies on writer-specific
Biometric Systems Development: It is a combination
information rather than visual handwritten content.
hardware/software system for biometric identification or
3) Keystroke scan: It is the recognition of keystroke dy- verification. Key functions of a biometric system are
namics is the process of investigating the way an in1) Receive biometric samples from an individual.
dividual types at a terminal by monitoring the keyboard inputs thousands of times per second in an at- 2) Extract biometric feature from the sample.
tempt to recognize the individual based on habitual
typing rhythm patterns. Keystroke dynamics are de- 3) Compare the sample of the candidate with stored
templates from individuals.
scribed by speed (the time a key is pressed, the time
between keys pressed), rhythm, precision, keys used 4) Indicate identification or verification upon the result
(e.g., left Shift key or right Shift key, Caps Lock),
of the previous comparison.
and other typing features.
Biometric systems have components which are an autoThe major issue of biometric recognition is that the in- mated mechanism and interface with application systems.
formation used in biometric recognition changes with age These pieces may be configured to suit different situaand occupation of persons. Also, It may change or dam- tions. A common issue is where the stored images reside;
age due to suffering from physical injuries or diseases. on a card presented by the person being verified or at
Like, password or card biometric data cannot be changed host computer. Recognition occurs when an individual’s
after any misshaping. Advantage of biometric data is is matched with one of a group of stored images. Biometthat, they cannot get stolen, lost, replicated or forgot- ric accuracy is the system’s ability of separating legitimate
ten like password or token, cards. They also can not be matches from imposters. Although biometrics technolforgotten, compromised, shared, observed or guessed like ogy provides a strong factors. In [27] security priorities
password, secret codes or PIN. You don’t need to change scheduling in Network is discussed with focus on security
biometric data from time to time as you do with pass- optimization. The scheduling which considered security,
words. No need to write them as most people write pass- all task want execute in secure mode. The most important
word. Due to high security level and accuracy of biomet- Network users’ requirements can be representing in form
ric authentication, government agencies are also attracted many arrangements therefore it falls under category of
towards the biometric authentication method, for exam- NP Class Problem [7, 8, 18, 20, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35].
ple Indian government used this technology to recognize Then GA and variants applied for single objective opticountry’s people and name of this program is adhaar. In mization. Then NSGA II and variants applied [24] for
modern world, improved performance and availability of multi-objective optimization.
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Conclusions

Because of the changing security maps, clearly some orga- [5]
nizations are required to arrange security solutions that
preserve adequate counter-measures for every threat and
provide the capability to meet industry regulations- Security is very big social issue as a practical and technical
one. According to the new economy, information is im- [6]
portant both as input and output. Hence information security measurement must be high priority. Security needs
must constantly keep pace with ever changing technologies and application. The e-security challenges are many
both from the viewpoint of their categories as well as from [7]
the view of their way of information implementation in the
network.
E-security cannot be achieved through technology
alone. There is almost boundless number of ways by [8]
which e-network or e-world set up could be assaulted
by hackers, crackers and disgruntled insiders. Common
threats include active and passive attacks, hacking, malware, Denial of Service (DoS), and vulnerabilities. We [9]
control the e-security issue by the three basic attributes
known as C.I.A. (Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability). India has taken a number of strategic initiatives
to strengthen information security. This has included [10]
the enactment of the Information Technology Act 2000.
ISO/IEC 27001 provides a sound basis for the development of a security policy. Biometric recognition is studied
and being implemented as a key approach for e-security
solution.
[11]
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Abstract
An algorithm that a user has authenticated over remote
devices should be designed to consider the limitations of
computation and lower power in a wireless sensor networks. Lamport first proposed a one-time password authentication scheme which the password was different in
each transaction. In this paper, according to the Lamport’s concept we propose an efficient and secure onetime password authentication scheme for wireless sensor
networks.
Keywords: Authentication, one-time password, security,
wireless sensor networks

1

Introduction

Now, people take up a variety of actions through public
network, such as shopping, business transaction, obtaining new information, etc. In consideration of those requirements, there are more service providers to supply the
services. In order to avoid people misusing the resources,
the provider should ensure the user’s valid identity, and
limit the user’s rights of uses [8].
One of the simplest user authentications over insecure
networks is password authentications [19]. It allows the
legal users to use the resources of the remote systems via
internet. However, it is vulnerable to various attacks in
internet environment, such as guessing attack, replay attack, modification attack, and stolen verifier attack, etc.
Therefore, Lamport firstly proposed a one-time password
authentication concept [10], which requires different verified information such as password in every transaction.
After that, a number of researchers have proposed several
password authentication schemes for secure login of legal
users [1, 11, 12, 13, 15, 22].

There are many applications in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN): military sensing, wild animal tracking, environment monitoring, health monitoring, etc. [2, 4, 5,
16, 17, 18, 20, 23, 26]. The security issue is always an important in WSN [9, 21]. In 2004, Watro et al. proposed
a tiny public key technology for securing WSN [24]. In
2006, Wong et al. proposed a dynamic user authentication scheme for WSNs [25]. Their schemes were simple
and efficient to implement. However, Das pointed out
that their schemes are insecure [3]. Das also proposed a
two-factor user authentication in WSNs in 2009. However, Lee et al. shown that Dan’s scheme is also insecure
against masquerade attack in 2011 [14]. In this paper
we will propose an efficient and secure one-time password
authentication scheme for WSN.

2

The Proposed Scheme

In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient onetime password authentication scheme for WSN. First, we
briefly summarized our idea. In order to reduce the computation of the mobile devices, the method of the hash
chain is removed, but still retains the one-way hash function to achieve mutual authentication. There is no hash
chain in our scheme, so the user cannot consider the login
times. The property will make the authenticated algorithm more flexible for the user. Three participants are
in the proposed scheme: the login users, gateway node
(GWN ode ), and sensor node (S-node). In this scheme,
each user holds his/her user’s identity (ID) and password.
Each user uses his/her ID and password to login to the
GWN ode with smart card.
There are three phases in the proposed scheme: the
registration, login and authentication, and password
change phases. To be a legal user, each new user has
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Table 1: The notations used in the proposed scheme
Notations
Ui
Sn
GWN ode
SN ode
SEED
T, T 0
D
K
p0
H(·)
H 2 (·)
||
⊕
A → B : message

Description
User i.
Sensor node’s identity.
Gateway node of WSN.
Sensor node of WSN.
A random number which is chosen by the GWN ode and stored in some designated SN odes .
Timestamp.
A random number.
User’s secret value.
Initial password of Ui .
Cryptographic one-way hash function.
Hashing twice using cryptographic one-way hash function.
Concatenation of bits.
XOR operation.
The messages are transmitted from A to B.

and then protects p0 against being modified with
to register with the GWN ode of WSN in the registration
hash function such as H(p0 ), where K is the user’s
phase. After this phase, the new user could obtain a valid
secret value. The user transmits the p0 ⊕ D0 , and
user identity (ID), password, and a smart card from the
GWN ode . After that, the legal user could login to the
H(p0 ) to the GWN ode . When the GWN ode receives
the messages, he/she extracts p0 from the equation
SN ode and GWN ode with his/her ID, password, and smart
(p0 ⊕ D0 ) ⊕ D. The GWN ode computes and compares
card in the login phase. Next, the GWN ode validates the
with the received H(p0 ). If the two values are equal,
user legitimacy in the authentication phase. If the user
the GWN ode can verify the user’s identity. Finally,
passes the validation, the user could have a privilege to
he/she stores the initial password p0 .
access data and service from the GWN ode . Once the users
want to change his/her password, they can use the password change phase to change their passwords. The de- B. Login and Authentication Phase
There are two steps in login and authentication phase
tailed process is described in the following. The abbreviand they are illustrated as follows.
ations and notations used throughout the paper are shown
in Table 1.
U ser ← GWN ode : T, SEED ⊕ Dt , H(Dt ||T );
A. Registration Phase
U ser → GWN ode : T 0 , pt .
There are three steps in registration phase and they
For the login, the GWN ode sends the timestamp T ,
are illustrated as follows.
SEED ⊕Dt , and H(Dt ||T ) to the user, where Dt is a
U ser ← GWN ode : smartcard(SEED);
random number used in this transaction. As the user
receives the messages, he/she will perform the same
U ser ← GWN ode : T, SEED ⊕ D, H(D||T );
procedures as the registration phase. First, he/she
0
U ser → GWN ode : p0 ⊕ D , H(p0 ).
checks the timestamp T is the current time or not. If
not, he/she rejects the transaction and responds to
Before registering, the user will receive a smart card
the failure of the GWN ode . Next, he/she extracts
which contains a pre-shared secret value SEED,
Dt0 from (SEED ⊕ Dt ) ⊕ SEED, and then comwhere the SEED is a random number which is chopares the H(Dt0 ||T ) with H(Dt ||T ). If the two valsen by the GWN ode , and the GWN ode keeps the
ues are equal, he/she can verify the GWN ode ’s idenSEED. As the GWN ode receives a user’s registered
tity. Afterward the user computes a verified value
request, the GWN ode will transmit a timestamp T ,
pt as follows: pt = H(K ⊕ SEED) ⊕ H(p0 ||T 0 ||Dt0 ),
SEED ⊕ D, and a hash of (D||T ) to the user, where
and sends the pt with timestamp T 0 to the GWN ode .
D is a random number. When the user receives this
0
When the GWN ode receives the two values, he/she
information, he/she extracts D from the equation of
checks the timestamp and computes the value x =
(SEED ⊕ D) ⊕ SEED. Then, the user computes
H(p0 ||T 0 ||Dt ) ⊕ pt . Then, the GWN ode computes the
H(D0 ||T ), and compares with H(D||T ). If the two
hash of the value x suchlike H(x), and verifies the
values are equal, the user can verify the identity of
equation H(x) ?= p0 . If the equation is equal, the
the GWN ode .
GWN ode could verify the user’s ID.
After verifying the GW
’s identity, the user comN ode

putes the initial password p0 = H 2 (K ⊕ SEED),

Next, the GWN ode computes Ai = h(Sn || SEED ||
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T 0 ), where T 0 is the current timestamp of GWN ode ; Stolen-Verifier Attack Analysis:
Sn is an identity of SN ode . The GWN ode sends
Assume that an attacker has stolen the password{Ai , T 0 } to the SN ode Sn . The Sn then verifies the
verifier, p0 = H 2 (K ⊕ SEED), from the GWN ode .
0
0
0
timestamp T and computes Ai = h(Sn ||SEED||T ).
He/she cannot recover H(K ⊕ SEED) from H 2 (K ⊕
0
If Ai is equal to Ai and the timestamp is correct, the
SEED) since H(·) is a strong one-way hash funcSn will respond to Ui ’s query.
tion [3, 11]. Therefore, the user who knows the password K can compute the value H(K ⊕ SEED) and
C. Password Change Phase
then pass the authentication.
There are two steps in password change phase and
they are illustrated as follows.
Pre-play Attack Analysis:
U ser → GWN ode : SEED ⊕ p00 , H(p0 ||p00 );
If a challenge is predictable in a challenge-response
protocol, the possible attack of ”suppress-replay atU ser ← GWN ode : H(p00 ||1).
tack” will happen. In our scheme, it is almost imIf Ui wants to change his/her password, the following
possible that an attacker forecasts the next random
procedure is performed.
number D and then modifies the timestamp T to a
0
legitimate time. Therefore, the attacker cannot forge
Ui selects a new secret value K and then calculate
0
2
0
a valid user to login the GWN ode and request services.
p0 = H (K ⊕ SEED).
0
0
Ui calculates SEED ⊕ p0 and H(p0 ||p0 ).
Ui sends SEED ⊕ p00 and H(p0 ||p00 ) to the GWN ode . Off-line Dictionary Attack Analysis:
Generally, users always select a secret key which is
GWN ode calculates p00 = SEED ⊕ p00 ⊕ SEED and
easy to remember and guess. The secret key will
H(p0 ||p00 ).
easily suffer from guessing attacks, especially off-line
GWN ode checks the computed value H(p0 ||p00 ) is
dictionary guessing attacks. Herein, we used a large
equal to the received value H(p0 ||p00 ).
random number SEED to protect the user’s secret
key
K. The attacker cannot guess the correct pass0
If they hold, GWN ode stores the p0 in place of p0 and
word
K and SEED simultaneously, and he/she finds
0
calculates H(p0 ||1).
it
hard
to obtain the secret key K.
GWN ode sends H(p00 ||1) to the user to ensure that
he/she changes his/her new password successfully.
Active Attack and Revelation of Message ConIn our scheme, we utilize the one-way hash functents Analysis:
tion, timestamp, and a random number to achieve
According to RFC1704 [6], active attack is when an
the requirements of a one-time password authentiattacker attempts to modify data improperly, gain
cation scheme, which there are different verification
authentication, or gain authorization by modifying
values in each transaction.
transmitted messages. In order to maintain the integrity and the confidentiality of transmitted messages, the sender and the receiver should encrypt the
3 Security Analysis
messages. In our scheme, we establish a session key
D to encrypt the transmitted messages in each comIn this section, we consider the variable possible attacks in
munication.
the design of a one-time password authentication scheme
for WSN, such as server spoofing attacks, stolen-verifier
attacks, pre-play attacks, active attacks and revealing Replay Attack Analysis:
message contents, off-line dictionary attacks, and replay
An adversary eavesdrops on the valid user’s verified
attacks, etc.
information T 0 and pt . If he/she replays the message
to forge the valid user, he/she will be rejected. BeServer Spoofing Attack Analysis:
cause a timestamp is contained in pt , the GWN ode
There is a malicious attacker masquerading as a
can
check it and reject the adversary’s request.
GW
to obtain some secret information about the
N ode

user. As the user cannot detect the kind of spoofing attack, he/she will reveal his/her secret message Portability Analysis:
Smart card has a property which can be portable.
by accident. Our scheme can prevent this kind of
In S/Key [7], the fresh one-time passwords should
attack. The GWN ode will be authenticated by the
be pre-computed by the user. On a trip where no
pre-shared secret value SEED. If an attacker wants
trusted local computation is available, the user can
to replay the authentication message, he/she must
0
use the pre-computed password to login the server.
modify the timestamp T to T . However, it is not
It is not convenient for a user that he/she should
easy that an attacker knows the random number D,
0
pre-compute the next one-time passwords. So, we
and then computes another hash value of D and T .
continue using the smart card to keep the portability
Therefore, the attacker cannot pass the authenticaof the algorithm.
tion.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and secure
one-time password authentication scheme for WSN. The [12]
proposed scheme is secure to against Lee et al.’s masquerade attacks [14], pre-play attacks, the server’s spoofing attacks, active and revelation of message contents attacks,
off-line dictionary attacks, stolen-verifier attacks, and replay attacks.
[13]
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Abstract
Alert Fusion is a process of combining alerts from multiple
Intrusion Detection Systems to make a decision about the
presence of attack or intrusion. A reliable decision from
an alert fusion requires that Intrusion detectors involved
in the fusion process generates fully reliable alerts. The
unreliable alerts from intrusion detectors may completely
misleads the decision making process. The existing alert
fusion operators doesn’t incorporate reliability of Intrusion detectors. In this work, we have proposed a novel
alert fusion method which overcomes the limitations of
existing fusion methods and fulfils the requirements for
alert fusion domain. We have demostrated the results for
two different approaches of deriving reliability value of intrusion system detector which are based on conflict and
true positive rate of intrusion detectors. The results shows
the robustness of proposed rule in fusing alerts from multiple intrusion detection system. Our proposed approach
shows a drastic reduction in false positive rate without
affecting the true positive rate.
Keywords: Alert fusion, DARPA99, IDS, KDD99, reliability

1

Introduction

Intrusion Detection system (IDS) is a security system that
monitors the traffic on a computer network system, analyzes the traffic and generates a warning called as alert or
alarm in case any abnormalities found [5, 11]. In this
sense intrusion detection system (IDS) is defined as a
classifier which collects the evidences about the presence
or absence of an intrusion. The evidences collected are
usually incomplete, uncertain, contradictory or conflicting and may be complementary. The use of single IDS as
a detector has two major drawbacks: higher false alarm
rate and lower intrusion detection coverage, these limits
the detection performance of an IDS in presence of mul-

tiple categories of attack/intrusion.
An prospective approach of tackling with multiple categories of attack is through the use of distributed IDS [1].
The distributed IDS consists of multiple intrusion detection systems which are dissimilar in nature. They are
dissimilar by the fact that they extract different features
of network traffic or might have completely different detection algorithms, viz., signature based IDS or anomaly
based IDS [3]. Unfortunately, Along with the potential
benefits of distributed Intrusion detection system there
are two major problems. The first problem is to decide
an efficient fusion rule to combine the diverse evidences
provided by this systems and second problem is to determine whether the evidence provided by these systems are
reliable, i.e., finding reliability value of IDS involved in
the fusion process. The reliability of intrusion detection
system is defined as the amount of trust on the ability
of IDS and the evidence provided by IDS. The value of
reliability factor decides the discounting factor for discounting the evidences of conflicting, complementary and
unreliable IDS. The classical method of fusing evidences
from multiple intrusion detection systems assume all the
IDS to be equally reliable and assign same weighage to
each of the evidences. However, in real scenario it is not
true because some IDS are dominant for detecting certain
class of attack and also its evidence can be more reliable
compared to other IDS involved in fusion process.
Our focus in these work is to overcome the limitations
and issues in the method of fusing dissimilar evidence
from multiple IDS and to derive the numerical value of
reliability of IDS. In this paper, we propose a novel fusion operator that not only fuses the evidence but also
incorporate the reliability value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the traditional alert fusion flow and explains
various fusion rules proposed in literature [2, 12, 17]. Section 3 discusses the requirements and limitations of an
ideal fusion rule. Section 4 describes the proposed alert
fusion approach and discusses various features of the pro-
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Figure 1: Traditional Alert Fusion Flow Diagram

posed alert fusion approach. Section 5 shows the simu- 2.2 Fusion Rules
lation setup and describes the dataset. Section 6 shows
results of proposed fusion rule under four different exper- The fusion rules are used to combine masses from n evidence sources and outputs a fused decision. For number
iments. Finally in Section 7 we draw the conclusion.
of evidence sources n ≥ 2 let Θ = {θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , . . . , θn } be
the frame of discernment for the fusion problem under
2 Related Work
consideration having n exclusive and exhaustive hypothesis . The sets of all subsets of Θ is called as power-set of Θ
Figure 1 shows the traditional method for combining and is denoted by 2Θ . The power-set is usually closed unalerts from N different intrusion detection system. Each der unions, intersections and complements and is defined
IDS sniffs the incoming network traffic and alerts for the as a Boolean algebra. The fusion rules such Dempster
presence of an attack. The alerts generated by IDS is shafer Rule in [12], Yager’s Rule in [17] and Smet’s TBM
converted to a mass value and all such masses are fused Rule in [13] are rules which are closed under Union operby fusion operator. This section will show the process ator. However, this rules doesn’t contain intersections of
of alert-to-mass mapping and gives a brief overview on element of Θ.
existing fusion rule.
A basic belief assignment (BBA) is a function m from
2Θ , the power set of Θ to [0,1]. The belief mass assignment
2.1 Alert to Mass Mapping
will satisfy the property:
An IDS sniffs the traffic and generates positive and negative alerts. If we denote the hypothesis that attack is
present by H and attack not present by -H then according to [6] we have,
P
P +N +C
N
m(−H) =
P +N +C
C
m(Hor − H) =
,
P +N +C
where, P - positive evidence in favor of hypothesis H, N Negative evidence opposing the hypothesis H or favoring
hypothesis -H and C is constant which is equal to 2 for
binary frame of hypothesis. m(H) is the mass value for
hypothesis H. m(Hor − H) is mass value for hypothesis
H or −H and can be called m(uncertain) i.e, mass value
for uncertainty between H and -H. Figure 2 shows the
effect of increase in positive evidence on mass value of
m(H), m(−H) and m(uncertain).
m(H)

=

X

m(φ) = 0 and

m(A) = 1.

A∈2Θ

Here, m(φ) is the mass assigned to null set. Let, m1 (B)
and m2 (C) are two independent masses from two sources
of evidence. Then the combined mass m(A) is obtained by
combining m1 (B) and m2 (B) through conjunctive rule,
m(A)

=

X

m1 (B)m2 (C)

B,C∈2Θ
B∩C=A

m(φ)

=

X

m1 (B)m2 (C).

B,C∈2Θ
B∩C=φ

Disjunctive rule of combination is defined for union of elements of Θ. If m1 (B) and m2 (C) are two independent
masses from two sources of evidence then the combined
mass m(A) obtained by combining m1 (B) and m2 (C)
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Figure 2: Effect of increase in positive evidence on mass value

through the rule,
m(A) =

X

m1 (B)m2 (C).

B,C∈2Θ
B∪C=A

The disjunctive rule is preferable when some sources of
evidence are unreliable but we don’t know which one is
unreliable.
The normalized version of conjunctive rule was proposed by Dempster and Shafer in [12] and is known as
Dempster-Shafer rule. In DS rule, the fused masses m(A)
is obtained from two independent sources of evidence
m1 (B) and m2 (C) using following equation:
P
B,C∈2Θ m1 (B)m2 (C)
B∩C=A
P
m(A) =
1 − B,C∈2Θ m1 (B)m2 (C)

rule that effectively combines evidence from multiple IDS
and outputs a decision that accurately matches with existing ground truth. Following are the basic requirements
for fusion rule as mapped out by authors:
• Fusion rule should incorporate the reliability of intrusion detection system for the evidence it provide
about the presence of intrusion.
• The rule should be able to compromise between the
reliable IDS and unreliable IDS.
• If all the IDS involved in fusion are unreliable then
fusion rule should discard the available IDS and then
new sets of IDS has to be found for concerned fusion
problem.

According to Katar in [7] the quality of decision from
a
fusion
operator varies application to application. In
B∩C=φ
present
work
the goal is to combine alerts from multiple
m(φ) = 0.
IDS systems, so the trustworthiness of alerts is a matter of
The above rule is defined for fusing two independent concern. The existing fusion rules discussed in Section 2
masses from sources of evidence. However, the same have following limitations:
can be extended for n independent and equally reliable
• None of the existing rule incorporates the reliability
sources.
of source whose evidence are to be fused. Thus, there
Dubois and Prade rule of combination by Dubois and
is no real time criteria which assign a numerical value
Prade [2] is applicable when out of two sources, one source
of reliability to the evidence given by the source.
is unreliable and these unreliability is because of high conflict between the evidence they provide. DP rule assigns
• The existing fusion rule considered all the sources of
the value of conflict between two sources under union opevidence to be equally reliable. However, in fusion
erator to the total mass value.
framework there might be some unreliable sources
X
X
which misleads to the fusion rule to give wrong decim(A) =
m1 (B)m2 (C) +
m1 (B)m2 (C).
sion.
B,C∈2Θ
B∪C=A
B∩C=φ

3

B,C∈2Θ
B∩C=A
B∩C6=φ

Requirements and Limitations
of Fusion Rules

Thomas in [15] suggests that the timely detection of intrusion in multiple IDS framework requires an efficient fusion

• One major drawback related to the fusion rule as suggested by Goodman in [4] is that in an environment
consisting of many hypotheses and many sources, it
is difficult to decide whether to accept or reject the
result of fusion rule. If sources of evidences are highly
conflicting, the DS rule completely fails. If analyst
blindly believes on the result then the decision can
be misleading or complementary.
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Characteristic
Dataset Name
Frame of Discernment (Θ)
Reliability criteria
No. of packets processed
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Where,
CRF (A)

Name
DARPA 1999
[probe, -probe, θ]
TPR of IDS
5766

=

Y

Rn

n

DRF (A)

=

(1 −

Y
n

Rn )(1 −

Y
(1 − Rn )).
n

Here, Rn is the reliability value of nth source of evidence. CRF (A) is conjunctive reliability value about
Table 2: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS A and DRF (A) is disjunctive reliability value about A.
and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value CRF and DRF value acts as a weighting factor to comusing TPR
promise between conjunctive mass and disjunctive mass.

TP
TN
FP
FN

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

127
2715
2784
140

124
2721
2778
143

144
2730
2769
123

118
2681
2818
149

DS
Rule
131
2644
2855
136

Proposed
Rule
143
5324
32
267

The above requirements and limitations shows that we
need a framework which can evaluate the numerical value
of reliability of intrusion detection systems and discount
the evidences based on their reliability beforehand. Also,
there must be robust way as to handle conflict between
sources and uncertainty assigned by sources to hypotheses.

4

Proposed Fusion Approach

To overcome the limitations and to match the requirements, we propose a novel method of fusing the evidences
provided by source (Alerts generated by Intrusion Detection System). The flowchart of proposed fusion approach
is as shown in Figure 3. The mass generated from alert
to mass mapping block is used to derive reliability values
along with CRF and DRF values. The input masses are
discounted using this values and discounted masses are
then fused using proposed rule. This section will explain
the proposed rule, features of proposed rule and method
for deriving reliability co-efficient of an Intrusion detection system.

4.1

Proposed Rule

The proposed rule is based on DS framework [12]. Here,
m1 (B) and m2 (C) are two independent masses from two
sources of evidence. Then the combined mass m(A) is obtained by combining m1 (B)and m2 (C) through the rule,
m(A)

=

CRF (A)

X

m1 (B)m2 (C)

B,C∈2Θ
B∩C=A

+DRF (A)

X

B,C∈2Θ
B∪C=A

m1 (B)m2 (C).

4.2

Features of Proposed Rule

The proposed rule effectively incorporates reliability of
each source of evidence. If all the sources of evidence
are reliable we get CRF (A)=1 and DRF (A)=0, so the
proposed rule converge to conjunctive rule. If all the
sources of evidence are unreliable we get CRF (A)=0 and
DRF (A)=0, so the proposed rule does not give any solution and new sources of evidence has to be found. If
some sources are reliable and some are unreliable we get
CRF (A)=0.5 and DRF (A)=0.5, so the proposed rule will
shows the compromise between conjunctive mass and disjunctive mass.

4.3

Deriving Reliability Co-efficient

One of the major problems of incorporating reliability of
IDS into the fusion is problem of obtaining reliability coefficients. Reliability coefficients basically show a numerical value of trust in the mass value provided the Intrusion
Detection system. The problem of finding reliability can
be related to the problem of conflict between various Intrusion detection systems. The mere existence of conflict
between the mass provided by Intrusion detection systems indicates the presence of an unreliable IDS which
may cause the fusion result to be complementary from
reality. An highly conflicting IDS will be assigned least
reliability and least conflicting IDS will be assigned with
highest reliability.
Another Approach of finding reliability is to relate reliability with the true alert rate of IDS. In these approach
it is assumed that the IDS having highest true alert rate
and lowest false alert rate will be assigned highest reliability and thereby, giving highest weightage in fusion process. While, all other IDS is assigned relative reliability
value based on their true alert rate and false alert rate.
The approach of assigning reliability based on true alert
rate requires the ground truth knowledge. While, the approach of assigning reliability based on conflict between
the IDS can work without knowledge of ground truth. In
these work, we have use both the approaches and have
compared result of proposed rule with existing rules.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of proposed fusion approach

Table 3: Comparison of single IDS with fusion
using TPR
Snort
Suricata
TPR 0.4757 0.4644
FPR 0.5063 0.5052
PPV 0.0437 0.0429
NPV 0.9510 0.9501
ACC 0.4929 0.4934

using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
PHAD
0.5393
0.5035
0.0494
0.9569
0.4984

NETAD
0.4419
0.5125
0.0402
0.9473
0.4854

DS Rule
0.4906
0.5192
0.0439
0.9511
0.4813

Proposed Rule
0.5356
0.060
0.8171
0.9522
0.9481

Table 4: DARPA 99 experiment description
Characteristic
Name
Dataset Name
DARPA 1999
Frame of Discernment (Θ) [probe, -probe, θ]
Reliability criteria
Conflict between IDS
No. of packets processed
5766

Table 5: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using conflict between evidences
TP
TN
FP
FN

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

128
2751
2748
139

107
2718
2781
160

129
2689
2810
138

129
2768
2731
138

DS
Rule
119
2693
2806
148

Proposed
Rule
136
5130
244
256
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Table 6: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using conflict between evidences
TPR
FPR
PPV
NPV
ACC

5
5.1

Snort
0.4794
0.4997
0.045
0.9519
0.4993

Suricata
0.4007
0.5057
0.0377
0.9444
0.4899

PHAD
0.4831
0.5110
0.0439
0.9512
0.4887

Simulation Setup
Dataset Description

The MIT Lincoln Laboratory under the project DARPA
has collected and distributed the first standard dataset
for offline evaluation of IDS. DARPA98 and DARPA99
are two datasets available under DARPA project for the
use of researchers. DARPA99 is modified and refined version of DARPA98 which consists of total 5 weeks of data
which is divided into 3 weeks of training dataset and 2
weeks of testing dataset. Each week of dataset consists
of five day of data from Monday to Friday of inside and
outside traffic. The detailed explanation of various intrusions/attacks present in DARPA99 along with normal
traffic is explained in detail in [8] by Kendall.
Most research in the field of IDS have been done using DARPA99 dataset. However, many of the researchers
have criticized and argued about its applicability for IDS
evaluation. Most of them consider that the dataset is very
outdated and unable to create behavior like the present
day attack. Along with the critics, there are significant
argument in favor of DARPA99. In [15], Thomas argued that the non-availability of any other dataset that
includes the complete network traffic was probably the
initial reason to make use of the DARPA dataset for
IDS evaluation by researchers. In [9], authors comment
that if an present day advanced system could not perform well on DARPA dataset, it could also not perform
acceptably on realistic data. Authors in [10] argued that
even though there are shortcomings, the Lincoln evaluation indicates that even the best of the research IDS
systems falls far short of the DARPA goals for detection
and false-alarm performance. MCHugh in his work [10]
believe that any sufficiently advanced IDS should be able
to achieve good true positive detection performance on
the DARPA IDS evaluation dataset. Demonstrating such
performance, however, is only necessary to show the capabilities of such a detector, it is not sufficient.
The KDD99 dataset is knowledge discovery database
originally created from DARPA98. The KDD99 dataset
has 41 features along with one class label. The Class label
consists of attack in four categories R2L, U2R, Probe and
DOS. The complete details on types of attacks present in
each categories and list of 41 features is available in the
work by [14].
Authors in [14] suggested a new dataset called as NSL-

NETAD
0.4831
0.4966
0.0439
0.9525
0.5024

DS Rule
0.4457
0.5103
0.0451
0.9479
0.4877

Proposed Rule
0.3579
0.0454
0.3579
0.9525
0.9133

KDD in order to solve the issues with KDD99. NSL-KDD
was distributed for testing in year 2009 by University of
New Brunswick. This new version of dataset does not
have redundant records in train set, so the classifier does
not get biased towards more frequent records. Also, the
test set does not have duplicate records which give better
detection rates. The reduced NSL-KDD make it reasonable to run the experiments without need of randomly
selecting small set as in KDD99. The results by Tavallaee
et al. [14] shows that the results obtained by NSL-KDD
makes the evaluation results more consistent and comparable.

5.2

Selection of IDS

For alert fusion of multiple intrusion detection systems,
we have selected four dissimilar IDS namely, Snort, Suricata, PHAD and NETAD. The reason behind such selection is that snort and suricata are signature based intrusion detectors while PHAD and NETAD are anomaly detectors. Thus, both categories are complementary to one
another which enhances the performance of fusion system and within the category they are redundant which
increases the accuracy.

5.3

System Configuration

The simulation environment consists three 3rd Generation IntelCorei5processor (1.6GHz), Operating system installed is Linux Ubuntu with 4GB RAM. One machine
deployed with Signature based IDS such as snort and suricata. Another Machine deployed with Anomaly detectors
such as PHAD and NETAD. Third machine acts as an
attacker machine having dataset loaded and is being replayed using TCPreplay.

6

Results

This section will discuss the results obtained under four
different experiments namely, DARPA99 Experiment,
KDD99 Experiment, NSL-KDD Experiment and some
random experiments in order The performance metrics
used to compare the results are true positive (TP), true
negative (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN),
true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), positive prediction value (PPV), negative prediction value
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Figure 4: Comparison of proposed rule with DS rule
Figure 5: Comparison of proposed rule with DS rule
against NSL-KDD for detecting R2L attack
against NSL-KDD for detecting DOS attack

(NPV) and Accuracy (ACC). The formal definition of
each of this parameters are explained in Appendix A along
with its significance.

6.1

DARPA99 Experiment

In DARPA99 Experiment, we preprocessed the dataset
and total 5766 packets where loaded on to the network.
In first experiment as per Table 1, we use the TPR of
IDS as a reliability criteria. Table 2 and Table 3 shows Figure 6: Confusion matrix of two IDS system having
the performance comparison of single IDS against the fu- conflicting behavior
sion using DS and fusion using proposed rule. The observed results shows an efficient reduction in number of
false positives and an significant increase in the accuracy
of IDS.
Table 4 shows the description of second experiment
performed using DARPA99 where reliability is derived
by calculating the amount of conflict between the IDS
systems. Table 5 and Table 6 shows the comparison results of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using
proposed rule by deriving reliability value using conflict
between evidences.
Table 7: KDD 99 Experiment description
Characteristic
Dataset Name
Frame of Discernment (Θ)
Reliability criteria
No. of packets processed

6.2

Figure 7: Confusion matrix of two IDS system having
harmonious behavior

Name
KDD 1999
[smurf, -smurf, θ]
TPR of IDS
3456

KDD99 Experiment

In KDD99 Experiment, we preprocessed the dataset
and total 3456 packets containing attack and non-attack
packet was loaded on the network and replayed using
TCPReplay tool. The Frame of Discerment is selected to Figure 8: Comparing fusion rules under conflict behavior
detect smurf attack. The total 1944 smurf attacks were
present in processed dataset.
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Table 8: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using TPR
TP
TN
FP
FN

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

916
788
724
1028

1015
763
749
928

982
769
743
962

910
762
750
1034

DS
Rule
969
765
747
975

Proposed
Rule
1015
1490
22
929

Table 9: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using TPR
TPR
FPR
PPV
NPV
ACC

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

0.4712
0.4788
0.5545
0.4339
0.4931

0.5221
0.4954
0.5754
0.4509
0.5145

0.5051
0.4914
0.5693
0.4443
0.5067

0.4681
0.4960
0.5482
0.4243
0.4838

DS
Rule
0.4985
0.4940
0.5647
0.4243
0.5017

Proposed
Rule
0.5216
0.0146
0.9788
0.4397
0.7248

Table 10: KDD 99 experiment description
Characteristic
Dataset Name
Frame of Discernment (Θ)
Reliability criteria
No. of packets processed

Name
KDD 1999
[smurf, -smurf, θ]
Conflict between IDS
3456

Table 11: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using conflict between IDS
TP
TN
FP
FN

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

997
742
770
947

967
741
771
977

1015
730
782
929

960
758
754
984

DS
Rule
1008
723
789
936

Proposed
Rule
1033
1501
11
911

Table 12: Comparison of single IDS with fusion using DS and fusion using proposed rule by deriving reliability value
using conflict between IDS

TPR
FPR
PPV
NPV
ACC

Snort

Suricata

PHAD

NETAD

0.5129
0.5093
0.5642
0.4393
0.5032

0.4974
0.5099
0.5564
0.4313
0.4942

0.5221
0.5172
0.5648
0.4400
0.5049

0.4938
0.4987
0.5601
0.4351
0.4971

DS
Rule
0.5185
0.5218
0.5609
0.4358
0.5009

Proposed
Rule
0.5314
0.0073
0.9895
0.6223
0.7332

Table 13: NSL-KDD experiment description
Characteristic
Dataset Name
Frame of Discernment (Θ)
Reliability criteria
No. of packets processed
No. of R2L attacks present

Name
NSL-KDD
[R2L, -R2L, θ]
Conflict between IDS
5000
52
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Table 14: NSL-KDD experiment description
Characteristic
Dataset Name
Frame of Discernment (Θ)
Reliability criteria
No. of packets processed
No. of R2L attacks present

Name
NSL-KDD
[DOS, -DOS, θ]
Conflict between IDS
5000
944

6.4

Random Experiment

The behavior of proposed rule against existing rules is
further checked with some random experiments. Here, we
perform some random experiments under following situations:
• Conflicting Behavior;
• Harmonious Behavior.

Figure 9: Comparing fusion rules under harmonious behavior

The KDD99 Experiment description is shown in Table 7. Table 8 and Table 9 shown the performance of
proposed rule along with DS rule. Table 10 gives description about KDD99 experiment by using conflict between
the IDS as a reliability criteria. Table 11 and Table 12
shows the results obtained under this experiment.

6.3

NSL-KDD Experiment

To perform evaluation of our proposed technique against
NSL-KDD, We utilized two IDS systems out of four installed in the environment namely, snort and PHAD. In
the work by Thomas [16], it is shown that PHAD has
performs badly during detection of R2L and U2R attack.
While, snort performs well against DOS and R2L categories of attack. In pre-processing of NSL-KDD using
wireshark tool, it is found that DOS and R2L have very
low variations and hence it is difficult to detect such attacks using traditional detection method.
Table 13 shows the description of NSL-KDD experiment for detecting R2L attack considering conflict as reliability criteria. Table 14 shows the description of NSLKDD experiment for detecting DOS attack considering
conflict as reliability criteria. Figure 4 shows the results
of proposed rule with DS rule against NSL-KDD for detecting R2L attack and Figure 5 shows the results of proposed rule with DS rule against NSL-KDD for detecting
DOS attack. It can be observed from the result that proposed rule gives highest accuracy and least false positive
rate compared to individual IDS and DS rule.

We artificially generated the random packets but controlled them to have a conflicting behavior and harmonious behavior as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.The results for fusion of two intrusion system detectors having
conflicting behavior is shown in 15. The proposed rule increases the accuracy by 20% compared to individual IDS.
However, in the case of harmonious behavior the DS Rule
improves accuracy by 10% while proposed rule improves
it by 18% compared to individual IDS. Table 16 shows
the results for harmonious behavior of IDS. Figure 8 and
Figure 9 shows the results in terms of precision, recall and
F-score under conflicting and harmonious behavior.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, a reliable alert fusion approach for combining alerts from multiple intrusion detection systems
is proposed. The proposed rule incorporates reliability
of intrusion detection during fusion process. The rule is
designed to make compromise between conjunctive logic
and disjunctive logic. The simulation was done against
DARPA99, KDD99 and NSL-KDD and shows the performance of proposed approach with an improvement in false
positive rate. We demonstrated the results for random
situation under complementary and harmonious behavior
to prove the robustness of our rule in terms of reducing
false alert and enhancing accuracy of detection.
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Appendix A
Table 17: Formal definition and significance of performance metrics
Name
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Formula
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Number of attacks that are correctly detected

-
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Number of normal traffic packet that are incorrectly detected as attacks

-

True negative (TN)

Number of normal traffic packets that are correctly classfi
ed

-

False negative (FN)

Number of attacks that are not detected

-

True positive rate (TPR)

Is the ratio of total true positives and sum of true positives
with false negatives

False positive rate (FPR)

Is the ratio of total false positives and sum of false positives
with True negatives

Positive prediction value (PPV)

Is the ratio of total true positives and sum of true positives
with false positives.

Negative prediction value (NPV)

Is the ratio of total true negative and sum of true negatives
with false negatives.

Accuracy (ACC)

Is the ratio of sum of TP and TN to the sum of TP, TN,
FP and FN

Precision(P)

Is a measure of what fraction of test data detected as attack
is actually from the attack class

Recall (R)

Is a measure of what fraction of attack class is correctly
detected

Fscore (F)

Is the balance between precision and recall
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Abstract
Attribute Based Encryption is a technique that associates
user’s attributes with keys. Data is encrypted using a specific policy and only those keys whose attributes satisfy
that policy are allowed to decrypt it. In this paper, we
propose a secure communication model based on Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE). This
model allows Role Based Access Control for documents
without the use of a secure server to enforce the access
policies. We propose a scalable implementation for key revocation and user attribute updation with improved flexibility. Our method uses a key revoke-list and key-version
to achieve this. We show the implementation using the
CP-ABE toolkit, an open source library that implements
the CP-ABE scheme. We also show how confidentiality, integrity and source authentication is achieved in our
model.
Keywords: Access rights, CP-ABE, expressive access control, secure communication model

1

Introduction

Information has been a valuable resource ever since humans began to communicate and like all other resources
it needs to be protected. With the advent of the Internet
and computing technology, digital means for exchanging
information gained importance. Millions of people connected to Internet exchange information of potentially
crucial nature. The methods used to secure this transfer of information have evolved over the years.

mise, the data can be stored in an encrypted form on the
servers. This ensures that the privacy of the data remains
intact. The task of selective sharing of information and
access control now becomes a big challenge. Traditionally,
a trusted server used to be employed in order to enforce
access control but the data must be stored in unencrypted
form on such a server. Public Key Infrastructure can be
used to enforce access control over encrypted data by creating a trust model as discussed in [10]. In a PKI based
model, when a user wants to selectively share the data,
he must encrypt it with the public keys of each and every
intended recipient. This is not a feasible option in many
scenarios. When data is to be shared with a large group
of users or the intended target audience determined by
some attributes is not fully known, the PKI based model
cannot be used. Another problem with this model is that
the users higher in the access hierarchy have to store a
large number of keys. This problem was solved to some
extent using the method proposed in [1].
In [17], the idea of Attribute Based Encryption was introduced. Several schemes were proposed to achieve fine
grained access control [9]. These scheme overcame the
limitations faced by the model proposed in [10]. In an
ABE based model, the data can be stored in an encrypted
form on a server. This breakthrough lead to further developments in Role Based Access Control(RBAC) using
ABE. Consequently, CP-ABE and KP-ABE encryption
schemes were developed. A survey of these ABE schemes
and access structures and their comparisons in cloud environment has been given in [12]. When the attributes are
at different levels, the CP-HABE, which is a hierarchical
CP-ABE scheme proposed in [14] proves to be useful.

In this era of Internet, it is inevitable for various service providers like Google and Facebook to store sensitive 1.1 Our Contribution
personal information of users on servers. Considering the
variety and importance of this information, there is a risk In this paper, we propose a secure communication model
of an attack on these servers. This leads to concerns about that can be used for selective sharing in an unsecure storcompromise of personal data. To avoid such a compro- age server environment. We achieve this by using CP-
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ABE. Our model provides a scalable method for revoking
keys and updating attributes of keys. We use a similar
key revocation technique as in [6]. We attempt to address
some issues in key revocation and dynamic attribute updation. Our scalable key revocation mechanism allows to
effectively revoke a user’s key immediately without much
overhead by using revoke list. But the revocation process is completed lazily for a large batch of revoked keys.
Our proposed mechanism provides complete freedom of
choosing when to perform this lazy completion. It can
be done when a threshold number of revocations have accumulated or any arbitrarily set time period has elapsed.
We enable key attribute updation using the revocation
mechanism itself. In our scheme, all key attributes can be
assumed to be dynamic in nature. Also, our scheme does
not require changing the public and master key pair of
CP-ABE. We discuss the working of the proposed model
in Section 3. We also provide pseudocodes in Section 4
to show clearly how our model can be implemented. We
show how our model ensures confidentiality, integrity and
authentication under some attack scenarios in Section 5.

2

2.1

Theoretical Background
Related Work

and

Theoretical Background

Cryptography is used to secure the communication between two parties. The earliest form of cryptography was
secret key cryptography, which involved the use of a secret key that was known to both the parties before the
exchange of data. As the size of networks and organizations grew bigger, the quadratic growth in the number
of keys required for secure communication lead to serious
concerns. Thus, when the idea of public key encryption
was proposed by Diffie and Helman in [7], it was promptly
accepted and as a result many different public key encryption schemes were developed.

194

a combination of the receiver’s attributes and it is computed by the sender with the help of publicly known attributes of the receiver. This eliminated the need for key
exchange and therefore prevented man-in-the-middle attacks as opposed to public-key schemes. The private key
of a user is generated by the key generation center after
proper identity check of the user.
Attribute-based encryption (ABE) was an approach
proposed by Sahai and Waters in [17]. In traditional
public-key cryptography, a message is encrypted for a
specific receiver using the receiver’s public-key. But in
large organizations, often there is requirement of a technique that allows members to specify access policies for
restricting data to groups of intended recipients. This
can be achieved by using a trusted server to store data.
The server can check certification of a user before granting him access to files. A major drawback of this method
is the security of the server. ABE aims to achieve secure selective sharing while removing the dependency on
servers with access control mechanisms. The access control logic is embedded in the encryption technique and
thus encrypted data remains confidential even if the storage server is untrusted.
There are two types of Attribute Based Encryption,
namely Key-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KPABE) and Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based Encryption
(CP-ABE). [9] provides a scheme to implement KP-ABE.
In KP-ABE, ciphertexts are associated with sets of descriptive attributes, and users’ keys are associated with
policies. In key-policy ABE, the encryptor exerts no control over who has access to the data it encrypts, except by
it’s choice of descriptive attributes for the data. Rather,
it must trust that the key-issuer issues the appropriate
keys to grant or deny access to the appropriate users.
CP-ABE was first presented in [3]. In CP-ABE, a
user’s private key is associated with a set of attributes
and the access policy is specified in the ciphertext. A
user can decrypt an encrypted text if and only if his attributes satisfy the policy specified in the ciphertext. The
policy can be built using conjunctions, disjunctions and
(k, n) threshold gates. The private keys can be obtained
by a user even after the data has been encrypted. Thus
the actual set of users that can decrypt a ciphertext is
not needed to be known at the time of encryption. This
allows the incorporation of future users who may obtain a
key that will satisfy the policy of the encrypted text and
hence be able to read the data.

A few emerging applications like cloud services often
demand that the access to data should be governed by a
policy wherein only specific individuals are granted access
to the data. In such cases, there is a need for a cryptographic scheme that allows only those users whose attributes satisfies a decryption policy to decrypt the data.
In Public Key cryptography, there is a single Private Key
that can decrypt the data encrypted by the corresponding
All the above efforts are shown to be special cases of
Public Key. Attribute Based Encryption [17] was introFunctional
Encryption [4]. The term Functional Encrypduced as an attempt to overcome this limitation.
tion was first seen in [11], disguised in the form of prediShamir in [18] defined a technique known as Identity cate encryption. Functional encryption is a scheme which
Based Encryption that enabled any pair of users to com- allows a user to gain knowledge about a specific function
municate securely and to verify each other’s signatures of the encrypted text. The data is encrypted with a pubwithout exchanging private or public keys, without keep- lic key pk . A master secret key is held by a trusted
ing directories and without using the services of a third authority. It can generate secret key skf corresponding
party. In this scheme, the public key of the receiver is to function f . The user having skf can compute the func-
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tion f on any encryption of x. There are four phases in a
functional encryption system - setup, keygen, encryption
and decryption. The setup phase generates a public key
and the master secret key. Keygen phase generates the secret key skk . Encryption phase encrypts a message x with
the public key. Decryption phase enables user to compute
F (k, x) from the encrypted message. Functional encryption systems have a wide range of applications today like
spam filtering on encrypted mail, expressive access control
and mining on large datasets.

Weber in [19] proposed a method for incorporating
the type of dynamic attributes whose values can be expressed in a list. He proposed that each attribute should
be converted into a group element and then those elements should be translated into appropriate components
of the private key. These components are transferred to
the users device and stored in a secured compartment
of the device that cannot be accessed by the user. All
these attributes are bound together using a common random factor during the key generation process resulting in
blinding of each key component. This in turn also blinds
the ciphertext when the attributes are used in it. During
the decryption process, the same common random factor
2.2 Related Work
is used to unblind the ciphertext. The malicious users
The issue of user key revocation in CP-ABE is not ad- cannot combine the components of the different keys in
dressed often in the proposed schemes. Majority of the the same manner as an authentic user and thus the deauthors who propose schemes focus on proving the secu- cryption algorithm will fail.
rity of their scheme. Piretti, Traynor and McDaniel in [15]
Chuha, Roy and Stoev in [6] use the concept of negative
roughly addressed the issue of attribute revocation for the
attributes to allow immediate key revocation, and the refirst time. They suggested that each attribute should be
vocation process is completed lazily after a fixed time slice
valid only within a particular time-frame. After the vaexpires. To handle key attribute update, they propose
lidity of the attribute expires, the system administrator
that two separate access tress should be used for encrypwill release latest version of the attribute. The user uption process. One tree is for static attributes and other
dates his key based on the latest available version of the
is for dynamic attributes. The tree of dynamic attributes
attribute. To revoke an attribute, the latest version of
is connected via a dummy node in the main access tree.
the attribute will not be released. The major problem
After encryption using the main tree, the part of cipherwith this solution is that of time synchronization between
text that corresponds to dynamic attributes is separated
the system administrator and the user. To overcome this
out and re-encrypted using the access tree for dynamic
shortcoming, Bethencourt in [3] proposed that every key
attributes. The receiver applies original key to remaining
of a user should have an expiration date. A user will be
part of ciphertext and obtains a key from the local key
able to decrypt the message only if the date of encryption
server for decrypting the dynamic attributes part of the
of message is less than the expiration date of the user’s
cipher-text. Our model uses a similar technique but alkey.
lows more flexibility and efficiency for key revocation by
In [20], it is proposed that whenever an attribute needs providing a mechanism to complete the revocation process
to be revoked, the key generation authority will redefine after an arbitrary time limit or upon reaching a threshold
the master key components of the revoked attributes. The number of revocations. Also, our scheme uses a simple
corresponding public key components are also redefined. technique for key attribute updation using the revocaThe user’s secret keys need to be updated for data access. tion mechanism. This allows making all key attributes
The new data is encrypted using the new public key. To dynamic.
perform these updates, proxy re-key’s [13] are generated
Doshi in [8] proposed that for updating an attribute,
by the authority. Using these re-key’s, the proxy servers
the
user should return his old secret key and the CA will
can update the existing ciphertexts on the storage sever
give
the user the new secret key to the user after verifying
as well as the user’s secret keys. This maintains backthe
new
value of the attribute. The keygen algorithm
ward compatibility in the system. This method transfers
takes
old
values from old secret key. An algorithm for
the load of the authorities onto the proxy servers leading
using
this
technique in semi-trusted environment is also
to better performance than the methods proposed in [3]
discussed
in
it.
and [15].
Chen and Gerla in [5] proposed a fading function based
method for implementing dynamic attributes. In their
method, the concept of a fading function, F(x,y) was introduced. This function takes two parameters as input,
the attribute name and the time at which its value is to
be determined. It then outputs a unique value based on
these two parameters. If the sender sends a message at
time t1, the receiver will be able to decrypt that message
at time t2 if and only if F(attribute, t1) = F(attribute,
t2).

3

Proposed Secure Communication Model

We propose a Secure Communication Model that allows
expressive access control without the use of a secure storage server. The model has been developed using the
cpabe-toolkit [2].
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The CP-ABE toolkit provides four command line tools and Repository’s public key and the CP-ABE public key
to perform the various operations of the CP-ABE scheme with them.
proposed in [3]. They can be used manually or can be
A private key in CP-ABE is associated with a set of
invoked by larger systems. The four command line tools
attributes. In our proposed model, each private key has
are:
two types of attributes - User Attributes and Essential
• cpabe-setup - generates a public key and a master Attributes. User Attributes describe the user. E.g. desecret key;
partment, name, experience, salary, etc. Essential Attributes are used to implement the model features. They
• cpabe-keygen - generates a private key with a given
are key id and Key Version. For a key to decrypt a
set of attributes;
file, in addition to satisfying the constraints on user at• cpabe-enc - encrypts a file according to a policy, tributes, it also needs to satisfy the constraints on essential attributes.
which is an expression in terms of attributes;
• cpabe-dec - decrypts a file using a private key.
Our proposed model provides the following functionalities:
• Sending file to intended audience - A user can specify
the attributes of the intended audience while sending
a file. The model ensures that only the intended
audience will be able to view the file.

Each user has a user id which uniquely identifies him
within the organization. Each key has a key id that
uniquely identifies a key. At any given point of time,
each user id may be associated with only one key id.
Each key id is uniquely associated with a fixed set of
attributes. So, the key id associated with a user has to
be changed if the attributes of the user are changed.

At any point of time, the whole system will have
• Receive files - A user can receive the files intended an Active Key Version. It is a positive integer that
is used for implementing the key revocation feature of
for him.
the model. It starts from 1 and can only be incre• Revoke access rights of some user - This is necessary mented. Every key also has a Key Version as one of
if some user is no longer a part of the network and its attributes which may be less than or equal to the
should not have access to the network’s files.
Active Key Version.
• Update access rights of some user - This is necessary
if the role of some user in the network changes.
Figure 1 shows a use case diagram of the model.

3.2

The Proposed Model

When a new user enters the organization, he is authenticated at the KGC. His attributes are stored in a database
3.1 Components of the Proposed Model at the KGC and a private key is provided to him. The
public key of KGC and Repository is also provided to
The model has three entities, namely the Repository, Key him. It is assumed that these functions are done through
Generation Center (KGC) and the users. The Repository direct physical contact. A user must maintain the secrecy
and the KGC interact with the users to perform several of his private key.
tasks.
Further updates in the private key don’t require direct
The Repository is a central server accessible to all. It physical contact as the KGC can simply encrypt the upis assumed that this server is not secure. The repository dated private key using cp-abe with policy such that only
stores the encrypted files sent by all users, along with the the concerned user may be able to decrypt it.
timestamp when each file was uploaded at server, sending user’s id and the minimum Key Version required
to decrypt the file. The Repository has a Public-Private 3.2.1 Send a File
key pair. All data sent from repository is signed using its
Public key.
For encrypting a file, the following data is required:
The Key Generation Center (KGC) performs the tasks
related to key management. It stores the user’s attributes and performs tasks such as initial key distribution, key revocation, distributing Revoke List and
Active Key Version, key renewal and updating user’s
attributes. The KGC has a Public-Private key pair. All
data sent from KGC is signed using its Public key.
Each user has access to KGC and Repository. They
have their own private key (i.e. cp-abe secret key), KGC

1) cp-abe Public key - It is publicly available and each
user has a local copy on their own machine.
2) Revoke List - This is the list of key ids
which have been revoked since the last
Active Key Version update.
3) Active Key Version
This
is
the
Active Key Version as discussed in Section
3.1.
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Figure 1 Use case diagram for the communication model
The Revoke List and Active Key Version are
stored at the KGC and are fetched every time a file needs
to be encrypted.

6) Repository generates Asymmetric Key Pair (K1, K2)
such that K1 and K2 are inverse of each other as done
in RSA [16].

The following steps are followed when a user uploads
a file to repository:

7) Repository encrypts K1 using cp-abe with policy
such that only the concerned user’s key be able to
decrypt it.

1) User obtains the current Revoke List,
Active Key Version from the KGC.

and

2) User select the policy file. The policy file contains a
boolean formula that describes the User Attributes
of the intended audience.

8) Repository signs the encrypted data with his Public
Key and sends it to the user.
9) User receives signed and encrypted K1 from Repository. He verifies the signature and decrypts K1.

3) User generates the augmented policy file. In this 10) User signs the encrypted file that he wants to upload
step, the boolean formula in the policy file is augwith K1.
mented with constraints on the essential attributes.
It includes the following:
11) User uploads the signed and encrypted file along
with the minimum Key Version required to de• minimum Key Version required to decrypt
crypt (which is the Active Key Version at the
the file, which is the Active Key Version.
time of encryption) to the repository.
E.g. If the Active Key Version is 2, then
version >= 2 is used;
12) Repository receives the file, verifies the signature using K2 and stores it along with the upload timestamp
• list of revoked key ids. The key id that tries
and the minimum Key Version required to decrypt
to decrypt the file should not be any of these.
the file.
E.g. If the Revoke List is (4, 6, 10), then
(key id != 4 and key id != 6 and key id !=
It should be noted that a key with Key Version less
10) is used.
than the Active Key Version at the time of encrypThus, the (augmented policy) = (original policy) tion of a file will not be able to decrypt the file. Such a
and (constraints on essential attributes). E.g. (aug- key should be renewed before trying to use it to decrypt
mented policy) = (original policy) and ( (key id != a file.
4 and key id != 6 and key id != 10) and version
>= 2).
4) User encrypts the selected file using cp-abe with policy as the augmented policy generated.

3.2.2

File Refresh

The user may periodically check the repository for new
5) User sends ’Upload Request’ to Repository along files intended for him. The following steps are performed
with his user id.
in this operation:
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1) User sends the File Refresh Request to the repository.
In the request, the user also sends the timestamp of
the last file refresh done by him.
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1) KGC increments the Active Key Version of the
system.
2) KGC sets the Revoke List to empty.

2) Repository selects all files that were uploaded after
the given timestamp along with the upload timestamp and the minimum Key Version requirement
of each file. Repository signs this data with his Public Key and sends the signed data to user.

Now, whenever a file is encrypted, the new
Active Key Version will be used to construct
the augmented policy. As the existing keys have old
Key Version, they will not be able to decrypt it. The
users may then ask the KGC for key renewal. They
3) User receives data from Repository and verifies the will be given their new keys, which will have the same
attributes as their old key, but with the Key Version
signature.
incremented. The revoked users marked in the database
4) If the maximum of Key Version requirement of all will not be issued new keys.
received files is greater than the Key Version of
Note that the user can still use his revoked key to dethe key possessed by the user, then he requests for
crypt
only those messages that had been encrypted before
an updated key from the KGC otherwise the next
his
key
was revoked.
step is skipped.
5) (skipped if not required) The KGC generates another
private key using cp-abe module for the user using 3.2.4 Update Attributes
his attributes (that were stored at KGC) and the
Active Key Version of system. KGC encrypts When the KGC receives request to update attributes of a
the new key using cp-abe with policy such that only particular user, the following steps are performed:
the concerned user be able to decrypt it. KGC signs
1) KGC finds the current key id associated with the
the encrypted key with its Public Key and sends it
concerned user and revokes that key.
to user. If the key id of the user has been revoked,
the KGC doesn’t return any new key.
2) KGC generates a key with a new key id, new attributes and Active Key Version.
6) (skipped if key id was revoked) User receives the
signed and encrypted updated key from KGC. He 3) KGC encrypts the updated key using cp-abe with
policy such that only the old key of concerned user
verifies the signature and decrypts it with his old
be able to decrypt it.
key.
7) User tries to decrypt each file using cp-abe module
one by one using his private key (which may or may
not be updated in the above step).
8) User deletes the files that couldn’t be decrypted and
can view those that were successfully decrypted.

3.2.3

Key Revocation

The KGC receives request from the administration for
revoking a certain key. The following steps are performed
at the KGC:
• KGC adds the key id to the Revoke List. Now
whenever, a user requests the Revoke List, this
new list will be sent. So, when the user encrypts the
file, the augmented policy will make sure that the
none of the revoked keys can decrypt the file.
• It marks the key id in its database.

4) KGC signs the encrypted updated key. KGC sends
the data to user.
5) User receives the data, verifies the signature and decrypts the updated key using his old key.
Note that even after receiving his new updated key, the
user still possesses his old key. This old key can be used
to decrypt only those messages that had been encrypted
before his attributes were updated.

4

Pseudocodes

This model has been implemented using socket programming. There are three modules - User, Repository and
KGC. The KGC and Repository modules run on a server
and service requests sent by User module. The user can
invoke commands for sending files or doing a file refresh
through his modules. Calls are made to the CP-ABE
toolkit to perform various functions.

This is a temporary fix for revoking keys as it is not
The list of functions, invoked in various pseudocodes,
scalable. The size of the Revoke List will keep on inalong with their description is as follows:
creasing and lead to increased overhead. When a certain
number of revoke keys have accumulated OR a fixed time
• cpabe-keygen(masterkey,
public key,
atperiod has passed, the following process will be done by
tributes) - CP-ABE module function that returns
KGC:
a private key associated with given attributes.
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• cpabe-enc(public key, plain text, policy) - CPABE module function that returns encrypted file
with given policy.
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2) Response to Upload Request - This procedure
in Pseudocode 2 is invoked when the user sends File
Upload Request.

• cpabe-dec(public key,
private key,
encrypted text) - CP-ABE module function that Pseudocode 2 Response to Upload Request
returns decrypted file if the provided key satisfies Input:
the policy.
user id : user id of the user who sent Upload Request
1: procedure Process Request(’Upload Request’,
• request(request type, receiver, ...) - sends the
user id)
specified request to the receiver with optional argu2:
(K1, K2) ← generate Asymmetric key pair
ments and returns response from receiver.
3:
sender key id ← key id map[user id]
• response(data) - sends data in response to the cur4:
policy ← ’key id=sender key id’
rent request.
5:
{K1}policy ← cpabe-enc (pub key, K1, policy)
• send(data, receiver) - sends the data to specified
6:
signed msg1 ← ({K1}policy )REPO priv key
receiver.
7:
Response (signed msg1)
• receive(data) - receives data from current connec- 8:
Receive (signed msg2)
tion.
9:
{msg}policy ← (signed msg2)K2
10:
store ({msg}policy , Current TS, Key version,
• verify(attributes) - verify if the passed attributes
are correct.
user id)
11: end procedure
• new keyID() - generates a new unique key id.
The following notations are obeyed in the pseudocodes:
• (msg)k1 - msg encrypted using Public Key cryptography with key k1. Denotes encryption, if k1 is
public key. Denotes signing, if k1 is private key.
• {msg}pol - msg encrypting using cpabe-enc with
policy pol.

4.2

User Module

1) Essential Constraints Generation - This procedure in Pseudocode 3 is invoked by send file method.
Pseudocode 3 Essential constraints generation

4.1

Repository Module

1) Response to File Refresh Request - This procedure in Pseudocode 1 is invoked while receiving new
files.
Pseudocode 1 Response to Refresh Request
Input:
last refresh TS : Timestamp of last file refresh done
by user
1: procedure Process Request(’Refresh Messages’,
last refresh TS)
2:
pkt ← ’ ’
3:
for all msg whose TS is > last refresh TS do
4:
pkt ← pkt + (msg, sender user id, upload TS,
key version required)
5:
end for
6:
signed pkt ← (pkt)REPO priv key
7:
Response (signed pkt)
8: end procedure

Input:
Revoke List : List of key id that are revoked
AKV : Active Key Version of the system
1: procedure
Essential constraints gen ( Revoke List, AKV):
2:
essential constraints ← ’ ’
3:
for all x in Revoke List: do
4:
essential constraints ← essential constraints +
’and key id ! =x’
5:
end for
6:
essential constraints ← essential constraints +
’and key version >= AKV’
7:
return essential constraints
8: end procedure
2) Send File - This procedure in Pseudocode 4 is invoked when the user decides to upload file to Repository.
3) File Refresh - This procedure in Pseudocode 5 is
invoked when the user wants to receive new files.
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Pseudocode 4 Send file
Input:
msg : File that is to be upload to Repository
policy : Boolean formula denoting which users the file
is intended for
1: procedure Send File(msg, policy):
2:
signed pkt1 ← Request ( ’Revoke List and
Active Key Version’ , KGC )
3:
(Revoke List, AKV) ← (signed pkt1)KGC pub key
4:
essential constraints ← Essential constraints gen
(Revoke List, AKV)
5:
augmented policy ← ’(’ + policy + ’)’ +
essential constraints
6:
{msg}augmented policy ← cpabe-enc (pub key, msg,
augmented policy)
7:
signed pkt2 ← Request (’Upload Request’,
REPO, user id)
8:
{K1}key id=sender id ← (signed-pkt2)REPO pub key
9:
K1 ← cpabe-dec (pub key, priv key, {K1}
key id=sender id )
10:
signed msg ← ({msg}augmented policy )K1
11:
send (signed msg, REPO)
12: end procedure

4.3

KGC Module

1) Response
to
Revoke List
and
Active Key Version request - This procedure in
Pseudocode 6 is invoked when the user sends Request
for Revoke List and Active Key Version.
2) Response to Attribute Updation - This procedure in Pseudocode 7 is invoked when KGC has to
update attributes of the user.
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Pseudocode 5 File Refresh
Input:
CKV : Current Key Version of key possessed by the
invoking user.
last refresh TS : Timestamp of last File Refresh done
by the user.
1: procedure Refresh(CKV, last refresh TS):
2:
signed pkt ← Request (’Refresh Messages’,
REPO,
last refresh TS)
3:
Message list ← (signed pkt)REPO pub key
4:
Required version← Max (version requirement of
all files)
5:
if Required version > CKV then
6:
signed pkt ← Request (’Update Key Version’,
KGC, user id)
7:
{new key}key id = requester key id ←
(signed pkt)KGC pub key
8:
new key ← cpabe-dec (pub key, priv key,
{new key}key id=requester key id )
9:
end if
10:
for all enc msg in Message list do
11:
(msg, status) ← cpabe-dec (pub key, priv key,
enc msg)
12:
if status = fail then
13:
delete msg
14:
else
15:
show msg
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
last refresh TS ← Max (TS of all files)
19: end procedure

Pseudocode 6 Response to Revoke List and AKV request
3) Response to Update key version Request This procedure in Pseudocode 8 is invoked when the 1: procedure Process Request( ’ Revoke List and
user sends Update key version request.
Active Key Version ’):
4) Response to revoke user key request - This pro- 2:
msg ← List of revoked user + AKV
cedure in Pseudocode 9 is invoked when a user’s key 3:
signed msg ← (msg)KGC priv key
is to be revoked.
4:
Response (signed msg)
5: end procedure

5

Security Analysis of the Model

tegrity of information as well as authentication of its
The KGC, Repository and user exchange information be- source. This signing process takes place in two casestween them over an unsecure network to achieve the func• When the user requests Revoke List and
tionalities described in Section 3.2. We justify that our
Active Key Version from KGC, the KGC
model ensures Confidentiality, Integrity and Authenticasigns the packet containing this data before sending
tion of the information exchanged.
it to the user.
Any message that the KGC or Repository send to a
user is signed by their private key. Signing ensures in• When the user requests Repository for File Refresh,
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Pseudocode 9 Response to revoke user key request

Input:
Input:
user id : user id of User whose attributes have to be
key id : key id of key that has to be revoked
updated
Revoke List : List of key ids that have been revoked
Threshold : Maximum allowed size of Revoke List
new attributes : Updated attributes of the user
1: procedure Process Request(’Attribute upda1: procedure
Process Request(’Revoke
Key’,
tion’, user id, new attribute)
key id):
2:
verify(new attributes)
2:
Revoke List ← Revoke List + key id
3:
attributes[user id] ← new attributes
3:
if Size (Revoke List) > Threshold then
4:
old key id ← key id map[user id]
4:
AKV ← AKV + 1
5:
Revoke List ← φ
5:
Request( ’Revoke Key’, KGC, old key id)
6:
key id map[user id] ← new keyID()
6:
end if
7:
new key ← cpabe-keygen (master key, pub key,
7: end procedure
attributes[user id] + key id map[user id] + AKV)
8:
policy ← ’key id = old key id’
old key can decrypt it.
9:
{new key}key id = old key id ← cpabe-enc
• When a user has to send files to other users, the user
(pub key, new key, policy)
encrypts data using cpabe-enc before uploading it to
10:
signed-pkt ← ({new key}key id = old key id )
Repository.
KGC priv key

When a user wants to send any data to the Repository,
an asymmetric key pair is generated by KGC when user
wants to upload a file. Integrity of file is achieved because
the file is signed by user before sending to Repository.
Pseudocode 8 Response to update key version request Authentication is achieved because only the user who sent
the ’Upload Request’ will be able to decrypt K1 which
Input:
is to be used to sign the data. Confidentiality of file is
user id : user id of user who sends the Update
ensured because the file is encrypted using cp-abe before
Key Version Request
signing. This approach avoids the need for public-private
AKV : Active Key Version of the system
key pair for each user.
1: procedure
Process Request ( ’Update
Key Version’, user id ):
5.1 Attack Scenarios
2:
requester key id ← key id map[user id]
3:
new key ← cpabe-keygen (master key, pub key,
Figure 2 describes the messages that are exchanged beattributes[user id] + requester key id + AKV)
tween various entities. We provide an analysis of how
our communication model remains secure in the case of
4:
policy ← ’key id = requester key id’
5:
{new key}policy ← cpabe-enc (pub key, new key, attacks carried out by an adversary on each of these messages.
policy)
1) Adversary fabricates Message 1 and sends it to KGC
6:
signed pkt ← ({new key}policy )KGC priv key
- In this case, there is no issue because Revoke List
7:
Response(signed-pkt)
and Active Key Version are public information
8: end procedure
and our model doesn’t require them to be held secretly.
Response(signed-pkt)
12: end procedure
11:

the Repository signs all the files before sending them
to the user.
When confidential data is sent to any user, encryption
is done using cpabe with appropriate policy. This ensures
confidentiality of information. This takes place in two
scenarios.
• When the KGC sends a renewed key to user, the
KGC encrypts the renewed key using cpabe-enc. The
policy specified is such that only the intended user’s

2) Adversary intercepts Message 2, modifies it and
sends the corrupted message instead - The attack will
be curbed as Message 2 is signed by the KGC. If the
adversary tries to carry out such an attack, the user
will detect that the message has lost its integrity.
3) Adversary poses as a legitimate user U1 and tries to
upload a harmful file to Repository ( Message 3 ) An authentication mechanism is used by the Repository to verify the uploader. The Repository sends a
message containing a key using which the uploader
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Figure 2 Communication between different entities
is supposed to sign his file. The Repository encrypts
this message using cpabe-enc with policy such that
only U1’s key be able to decrypt it. Therefore, the
adversary will not be able to extract the key from
KGC’s message and won’t be able to sign the file.

to user U1 and sends different files instead to U1 The KGC signs the files before sending them to U1.
Due to this, if an attacker tries to carry out such an
attack U1 will detect that the files received by him
are not from Repository.

4) A legitimate user perpetrates an insider attack by
uploading a harmful file to Repository - Due to the
authentication mechanism employed by the Repository, the uploader of each file is known. After detection of the harmful file, this information can be used
to take action against the user.

In our proposed model, we rely on the security of the
CP-ABE toolkit for the encryption and decryption process. We assume that data encrypted using the toolkit
remains confidential. The toolkit implements the scheme
proposed in [3].

5) Adversary fabricates Message 4 posing as a legitimate
user U1 - The KGC encrypts the renewed key using
cpabe-enc and a policy such that only U1’s old key
may be able to decrypt it. So, the adversary will
not be able to decrypt the Message 5 from KGC.
Therefore, the adversary will not be able to obtain
U1’s key. The only thing that this attack succeeds in
doing is generating a futile response from KGC.

6

Conclusion and Future Scope

The secure communication model proposed by us allows
users to selectively share files among other users. It is
more secure than using a server to enforce access control
because in the event the Repository is compromised, our
model ensures that the files would remain confidential. A
6) Adversary intercepts Message 5 from KGC to find user’s key can be revoked, which effectively revokes all
out a user’s key - Due to the same reason given in access rights of the user. The user’s attributes can also
be updated, which effectively changes his access rights.
previous attack scenario, this attack won’t work.
As compared to a PKI-based approach, our model has
7) Adversary intercepts Message 7 that was being sent
to user U1 OR Adversary sends Message 6 to Repos- the following advantages:
itory - The files uploaded on the Repository are en1) There is no need for managing multiple public keys
crypted using cpabe-enc. The Repository sends these
using Certificate Authorities. There are only 3 pubencrypted files in response to a Message 6. The adlic keys in our model: cpabe public key, KGC and
versary will not be able to decrypt any files.
Repository public key. These are available to all since
8) Adversary intercepts Message 7 that was being sent
the initial key distribution.
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2) For sending file to N users only one encryption is
required as opposed to N encryptions in case of PKI.
3) The sender can simply specify the attributes of the
intended audience. As opposed to PKI, he doesn’t
need to know exactly who constitutes the intended
audience. Due to this property of our model, there
is no need for each User to store the list of all users
along with their attributes.
These advantages hold as long as there exists a secure
and scalable implementation of KGC.
The following are a few areas which can be worked
upon to make our proposed model more secure and flexible:
1) Provide a mechanism to change the Master keyPublic key pair of CP-ABE in case the Master key
is compromised or a brute force attack is successful in discovering the Master key. It is a challenge
to incorporate this functionality while still allowing
operations on files encrypted before the Master key
change.
2) Formalize the mechanism to change public-private
key pair of KGC and Repository.
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Abstract
Most existing Turbo unequal error protection (UEP)
codes provide two error protection levels at the cost of
extending the block size of the codeword or increasing
the computational complexity. This paper proposes two
novel Turbo UEP coding schemes, which provide multiple
error protection levels for information bits, according to
their different sensitivities to the channel noise. By permuting the information bits and designing the puncturing
scheme, multiple error protection levels can be achieved
using one encoder without increasing the computational
complexity. In addition, the coding rate of the proposed
Turbo UEP schemes can be chosen from 1/3 to 1/2. Experimental results show that the information bits with
a high protection level resist noise more effectively than
those with a low protection level. The proposed UEP
schemes provide better capability of error protection for
the entire information, compared with the Turbo equal
error protection (EEP) schemes and the existing Turbo
UEP schemes.
Keywords: Bit Error Rate (BER), rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes, turbo codes, unequal
error protection (UEP)

1

Introduction

Error correction coding is a popular measure that is used
to resist channel noise in communication systems. There
are many error correction codes, such as linear block code,
convolutional code, and Turbo code. These codes have
good error correction capabilities, however, they provide
equal error correction capabilities to all the information
bits even though information has different sensitivities to
noise when transmitted in a communication channel. This

diversity results from the different kinds of source information and the different bits that comprise a piece of
information. Therefore, information bits should be protected to greater or lesser extents, depending on their
sensitivities to the channel noise.
In order to provide variable error protection capabilities for different bits of information, several kinds of error
correction coding schemes usually are used in a communication system [13, 20, 26]. In these systems, the important
information is usually coded by some codes that have high
error correction capabilities and low coding rates, while
the less important information is coded by some other
codes that have low error correction capabilities and high
coding rates. Thus, information bits are provided different levels of error protection according to their different
sensitivities to the noise.
However, using several coding schemes increases the
complexity of the encoder and causes time delays. To
provide unequal error correction capabilities by one encoder, Unequal Error Protection (UEP) codes were proposed. The UEP capabilities were achieved by improving
the conventional error correction codes. By changing the
structures of their coding space, the probability of the errors occurring in the important bits becomes less than the
probability of their occurring in the less important bits after decoding. That is to say, the UEP codes usually don’t
decrease the overall number of errors, but control the locations at which the errors occur. By this approach, the
UEP codes provide unequal error protections for information by a one-shot coding process and decrease the effect
of channel noise on the entire information.
The UEP code was first proposed by Masnick and Wolf
in 1967, and a linear block UEP code was proposed by
them [17]. After that, many researchers made significant
contributions in this field. Gils proposed a cyclic UEP
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code and proved its capability of providing unequal error protection [9]. For the transmission of source messages that contain packets of different importance over
lossy packet erasure links, Vukobratovic and Stankovic
provided a performance analysis method of random linear
UEP codes [8]. In order to achieve better error correction
performance, some non-linear channel coding schemes
were considered to achieve UEP capabilities. Hagenauer
proposed a punctured convolutional coding scheme to obtain flexible coding rates to meet different error protection
needs of the source information or different channel situations [10]. After that, the UEP coding schemes based
on the rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC)
mechanism were studied extensively [21, 31].
In recent years, Turbo codes have been attracting more
and more attention because of their perfect error correction capabilities. Turbo codes have been studied extensively and have been applied in a number of communication systems [3, 4, 7]. The conventional Turbo code
provides equal error protection for every information bit.
Since a Turbo encoder is composed of two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders, the UEP schemes
for convolutional codes can be easily used in Turbo codes.
Based on a rate-compatible puncturing mechanism, Barbulescu et al. proposed a Turbo UEP code with two error
protection levels [2]. This scheme provided UEP capabilities for the information bits in a coding block, but
it decreased the coding rate, compared to the conventional Turbo code. To overcome this problem, some special modulations or interleaving schemes must be used.
Rowitch and Milstein proposed a hybrid forward-error
correction/automatic repeat-request (FEC/ARQ) system
which was based on Hagenauer’s RCPC mechanism [22].
In addition, they proposed the criteria for designing the
puncturing patterns in [23]. Jung and Plechinger proposed a design method for the rate-compatible punctured
Turbo codes for mobile radio applications and illustrated
its viability by simulation [12]. By partitioning the coding
block of the Turbo code into many sub-blocks according
to their importance, Caire and Biglieri achieved multiple UEP capability in a coding block [5]. Zhou improved
Caire’s scheme in [30]. However, for both schemes, the
outputs of the two recursive systematic convolutional encoders were punctured independently, which decreases the
average Bit Error Rate (BER) of the entire coding block.
In addition, Aydinlik and Salehi derived the performance
bounds of the Turbo UEP codes, which can be used to
predict the codes’ performance [1].
The UEP schemes can be used in image transmission to
achieve better quality. Thomos et al. proposed an optimal
UEP scheme for the compressed images, which employed
Turbo codes and Reed-Solomon codes [25]. Lakhdar et
al. proposed a UEP scheme, for which the puncturing
operation was controlled by a periodic matrix [14]. They
applied this Turbo UEP code in JPEG image transmission
and achieved better image quality. Mao et al. proposed a
Turbo UEP coding scheme and applied it for the transmission of images compressed by Discrete Cosine Transform
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(DCT) [16]. However, all of these schemes provide only
two protection levels. Zhang et al. pointed out that each
information bit in a Turbo block can possess a different
protection level [28]. They proposed a Turbo code that
provides descending protection capabilities for the information bits according to their locations in a block, and
used this UEP scheme to JPEG image transmission to
achieve better quality.
The Turbo UEP code decreases the BERs of the important bits at the cost of increasing the BERs of the unimportant bits, while the BER of the entire coding block
varies very little. Therefore, the UEP capabilities should
depend on the characteristics of the source information.
That is to say, for an UEP coding scheme, the different
sensitivities of the information bits to the channel noise
should decide the number of the error protection levels,
the length of each level, and the error correction capability of each level. But, until now, most Turbo UEP codes
can provide only two protection levels, i.e., high and low
error protection levels, and the error correction capability
of each level is fixed and cannot be designed arbitrarily.
In this paper, we propose two novel Turbo UEP
schemes. The main contributions of the proposed schemes
are:
1) The proposed schemes provide multiple error protection levels by a one-shot coding process.
2) Most existing schemes obtain UEP capability at the
cost of decreasing the coding rate. However, the proposed Turbo UEP codes have the same coding rate
with the normal Turbo code.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminary information about the proposed
schemes. Section 3 shows the structures and algorithms
of the proposed Turbo UEP codes. In Section 4, the performances of the proposed schemes are analyzed by simulations. Our conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, the coding theory of the conventional
Turbo code, which is the foundation of the proposed
Turbo UEP schemes, is briefly analyzed.
A Turbo encoder is composed of an interleaver, two
RSC encoders, and a puncturing mechanism, as shown in
Figure 1.
Assume that the generator matrix of both RSC encoders is G(D) = [1 g2 (D)/g1 (D)], where g1 (D) =
g10 +g11 D+· · ·+g1,K−1 DK−1 , g2 (D) = g20 +g21 D+· · ·+
g2,K−1 DK−1 , and K is the constraint length. Parameter
gi,j (i = 1, 2 and j = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1) is a binary number
that is pre-determined. In addition, we assume that the
range of the input message of the encoder is {0, 1}, and
dk is the k th information bit, where k = 1, 2, · · · , L and L
is the size of the coding block. Then, for the input bit dk ,
there are three output bits of the Turbo encoder, which
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Figure 1: Framework of turbo encoder

(0)

(1)

(2)

Following that, the encoded sequence is first modulated
are vk , vk , and vk , as shown in Figure 1. The output
(0)
to binary antipodal digits then is transmitted through a
bit vk is exactly the information bit dk , i.e.,
noisy channel. The sequence received by the recipient is
(0)
vk = d k .
(1) denoted as:
(1)

The second output vk is the parity-check bit of dk
computed by RSC Encoder 1, which is
(1)

vk =

K−1
X

g2i ak−i mod 2,

(2)

i=0

where
ar

= dr +

K−1
X

g1i ar−i mod 2, and

i=1

r

= k, k − 1, · · · , k − (K − 1).

(3)

To resist burst noise in the communication channel,
the original bit sequence is randomly permuted by an interleaver, as shown in Figure 1. Then, the permuted bit
sequence is sent to RSC Encoder 2, which has the same
structure as RSC Encoder 1. By this approach, the third
(2)
output vk , which is also computed by Equations (2) and
(3), is obtained [4].
Therefore, for each coding block, the output V of the
Turbo encoder is composed of the original information
bits and the parity-check bits, as shown in the following:
V

=

(0)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(0)

(2)

R

(0)

(2)

(0) (1) (2)
, vL , vL , vL }.

Vpunctured

(0)

(1)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(1)

= {v1 , v1 , v2 , v2 , v3 , v3 ,
(0)

(2)

(0)

(2)

v4 , v4 , · · · , vL , vL }.

(0)

(1)

(2)

(0)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(0)

(1)

(2)

(0)

(0)

λ(dk |rk )

=
=

(4)

The coding rate (CR) of Equation (4) is 1/3. In order
to enhance the coding rate, a puncturing mechanism can
be used. Compared to parity-check bits, the information
bits convey more information about the original message,
thus, the puncturing operation only deletes parity-check
bits. For the conventional Turbo encoder, the deleted bits
are usually located periodically. For example, the puncturing algorithm may delete the bits on the even locations
(1)
(2)
in vk and the bits on the odd locations in vk . By this
means, half of the parity-check bits are deleted, and the
output Vpunctured with a size of 2L is obtained as follows:

(0)

In the receiver side, the decoder first uses a de(0)
(1)
(2)
puncturing mechanism to classify rk , rk , and rk in
R. The de-puncturing mechanism is the inverse operation of the puncturing mechanism of the encoder. After
(0)
(1)
(0)
(2)
that, rk and rk are sent to Decoder 1, and rk and rk
are sent to Decoder 2. Then, an iterative decoding process is conducted between the two decoders. The whole
decoding process is shown as Figure 2.
In the decoding process, the two decoders implement a
soft decision using the log-likelihood ratio of the received
stream R. Assuming that there is a mapping for every
(j)
transmitted bit vk (j = 0, 1, 2) : 0 → −1 and 1 → +1,
then, for the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel, the log-likelihood ratio of the information bit dk
(0)
under the condition of rk is:

{v1 , v1 , v1 , v2 , v2 , v2 , v3 , v3 ,
(2) (0) (1) (2)
v3 , v4 , v4 , v4 , · · ·

(2)

r3 , r4 , r4 , r4 , · · · , rL , rL , rL }. (6)

(1)

(0)

(1)

= {r1 , r1 , r1 , r2 , r2 , r2 , r3 , r3 ,

ln

P (dk = +1|rk )
(0)

P (dk = −1|rk )
P (dk = +1)
Es (0)
4 rk + ln
N0
P (dk = −1)
(0)

= λc rk + λa (dk ),

(7)

where Es /N0 is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the
channel, λc = 4(Es /N0 ) is defined as the channel reliability factor, and λa (dk ) is the a priori λ value of dk .
(j)
For the parity-check bit vk (j = 1, 2), the log(j)
likelihood ratio λ under the condition of rk is:
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

λ(vk |rk ) = λc rk + λa (vk ), j = 1, 2.

(8)

When decoding, each decoder has three inputs, i.e.,
(0)
the soft outputs from the channel, which are λc rk and
(1)
(2)
(1)
λc rk (or λc rk ), and the a priori λ value λa (dk ) (or
(2)
λa (dk )). For each decoder, the a priori λ value is the
(1)
(5) extrinsic information of another decoder, i.e., λa (dk ) =
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Figure 2: Framework of turbo decoder

(2)

(2)

(1)

λe (dk ) and λa (dk ) = λe (dk ). Each decoder has two
outputs. The first one is λ(1) (dk ) (or λ(2) (dk )), which
is the a posteriori λ value of dk under the condition of
the received bits and the a priori λ values. The sec(1)
ond output is the extrinsic information of dk , λe (dk )(or
(2)
λe (dk )), which will be transferred to another decoder as
the a priori λ value. Therefore, the two decoders implement an iterative, soft-decision algorithm. Each of iterations makes the judgment more reliable. The Turbo decoder outputs the final judgment after several iterations.

3

Proposed Turbo UEP Schemes
with Multiple Protection Levels

The puncturing mechanism of the conventional Turbo
code deletes half of the parity-check bits and enhances
the coding rate from 1/3 to 1/2. This coding scheme provides Equal Error Protection (EEP) capabilities for all the
information bits, which is defined as Turbo EEP code. In
this section, two novel Turbo UEP schemes with multiple
protection levels are proposed. The first UEP scheme has
a flexible coding rate, and the second scheme has a fixed
coding rate, which is 1/2.

3.1

Turbo UEP Code with Flexible Coding Rate

In digital communication, each bit for transmission usually has different importance for the transmitting contents. For example, the higher bits of 8-bits pixel value
for an image are more important than the lower bits with
respect to image representation. As a result, if the higher
bits are damaged due to the channel noise, it will cause
more serious influence on the transmitting contents than
the condition that the lower bits are damaged. Therefore, in order to provide better protection for the bits with
higher importance, we proposed a novel Turbo UEP coding scheme that provides different error correction capabilities to the information bits based on their importance
to the transmitting contents.

Assuming that the block size of the Turbo UEP code
is L and there are N protection levels in a block, of
which protection capabilities decrease from the first level
to the last level. Each protection level consists of Li (i =
1, 2, · · · , N ) information bits, thus, L = L1 +L2 +· · ·+LN .
Every information bit has two parity-check bits in a Turbo
EEP coding scheme without puncturing. In our proposed
UEP scheme, the number of the parity-check bits in each
protection level is controlled in order to provide unequal
protection level. That is to say, the higher the protection
level is, the more information bits that have two paritycheck bits there will be. We use the puncturing controller,
Pflexible , to define this characteristic.
Pflexible = [p1 p2 · · · pN ],

(9)

where pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) is the percent of the information
bits that have two parity-check bits in the ith protection
level, and pi ∈ [0, 1]. That is to say, in the ith protection
level, there are Li · pi information bits with two paritycheck bits, and the rest of the information bits in this
level have only one parity-check bit. The value of pi (i =
1, 2, · · · , N ) depends on the sensitivity of the information
bits in the ith protection level to the channel noise. In
addition, all of the information bits that have two paritycheck bits should be chosen randomly in order to keep
the error correction capability of the entire coding block
at an acceptable level. The puncturing mechanism of the
proposed Turbo UEP code is shown in Figure 3. In this
figure, the shadowed blocks indicate the parity-check bits
that are deleted by the puncturing mechanism. Figure 3
shows that there are more information bits that have two
parity-check bits in the high protection level, and there
are more information bits that have only one parity-check
bit in the low protection level.
The coding procedures of our proposed Turbo UEP
code with multiple protection levels and a flexible coding
rate are listed below:
1) Permute the information bits in a coding block, i.e.,
put all the bits that belong to the same protection
level together and array all the protection levels from
high to low.
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Figure 3: Puncturing mechanism of the turbo UEP code with multiple protection levels and a flexible coding rate

2) Determine the value of the puncturing controller, equal to the Turbo EEP code without puncturing. When
Pflexible , according to the different sensitivities to CRflexible is 1/2, all information bits are assigned with
channel noise of the protection levels.
only one parity-check bit, which leads to a Turbo EEP
code with a coding rate of 1/2.
3) Design the puncturing mechanism for the Turbo enAn example is shown in the following. Assuming that
coder, according to Pflexible . For the ith protection the original data are decimal numbers ranging from 0 to
level, choose Li · pi information bits randomly, and 255, then, each number can be denoted as an 8-bit byte.
reserve the two parity-check bits for them. The It is clear that the highest bit in a byte is the most imporrest of the information bits in this protection level tant and most sensitive to channel noise, and every bit in
have only one parity-check bit. For the information a byte has a different sensitivity to channel noise. Therebit dk (k = 1, 2, · · · , L), if there should be only one fore, the proposed Turbo UEP code partitions a coding
(1)
parity-check bit and k is odd, vk is reserved for it; block into eight protection levels. All the highest bits of
(2)
the 8-bit bytes are provided the highest error protection,
if k is even, vk is reserved.
all the second-highest bits are provided the second-highest
4) Encode the rearranged information bits by (1) - (3) error protection, and so on. The puncturing controller,
(0)
(1)
(2)
and get vk , vk , and vk .
Pflexible,1 , in this scheme is:
(0)

(1)

(2)

5) Puncture vk , vk , and vk by the proposed puncturing mechanism in Step 3. Transform the punctured outputs into a bit sequence and transmit it
through the communication channel.



1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.
Pflexible,1 = 1
2 22 23 24 25 26 27

Puncturing controller Pflexible,1 means that all the information bits in the first protection level have two paritycheck bits, half of the information bits in the second protection level have two parity-check bits, and so on. Therefore, the coding rate of the Turbo UEP code with puncturing controller Pflexible,1 is

In the receiver side, the decoder uses the same punc(0)
(1)
(2)
turing algorithm to classify rk , rk , and rk in the received bit sequence, sends them to the decoders as shown
in Figure 2, and starts an iterative decoding process. By
this approach, the unequal error protection capabilities
are achieved.
CRflexible,1
The coding rate of each protection level in the proposed Turbo UEP scheme is different, which depends on
the value of pi . The coding rate, CRflexible , of the entire
Turbo UEP code is:
CRflexible =

L
N
P

(Li + Li + Li · pi )

i=1

=

L
N
P

(11)

. (10)

=

8
P
i=1

=

L

L 
2+
8

2i−1




1
2

1
22

1

8

16 + 1 +

≈ 0.44.

+

+ ··· +

1
25

+

1
26

+



1 
27

(12)

Li (2 + Pi )

i=1

3.2
The information bits that correspond to higher importance levels are assigned with two parity-check bits, while
the information bits that correspond to lower importance
levels are assigned with only one parity-check bits. Therefore, the value of CRflexible depends on the puncturing
controller Pflexible , and 1/3 ≤ CRflexible ≤ 1/2. When
CRflexible is equal to 1/3, all information bits are assigned
with two parity-check bits, which means that there is
no puncturing operation and the protection capability is

Turbo UEP Code with Fixed Coding
Rate

The Turbo UEP scheme proposed in Section 3.1 has a
flexible coding rate. In order to achieve a fixed coding
rate for the Turbo UEP code with multiple protection
levels, another puncturing mechanism is proposed in this
section. In this scheme, some bits in the high protection levels have two parity-check bits, while some bits in
the low protection levels do not have a parity-check bit.
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The puncturing controller, Pfixed , for the Turbo UEP code bits of the 8-bit bytes are arrayed in the first level, all the
with a fixed coding rate can be denoted as:
second-highest bits are arrayed in the second level, and so
on. To provide higher protection for the important bits
Pfixed = [p1 p2 · · · pN ],
(13) and to keep the coding rate of the entire block as 1/2, the
puncturing controller can be designed as follows:
where pi ∈ [−1, 1] and i = 1, 2, · · · N . For the ith protection level, if pi is positive, there should be Li · pi inPfixed,1 = [0.3 0.15 0 0 − 0.1 − 0.1 − 0.1 − 0.15]. (15)
formation bits that have two parity-check bits; if pi is
negative, there should be Li · |pi | information bits that do
In this case, there are five protection levels in the UEP
not have a parity-check bit, where |x| denotes the absolute value of x. In order to make the coding rate 1/2, the scheme and the coding rate is 1/2. The protection levels
are designed as:
following requirement should be satisfied:
N
X

Level 1. The highest protection level. It consists of the
highest bits of all the 8-bit bytes in a coding block.
i=1
Among these highest bits, 30% of the information
bits, which are chosen randomly, have two parityThe value of pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) in Equation (13) decheck bits, and the rest of the information bits have
pends on the sensitivity of the information bits in the
only one parity-check bit each.
th
i protection level to channel noise. Both the bits that
have two parity-check bits and the bits that do not have
a parity-check bit should be chosen randomly. The punc- Level 2. The second-highest protection level. It consists
of the second-highest bits of all the bytes in a block.
turing mechanism of the Turbo UEP code with multiple
Fifteen percent of the bits, which are chosen ranprotection levels and a fixed coding rate is shown in Figdomly, have two parity-check bits, and the rest of
ure 4.
the bits have only one parity-check bit each.
The coding procedures of the Turbo UEP code with a
fixed coding rate are listed below:
Level 3. The third protection level. It consists of all the
1) Permute the information bits in a coding block. Put
third and fourth bits of the 8-bit bytes, and all of the
all the bits that belong to the same protection level
information bits in this part have only one paritytogether, and array all the protection levels from high
check bit.
to low.
Li pi = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , N.

(14)

2) Determine the value of the puncturing controller, Level 4. The fourth protection level. This is the secondlowest protection level, and it consists of all the fifth
Pfixed , according to the sensitivities of the protection
to the seventh bits of the bytes. Ten percent of the
levels to channel noise.
information bits in this protection level are chosen
3) Design the puncturing mechanism for the encoder,
randomly, and they do not have a parity-check bit;
according to Pfixed . For the ith protection level, if
the rest of the information bits have one parity-check
pi is positive, choose Li · pi information bits ranbit each.
domly and reserve their two parity-check bits; if pi is
negative, choose Li · |pi | information bits randomly
Level 5. The fifth protection level. This is the lowest
and delete both of their parity-check bits. The rest
protection level, and it consists of the lowest bits of
of the information bits in this protection level have
all the bytes in a coding block. Fifteen percent of the
only one parity-check bit. For the information bit
information bits in this level are chosen randomly,
dk (k = 1, 2, · · · , L), if there is only one parity-check
and they have no parity-check bit; the rest of the
(1)
(2)
bit and k is odd, vk is reserved; if k is even, vk is
information bits have one parity-check bit each.
reserved.
Note that there are many reasonable schemes of the
4) Encode the rearranged information bits by (1) - (3)
puncturing controller. Generally speaking, the number of
(0)
(1)
(2)
and get vk , vk , and vk .
the parity-check bits reserved in a protection level should
(0)
(1)
(2)
5) Puncture vk , vk , and vk by the proposed punc- be consistent with the importance of the information bits
turing mechanism in Step 3. Transform the punc- in this level. On the other hand, if too many informatured outputs into a bit sequence and transmit it tion bits have no parity-check bit, the error correction
performance of the entire coding block will be decreased.
through the communication channel.
A large number of experiments show that the absolute
An example is shown as follows. Assuming that the value of pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) in Equation (13) should not
original data are decimal numbers and every number is be larger than 50%. The value of Pfixed should be a tradedenoted as an 8-bit byte, the information bits in a coding off between the UEP effect and the error correction perblock are partitioned into eight levels. All the highest formance of the entire coding block.
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Figure 4: Puncturing mechanism of the turbo UEP code with multiple protection levels and a fixed coding rate

3.3

Evaluation Method of the Turbo
UEP Code

Table 1: Parameters of coding

Item
Value
The advantage of Turbo UEP code is that it provides unGenerate
Matrix
g1 (D) = 1 + D + D2
equal error correction capabilities for the information bits,
and
g2 (D) = 1 + D2
according to their different sensitivities to channel noise.
Decoding Algorithm
Log-MAP
Therefore, the protection effect for the entire information
Iteration Number
5
is better than that of the Turbo EEP codes. In order to
Block Length
802 bits
measure the different error correction capabilities for the
Quantity of the Protection 8
information bits, the BER of each protection level should
Levels
be measured and analyzed.
In order to measure the protection effect for the entire
Length of Each Protection 100 bits
information, the standard deviation between the original
Level
data and the decoded data is used in this paper. Assuming that X = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xQ ] is the original information
sequence in decimal form, Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yQ ]is the decoded sequence in decimal form, and the lengths of se- each original number can be denoted as an 8-bit byte, in
quences X and Y are both Q, the standard deviation, our experiments, all the highest bits in a coding block
were provided the highest protection level (P L1 ), all the
SD, between X and Y is:
second-highest bits were provided the second-highest pro
 12
tection level (P L2 ), and so on. For comparison, the folQ
P



2

lowing two Turbo UEP schemes were also analyzed:
 [|xi − yi | − |X − Y |] 

SD = i=1
(16)
• Turbo UEP scheme proposed by Z. D. Zhou [30].


Q






In this scheme, the outputs of each RSC encoder
,

where |xi −yi | is the absolute value of xi −yi , and |X − Y |
is the mean value of the absolute value of the difference
between X and Y .

4

Experimental Results

are punctured by an independent puncturing matrix,
which reserves all of the information bits and randomly punctures the parity-check bits according to
the coding rate of each protection level.
• Turbo UEP scheme proposed by A. M. Lakhdar [14].
In this scheme, the outputs of the RSC encoders are
punctured by a periodic puncturing matrix. In each
period, all of the information bits are arrayed from
high protection level to low protection level. For all
of the information bits, 1) the information bits are
reserved, and 2) the outputs of the second RSC encoder are alternatively punctured. The outputs of
the first RSC encoder are punctured according to the
protection level of the information bit. If the bit is
highly protected, the first parity-check bit is reserved;
if the bit is lowly protected, the first parity-check bit
is alternatively punctured or completed punctured,
according to the required coding rate.

In this section, the error correction performances of the
proposed Turbo UEP codes are analyzed by simulation.
All of the experiments were conducted in Matlab on a
PC with 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 8GB main memory
and Windows 7 OS. In the experiments, the transmission channel was the AWGN channel with Binary Phase
Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation, and the input data
were numbers ranging from 0 to 255. The parameters
of Turbo code are shown in Table 1.
In the experiments, the 800 information bits in a coding block (excepting the two tail bits) were partitioned
In the following, the error protection performance of
into eight protection levels, which are represented as P L1
to P L8 from the highest level to the lowest level. Each the proposed UEP Scheme 1 is first simulated. In the
protection level consists of 100 information bits. Since experiments, the SNR of the AWGN channel was 1.0 dB.
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The experimental results are shown in Table 2. From the
table, we see that the BER of the information bits with
a high protection level is lower than that with a low protection level. This is because that there are more paritycheck bits in this part. For comparison, Zhou’s Turbo
UEP scheme and a Turbo EEP scheme, which also have a
coding rate of 0.44, are simulated. In Zhou’s scheme, the
parity-check bits of each RSC encoder are randomly punctured, keeping the coding rate of each protection level
equal to the number indicated by Equation (11). In order
to construct a Turbo EEP code with a coding rate of 0.44,
some information bits are randomly chosen in the entire
coding block and are reserved two parity-check bits, and
the rest of the information bits have one parity-check bit.
By this means, the coding rate of the Turbo EEP code
can be controlled arbitrarily. From Table 2, we see that,
although the average BER of the proposed UEP scheme is
higher than that of the EEP scheme, which is due to the
controlled puncturing mechanism of the UEP scheme, the
standard deviation of the UEP scheme is lower than that
of the EEP scheme. This means that the protection effect of the proposed UEP Scheme 1 is better than that of
the EEP scheme with the same coding rate. For Zhou’s
Turbo UEP scheme, since the outputs of each RSC encoder are punctured independently, there are a quantity
of information bits that have no parity-check bits, which
leads to a highest BER and a highest standard deviation
among the three schemes, as shown in Table 2.
The second experiment simulated a Turbo UEP scheme
with a flexible coding rate and less protection levels. The
puncturing controller of the proposed UEP Scheme 2 is:

212

the UEP with a period of eight, and the coding rate is
0.47. Table 2 shows that although the average BER of
the proposed Turbo UEP Scheme 2 is not the best one,
the standard deviation of the proposed scheme is the lowest. This means that the proposed scheme provides the
best protection for the entire information.
The third experiment simulated the protection effects
of the proposed UEP schemes with a fixed coding rate,
which is 1/2. The puncturing controller of Scheme 3 is
shown as Equation (15). Therefore, there are five protection levels in this scheme. The experimental results
are shown in Table 2. We can see that the higher the
protection level is, the lower its BER becomes.
The puncturing controller of the proposed UEP
Scheme 4 is:
Pfixed,2 = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 − 1].

(19)

There are three protection levels in this scheme. All
the highest bits are provided high protection, all the
lowest bits are provided low protection, and the second
through the seventh bits are provided middle error protection level. For comparison, the following three coding schemes are simulated: 1) a Turbo EEP code with
a coding rate of 0.5 (EEP Scheme 3); 2) Zhou’s UEP
scheme [30], which reserves the two parity-check bits for
the high protection bits, deletes all of the parity-check bits
for the low protection bits, and randomly punctures half
of the parity-check bits for the middle protection bits; and
3) Lakhdar’s UEP scheme [14], which uses a puncturing
matrix as follows:


1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Pflexible,2 = [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0].
(17)
PL2 =  1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 .
From Equation (17), we see that there are only two
different protection levels in this UEP scheme, i.e., all the
The coding rates of the five schemes are both 1/2. Tahighest bits are provided a high protection level, and all ble 2 shows that the lowest standard deviation is achieved
remaining bits are provided a low protection level. The by the proposed UEP Scheme 4.
coding rate, CRflexible,2 , of this scheme is:
From the above experiments, we see that the average
BER of the entire information of our proposed
8
L
=
≈ 0.47.
(18) UEP scheme is increased, compared to the Turbo EEP
CRflexible,2 = L
L
17
8 ·3+ 8 ·2·7
codes. This is because the puncturing controller of the
The experimental results of the UEP Scheme 2 are UEP scheme lowers the chaos of the received bit stream,
shown in Table 2. From the table, we see that the BER of thereby reducing the decoding performances. But the
level P L1 is lower than that of levels P L2 to P L8 , and the standard deviation of the proposed UEP schemes was
last seven protection levels have approximately the same lower than those of the EEP schemes and the existing
BER values. For the UEP scheme in [30], two independent UEP schemes with the same coding rate. This means
puncturing matrices are generated, which reserves all of that the proposed UEP schemes have the best protection
the parity-check bits for the high protection information effects for the entire information.
bits and randomly punctures half of the parity-check bits
Figures 5 through 7 show the comparisons of the stanof the low protection bits. For the UEP scheme in [14], dard deviation between the proposed Turbo UEP schemes
since there is only one high protection bit in a period, the and the existing schemes with varying SNR values. Figpuncture matrix is:
ure 5 shows the protection effects of the proposed UEP


Scheme 1, Zhou’s UEP scheme [30], and EEP Scheme 1.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The coding rates of them are 0.44. Figure 6 shows the
PL1 =  1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
protection effects of the proposed UEP Scheme 2, Zhou’s
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 .
UEP scheme [30], Lakhdar’s UEP scheme [14], and EEP
This puncturing matrix provides two protection lev- Scheme 2. The coding rates of them are 0.47. These exels for the eight information bits in a byte and repeats perimental results show that the standard deviation of the
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Table 2: BER performances (1.0 dB)
Coding
Rate
Scheme
BER of
P L1
BER of
P L2
BER of
P L3
BER of
P L4
BER of
P L5
BER of
P L6
BER of
P L7
BER of
P L8
Average
BER
Standard
Deviation

0.44

0.47

0.5

EEP
Scheme1
/

UEP [30]

Proposed
Scheme1
4.71e-3

EEP
Scheme2
/

UEP [30]

UEP [14]
1.20e-2

EEP
Scheme3
/

UEP [14]

9.98e-3

Proposed
Scheme2
5.70e-3

UEP [30]

8.47e-3

9.41e-3

1.89e-2

Proposed
Scheme3
1.45e-2

Proposed
Scheme4
8.04e-3

/

1.28e-2

8.96e-3

/

2.73e-2

1.42e-2

1.70e-2

/

3.34e-2

2.19e-2

1.90e-2

2.24e-2

/

1.83e-2

1.18e-2

/

2.74e-2

1.25e-2

1.89e-2

/

3.28e-2

2.00e-2

2.01e-2

2.85e-2

/

2.10e-2

1.31e-2

/

3.12e-2

1.41e-2

1.92e-2

/

3.23e-2

2.15e-2

2.06e-2

2.43e-2

/

2.11e-2

1.43e-2

/

2.79e-2

1.25e-2

1.86e-2

/

2.98e-2

1.92e-2

2.17e-2

2.74e-2

/

2.21e-2

1.48e-2

/

3.20e-2

1.44e-2

1.93e-2

/

2.98e-2

2.13e-2

2.26e-2

2.40e-2

/

2.23e-2

1.54e-2

/

3.15e-2

1.28e-2

1.88e-2

/

3.86e-2

1.95e-2

2.49e-2

2.54e-2

/

2.26e-2

1.56e-2

/

2.65e-2

1.41e-2

1.79e-2

/

6.35e-2

2.28e-2

2.50e-2

5.50e-2

9.43e-3

1.86e-2

1.23e-2

1.37e-2

2.67e-2

1.33e-2

1.69e-2

1.79e-2

3.37e-2

2.07e-2

2.10e-2

2.69e-2

13.77

14.72

11.48

17.62

17.69

17.23

13.72

19.88

18.25

20.45

18.45

16.17

proposed UEP schemes is always lower than that of the
existing UEP schemes and the EEP schemes. This means
that for the entire information, the protection effects of
the proposed Turbo UEP schemes with flexible coding
rates are better than that of the existing UEP schemes
and the EEP schemes with the same coding rate.
Figure 7 shows the protection effects of the proposed
UEP Schemes 3 and 4, UEP schemes in [30] and [14], and
EEP Scheme 3. The coding rates of these five schemes
are 0.5. The experiments show that the UEP scheme
in [30] has the highest standard deviation, and the standard deviation of the UEP scheme proposed in [14] is
approximately the same as that of the EEP Scheme 3.
For the proposed UEP Schemes 3 and 4, the standard
deviations are lower than that of the EEP Scheme 3 and
Lakhdar’s UEP scheme when the SNR is less than 1.4 dB.
But when the SNR increases, the standard deviation of
the proposed UEP Scheme 3 is approximately the same as Figure 5: Standard deviation when coding rate = 0.44
that of the EEP Scheme 3, while the standard deviation
of the proposed UEP Scheme 4 is higher than that of the
EEP Scheme 3. This means that the protection effects
of the proposed Turbo UEP schemes with a fixed coding schemes. The experimental results show that although
rate are better than that of the existing UEP schemes and UEP Scheme 1 and EEP Scheme 1 have the same coding
rate, the PSNRs of the decoded images were increased
the EEP scheme only when the channel noise is high.
about 2 dB by the proposed UEP scheme. Meanwhile,
The following experiments show the protection effects the SSIM values of the proposed UEP scheme are higher
of the proposed scheme in image transmission. As- than those of the EEP scheme, which means that the prosume that the gray values of pixels vary from 0 to 255. posed UEP scheme provides better visual quality of the
Since each bit of a pixel’s gray value has different sen- reconstructed images.
sitivity to channel noise, the proposed UEP Scheme 1,
which has eight different protection levels, are used in
the following experiments. (The puncturing controller of 5
Conclusions
UEP Scheme 1 is shown as Equation (11).) Figures 8
through 10 show the experimental results. In these fig- Two Turbo UEP schemes were proposed in this paper,
ures, (a) is the original image, (b) is the decoded image both of which provide multiple protection levels for inusing the proposed UEP Scheme 1, and (c) is the decoded formation by a one-shot coding process. In the proposed
image using EEP Scheme 1. The SNR of the transmission UEP schemes, the entire coding block is partitioned into
channel is 1.4 dB. Table 3 shows the Peak Signal-to-Noise several protection levels, and the coding rate of each level
Ratios (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) values is controlled independently. Simulations show that for
of the decoded images using different error protection both of the proposed UEP schemes, the information bits
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(a) Original Image

(b)Decoded Image
Using UEP Scheme 1
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(c)Decoded Image
Using EEP Scheme 1

Figure 8: Experimental results — Parrot

Figure 6: Standard deviation when coding rate = 0.47

(a) Original Image

(b)Decoded Image
Using UEP Scheme 1

(c)Decoded Image
Using EEP Scheme 1

Figure 9: Experimental results — Lena

Figure 7: Standard deviation when coding rate = 0.5

Table 3: PSNRs of the decoded images using different
protection schemes
(a) Original Image

Cover
Image
Parrot
Lena
Baboon

UEP Scheme 1
PSNR
SSIM
(dB)
34.36
0.9494
34.01
0.9542
34.17
0.9762

EEP Scheme 1
PSNR
SSIM
(dB)
32.97
0.9440
32.04
0.9449
32.06
0.9667

(b)Decoded Image
Using UEP Scheme 1

(c)Decoded Image
Using EEP Scheme 1

Figure 10: Experimental results — Baboon
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with a higher protection level have a lower BER than
IEEE Transactions on Communications, vol. 36,
those with a lower protection level. The first proposed
pp. 389–400, Apr. 1988.
UEP scheme has a flexible coding rate, which is more [11] J. Hu, H. Xiong, and Z. Chen, “Further improvement
than 1/3 and less than 1/2. The protection effect for the
of an authentication scheme with user anonymity for
entire information of this scheme is always better than
wireless communications,” International Journal of
that of the existing Turbo UEP schemes and the Turbo
Network Security, vol. 14, no. 5, pp. 297–300, 2012.
EEP scheme with the same coding rate. The second pro- [12] P. Jung and J. Plechinger, “Performance of rate
posed UEP scheme has a fixed coding rate, which is 1/2.
compatible punctured turbo-codes for mobile radio
The protection effect of this scheme is better than that
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Abstract

1

Introduction

Inspired by stand-alone authentication, which can authenticate users when the connection to the central server
is down, we present concepts called local proof and delayed proof that can adapt to two scenes when the authentication server is down: the former can solve selfauthenticated to make local applications running without
online authentication; the latter can solve two nodes to
produce a session key for doing some transactions, but
firstly they must exchange the delayed proof to prevent
the fraud actions, specially, if the transaction is taking on
the important process (such as contract signing or cash
transaction), they must wait the authentication server is
online. The key idea of our scheme is to improve the efficiency, and anyone can make effective use of the time
to negotiate or do some unimportant things during the
authentication server is down. Next, we propose a novel
Chaotic Maps-based scheme against fragile communications, named CMFC, aiming to bypass the crashed authentication server temporarily for kinds of applications
running. For important applications, we adopt the idea
of two-phase commit protocol in our scheme: (1) the unavailable authentication server case, in which the CMFC
can self-authenticated or compute a provisional delayed
proof and a session key for two-party communicating. (2)
the available authentication server case, in which, based
on the phase (1) and the authentication server’s verification, the two-party decides whether to commit (only
if all have voted ”Yes”) or abort the transaction (otherwise). Finally, we give the formal security proof about
our scheme with BAN logic and efficiency analysis.
Keywords: Ban logic; chaotic maps, delayed proof; standalone authentication

In the arena of the network, a ubiquitous Internet demands pervasive connections, while keeping a stable communication environment is the foundation of our entire
network. It is well known that user authentication mechanism is an essential stage for creating secure information systems, which can deter the spurious devices and
services effectively. However, sometimes user authentication has to draw support from a remote central authorization server, namely, the user send a request to the
central server firstly, then the server make a response to
the user who requires authenticated, finally according to
this challenge the user prove his identity. Each user needs
to experience these steps for authentication. But from
the whole process of authentication we can see that the
central server is critical for completing authentication in
the system. At the same time, it is also clear that due
to the central server may suffer from various attacks and
deliberate destructions, hence holding a dependable information system is not an easy task. Once the server
under attack, the users will unable conduct authentication via the authorization server correctly, indicating the
users only to wait in place until the server is available. In
the long run, this situation will affect communication efficiency seriously and leave numerous hidden troubles for
safety.
Yang et al. [14] present a two-factor (smart-card and
password) mutual authentication protocol in 2008, aiming
at build a generic construction framework for user authentication. Subsequently, in 2011, several researchers [5]
put forward a new approach for authentication clients by
three-factor (smart-card, password and biometrics). All
of these stack factors are simply improving users vali-
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date identities, whereas the above schemes are considering
nothing about the dangerous that hidden in central server.
With the purpose of achieving reliable communication
between users and the central server, in 2014 Huang et
al. [6] proposed a multi-factor authentication scheme for
fragile communications. In this scheme, they first present
a stand-alone authentication protocol that can authenticate users when the central server invalidation. Influenced by the stand-alone authentication mechanism, in
this paper we present an efficient protocol to build a stable communication environment, which depends on local
proof and delayed proof to complete users authentication
when the central authorization server breakdown. Local
proof is generated by the central server which can meet
the requirement of users self-authentication [4] instead of
online-authentication. Delayed proof and session key can
help the users to set up a temporary platform to confer
some inconclusive issues in the course of the authorization
server is collapsed. But it is worth noting that the delayed
proof is generated by proof, and only in the case of the
central server unavailable can the two users employ the
delayed proof in exchange. Meanwhile, if involves some
crucial problems in the transmission, the users are not
allowed to use the delayed proof, which means they must
conduct this important process under the central server
online. For example, in the process of online shopping,
the buyer and the seller denote the two-node respectively,
if the central server who refers to the AliPay collapse, two
nodes can consult with each other privately with their own
delayed proof and session key, but payment step must wait
until the server (Alipay) recovery.
What we can see on previous works [2, 5, 10, 14] is
that they merely provide the users authentication, but
did not consider the situation of server crash. Aiming
at meet the aforementioned requirements we first present
a chaotic map-based scheme resist fragile communications [3], which we named Chaotic Maps-based scheme
against fragile communications (CMFC) in the following
scenario. Supposing there are two-node want to transmission under the authentication server called Alice and
Bob, our scheme can be divided into two-stage roughly.
The first stage we called self-authentication stage: When
the authentication server is unavailable, Alice and Bob
will build the delayed proof and session key by proof separately and to confer some unimportant affairs with their
session key. The second stage named server authentication: Until the central server comes back online, Alice and
Bob submit their own delayed proof to conduct authentication and if two-node successfully pass the certification
finally, the server will permit the following communications between Alice and Bob.
In this paper, we design delayed proof framework and
use the framework and chaotic maps [1, 8, 12, 15] to
design the schemes for relieving fragile communications.
We proposed several novel protocols which mainly intends
to offer a temporary calculating platform to alleviate the
waiting time of users. Therefore it is worth mentioning
that after authenticated by the central server, the two-
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node have the right to determine whether they will continue to perform this service or opt-out, and only twonode all choose to continue is the process will keep on.
From the above, you can see that our CMFC scheme is
quite practical and necessary in critical situation when
the server is unavailable because of certain attacks and
destructions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a new Local
Proof framework and two instances are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe delayed proof framework
and an instance. In Section 5, we give the security of
our proposed protocol. The efficiency analysis of our proposed protocol is given in Section 6. This paper is finally
concluded in Section 7.

2

Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
[-1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [13] Tn (x) : [−1, 1] →
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),
where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x)

=

2x2 − 1,

T3 (x)

=

4x3 − 3x,

T4 (x) =
..
.

8x4 − 8x2 + 1,
..
.

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called semi-group property
which establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
An immediate consequence of this property is that
Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [9] proved that
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN ),
where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime
number. Obviously,
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
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Definition 1. (Enhanced Chebyshev polynomials) The
enhanced Chebyshev maps of degree n(n ∈ N ) are defined as: Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(mod p), where
n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and p is a large prime number.
Obviously, Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).

Remark 1. The server is available means that both the
communications and the authentication server are usable.
The server is unavailable means that both the communications and the authentication server are unusable or either
of them is unusable.

Definition 2. (DLP, Discrete Logarithm Problem) Given
an integer a, find the integer r, such that Tr (x) = a.

3.3

Instance of Using Password

Definition 3. (CDH, Computational Diffie-Hellman Figure 2 illustrates the instance of using password.
Problem) Given an integer x, and the values of
Tr (x), Ts (x), what is the value of Trs (x)?= Tr (x)Ts (x)
Step 1. When a user Alice wants to be a new legal
user, she chooses her identity IDA , password P WA
It is widely believed that there is no polynomial time
and a random number R. Then Alice computes
algorithm to solve DLP, CDH with a non-negligible probH(P WA ||R) and sends {IDA , H(P WA ||R)} to the
ability.
server via a secure channel.

3

Local Proof Framework and Instances

Step 2. Upon receiving {IDA , H(P WA ||R)} from the
Alice, the server computes P = H(IDA ||K) as the
proof of the user, V = H(P WA ||R) ⊕ H(IDA ||K) as
the covered proof, L = H(H(IDA ||K)) as the local
In this section, we first present a novel stand-alone
proof and sends {V, L} to the Alice.
authentication framework and two instances including
password-based and biometric-password-based.
Step 3. Alice stores {V, L, R} securely. Storage carrier
may be smart card, applications’ database or others.
3.1 Notations
The concrete notations used hereafter are shown in Ta- Local Authentication. Alice inputs password to reble 1. These notations can be used in Section 3 and Seccover P = H(P WA ||R) ⊕ V . Then Alice compares
tion 4.
H(P ) with L. Authentication succeeds only if the
hash value matches with the local proof L.

3.2

Local Proof Framework

As we consider the efficiency and eliminate the verifier 3.4 Instance of Using Biometric and
table on the server’s side, we adopt only the server has
Password
the public key and secret key {(x, Tk (x)), K}. The server
will compute the covered proof and local proof, and send Figure 3 illustrates the instance of using biometric and
them to the user by secure channel. Figure 1 illustrates password.
the framework of the local authentication and some definitions are described as follows.
Step 1. When a user Bob wants to be a new legal
user, he chooses his identity IDB , password P WB ,
Definition 4. Proof.
a random number R with inputting biometric imA proof means that the server can compute it by his
age sample B. Then Bob computes H(P WA ||R) and
secret key to authenticate the specified user but the proof
sends {IDB , H(P WB ||R, B) to the server via a semust be covered by password or biometric for preventing
cure channel.
stored in the smart device directly.
Step 2. Upon receiving {IDB , H(P WB ||R, B) from the
Bob, the server computes P = H(IDB ||K) as the
proof of the user, V = H(P WB ||R) ⊕ H(IDB ||K) as
A covered proof is a protection mechanism which must
the covered proof, L = H(P WB ||R) ⊕ B as the local
receive at least an external input (password or/and bioproof and sends {V, L} to the Bob.
metric) for recovering the proof.
Definition 5. Covered Proof.

Definition 6. Local Proof.

Step 3. Bob stores {V, L, R, τ, d()} securely.

A local proof aims at adapting to stand-alone authentication when the authentication server is unavailable. In Local Authentication. Bob inputs password to recover
B = H(P WB ||R) ⊕ L. Then Bob inputs B ∗ and
other words, the result of temporary computation by inverify d(B ∗ , B) < τ ? Authentication succeeds only if
putting the password or/and biometric which must equal
d(B ∗ , B) < τ .
to the local proof.
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Table 1: Notations
Symbol
IDi P Wi
R, a, b
(x, TK (x))
K
B
τ
d()
H
||

Definition
The identity of user, the password of user, respectively
Nonces
The public key of the authentication server based on Chebyshev chaotic maps
The public key of the authentication server based on Chebyshev chaotic maps
The biometric sample of user
Predetermined threshold for biometric verification
The symmetric parametric function
A secure one-way hash function
Concatenation operation

Figure 1: The framework of the local authentication

Figure 2: Chaotic maps-based for local authentication scheme with password
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Figure 3: Chaotic maps-based for local authentication scheme with two-factor

4

Delayed Proof Framework and
an Instance

The second phase commit with security services (Delayed Authentication).
When the two users want to do some important
things and the authentication server is available, they
submit the other’s delayed proof to the server. After receiving the confirm response from the authentication server, the two users must authenticate the
authentication server firstly, and then they will continue the unfinished work.

In this section, we first present a novel Chaotic Mapsbased local and delayed proof scheme based on password
which is made up of three phases: registration phase, local
authentication and delayed authentication.
In brief, the registration phase and local authentication
phase are described as shown in Section 3.3 and Figure 2.
So, in Section 4, we mainly describe the Delayed Proof
Framework and an instance with password-based.

4.2

4.1

Figure 5 illustrates an instance with password-based of
the delayed authentication.

Delayed Proof Framework

The delayed proof is generated from proof which is covered by password or something else. So, the delayed proof
is a temporary and random large number that can be used
only once. Figure 4 illustrates the framework of the delayed authentication.
The first phase commit with security services (Generate
delayed proof with a session key).
When two users (Alice and Bob) want to communicate with each other but the authentication server
is unavailable. In order to accelerate efficiency and
processing speed, they must temporary consult some
unimportant things. So, they construct the delayed
proof and session key at the same time based on the
proof which can be authenticated by authentication
server later.

An Instance with Password-based

The first phase commit with security services (Generate
delayed proof with a session key).
Step 1. Alice inputs P WA to get the proof:
H(IDA ||K). Then Alice selects a large random
integer a and computes Ta (x). Finally Alice
computes delayed proof: mA = {IDA , Ta (x),
H(IDA ||Ta (x)), DPA = H(H(IDA ||K) || Ta (x)
|| IDA )} and sends it to Bob. The same way for
Bob.
Step 2. Upon receiving mA = {IDA , Ta (x),
H(IDA ||Ta (x)), DPA = H(H(IDA ||K) || Ta (x)
|| IDA )} from Alice, Bob computes H 0 =
H(IDA ||Ta (x)) and check if it equals to the
received hash value H(IDA ||Ta (x)). If holds,
Bob computes the session key H(Tb Ta (x)). The
same way for Alice.
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Figure 4: The framework of the delayed authentication

Step 3. Alice and Bob communicates with each for improving efficiency. For example, losing smart device
other and both of them store the other’s delayed and guessing attack(An adversary gets the user’s smart
proof securely.
device and then carries out the guessing attacks.) may
deal with this scheme: An adversary gets the smart device
The second phase commit with security services (De- and reads the information {V, L, R}. Then the adversary
layed Authentication).
guesses a password P W ∗ to compare H(H(P W ∗ ||R)⊕V )
with
L repeatedly until guessing the right password.
Step 1. Alice sends {IDA , mB } to the authenticaSo,
in order to resist losing smart device and guessing
tion server in order to authenticate Bob. The
attack,
we choose two-factor local authentication scheme
same way for Bob.
based on biometric and password. This kind of scheme
Step 2. Upon
receiving
{IDA , mB }
from must be verified by two-factor authentication which can
Alice, the server will compute H 0
= lead to some computations and hardware spending.
H(H(IDB ||K)||Tb (x)||IDB ) based on its
secret key and the user’s identity. Then the
server will check if H 0 = DPB ? If holds, 5.2 Security Analysis for Delayed Authentication
the server finishes the task of Bob’s authentication.
Finally, the server computes For simplicity, we only discuss the delayed authentication
VA = H(H(IDA ||K)||Ta (x)||IDS ) and sends with password-based, and we do not design with biomet{IDS , VA } to Alice. The same way for Bob.
ric. In this section, there is no local proof stored in smart

5
5.1

Step 3. Upon receiving {IDS , VA } from the server,
Alice firstly checks VA to authenticate the
server. If the server is passed validation, Alice will confirm that Bob is the legal and real
”Bob”. The same way for Bob.

device in our scheme for resisting lost smart device and
guessing attack. So, we only use covered proof to construct the delayed proof. From the Table 2, we can see
that the proposed scheme can provide known secure session key agreement, impersonation attack and so on.

After the second phase is performed, Alice and Bob
can continue to do the important things.

5.3

Security Consideration
Security Analysis for Local Authentication

The security of this kind local authentication scheme is
based on one way secure hash function. The scheme aims
at authenticate oneself efficiently with one-factor authentication. So, this scheme may be sacrifice some security

Security Proof Based on the BAN
Logic [1] for Delayed Authentication

For convenience, we first give the description of some notations (Table 3) used in the BAN logic analysis and define some main logical postulates (Table 4) of BAN logic.
We combine the two phases (Generate delayed proof with
a session key, Delayed Authentication) together to prove,
because only in the second phase the two involved users
can just do the important things.
According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the
requirement of delayed authentication scheme, our CMFC
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Figure 5: The delayed authentication with password-based and chaotic maps
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Table 2: Definition and simplified proof with combining the two phases in section 4.2
Attack Type
Automatic
validation
attacks

No freshness
verify attacks

Security Requirements
Guessing
attacks
(On-line or off-line)

Losting smart device and guessing
attacks
Perfect forward secrecy

Known session key
security

Missing
encrypted
identity attacks

Man-in-the-middle
attack(MIMA)

Impersonation
tack

at-

Definition

Simplified Proof

In an off-line guessing attack, an attacker
guesses a password or long-term secret key
and verifies his/her guess, but he/she does
not need to participate in any communication during the guessing phase. In an undetectable on-line guessing attack, an attacker searches to verify a guessed password or long-term secret key in an on-line
transaction and a failed guess cannot be
detected and logged by the server.
An adversary gets the users smart device
and then carries out the guessing attacks.

There is no any
match value to
compare

Hard
Problems
Secure
one way
hash

There is no any
match value to
compare
Different
session has different
nonces.

Secure
one way
hash
Chaotic
maps
problems

Different
session has different
nonces.

Chaotic
maps
problems

All the information
includes the ID
and some nonces:
a, b and the another
form Ta (x), Tb (x).

Chaotic
maps
problems

All the information
includes the ID
and some nonces:
a, b and the another
form Ta (x), Tb (x).
Every
important
message
includes
the nonces: a, b and
the another form
Ta (x), Tb (x).
There are no any
verification tables
in any node.

Chaotic
maps
problems

An authenticated key establishment protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if
the compromise of both of the nodes secret keys cannot results in the compromise
of previously established session keys.
Each execution of the protocol should result in a unique secret session key. The
compromise of one session key should not
compromise the keys established in other
sessions.
The MIMA attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which the attacker makes independent connections with the victims
and relays messages between them, making them believe that they are talking directly to each other over a private connection, when in fact the entire conversation
is controlled by the attacker.
An adversary successfully assumes the
identity of one of the legitimate parties in
a system or in a communications protocol.

No
freshness
verify attacks

Replay attack

A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data transmission is
repeated or delayed maliciously or fraudulently.

Design
attacks

Stolen-verifier
attacks

An adversary gets the verifier table from
servers by a hacking way, and then the adversary can launch any other attack which
called stolen-verifier attacks.

defect

Chaotic
maps
problems

Natural
Resistance
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Table 3: Notations of the BAN logic
Symbol
P| ≡ X
#(X)
P| ⇒ X
P CX
P| ∼ X
(X, Y )
hXiY
XK
(X)K

Definition
The principal P believes a statement X, or P is entitled to believe X.
The formula X is fresh.
The principal P has jurisdiction over the statement X.
The principal P sees the statement X.
The principal P once said the statement X.
The formula X or Y is one part of the formula (X, Y ).
The formula X combined with the formula Y .
The formula X is encrypted under the key K.
The formula X is hash function with the key K. If there is no K, and that means is no key
input.
The principals P and Q use the shared key K to communicate. The key K will never be
discovered by any principal except P and Q.
The public key of P , and the secret key is described by K −1 .

P ←K
−→Q
−−K
−→P

Table 4: Logical postulates of the BAN logic
Symbol
P |≡P

K Q,P {X}K
←−−→
P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡#(X)
P |≡#(X,Y )

P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∼X
P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡Q|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X
P |≡Q|≡(X,Y )
P |≡Q|≡X

Definition
R1: The message-meaning rule
R2: The freshnessconjuncatenation rule
R3: The nonce-verification rule
R4: The jurisdiction rule

R5: The belief rules
Molecule can deduce denominator for above formulas.

scheme should satisfy the following goals in Table 5.
Table 5: Goals of the proposed scheme
Goal
Goal
Goal
Goal

1.
2.
3.
4.

UA | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB );
UA | ≡ UB | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB );
UB | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB );
UB | ≡ UA | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB );

First of all, we transform the process of our protocol
to the following idealized form. Because only the second
phase can make the two users (Alice and Bob) do the
important, we just begin with the authentication server
is available to analyse.
For Alice and authentication server:

For Bob and authentication server:
(UB → Server)m3 : Server C IDA , IDB , Ta (x),
(IDA ||Ta (x)), ((H(IDA ||K))||Ta (x)||IDA );
(Server → UB )m4 : UB C IDS , (H(IDB || K) ||
Tb (x) || IDS ).
According to the description of our protocol, we could
make the following assumptions about the initial state,
which will be used in the analysis of our protocol in Table 6.
Based on the above assumptions, the idealized form of
our scheme is analyzed as follows. We only analyze the
process of Alice and authentication server, and the same
way for Bob and authentication server.The main steps of
the proof are described as follows:
For m1 :
According to m1 and P1 , P5 and relating with R1 ,
we could get: S1 : UA |≡ Server |∼ m1 .
Based on m1 and the initial assumptions P1 , P3 , P4 ,
P5 , P7 , we could get: S2 : Server |≡ #m1 .
Combine S1 , S2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P7 , R2 , we could get: S3 :
Server | ≡ # IDA , IDB , Tb (x), ((H(IDB || K)) ||
Tb (x) || IDB ).
Based on R3 , we take apart S3 and get: S4 :
Server |≡ #Tb (x), S5 : Server |≡ #((H(IDB ||K))
|| Tb (x) || IDB ).
Based on the secret key K and S2 , the server can
authenticate Bob by computing the new hash value
to compare with S5 . If the server authenticate Bob,
it will continue to the process of m2 .

(UA → Server)m1 : Server C IDA , IDB , Tb (x),
(IDB ||Tb (x)), ((H(IDB ||K))||Tb (x)||IDB );

For m2 :
According to m2 and P1 , P7 and relating with R1 , we
could get: S6 : Server |≡ UA |∼ m2 .

(Server → UA )m2 : UA C IDS , (H(IDA || K) ||
Ta (x) || IDS ).

Based on m2 and the initial assumptions P1 , P3 , P4 ,
P5 , P7 , we could get: S7 : UA |≡ #m2 .
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Table 6: Assumptions about the initial state of our protocol

P1 : UA | ≡ TK (x) Server
−−−−−−→
P3 : UA | ≡ #(a)
P5 : UA | ≡ UA H(IDA kK) Server
←−−−−−−−−−→
P7 : Server| ≡ UA H(IDA kK) Server
←−−−−−−−−−→

Initial states
P2 : UB | ≡ TK (x) Server
−−−−−−→
P4 : UB | ≡ #(b)
P6 : UB | ≡ UB H(IDB kK) Server
←−−−−−−−−−→
P8 : Server| ≡ UB H(IDB kK) Server
←−−−−−−−−−→

Combine S6 , S7 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P7 , R2 , we could get: S8 : Chaotic maps encryption algorithm avoids scalar multiplication and modular exponentiation computation, efUA |≡ #IDS , (H(IDA ||K)||Ta (x)||IDS ).
Based on R3 , we take apart S8 and get: S9 : fectively improves the efficiency. However, Wang [13]
proposed several methods to solve the Chebyshev polyServer |≡ #(H(IDA ||K)||Ta (x)||IDS ).
nomial computation problem. To be more precise, on
Based on P5 , P7 and S9 , Alice can authenticate the
an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz processor with 1024 MB
server by computing the new hash value to compare
RAM, where n and p are 1024 bits long, the computawith S9 .
tional time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric
encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point
Combine:
Because the Alice, Bob and the Server communicate multiplication operation and Chebyshev polynomial opeach other just now, they confirm the other is on-line. eration is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.02102s sepAnd based on S9 , R4 with chaotic maps problems, we arately [7]. Moreover, the computational cost of XOR
operation could be ignored when compared with other
could get:
operations. According to the results in [11], one pairing
Goal 1. UA | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
operation requires at least 10 times more multiplications
−−→UB );
in the underlying finite field than a point scalar multipliGoal 2. UA | ≡ UB | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
U
).
B
−−→
cation in ECC does in the same finite field.
The same way for Bob and the server, we could get:
Through the above mentioned analysis, we can reached
the
conclusion approximately as follows:
Goal 3. UB | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB );
Goal 4. UB | ≡ UA | ≡ (UA ←−
SK
−−→UB ).

Tp ≈ 10Tm , Tm ≈ 3Tc , Tc ≈ 2.42Ts , Ts ≈ 17.4Th ,

According to (Goal 1 ∼ Goal 4), we know that both
Alice and Bob believe that the Server can authenticate we sum up these formulas into one so that it can reflect
them and the session key is fresh based on the fresh nonces the relationship among the time of algorithms intuitively.
a, b.
Tp ≈ 10Tm ≈ 30Tc ≈ 72.6Ts ≈ 1263.24Th ,

6
6.1

Efficiency Analysis
The Comparisons Among Different
Algorithms

Compared to RSA, ECC and Bilinear map, Chebyshev
polynomial computation problem offers smaller key sizes,
faster computation, as well as memory, energy and bandwidth savings. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm: As
a special form of motion, Chaos means that in a certain nonlinear system can appear similar to the behavior
of random phenomena without needing any random factors. Chaotic system has the characteristics of certainty,
boundness, sensibility to initial parameters and unpredictability, etc. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm utilizes the unique semi-group mature of Chebyshev chaotic
maps, based on two difficult problems-the chaotic maps
discrete logarithm problem and the chaotic maps DiffieHellman problem, puts forward a kind of encryption algorithm. Compared with ECC encryption algorithm,

where Tp : Time for bilinear pair operation, Tm : Time for
a point scalar multiplication operation, Tc : The time for
executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial, Ts :
Time for symmetric encryption algorithm, Th : Time for
Hash operation.
About these algorithms, our proposed CMFC scheme
only used the chaotic cipher and a secure one way hash as
the main algorithm (see Table 7) which are more efficient
bilinear pair operation and a point scalar multiplication
operation ECC-based. Especially for hash operation, it
can be ignored compared with the other three algorithms.

6.2

The Sum Up About Our Scheme’s Efficiency

Because there are no any related literatures, we can not
give any comparisons about efficiency. From Table 7, we
can conclude that our CMFC scheme has high-efficient
property.
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Table 7: Our proposed scheme’s efficiency
Type

Instance

Party
Server

Only password
Alice
Local Proof
Server
Biometric and password
Bob
Server
Delayed Proof

Only password

Alice
Bob

Ours CMFC scheme
Registration
2Th
Local authentication
No need
Registration
1Th
Local authentication
2Th
Registration
1Th
Local authentication
No need
Registration
1Th
Local authentication
1Th +1Ts
Unavailable Server Phase
No need
Delayed authentication
4Th
Unavailable Server Phase
5Th +1Tc
Delayed authentication
2Th
Unavailable Server Phase
5Th +1Tc
Delayed authentication
2Th

Th :Time for Hash operation
Ts :Time for symmetric parametric function
Tc :The time for executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm in literature [9].

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose CMFC, a novel idea towards
resisting fragile communications which is divided into
the framework and the instance. The framework is the
macrostructure which can be implemented by many algorithms, such as RSA, ECC and Bilinear map. For clearing
expression of the framework, we illustrate three instances:
For local proof framework, we use one factor (password)
and two-factor (biometric with password) to construct
two instances for adapting to different environment. For
delayed proof framework, we only use one factor (password) to construct a instance due to limited space. In
addition, we give some new definitions about the meanings of different proofs. Security consideration and efficiency analysis are also focused on discussion. CMFC is
not a panacea, but it offers reasonable security, preferable
efficiency, easy usability, and appears to fit well with some
practical applications – when the authentication server is
unavailable. We often face the fragile communications, so
we must do something, that is the core motivation of this
paper.
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Abstract
RSA is a key cryptography technique and provides various interfaces for the applied software in real-life scenarios. Although some good results were achieved in
speeding up the computation of pairing function in recent years, the computation cost of the pairings is much
higher than that of the exponentiation in a RSA group.
So it is still interesting to design efficient cryptosystems
based on RSA primitive. A proxy signature scheme allows
a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of an original
signer within a given context. Most identity based proxy
signature schemes currently known employ bilinear pairings. In this paper, an identity based proxy ring signature
(IBPS) scheme from RSA without pairings is constructed,
and the security is proved under the random oracle model.
Keywords: Identity based cryptography, proxy signature,
RSA

cepted, the PKG will generate a private key for the user
and the user’s identity (e.g., user’s name or email address)
becomes the corresponding public key. In order to verify
a digital signature or send an encrypted message, a user
needs to only know the identity of communication partner
and the public key of the PKG [20].

Shamir [21] proposed an identity-based signature
scheme from the RSA primitive.
Guillou and
Quisquater [6] proposed a similar RSA identity-based
signature scheme, which is constructed from a zeroknowledge identification protocol. Herranz [8] proposed
an identity-based ring signatures from RSA whose security is based on the hardness of the RSA problem. After
initial schemes, the following breakthrough result in the
area of identity-based cryptography came in 2001, when
Boneh and Franklin [2] designed an efficient identitybased public key encryption scheme. In the design, they
used as a tool bilinear pairings, a kind of maps which can
be constructed on some elliptic curves. Using bilinear
pairings, a lot of identity-based schemes have been pro1 Introduction
posed for encryption, signature, key agreement, etc. However, it is still desirable to find schemes for identity-based
Public key cryptography is an important technique to
scenarios which do not need to employ bilinear pairings.
realize network and information security. In traditional
public key infrastructure, each user generates his own seThe concept of proxy signatures was first introduced by
cret and public keys [13]. A certification authority must Mambo et al. [16]. Based on the delegation type, proxy
sign a digital certificate which links the identity of the signature schemes are classified into three types: full deleuser and his public key. The validity of this certificate gation, partial delegation and delegation by warrant. In a
must be checked before using the public key of the user, full delegation scheme, the original signer’s private key is
when encrypting a message or verifying a signature. Ob- given to the proxy signer. Hence the proxy signer has the
viously, the management of digital certificates decreases same signing right as the original signer. Obviously, such
the efficiency of practical implementations of public key schemes are impractical and insecure for most of realcryptosystem. To solve the problem, Shamir [21] defined a world settings. In a partial delegation scheme, a proxy
new public key paradigm called identity-based public key signer has a new key, called proxy private key, which is
cryptography. In this system, each user needs to register different from the original signer’s private key. Although
at a trusted private key generator (PKG) with identity proxy signatures generated by using proxy private key are
of himself before joining the network. Once a user is ac- different from the original signer’s standard signatures,
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the proxy signer is not limited on the range of messages
he can sign. This weakness is eliminated in delegation by
warrant schemes. One of the main advantages of the use
of warrants is that it is possible to include any type of
security policy (that specifies what kinds of messages are
delegated, and may contain other information, such as the
identities of the original signer and the proxy signer, the
delegation period, etc.) in the warrant to describe the
restrictions under which the delegation is valid. Therefore, proxy signature schemes which use the method of
this approach attract a great interest, and it is often expected that new proxy signature schemes will implement
the functionality of warrants.
In order to adapt different situations, many proxy signature variants are produced, such as one-time proxy signature, proxy blind signature, multi-proxy signature, and
so on. Using bilinear pairings, people proposed many new
ID-based proxy signature (IBPS) scheme [1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11,
14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26]. All the above IBPS schemes
are very practical, but they are based on bilinear pairings
and the pairing is regarded as the most expensive cryptography primitive. Recently, He et al. [7] proposed an
ID-based proxy signature schemes without bilinear pairings. Tiwari and Padhye [22] proposed a provable secure
multi-proxy signature scheme without bilinear maps. Kim
et al. [12] constructed a provably secure ID-based proxy
signature scheme based on the lattice problems. The computation cost of the pairings is much higher than that
of the exponentiation in a RSA group. Therefore, IBPS
schemes based on RSA primitive would still be appealing.

2

Preliminaries

The notations of this paper are listed in the following:
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Definition 1. Let N = pq, where p and q are two kbit prime numbers. Let b be a random prime number,
greater than 2l for some fixed parameter l, such that
∗
gcd(b, ϕ(N )) = 1. Given Y ∈ ZN
, RSA problem is to
∗
b
find X ∈ ZN such that X = Y mod N .
An identity based proxy signature scheme consists of
the following six algorithms:
• Setup: This algorithm takes as input a security parameter k, then returns params (system parameters)
and a randomly chosen master secret key msk. After
the algorithm is performed, the PKG publishes the
system parameters params and keeps the master key
msk secret.
• Key extract:
This algorithm takes as input
params, msk, identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ of an entity, and
returns a private key Di . The PKG carries out the
algorithm to generate the private key Di and send Di
to the corresponding owner IDi via a secure channel.
• Delegate: This algorithm takes as input the params,
original signer’s private key Do , a warrant mw and
outputs the delegation π.
• Delegation verify: This algorithm takes as input
params, π and verifies whether π is a valid delegation
from the original signer.
• Proxy sign: This algorithm takes as input the
params, proxy signer’s private key Dp , delegation
π, a message m and outputs the proxy signature σ.
• Proxy signature verify: This algorithm takes as input
the original signer’s identity IDo , the proxy signer’s
identity IDp , a proxy signature σ, and outputs 1 if
the proxy signature is valid or 0 otherwise.

• N : A large composite number, the product of two Definition 2. An identity based proxy signature scheme
is unforgeable(UNF-IBPS) if no polynomially bounded adprime numbers p, q.
versary has a non-negligible advantage in the following
game.
• b: A prime number satisfying gcd(b, ϕ(N )) = 1.
• p, q, a: The master key satisfying N = pq and a =
b−1 mod ϕ(N ).
• IDi /Di : The user’s identity /private key.
• IDo /Do : The original signer’s identity/private key.
• IDp /Dp : The proxy signer’s identity/private key.

Game. Now we illustrate the game performed between a
challenger C and a adversary A for an identity based
proxy signature scheme.
Initialization. C runs the setup algorithm to generate a
master secret key msk and the public system parameters params. C keeps msk secret and gives params
to A .

Query. A performs a polynomially bounded number of
queries. These queries may be made adaptively, i.e.
• mw : The warrant consisting of the identities of origeach query may depend on the answers to the previous
inal signer and proxy signer, the delegation duration
queries.
and so on.

• π: The proxy delegation.
• H0 , H1 , H2 : Three hash functions.
We define the RSA problem as follows.

• Hash functions query: A can ask for the values
of the hash functions for any input.
• Key query: When A requests the private key of
the user IDi , C responds with the private key
Di .
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• Delegation query: When A submits original Key extract: For an identity IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗ , PKG comsigner’s identity IDo and a warrant mw to the
putes Di = Qai , Qi = H0 (IDi ) and sends Di to the
challenger, C responds by running the deleuser IDi via a secure channel.
gate algorithm on the warrant mw , the original
Delegate: mw is the warrant consisting of the identities
signer’s private key Do .
of original signer and proxy signer, the delegation
• Proxy signature query: When A submits origiduration and so on. On input the warrant mw , the
nal signer’s identity IDo , proxy signer’s idenoriginal signer IDo , whose private key is Do , pertity IDp , a warrant mw and a message m
forms
the following steps:
to the challenger, C responds by running the
proxy sign algorithm on the message m, the
∗
1) Randomly selects A ∈ ZN
, computes T =
warrantmw , the private keys Do and Dp .
b
A mod N , h = H1 (mw , T ).
Forge. A
outputs
a
tuple
(π ∗ , IDo )
or
2) Computes R = ADoh mod N .
∗
∗
∗
(m , mw , σ , IDo , IDp ).
A wins the game, if
3) Outputs π = (mw , T, R) as the delegation.
one of the following cases is satisfied:
Case 1: The final output is (π ∗ , IDo ) and it satis- Delegation verify: To verify a delegation π =
fies:
(mw , T, R) for an identity IDo , the verifier performs
the following steps:
1) π ∗ is a valid delegation.
2) A does not query the original signer IDo ’s
1) Computes h = H1 (mw , T ).
private key.
∗
3) π is not generated from the delegation
2) Checking whether Rb = T Qho mod N . If the
query.
equality holds, accepts the delegation. Otherwise, rejects.
Case 2: The final output is (m∗ , m∗w , σ ∗ , IDo , IDp )
and it satisfies:
Proxy sign: For a message m, the proxy signer (whose
1) σ ∗ is a valid proxy signature.
identity is IDp ) who owns the delegation π =
2) A does not query the original signer IDo ’s
(mw , T, R) does the following:
private key.
∗
3) The tuple (IDo , IDp , m∗w ) is not appear in
1) Randomly selects B ∈ ZN
, computes S =
b
delegation query.
B mod N , k = H2 (m, mw , T, S).
4) σ ∗ is not generated from the proxy signature
2) Computes Z = RBDpk mod N .
query.
3) Outputs the signature σ = (m, mw , T, S, Z).
Case 3: The final output is (m∗ , m∗w , σ ∗ , IDo , IDp )
and it satisfies:
Proxy signature verify: To verify the validity of a
1) σ ∗ is a valid proxy signature.
proxy signature (where the original singer’s identity
2) A does not query the proxy signer IDp ’s
is IDo , the proxy singer’s identity is IDp ), a veriprivate key.
fier first checks whether the original signer and proxy
3) σ ∗ is not generated from the proxy signature
signer conform to mw , then performs the following
query.
steps.
The success probability of
N F −IBP S
SuccU
= P r[A win].
A

3

A

is

defined

as:

1) Computes h =
H2 (m, mw , T, S).

and

k

=

2) Checking whether Z b = T SQho Qkp mod N . If
the equality holds, outputs 1. Otherwise, outputs 0.

The Proposed Scheme

Setup: Given security parameters k, a trusted private
key generator (PKG) generates two random k-bit
prime numbers p and q. Then it computes N = pq.
For some fixed parameter l (for example l = 200),
chooses at random a prime number b satisfying 2l <
b < 2l+1 and gcd(b, ϕ(N )) = 1, and computes
a = b−1 mod ϕ(N ). Furthermore, PKG chooses
cryptographic hash functions described as follows:
∗
∗
H0 : {0, 1}∗ → ZN
, H1 : {0, 1}∗ × ZN
→ Zb∗ and
∗
∗
∗
∗
H2 : {0, 1} × ZN × ZN → Zb . The set of public parameters is: params = {N, b, H0 , H1 , H2 }, the secret
information stored by PKG is master-key=(p, q, a).

H1 (mw , T )

On correctness, we have Z b = (RBDpk )b = Rb B b Dpbk =
T SQho Qkp .

4

Security
Scheme

of

The

Proposed

Theorem 1. The scheme is unforgeable against the adversary in randomly oracle model if the RSA problem is
hard.
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Proof. Suppose the challenger C receives a random instance (N, b, Y ) of the RSA problem and and has to find
∗
an element X ∈ ZN
such that X b = Y . C will run A as
a subroutine and act as A ’s challenger in the UNF-IBPS
game.
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∗
1) Randomly selects B ∈ ZN
and k ∈ Zb∗ .
b −k
2) Computes S = B Qp and Z = RB.
3) Stores the relation k = H2 (m, mw , T, S). If
collision occurs, repeats Steps (1)-(3).
4) Outputs the proxy signature σ
=
(m, mw , T, S, Z).

Initialization. At the beginning of the game, C runs
the setup program with the parameter k, gives A
∗
the system parameters params={N, b, H0 , H1 , H2 }. Forge.∗ A outputs a tuple {π = (mw , T, R), IDo } or
{σ = (m, mw , T, S, Z), IDo , IDp }. There are three
Queries. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that all
cases to consider:
the queries are distinct and A will ask for H0 (ID)
Case 1. The final output is {π ∗ = (mw , T, R), IDo }
before ID is used in any other queries. C will set
and the output satisfies the requirement of
several lists to store the queries and answers, all of
Case 1 as defined in UNF-IBPS game.
the lists are initially empty.
Solve RSA problem. In fact, π ∗ is the sig• H0 queries: C maintains the list L0 of tuple
nature on mw by IDo . By the forking
(IDi , Ai ). When A makes a query H0 (IDi ), C
lemma for generic signature scheme [3], two
responds as follows.
delegations can be generated: (mw , T, R)
At the j th H0 query, C set H0 (ID∗ ) = Y . For
and (mw , T, R0 ). Where h = H1 (mw , T ),
∗
i 6= j, C randomly picks a value Ai ∈ ZN
and
h0 = H10 (mw , T ). If IDo = ID∗ , RSA
sets H0 (IDi ) = Abi , then the query and the anproblem can be solved as follow: The re0
swer will be stored in the list L0 .
lation becomes (R0 R−1 )b = Y h −h mod N .
0
0
• H1 queries: C maintains the list L1 of tuSince h, h ∈ Zb , then |h − h| < b. By
ple (αi , hi ). When A makes a query H1 (αi ).
the element b is a prime number, so it
C randomly picks a value hi ∈ Zb∗ and sets
holds gcd(b, h0 − h) = 1. This means that
H1 (αi ) = hi , then the query and the answer
there exist two integers c and d such that
will be stored in the list L1 .
cb + d(h0 − h) = 1. Finally, the value X =
(R0 R−1 )d Y c mod N is the solution of the
• H2 queries: C maintains the list L2 of tugiven instance of the RSA problem. In efple (βi , ki ). When A makes a query H2 (βi ).
0
∗
fect, X b = (R0 R−1 )bd Y bc = Y d(h −h) Y bc =
C randomly picks a value ki ∈ Zb and sets
cb+d(h0 −h)
Y
=Y.
H2 (βi ) = ki , then the query and the answer
will be stored in the list L2 .
Probability. Let qHi (i = 0, 1, 2), qK , qD and
qS be the number of Hi (i = 0, 1, 2) queries,
• Key extraction queries: C maintains the list
private key queries, delegating queries and
LK of tuple (IDi , Di ). When A makes priproxy signing queries, respectively.
vate key extraction query for identity IDi . If
The probability that C does not fail durIDi = ID∗ , C fails and stops. Otherwise C
q −q
ing the queries is Hq0H K . The probability
finds the tuple (IDi , Ai ) in list L0 and returns
Di = Ai to A .

• Delegate queries: When A submits IDo , IDp
and mw to challenger. C outputs a delegation
as follows.
If IDo 6= ID∗ , C gives a delegation by calling
the delegate algorithm. Otherwise, C does as
follows.
∗
1) Randomly selects A ∈ ZN
and h ∈ Zb∗ .
2) Computes T = Ab Q−h
and R = A.
o
3) Stores the relation h = H1 (mw , T ). If collision occurs, repeats Steps (1)-(3).
4) Outputs π = (mw , T, R) as the delegation.

• Proxy signature queries. When A submits a
delegation π = (mw , T, R) message m to the
challenger. C outputs an identity based proxy
signature as follows.
If IDp 6= ID∗ , C gives a signature by calling
the proxy sign algorithm. Otherwise, C does as
follow.

that IDo = ID∗ is

0

1
qH0 −qK . So the comqH0 −qK
· qH 1−qK = qH1 .
qH0
0
0

bined probability is
Therefore, the probability of C to solve the
RSA problem is: qH .
0

Case 2. The
final
output
is
{σ ∗
=
(m, mw , T, S, Z), IDo , IDp } and the output satisfies the requirement of Case 2 as
defined in UNF-IBPS game.
Solve RSA problem. By the forking lemma
for generic signature scheme [3], two
proxy signatures can be generated:
(m, mw , T, S, Z) and (m, mw , T, S, Z 0 ).
Where k = k 0 = H2 (m, mw , T, S),
h = H1 (mw , T ), h0 = H10 (mw , T ), and
h 6= h0 . If IDo = ID∗ , RSA problem
can be solved as follow: The relation
0
becomes (Z 0 Z −1 )b = Y h −h mod N . Since
h, h0 ∈ Zb , the that |h0 − h| < b. By
the element b is a prime number, so it
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holds gcd(b, h0 − h) = 1. This means
that there exist two integers c and d Table 1: Cryptographic operation time (in milliseconds)
P
EM MP ME
such that cb + d(h0 − h) = 1. Finally,
0 −1 d c
20.04
5.31 6.38 2.21
the value X = (Z Z ) Y mod N is the
solution of the given instance of the RSA
problem. In effect, X b = (Z 0 Z −1 )bd Y bc =
0
0
Y d(h −h) Y bc = Y cb+d(h −h) = Y .
A simple method is used to evaluate the computation
Probability. Probability of success is same as
efficiency.
For example, Wu et al.’s [25] scheme requires
the probability in Case 1.
6
pairing-based
scalar multiplication operations and 8
Case 3. The final output is {σ ∗ = (m, mw , T, S, Z), pairing operations. So the resulting computation time
IDo , IDp } and the output satisfies the require- is 6.38 × 6 + 20.04 × 8 = 198.60.
ment of Case 3 as defined in UNF-IBPS game.
Based on the above parameter and ways, the detailed
Solve RSA problem. By the forking lemma comparison results of several different IBPS schemes are
for generic signature scheme [3], two illustrated in Table 2.
proxy signatures can be generated:
(m, mw , T, S, Z) and (m, mw , T, S, Z 0 ).
Where h = h0 = H1 (mw , T ), k = 6
Conclusion
H2 (m, mw , T, S), k 0 = H20 (m, mw , T, S),
and k 6= k 0 . If IDp = ID∗ , RSA problem A proxy signature scheme allows a proxy signer to sign
can be solved as follow: The relation messages on behalf of an original signer within a given
0
becomes (Z 0 Z −1 )b = Y k −k mod N . Since context. Most IBPS schemes currently known employ bik, k 0 ∈ Zb , then |k 0 − k| < b. By the linear pairings. RSA is a key cryptography technique and
element b is a prime number, so it holds provides various interfaces for the applied software in realgcd(b, k 0 − k) = 1. This means that life scenarios. Although some good results were achieved
there exist two integers c and d such in speeding up the computation of pairing function in rethat cb + d(k 0 − k) = 1. Finally, the cent years, the computation cost of the pairings is much
value X = (Z 0 Z −1 )d Y c mod N is the higher than that of the exponentiation in a RSA group. In
solution of the given instance of the RSA this paper, an IBPS scheme from RSA was proposed and
problem. In effect, X b = (Z 0 Z −1 )bd Y bc = the security was proved in the random oracle model. The
0
0
Y d(k −k) Y bc = Y cb+d(k −k) = Y .
scheme needs not pairings and it is more efficient than
Probability. Probability of success is same as previous ones using bilinear pairings. Due to the good
the probability in Case 1.
properties of our scheme, it should be useful for practical
applications.

5

Efficiency and Comparison
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Through PIV 3-GHZ processor with 512-MB memory
and a Windows XP operation system. He et al. [7] obtained the running time for cryptographic operations. To
achieve 1024-bit RSA level security, they use the Tate
pairing defined over a supersingular curve E/Fp : y 2 =
x3 + x with embedding degree 2, where q is a 160-bit Solinas prime q = 2159 + 217 + 1 and p is a 512-bit prime
satisfying p + 1 = 12qr. To achieve the same security
level, they employed the parameter secp160r1 [23], where
p = 2160 −231 −1. The running times are listed in Table 1.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new dynamic resource allocation scheme - Access Control-based Resource Allocation
(ACRA) for cloud users in order to address some deficiencies of the current resources allocation mechanisms in
some free cloud computing environment. The proposed
scheme comprehensively analyses behavior characteristics
of cloud users and evaluates user behavior trust using
fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP), and then dynamically adjusts the resources permission of cloud users
according to their behavior trust values, thus effectively
controlling user resource utilization. Experimental results
show that the ACRA scheme can provide basis for allocating resources dynamically and reasonably to cloud users
with different behaviors and improve resource utilization
in cloud computing systems.
Keywords: Access control, cloud computing, dynamic permission adjustment, resource allocation

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is a new network computing model [16]
based on virtualization technology and pay-on-demand
business model, which can convert various types of resources (including hardware, platform and software) into
services that can be used by cloud users with some special
features, such as flexible expansion, dynamic resources
allocation, and resource sharing. Dynamic resource allocation and sharing in a cloud computing environment is
the common fundamental technology of IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS
(Software as a Service) [5, 7], thus forms a major direction
of research on cloud computing technologies.
As an effective mechanism for controlling resource access in systems, access control can restrict resources uti-

lization of access subjects according to their identities and
predefined policies, thus effectively ensuring confidentiality, integrity, availability and legal of resources. It is one
of the key mechanisms for isolating access behaviors of
different users in a system in order to limit security risks.
Therefore, access control can be used as a technical solution to the problems of resource allocation in cloud computing [4].
The existing access control technologies are mostly
static authorization [2, 18], that is, after the subject receives access permission from the object, the permission
can be used without restriction. However, a cloud computing environment, which is different from regular networking environment due to its dynamic and openness
features, brings in new challenges to access control for
resource allocation.

2

Related Work

This article has researched dynamic allocation and sharing strategies of cloud resources in-depth from the perspective of theory and practice.The authors of reference [6, 11, 22] take proactive measures to the long-term,
predictable periodical loads, use statistic and machine
learning methods to analyze statistical data about load
changes and system logs and built a performance model
under long-term load patterns. Although the model provides decision support for global multi-objective optimum
making on resources, evaluating the capacity of resources
by the average working time required to complete each
task exists biggish uncertain. The author of reference [14]
starts a research from the angle of resources reliability,
considers the failure regularity characteristics of resources
in time and space, and uses it as the basis for resources
allocation, which shields a lot of fault resource nodes. But
there are limits to this strategy. It does not deal with the
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problem of resource expenditure minimization. In other
words, it reduces the availability of resources when a resourceful node assigned to a task that requires very few resources. The author of reference [23] proposes a behaviorbased resource provision policy for cloud computing. The
policy can forecast the set of submitted task and expectation completing time of task at next time segment from
the statistic results, and dynamically adjust the resource
provision policy according to the policy table. This resource scheduling scheme does not give detailed analysis
of user behavior characteristics.
At present, research focuses on the impact of load variation, the physical locations of resources or other factors
on dynamic allocation and sharing of cloud resources,
rarely involves the source of cloud computing demand
and neglects the otherness among cloud users [10]. And
in fact, in the process of cloud resource allocation, cloud
user behaviors have a direct and significant impact on
resource allocation, especially in some free cloud environments where cloud computing resources are only used by
internal staff for free [20]. In such environments whether
cloud resources are in an idle state becomes an important factor in judging the reasonability of resource utilization. If private cloud users do not undertake related
tasks after acquiring cloud resources, it means they have
seized these resources, and will affect resource utilization
of other cloud users, as well as the resource utilization of
the whole cloud computing system. In addition, malicious
cloud computing users may utilize cloud resources perform malicious actions [21]. The behavior of some cloud
users may change significantly over a period of time. All
these factors will make well-behaved cloud users cannot
get relevant cloud resources in time, which in turn affect
the overall resource utilization of the cloud computing
system [15].
The research presented in this paper aims at addressing the problem of degraded resource utilization in a private cloud environment caused by the equal permission
granted to all cloud users. We propose a new access
control-based scheme for cloud resource allocation that
can not only improve the overall utilization of cloud resource, but also enhance security [9] for the cloud computing environment.

3

The ACRA Scheme Design

Inspired by the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) model
reported in [1], in this paper we propose a new scheme of
cloud resource allocation - Access Control-based Resource
Allocation (ACRA). The overall framework of ACRA is
shown in Figure 1.
The ACRA scheme consists of three key aspects. First,
acquisition of cloud user behavior trust is a key component of the scheme. Both behavior of different users at the
same moment and behavior of the same user under different circumstances are prodigiously different. Therefore,
behavior trust can reflect behavior of cloud users; and ac-
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curacy of behavior trust evaluation directly impacts the
subsequent authorization of cloud users [13]. The second
key aspect of the scheme lies in, rules in the authorization
process. Because the scheme is based on RBAC to solve
problems in resource allocation in a cloud computing environment, the authorization rules involved must meet the
requirements of the new environment. The third aspect
of the ACRA scheme is to handle cloud user authorization required by the various behavior of cloud users in
the cloud computing system. In this paper, we propose a
dynamic permission adjustment mechanism on the basis
of cloud users’ behavior trust in order to manage their
permission more flexibly, elastically and meticulously.

3.1
3.1.1

Behavior Trust Evaluation
Classification of Behavior Characteristics

The accuracy of behavior classification in a cloud computing environment has a direct impact on that of cloud user
behavior trust evaluation, and then determines the reasonability of authorization. The classification of behavior
characteristics involved in ACRA, in contrast to operation behavior in traditional access control, is a complex
behavior [3] that integrates the utilization of cloud computing resources, network of cloud users, and operation
behavior of cloud users. The utilization of cloud computing resources includes the average utilization of hard
disks, memories, CPUs, bandwidth and occupied threads.
The network of cloud users includes the average exception
rate of login, the average propagation delay of IPs, the average time jitter of IPs and the average response time of
IPs. The operation behavior of cloud users consists of the
average attempt number of unauthorized operations, the
average number of attacking other cloud users, the average number of illegal connections, the average number
of illegally scanning important ports, the average number
of running unsafe programs and the average number of
escaping punishments.
3.1.2

Acquisition Methods of Behavior Trust

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) deals with complex
problems by breaking them into composing factors, building the hierarchy model according to these factors control
relations, determining their relative importance through
comparison among them, then setting the order of their
relative importance under a people judgement premise.
Building the judgement matrix is a key element of AHP
to quantify the decision-maker thought for complex systems. However analysis found that is difficult to achieve
the consistent standard. In addition, there is a difference between the consistency of judgement matrix and
the consistency of human decision-thinking.
To solve the above-mentioned problem, we propose the
Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP) [17, 19] that
employs a Fuzzy Consistent Matrix to improve AHP algorithm.
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Figure 1: The overall framework of ACRA

In FAHP, the cloud users’ behavior is divided into n
So Q = (qij )m×m is a fuzzy reciprocal matrix:
characteristics, and each characteristic is further divided
qi − qj
into a number of evidence types, which all have been nor+ 0.5
qij =
malized to dimensionless and increasing values on the in2m
(qi − qk ) − (qj − qk )
terval [0, 1] represented with the matrix E = (eij )n×m ,
+ 0.5
=
where m denotes the maximum term in these character2m
qi − qk
qj − qk
istics, and the item that doesn’t reach m should be sub=
+ 0.5 − (
+ 0.5) + 0.5
stituted with zero.
2m
2m
In order to obtain the initial judgment matrix EQ =
= qik + qjk + 0.5.
(eqij )m×m , there m evidence E = (e1 , e2 , ..., em ), dualistic
comparison of the importance of ei and ej in the evidence
set is conducted:


 0 if ei < ej 
Therefore Q = (qij )m×m is a fuzzy consistent matrix.
0.5 if ei = ej
eqij =
(1) Because the fuzzy consistent matrix has its special fea

1 otherwise
tures that make it fit the consistency of human decisionthinking the fuzzy consistent matrix can be applied in
The initial judgment matrix is transformed into a fuzzy
AHP.
consistent matrix Q = (qij )m×m [8].
The weight vector w = (w1 , w2 , ..., wm )T of a certain
characteristic’s
evidence is calculated, where:
Theorem 1. If fuzzy reciprocal matrix Q = (qij )m×m is
calculated with the following formulas, then the result is
m
X
a fuzzy consistent matrix.
1
[
qik − 0.5].
(3)
wi =


m(m − 1)/2
m
k=1
 q = P

eqik i = 1, 2, ..., m
i
eqij =
(2)
k=1


Then the assessed value matrix of cloud users’ behavqij = (qi − qj )/2m + 0.5
ioral characteristics is calculated, according to the evidence matrix E = (eij )n×m and weight matrix W =
Proof.
(wij )n×m , the value on the diagonal of the matrix obqi − qj
qj − qi
tained with E × WT is the characteristic assessed value
qij + qji =
+ 0.5 +
+ 0.5
2m
2m
matrix F = (f1 , f2 , ..., fm ).
= 1.
The initial behavior trust value of a cloud user is de-
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fined as follows:
Tinitial

= F × WfT
n
P
=
fi wi ,

(4)

i=1

where Wf = (wf 1 , wf 2 , ..., wf n ) is the weight set of behavior characteristics of cloud users.
It is possible to predict the trend of cloud users’ behavior trust according to the sliding window principles
and historical behavior trust records. In order to achieve
the average effect of historical behavior trust on Tinitial ,
the time decay value of cloud users’ behavior trust with
a recording time span z is calculated as follow:
Taverage =

z
X

told

i=1

tnew − told + 1

• Permission setting: The permission in cloud computing environment refers to the permission P of the
resources utilization. It is the upper limit for the
amounts of cloud resources assigned to cloud users
who have applied for resource access. There is a inheritance relationship P0 ⊆ P1 ⊆ ... ⊆ Pk ⊆ ...Pq in
the permission P of the resources utilization.
After obtaining a role, the cloud user will be granted
permission to use cloud resources. The scope of cloud
user’s permission depends on the grade of his role.
Those who get the high grade roles can utilize more
cloud resources, and vice versa. Any cloud user with
any role may apply for accessing a certain amount
of cloud resources after obtaining permission, and
may not necessarily utilize the resources after being
granted the access.

(i)

(i)

,

(5)

1
is the time decay factor of cloud users’
(i)
tnew −told +1
(i)
behavior trust told with the recording number i,that is,

where
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3.3

The Dynamic Permission Adjustment Mechanism

Figure 2 is the flow chart of the dynamic adjustment on
cloud users permission [12].
In the calculation centre of behavior trust, the FAHP
algorithm is adopted to calculate and update the value of
behavior trust based on the collected evidence values in
real time. The cloud computing system assigns a grade
role to the cloud user by judging the trust grade of the
behavior trust, so as to achieve the purpose of adjustTf inal = αTinitial + (1 − α)Taverage .
(6) ing the scope of cloud user’s permission. The behavior
trust value calculated when the cloud user utilizes the
resources this time will directly influence his permission
3.2 Rules in Authorization
next time. This dynamic permission adjustment mechanism can meet the requirements of dynamic permission
The purpose of obtaining the value of cloud users’ be- management in a cloud computing environment.
havior trust is to ensure authorization accuracy. Authorization rules involved in ACRA are different from those
in traditional access control technologies. The cloud user
4 Experimental Verification
permission refers to the right that users have to use a
certain quantity of cloud resources, and the scope of per- We have conducted simulation in order to verify effectivemission is closely related to the behavior trust of the cloud ness of the ACRA scheme.
user.
the effect of historical behavior trust on current cloud
users’ behavior trust has become weaker with the passage
of time.
Finally, according to the initial behavior trust Tinitial
and the average effect of historical behavior trust Taverage ,
the final value of cloud users’ comprehensive behavior
trust can be obtained with the following formula:

• The grading of behavior trust: In order to give a more
meticulous authorization to cloud users ui , their behavior trusts are graded into G = (0, 1, ..., k, ..., , q),
if tk ≤ T (ui ) ≤ tk+1 in which tk , tk+1 0 ≤ k ≤ q
respectively represents the minimum and maximum
value in a grade interval of behavior trust, and the
trust grade of this cloud user is k.
• Mapping relationship: There is a one-one mapping relationship among the trust grade G =
(0, 1, ..., k, ..., , q) involved in the authorization, role
R = (R0 , R1 , ..., Rk , ..., , Rq ) and permission P =
(P0 , P1 , ..., Pk , ..., , Pq ). That is, after determining the
trust grade of the cloud user ui , cloud computing system will assign a grade role to the corresponding trust
grade so as to authorize the user.

4.1

Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted by the use cloud
computing software CloudSim, programmed with JAVA
language in Eclipse development environment, MySQL
database and php Study database management software.
The trust grade vector G = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) of cloud
users was set in the experiment, considering the fact
that behaviors of most cloud users are basically dependable or dependable in the actual resource allocation process, and just a minority of them are undependable,
the interval between inter zones is respectively set as
(0.05, 0.25, 0.60, 0.80) following reference, and the interval
between trust values is mapping with the corresponding
trust grade. The relationship between the permission and
trust grade is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2: The flow chart of the dynamic adjustment on cloud users’ permission

The initial behavior trust value Tinitial is 0.6927 acThe record in the sliding window is z = 5 , the historical behavior trust records before updating are shown in cording to the average basic evidence, the percentage of
Tinitial in Tf inal is 0.95. Finally, the final value of comTable 2.
prehensive behavior trust Tf inal is 0.6588. Records of
behavior trust values in the sliding window after being
4.2 Calculation of Behavior Trust
updated are shown in Table 3.
There are three behavioral characteristics of cloud users:
the resource utilization of cloud computing R, the net- 4.3 Simulation Analysis
work of cloud users N and the operation behavior of cloud
users B, after basic evidence values of these three charac- We studied the behavior of a cloud user by setting a series
teristics have been normalized, the average basic evidence of evidence values. Figure 3 reflects the changing trend of
value can be obtained as follows:
permission with changes in behavior trust values after the
user access the cloud computing system for several times.
R = (0.74, 0.75, 0.86, 0.63, 0.52, 0)
It can be seen from the figure that when his behavior
under the condition of poor performance, the number of
N = (0.56, 0.49, 0.24, 0.42, 0, 0)
resources who has the right to use will be decreased, when
B = (0.64, 0.77, 0.89, 0.86, 0.49, 0.91).
his behavior under the condition of good performance,
The importance of R, N , B and their corresponding the number of resources who has the right to use will
be increased. With the change of behavior trust values,
basic evidence in FAHP is shown as follows:
user’s permission of accessing resources will be adjusted
dynamically, as a cloud user utilizes cloud resources to
R>B>N
complete computing tasks, his behaviors is closely related
R3 > R2 > R1 > R4 > R5
to the behavior trust value, which has effectively limited
N1 > N4 > N3 > N2
the user’s ability in utilizing cloud resources utilization.
B1 > B6 > B2 > B5 > B4 > B3 .
The weight values of all basic evidence are:
w

=

(0.5, 0.1667, 0.3333)T

wr

=

(0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.15, 0.1)T

wn

=

(0.375, 0.125, 0.2083, 0.2917)T

wb

=

(0.25, 0.1833, 0.0833, 0.1167, 0.15, 0.2167)T .

5
5.1

Scheme Analysis
The Safe Reliability

The scheme activates the role according to trust grade,
which can ensure that a user who has successfully accessed
the cloud computing system is trusted. Malicious partic-
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Table 1: The classification of trust grade intervals
Trust grade
0
1
2
3
4

Meaning
Undependable
Low dependable
Basically dependable
Dependable
High dependable

Inter zone
[0.00,0.05]
(0.05,0.25]
(0.25,0.60]
(0.60,0.80]
(0.80,1.00]

Permission
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

Table 2: Records of behavior trusts in the sliding window before updating
ID
Trust
Time1
Time2

6
0.1367
2015.01.23
18:42:11

7
0.3486
2015.02.03
02:33:15

8
0.724
2015.02.07
05:27:50

9
0.2496
2015.03.02
14:12:27

10
0.7231
2015.04.08
15:06:14

Table 3: Records of behavior trust values in the sliding window after being updated
ID
Trust
Time1
Time2

7
0.3486
2015.02.03
02:33:15

8
0.724
2015.02.07
05:27:50

9
0.2496
2015.03.02
14:12:27

10
0.7231
2015.04.08
15:06:14

11
0.6588
2015.07.23
16:25:00

ipants will be locked out of the cloud computing system,
therefore intrusion from illegal users can be prevented.
By using role grade-based dynamic authorization instead
of direct authorization at user registration, the proposed
scheme can solve the deficiency of the traditional RBAC
model, in which the administrator assigned user role may
allow insiders to obtain opportunities to tamper user data.
Therefore, the scheme greatly improves the cloud computing system’s stability, reliability and security.

access control-based scheme for cloud resource allocation ACRA. This scheme first conducts a comprehensive analysis on behavioral characteristics of cloud users, and acquires user behavior trust values using Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process (FAHP). The scheme then decides authorization rules for cloud users and provides a mechanism for dynamic permission adjustment. Experimental
results show that ACRA can achieve more flexible and
meticulous authorization, effectively restrict the ability
of cloud users in resources access, provides the basis for
allocating resources to cloud users with different behavior
5.2 Dynamism
performances, improve overall cloud resource utilization
The traditional RBAC model is a static authorization and protect security of the cloud computing environment.
model in which user permission is statically assigned by The next goal of our research work is to consider perforsystem administrators. This model includes two static as- mance overhead of the scheme model.
signment parts: user role assignment and user’ role-based
authorization. The scheme presented in this paper enables dynamic access control by introducing the concept Acknowledgments
of a behavior trust value into these assignment parts. The
proposed scheme calculates a user behavior trust value by This work is supported by College Science and Technolcollecting the dynamic data, and dynamically activates ogy Research Project of Hebei Province (ZD20131016),
the user’s role, and authorizes the user’s access, which Natural Science Fund Project of Hebei Province
gives a user different level of access permission at differ- (F2013208137).
ent time.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we studied resource allocation in the authorization stage of cloud computing and proposed a new
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Abstract
Sensitive information faces critical risks when it is transmitted through computer networks. Existing protection
systems are still limited in their capacities to ensure network information has sufficient confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. The rapid development in network technologies has only helped increase network attacks and
hide their malicious intent. This paper analyzes attack
types and classifies them according to their intent. A
causal network approach is used to recognize attackers’
plans and predict their intentions. Attack intention is
the ultimate attack goal which the attacker attempts to
achieve by executing various methods or techniques, and
recognizing it will help security administrators select an
appropriate protection system.
Keywords: Attack intention recognition, causal network
approach, cyber security, network forensics

1

Introduction

Information security over a network has become more
challenging due to the expansion of technologies for hacking and anti-forensics. Sensitive information should be
treated confidentially in any system as it represents a high
risk to the owners if exposed to the public. Information is
at risk due to several factors, including human and technical errors, accidents and disasters, fraud, commercial
espionage, and malicious damage [1, 2, 4].
Activities such as unauthorized access, damage to
computer data or programs, obstruction of the functions of computer systems or networks, interception of
data, and computer espionage are categorized as cybercrimes [7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 21]. Cybercrimes are broad in
scope and are defined as attacks that involve the use of
computers or networks to commit the crimes. According
to [3, 4, 9], cyber-attacks can be categorized into unauthorized access, malicious code (malware), and interruption
of services. Figure 1 shows common types of network
threats.
Network forensics, as a part of network security, works

with laws and guiding principles established in the judicial system to deal with cyber criminals. Network forensics has two approaches: reactive and proactive. Reactive
network forensics is a traditional approach that deals with
cybercrime cases a period of time after an attack. The reactive forensic approach consumes considerable time during the investigation phase. Proactive network forensics
is a new, different approach that focuses on investigating
concurrently with an attack [5, 14].
Figure 2 shows a framework of the generic process
model in network forensics that splits the phases into two
groups. The first group relies on actual time and includes
five phases: preparation, detection, incident response, collection, and preservation. The second group relies on the
post-investigation phases.
Authors in [16] also classify the first group as proactive
and the second group as reactive. The proactive phases
have advantages in saving time and money during investigation, as they work concurrently with the occurrence
of the cybercrime. By contrast, reactive phases begin
with the examination phase to integrate the trace data
and identify the attack indicators. The indicators are
then prepared for the analysis phase, which reconstructs
the attack indicators either by soft computing or statistical or data mining techniques to classify and correlate
the attack patterns. Attack intention is the ultimate goal
the attacker is attempting to achieve by executing various
methods or techniques of attack. Even for an expert, it
is difficult to predict methods of attack. An attacker will
work toward his goal through a sequence of tactical steps
using sophisticated techniques to hide and cover his patterns. Attack Intention Recognition (AIR) is the process
of using known attack scenarios to observe an attacker’s
behavior and infer his intention [19]. With the rapid
developments in networking technology, attacks have become more dangerous than ever, deploying sophisticated
mechanisms to hide malicious behavior. Understanding
attackers’ behavior will help security administrators recognize their intentions and better predict their activities.
In the following section, work related to this research is
critically analyzed. This study discusses using proactive
AIR methods to identify attack plans to predict future ac-
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Figure 1: Common types of network threats

tions. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 2
Related Works
Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 critically discusses the most relevant works, and Section 4 concludes Numerous studies have studied different approaches to
AIR and its various methods of implementation [13, 14,
this paper.
15, 18, 19, 20]. The approaches that focus on identifying attack intention are causal networks, path analysis,
graphical attack, and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN).
These approaches are described with further detail in the
following subsection.

2.1

Figure 2: Generic process model

Causal Networks

The researchers in [12] studied security alert correlation,
which focuses on conducting probabilistic inference to correlate and analyze attack scenarios. From the analysis,
they attempted to solve other issues: (1) to identify attacker’s tactics and intention and (2) to predict potential
attacks. Recognizing attack plans is the process of deducing the aims of an attack from observations of its activities. Alert correlation analysis is significant for avoiding
potential attacks and minimizing damage. To explicate
all paths through a system which an intruder may use
to accomplish his goal, attack plans or libraries are used,
usually denoted by graphs. The security or vulnerability
of a system is then computed by an attack tree analysis, which is based on the attacker’s aims. This type of
analysis can be used as a baseline for threat detection,
defense, and response. However, it is a manual and time
consuming process and is less scalable for a large network.
An example of an attack tree of methods for stealing
and externally exporting data stored on a server is shown
in Algorithm 1. The sample indicates that to obtain confidential data, an attacker may use several methods such
as downloading data directly from the server or eavesdropping on the network. To gain access to a server, it is
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necessary to acquire normal users’ or system administrators’ privileges (root).
To correlate isolated alerts, attack trees are adopted
to define attack plan libraries. They are then converted
to causal networks so that probability distribution can be
assigned. The benefit to defining attack tree nodes by
attack classes rather than specific attack is the reduced
complexity of the computation for the probabilistic inference on the causal network. In implementation, a directed
acyclic graph illustrates a causal network (Bayesian network), where each node symbolizes a variable with a certain set of states and directed edges denoting the cause of
the dependent relationship among the variables. Probabilistic inference is applied to the causal network to evaluate goals by reviewing attack activities, thereby predicting potential future attacks.

For the test, any scenarios that have similar end goals
are grouped under one evidence set due to correlated aims.
This method applies attack trees to the library of attack
plans. From the results observed, attack scenarios automatically correlate isolated attacks and ensure network
security is controlled.
Based on [13, 15], attack intention analysis is a predictive factor for facilitating the accurate investigation
of a case. This paper proposed a technique combining
Dempster-Shafer (D-S) evidence theory with a probabilistic method through a causal network to predict attack
intentions. The purpose of this research is to support decision making by selecting and predicting actual attack
intentions and determining the best response, regardless
of feasibility.
The experiment results show that the accuracy of prediction is related to the amount of evidence collected. The
results also show that security can determine the high-
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est priority value among intention probability values and
make a decision that minimizes the use of time and money.
However, this research has limitations. Identifying the attack intention is difficult if the malicious action is distinct
from predefined attack classes. Distinguishing a deception
from actual aims of attackers is also challenging. Another
challenge is determining whether there is a single attacker
or a collaborative group.

2.2

Path Analysis

The researchers in [18] proposed a technique that uses attack path analysis and can provide protective measures
at minimum cost. Knowing an attacker’s intention can
help network guards make decisions as they can more easily predict potential attack paths and evaluate threats.
When an attack scenario recognizes an intruder’s intention, it is detailed by an attack path. Usually, successful attacks comprise a series of vulnerability exploits that
grant the privileges of the projected host and use them
to attack the final target. To determine the attack path
on a network, the attack path on a victim host should be
specified. Figure 3 shows possible attack scenarios. Note
that multiple vulnerabilities can be exploited to achieve
the same goal. Each attack path starts from the access
node (local node) and ends at the higher privilege node.
A complete set of the possible attack paths on a victim host can be calculated using a path finding algorithm.
The algorithm uses vulnerabilities, privileges, and host information to produce a graph of the attack path. A graph
comprising all possible attack paths is computed once a
model of the network configuration and the victim host
are input. In this paper, it is assumed that an attacker
will not cover his tracks after reaching his target. Generating an attack path graph requires the parameters of the
host, privileges, intention, output of attack paths on a victim host on the network, and information on the network
configuration.
For each network, intentions can be determined based
on either the vulnerabilities and topology of the network
or the focus of its business. Attention is then given to
larger probability intentions. This study proposes assessing the threat by recognizing an attacker’s intention and
predicting the attack path. By applying the Bayesian
rule, the threat situation of the entire network can be
calculated when the intentions are known.
To reach the network guards’ goal of protective measures at minimum cost, the minimum number of nodes is
cut. Thus, an intrusive intention can be determined from
the initial point using an attack path graph, which is a
directed acyclic graph, to evaluate intention threat. In
the experiment, intention probabilities can be computed
based on the degree of difficulty in exploiting vulnerabilities. An intention capable of greater damage represents
a larger value of consequence. To ensure security of the
network, all intentions of attack should be blocked.
Conversely, given that attack paths remove the minimum number of nodes to disconnect the intrusive inten-
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Figure 3: Framework of attack path on victim host

tion from the initial point, there is a probability that the used in anti-forensics, system configuration and vulneraremoved nodes themselves are the target of attack. In bility information are not enough to trace the path. This
such cases, the attack intention can go unrecognized.
is because security depends on vulnerability data but attackers use anti-forensics to hinder this action. Moreover,
this approach only aims to identify the intention of the
2.3 Graphical Attack
unauthorized access to a network or host that an attacker
may compromise. Thus, attackers with privileged access
The graphical model in [19] was used to recognize at- to network are an identified challenge in this approach.
tack intention. The researchers attempted to verify the
feasibility and validity of this method. A network security states graph, which is a directed graph, was used 2.4 Dynamic Bayesian Network
as a graphical model of attacks. In this model, the said
As discussed in [20], the Dynamic Bayesian Networks
graph is represented by nodes of security states that in(DBN) method is proposed for identifying intrusion include both the states of the system and the attacker. The
tention. This research aims to improve on the limitaedges of the graph denote a relationship of state transition of current Intrusion Detection System (IDS) technoltion under the actions of attackers. No circuit is present
ogy, which fails to apply a logical relationship between
in the graph as it is presumed that the attacker will not reattack events. DBN is a technique for combining a static
intrude a host he has attacked. There is a pseudocode of
Bayesian network and a timestamp to form a new probalgorithm that generates a network security states graph.
abilistic model from the removal of order data. Figure 5
This pseudocode shows the initial state of the network
shows the DBN based on the intrusion intention identiand uses available attack actions as input. To infer unfication model: (a) prior network, (b) transfer network,
certain intentions, D-S evidence theory is used. A threat
and (c) DBN model in time.
assessment is presented to evaluate the security level of
For the scenarios, given that a large aggregation of
a network based on the situation and the value of the
training
data are available, the Markova Assumption is
intended target is determined. Figure 4 illustrates an exused
to
assume
the attack goal, depending only on intenample of a security states graph. Every ”S” node is a
tions
observed
under
restrictions plus the last completed
state of network. The ”H” links are hosts, and ”a”s are
goal
and
the
latest
attack
behavior. The process in reachexploitations of vulnerabilities.
ing the final attack goal, based on intrusion alarm mesSimilar to the previous technique, this method also assages, is shown in Figure 6.
sumes that attackers have several attack plans to achieve
The experiment assumes the goal with the most probthe same intention. With D-S evidence theory, possibly
ability is the final attack goal of the intruder. In this
every attack plan can be derived. It is useful for providprocess, the final target is identified when the attacker
ing evidence and guiding decision making. The authors
compromises another target first to gain privilege. The
in [6] define attack graphs as an instrument that works
disadvantage of this approach is its dependency on the
out the hierarchical steps of an attack scenario by using
last completed goal and latest attack behavior.
vulnerabilities and configuration. Thus, the type attack,
whether normal or anti-forensics, can be identified. Antiforensics, as described in this paper, uses methods such as
3 Related Work Analysis and Disdeleting system logs after hacking into a computer to prevent tracking by authorities. Using the attack evidence
cussion
graph, the existence of anti-forensics attacks can be determined. The tools and techniques used by the attacker can This section compares the related works and analyzes
also be identified. However, with the current mechanisms their models. From the discussion above, it may be
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Figure 4: Example of security states graph

Figure 5: Dynamic Bayesian network architecture

Figure 6: Process of reaching the final attack goal

observed that there are similar methods used in different models such as D-S evidence theory, Bayesian rule,
and directed acyclic graphs. D-S evidence theory focuses on uncertainty to conclude the intention of an attack [22]. Bayesian rule applies probabilistic reasoning
for threat assessment or determining the goal of the intrusion. Directed acyclic graphs track attacks. Directed
acyclic graphs track attacks using several methods such as
attack path, attack tree, or attack plan. However, attack
trees have some drawbacks. They are manual processes,
time consuming, and are limited to the attack plans in
the library [12]. That said, the library can be expanded
through the participation of security experts. Besides
competence in attack recognition, the other advantages
of the aforementioned approaches are discussed. Graphical models use network security states graphs. The algorithm proposed infers intent and conducts threat assessment. Similar to the graphical approach, causal networks
also use graph-based techniques to correlate isolated attack scenarios after observing their relationships in attack
plans. It is proposed for pinpointing attack plans and
predicting upcoming attacks. However, causal networks
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have an added value: by applying probabilistic inference
to evaluate the likelihood of attack goals and forecast upcoming attacks based on causal networks converted from
attack trees. An attack path analysis model approach to
constructing attack path graphs can also recognize the intrusive intention and simultaneously calculate the threat
of intention. This approach can find protective measures
at minimum cost with the theory of minimum cut. Moreover, a DBN adopts probabilistic reasoning for estimating
an attack. This technique can identify the intrusion intention with various alarm messages and predict incoming attacks in real-time. That said, each of the aforementioned
approaches has certain limitations. These limitations are
summarized in Table 1.
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for detecting network attacks that have similar intentions.
For future study, an experiment will be performed to evaluate the efficiency of detecting an attack’s intention. This
can entail testing various methods for detecting attack intentions and seeing how each method performs in a true
lab environment under real world scenarios.
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Abstract
Cloud computing offers various services in form of infrastructure, platform, and software to meet the consumer
requirements. It is radically changing how information
technology services are created, delivered, accessed, and
managed. However, this swift has prompted concerns regarding security and privacy due to cloud computing characteristics such as the multi-tenancy, elasticity, and layered architecture. One of the major challenge is to offer
accountability in cloud services across all the dependencies. When one entity relies on other entities for functioning, it creates a dependency in system and makes it
difficult to sort out the responsible entity among them.
In this paper, we analyze the problem of creating accountable cloud services. We utilize basic functionality
provided by Trusted Computing Group (TCG) in form of
chain of trust (CoT) by securely recording identities (of
entities). We propose a solution that modifies existing
chain of trust to build accountable cloud computing. We
explore dependency relationship in building reliable chain
of trust in cloud and define it for better implementation.
Keywords: Accountability, chain of trust, cloud computing, dependency

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is an amalgamation of technologies like
service oriented architecture (SOA) and virtualization,
that turns Internet into service delivery infrastructure.
Service providers can lease a set of resources from cloud
infrastructures to provide their software as services in
an economical way without owning physical infrastructures [3].
Various Cloud service models serve as forms of abstraction and eliminate the need to deal with internal details of
the operation, management, and state of the underlying
infrastructure [27]. The cloud service provider’s (CSP’s)

computing resources are pooled to serve all consumers
using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and
virtual resources dynamically assigned according to consumer demand. The customer generally has no control
of the location of the allocated resources. As a result,
establishing accountability in distributed and layered architecture is an issue. The problem arises when you consider that the application is dependent on functioning of
entities in order to continue processing, and thus a single
entity failure could stop the entire application.
According to Cloud Computing Incidents Database
(CCID), major CSPs have suffered downtime ranging
from a few minutes to a few hours [10, 30]. During a cloud
service disruption, affected customers will not be able to
access the cloud service and in some cases may suffer degraded performance. For example, in June 2013, major
cyber-attack was launched on North Korea by South Korea [20, 23]. The attack compromised an update of application hosted at cloud service provider that also hosts
North Korean government websites. Many government
websites were defaced by this attack. According to Trend
Micro [24], website defacement was only the tip of the iceberg; sensitive information (of military and government)
was also compromised.
Trusted computing architecture [26] offers a concept
of a chain of trust (CoT). We explore this concept using few additional operations to model dependencies in
distributed and layered architecture of cloud. Accountability of chain is rooted from tamper resistant hardware
and identity (and integrity) of each component running
on a particular platform can be assured. Propagation of
chain follows the principle of measure before loading [26].
It means that the entity that is executed; measures the
identity of the next entity (to be executed), then passes
on the execution to the measured entity. This functionality is associated with SElinux, which provides isolation
of execution of any program with LSM (Linux security
module) hooks [11]. According to David et al. [14], any
mechanism that promotes accountability should have following two basic features:
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Tamper-resistance

A mechanism to promote accountability should deter and
detect any modification or malfunctioning in it [6]. Mechanism must be tamper resistant or at least tamper evident. No entity can bypass assessment operations, and if
it tries, it can be identified easily. Consumer and provider
both can rely on such mechanism and present it as a proof
to any third party (if dispute arises). In fault detection,
one can decide responsibility and act accordingly.

1.2

Accountability promotes control and transparency in system [15]. Keeping record of all entities brings transparency, however; this may help the attacker to launch
specific attack or leads rivals to know insights of cloud.
Maintaining privacy while recording identities will equalize transparency.
Considering dependence relationships in cloud computing with features mentioned above, we present formalization of Chain of Trust applicable with service level agreement or third party certificates.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses cloud computing basics. In Section 3, we discuss
dependencies in cloud scenario. In Section 4, we discuss
chain of trust and its formation in cloud computing. In
Section 5, we present formal representation of chain of
trust with conclusion and references at the end.

2

Figure 1: Cloud computing with layers

Privacy and Transparency Balance

Background

2.2

Cloud Actors

The NIST cloud computing reference architecture recognizes the main actors in a cloud ecosystem, their activities
and functions in terms of cloud computing.
Service Consumer: A service consumer is a person or
an organization that uses service from, one or more
cloud service providers.
Cloud service provider (CSP): A
cloud
service
provider is an organization, or entity responsible
for making a cloud service available to interested
parties.
Service provider (SP): A service providers is an organization, or entity responsible for building or combining individual services such as IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS.
Cloud auditor: A cloud auditor is a party that can perform independent assessment of services, system operations, performance, and security of the cloud implementation.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Cloud broker: A cloud broker is an entity that manages
has defined the Cloud Computing as [12].
the use, and delivery of cloud services, and/or negoA model for enabling convenient, on-demand network
tiates relationships between cloud service providers
access to a shared pool of configurable computing reand cloud consumers.
sources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released Cloud carrier: A cloud carrier is an intermediary (acwith minimal management effort or service provider intor) that provides connectivity of cloud services from
teraction.
providers to cloud consumers.

2.1

Service Delivery Models

The Service model describes an organization’s scope and
control over the computing environment and characterizes
the level of abstraction for its use. As shown in Figure 1,
three well-known and often used service models are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Cloud computing is not restricted to Infrastructure/Platform/Software as a Service; it can be further
extended to provide a variety of service models. Armbrust et al. [4] coin the phrase “X as a Service (XaaS)”;
where X can be anything like data, management, security
etc. that can be provided to consumer as a service.

3

Dependencies

Cloud Computing environment consists of a number of
players (actors) that interact in fragile manner, to benefits
for their own and for others. Individual service providers
can independently manage policies, and controls cloud
entities. Cloud computing ecosystems enable highly dynamic and effective organizational collaborations. Organizations (dispersed geographically) can provide services
from different levels of abstraction (e.g. business, architecture, or programming). These abstractions create dependencies.
Many researchers have found different types of dependencies in cloud computing [16, 28], such as organizational
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Figure 2: Conceptual model for architectural dependencies in cloud computing

and architectural. Organizational dependencies further
classified (based on their existence) as inter-layer and
intra-layer dependencies. According to Siani Pearson et
al. [16] organizational dependencies may arise in situation
where cloud service is composed from different services
provided by different service providers. Due to that, accountability of system is shared with a cloud provider as
well as with individual service providers.
Consumers must understand the scope of system management and monitoring, including access management,
change management, configuration management, patch
management, and vulnerability management of individual service providers.

3.1

Architectural Dependencies

We conceptualize the architecture of cloud computing to
elaborate architectural dependencies. We try to intricate
entity, service, domains, and layer for understanding dependence relationship.
As depicted in Figure 2, Domain represents a grouping of similar entities inside a layer. E.g. infrastructure
(IaaS) security domain includes physical access control
mechanism for physical resources. Each domain contains
a predefined policy [21] based on that; rules, credentials
or attributes are assigned to each entity. An Entity can
be defined as physical resource (e.g. memory or disk), a
process, or services in cloud computing. Functionality of
an entity depends on other entities as shown in Figure 2.
Entities from different domain communicate through layers. Entities from different domains and layers can be accounted in a single chain. The dependence relation is the
relation that exits between entities of different domains
across layers. Each domain operates with different policy
so it is essential to handle dependence relation carefully
in chain construction.

253

Organizational Dependencies

This section intends to support a discussion of accountability aspects of cloud computing by presenting simple
usage scenarios from client’s perspective. Depending on
the deployment model (i.e. private, community, public,
and hybrid); cloud providers, and users interact differently. Traditionally client server architecture does not
have dependency relationships but in a cloud like environment, it could be between layers (SaaS, PaaS and IaaS).
Evolving public cloud services are complex and dependent
on providers and provider to provider as connections. In
fact, the SaaS service you receive may be provided by
another IaaS provider [13].
To elaborate the situation, we present highly outsourced scenario of cloud computing. We assume a cloud
service provider borrows platform from PaaS provider to
host applications of different software providers. The
PaaS provider might have leased infrastructure from public or private IaaS provider. As shown in Figure 3, the
situation is similar to hybrid cloud computing. The main
issue lies in the form of establishing accountability. For
example; if a cloud service consumer complains about
malfunctioning of a particular service, then how cloud
provider will come to know which layer or domain has a
fault?. Assuming that cloud service provider has identified a particular service provider; Since ownership of the
infrastructure belongs to another service provider, it is
difficult for cloud service provider to investigate without
proof. The solution to this problem lies in securely keeping identities of all the entities involved from different
layers or providers.

4

Accountability in Cloud Computing

Accountability is about defining governance to comply in
a responsible manner with internal and external criteria,
ensuring implementation of appropriate actions, explaining and justifying those actions and remedying any failure
to act properly [15].
Accountability and its different attributes for distributed dependable systems are briefly studied by Siani
Pearson [16] and other researchers. They have worked in
A4cloud project [1] for promoting accountability in cloud
architectures. Accountability could be divided in two
types; prospective accountability (preventive controls)
and retrospective accountability (detective controls). Detective controls for the cloud include secure and trustworthy auditing, tracking, reporting, and monitoring of
system.
Main components of this accountability notion are
transparency, responsibility, provision for assurance, and
satisfaction of obligations [14].
For the purposes of this paper, accountable cloud
maintains a tamper-evident record that provides nonrepudiable evidence. Based on this record, a faulty node
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Figure 3: Cloud computing services outsourced from different providers
(whose observable behavior deviates from that of a cor- 5
Chain of Trust
rect node) can be detected. Accountable cloud provides
primitives for cloud carriers to validate the identities of As explained earlier, we need to keep track of all the enentities associated in cloud.
tities that are involved in service creation at each layer.
A chain of trust is a term used to describe the sequence
of hashes that incorporates different entities that spawns
over multiple layers in a cloud [19].
The first element of the chain (Root) should be reliable and it can vouch for its accountability (e.g. IBM’s
4758 secure processor [8] and a tamper-evident hardware
chip [22]). During the initialization of platform, Root entity is loaded first, and then other modules are loaded.
Figure 4: Certificate issued to TPM from privacy CA
The Root records identity (in terms of hash) of the second element after booting of the platform and continue to
We setup a chain of trust that could be fully embedded build the chain. The second element then records idenin to each layer. This implies that the consumer needs to tity of the third element in the chain within the layer.
know all information regarding identities of entities in- As the second element is already assessed, it assesses the
volved in service orchestration [29]. To provide tamper third element’s integrity, and so on. These hashes will
evidence feature, we also maintain original hash of indi- be securely sent to consumer (or trusted third party) for
vidual modules as they load to identify mismatched entity. verification. With availability of actual hash from original
Individual service providers are accountable for their own manufacturer and reference database [25], one can easily
layer activity. Hence, consumers should understand the identify mismatched entity.
Chain of trust concept technically relies on TCG
dependency of their application on all services and assess
(Trusted
Computing Group) architecture for recording
risks pertaining to third-party service providers. CSPs
hash
and
reporting of it using cryptographic primitives.
have been reluctant to share information relating to platTo
this
effect,
TCG specifies a hardware module, the
form security using the argument that it could provide
Trusted
Platform
Module (TPM) [18]. TPM is a taminsights to hackers. However, consumers should demand
per
resistant
piece
of cryptographic hardware built onto
transparency from CSPs and seek information necessary
the
system
board.
It
implements primitive cryptographic
to perform risk assessment and ongoing security managefunctions,
using
which
more complex features can be dement. Before utilizing services from any CSP, consumer
rived.
can ask about all identities of all the entities and service
providers involved in that services.
The manufacturer embeds a unique master keypair
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named as endorsement key (EK) during the creation of
TPM chip. The private part of EK never leaves out of
the chip. It also embeds mechanism [2] for a certificate
on the public key-part of EK, which vouches for the authenticity of TPM. This certificate allows a third party
or consumer to verify that messages signed with this EK
come from a genuine TPM. Moreover, it allows a third
party to communicate over a trusted channel with the
TPM. However, due to privacy concerns, the EK is not
used directly but an intermediary attestation identity key
(AIK) is used, which is wrapped in a certificate, signed by
an externally trusted certificate authority (CA) (as shown
in Figure 4).
Verification of CoT requires certificate given by any
trusted third party; in our case Privacy CA. This certificate assures involvement of accountable service provider.
Moreover, a certificate Certij (AIKj , rj ) also contains
hash of root entity rj , so that it can be verified. Storing
hash of entities will require large and secure storage. TPM
comes with a limited number of registers named platform configuration registers (PCRs). Also at application
layer, two lists are maintained viz, stored measurement
list (SML) and integrity measurement list (IML) [9]. To
permit a TPM version to perform in the cloud, specifications have been generated for a virtual TPM (vTPM) [17]
that provides software instances of TPMs for each virtual
machine. As shown in Figure 7, a chain is built across layers with a single root (as in a private cloud deployment environment). In other case, highly outsourced cloud would
have individual root for each layer, so we name it as multirooted chains. Working of CoT is explained with few basic operations as discussed below, which combines various
functionalities of TPM.

5.1

Extend Operation

As defined in reference architecture of TPM [26], extend
operation maintains the final single hash of a platform. It
discards individual hashes after adding to a single value..
Verifier has to derive all the steps and try to get that single hash value. As explained in previous section, hashes
of individual identities are sequentially stored. For identification and verification of dependencies in CoT, we have
changed traditional extend operation as shown in Figure 5. CoT also maintains original hash of the modules
of entities as evidence and provided when explicitly asked
by the consumer or third party. Extend operation stores
actual hash and extended hash of individual entities to
different list. For operating on PCRs, only TPM can
write or extend it. SML and IML are utilized for storing hashes encrypted with AIK at application level and
sent whenever they are required.
CoT comprises identities of entities and actors involved
in cloud service life cycle with privacy. Let us define entity
set E = {e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 , . . . , en }. Hash of the each entity
has one to one mapping to set H = {h1 , h2 , h3 , . . . , hn }.
Each entity belongs to a particular domain from set
D = {d1 , d2 , d3 , . . . , dn }. Each domain operates at a par-
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Figure 5: Extend operation in CoT: Our proposal
ticular layer of set L = {l1 , l2 , l3 , . . . , ln }. Mainly cloud
standard architecture is based on SPI (software, platform, infrastructure) framework [31] and that contains
only three layers. To define dependence relationship, we
need to define dependency in cloud. We begin with platform configuration registers. Root represents a first element in chain whose hash r1 is recorded in initial register.
P CR0 = Root = SHA1(r1 k 0160 ).
Subsequently;
P CR1

= CoTe1 = SHA1(h1 k SHA1(r1 k 0160 ))

P CR2

= CoTe2
= SHA1(h2 k SHA1(h1 k SHA1(r1 k 0))
= SHA1(h2 k CoTe1 ).

5.2

Dependency Operation

Dependency is expressed by both extending and hashing,
symbolized by dependency operator Π. The functionality
of entity e2 is dependent on e1 , and it can be represented
as
Depe2 = (e2 Πe1 ) = SHA1(h2 k CoTe1 ).
In similar way, individual domain’s CoT can be formalized as
CoTd1 = Depen = (en Πen−1 Πen−2 Π · · · Πe1 ).
As described earlier, multiple domains are contained in
a layer, so layer’s dependency in a private cloud scenario
(single rooted chain) can be shown as
CoTl1 = Depdn = (dn Πdn−1 Πdn−2 Π · · · Πd1 ).
5.2.1

Dependency Relation

As explained in architectural dependency section, dependency relation exits between two different layers (or domains) which may be owned by different service providers
and therefore there exits multi-rooted CoT.
Typically, for cloud service provider, it can be represented as,
CoTcsp

=

Depln

=

(ln Πln−1 Πln−2 Π . . . Πl1 )

=

(lSaaS ΠlP aaS ΠlIaaS ).
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Figure 6: Transfer of CoT
Cloud service provider sends an individual layer wise
CoT with its certificate which is used for authenticity
and verifiability. Formally, certificate of a layer can be
Certilj = AIKj , rj where j is a number of that layer.
Here, AIK proves identity of a service provider and r
(hash of the root) can be used for verification of CoT while
maintaining privacy. The extend operation preserves the
order of dependency; an entity cannot pretend to occur
after a certain event as ordering is automatic. Numbers
of PCRs are limited on TPM chip so SML will be utilized afterward. Hashing reduces the amount of data that
needs to be stored, and extended in order to detect manipulation.
5.2.2

Verification of CoT

Verification of CoT will be done at consumer side, but it
may be delegated to third party based on computational
powers. TPM works well with asymmetric key cryptography; while keeping in mind adversary present on the
network. Initially, consumer sends a certificate containing public key P UCOS and nonce Nc (Nonce is used to
ensure freshness of certain responses), given by trusted
third party CA. Then CSP will reply all individual CoT
of layers (denoted by j) with its certificates, encrypted
with consumer’s public key.
Our formal model creates a single chain of trust that
can accommodate different roots and handle dependence
relationships. Verification of this chain can be done by
trusted third party or even at consumer side (with the
help of reference manifest database) [25]. These reference
hashes are collected from the original source: i.e. the
software and hardware manufacturers. Each certificate
provides identity of a service provider. After matching all
the hashes of CoT, Root hash notifies the completeness
of the chain to consumer.
5.2.3

Figure 7: Cloud computing and CoT

Implementation of CoT in Cloud Computing

In our experiments; we use host machine with Ubuntu
12.04 and Xen 4.3.0 hypervisor [5] based cloud test bed
with various domains. Domain-0 is the highest privileged domain; consumer operates at individual domain-U.
Without enabling TC (TPM chip from BIOS), we initiated domain-0, then we compiled a user kernel and from
which we created our Master domain for TC. We then enabled TC from BIOS. We kept minimal functionality and

less interfaces for this domain. Now, from this domain,
we can initiate individual domain CoT. Each domainU receives a vTPM instance for integrity measurement.
Consumer can ask for complete CoT (from infrastructure entity resources to SaaS resources).Therefore, this
CoT approach is useful to both parties viz; CSP and consumers. CSP can rectify a fault and decide responsibility,
and end-user can present it as a proof for remediation
[15].Currently we have implemented it using basic scripting language i.e. python. From our previous work [7],
we utilized communication mechanism to get individual
chain from different domains. Actual PCR values and its
corresponding CoT values are shown in Figure 8.

6

Conclusion

Everything as a service concept of cloud environment allows easier utilization of resources of different providers
but it makes difficult to establish accountability of lowlevel entities. We propose chain of trust (CoT) as one
solution to provide recording, transferring, and verifying
identities of entities. Offering transparency while maintaining privacy is achieved with CoT. Verifying individual terms will lead to tamper evidence property of CoT.
Secure generation of keys and certificate denote tamper
resistance nature of system and thus CoT could be an acceptable solution to manage and verify architectural and
organization dependencies present in cloud computing.
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Figure 8: PCR values and its corresponding domain CoTs
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Abstract
Traditional e-voting schemes use centralized and nontransparent count centers, which leads to people’s distrust
of the centers and doubt of the voting on impartiality and
correctness. In this paper, we propose a distributed and
verifiable e-voting scheme based on Mignotte’s threshold
secret sharing scheme, which effectively balances the conflict of interest between voters and count centers. Additionally, this scheme can also resist potential attacks from
malicious participants, and satisfy special requirements of
e-voting, especially for privacy and accountability, which
contradict each other. Moreover, voters take on the major
computation load in our scheme, which effectively reduces
the computation burden of the vote counter.
Keywords: Accountability, e-voting, secret sharing, verifiability

1

Introduction

As we know, voting is important in democratic society.
In paper voting, it is possible for tally clerks to obtain
and even tamper with the contents of voters’ ballots during printing and delivery phase, so voters may doubt the
authenticity of the final result. Moreover, paper voting
takes great cost to count votes in the voting process. To
fix these problems, a multitude of e-voting schemes based
on various cryptographic techniques are developed, which
are more convenient for voters to vote at any time and
place. Therefore, e-voting is widely used to replace paper
voting.
In recent years, various security technologies (such as
mix-net [4, 5, 8, 24, 25], blind signature [3, 6, 12, 15, 29],
homomorphic encryption [7, 9, 11, 26, 28] and secret sharing [10, 11, 17, 33]) provide a solid foundation for the development of e-voting. Compared with paper voting, an
e-voting scheme should be able to satisfy more require-

ments [15, 21, 36], such as privacy, verifiability, fairness
and transparency. Since one requirement may conflict
with another (for example, accountability and privacy),
it is challenging to satisfy all of them.
In this paper, we propose an e-voting scheme based on
Mignotte’s secret sharing schemes [23] with the following
advantages:
1) It can balance the conflict of interest between voters and central vote counter by mutual supervision.
In some verifiable voting schemes, the voter can
only verify whether his/her own vote is computed
correctly, but any voter in our scheme can verify
whole vote result without affecting the privacy of the
scheme, so their trust in this scheme can increase
greatly.
2) It improves computational efficiency. Schemes that
use central entities to execute all computation tasks
often make central entities overloaded. However, in
our scheme, voters take the majority of computation
tasks. Meanwhile, for a single voter, the computation
burden is acceptable.
3) It resolves the conflict between accountability and
privacy. In our scheme, no one can obtain legal voters’ selections. But, in order to identify attackers,
the third-party authority can recover the voter’s selection with t or more voters’ assistance. However,
this is inevitable and understandable. Note that the
third-party authority also cannot obtain any voter’
selection unless t or more voters agree.
Our scheme uses Mignotte’s threshold secret sharing
technique, which is based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Also, our scheme uses some special sequences of
integers, referred to as Mignotte sequences. For reader’s
convenience, we describe Mignotte sequences as follows.
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Let n ∈ Z, 2 ≤ t ≤ n. A (t, n) Mignotte sequence is a scheme can be described as follows: firstly, each voter
sequence of pairwise co-prime positive integers p1 < p2 < authenticates himself/herself and then sends his/her en· · · < pn such that
crypted vote. The vote counter collects all votes and terminates the corresponding relationship between the balt−2
t
Y
Y
lots and voters by mix-net. Finally, these votes will be
pn−i <
pi
(1)
decrypted and counted. Note that this scheme requires a
i=0
i=1
lot of computation to guarantee that each vote be propGiven a publicly known (t, n) Mignotte sequence, the erly processed, so it is inefficient and not suitable for
large-scale voting. Moreover, because the mix-net is not
scheme works as follows:
transparent, voters may doubt the correctness of the vote
1) The dealer chooses a secret s ∈ Z, such that
result. More schemes based on mix-nets can be referred
in [4, 8, 24, 25].
t−2
t
Y
Y
Blind signature, introduced by Chaum [3] in 1983, alpn−i < s <
pi .
(2)
lows
an authority to sign an encrypted message withi=0
i=1
out knowing the plaintext. Fujioka et al. [15] pro2) For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the secret share si for participant posed a FOO e-voting scheme, and then, Cranor and
Cytron [12] implemented the FOO scheme named SenPi is computed by the dealer as si = s mod pi .
sus. The FOO scheme also has problems like ballot col3) If the number of participants with secret shares is lusion. More schemes [6, 29] based on blind signature
greater than or equal to t, the secret s can be recov- were proposed afterwards, for example, Radwin [29] proered. Without loss of generality, assume that t partic- posed an untraceable, universally verifiable voting scheme
ipants Pi1 , Pi2 , · · · , Pit (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n) and Chen [6] proposed a receipt-free voting scheme using
provide their secret shares si1 , si2 , · · · , sit , then the double-trapdoor commitment.
system of congruences can be built as
In 1985, Cohen and Fischer [9] proposed a voting

scheme based on homomorphic encryption. Exploiting
si1 ≡ s mod pi1


the homomorphism of certain encryption algorithms, the

si2 ≡ s mod pi2
schemes [7, 11, 26, 28] do not decrypt a single ballot, but
(3)
..

decrypt the product of all ballots to get the vote result.
.



They are efficient in yes/no voting, while in other types of
sit ≡ s mod pit
voting, they have low efficiency. In these schemes, voters
where sj ≡ s mod pj (j ∈ {i1 , i2 , · · · , it }) means need to use zero-knowledge proofs to prove the correctness
Qt
sj mod pj = s mod pj . Let P = k=1 pik . For all of their votes. If the voting is complex (such as selecting
1 ≤ k ≤ t, Rik = P/pik and Rik rik ≡ 1 mod pik . |n/2 − 1| people from n candidates), these schemes will
require lots of computation.
Then, the secret s can be recovered as
In 1979, Shamir [34] and Blakley [1] proposed the
Xt
s=
sik Rik rik mod P.
(4) concept of secret sharing independently, and built a
k=1
(t, n) threshold secret sharing scheme respectively. Subsequently, many researchers further studied secret sharThe rest of this paper is organized as follows: we
ing technology [13, 14, 22, 27]. The secret sharing scheme
present the related work in Section 2, and introduce some
has also been applied to e-voting, for example, schemes
concepts of e-voting in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
in [10, 11, 33] based on Shamir’s polynomial interpolation
details of our e-voting scheme. In Section 5, we discuss
secret sharing scheme, and Iftene’s scheme [17] based on
correctness, security, features, computation complexity of
Chinese remainder theory. Since these schemes use cenour scheme, and then, compare our scheme with related
tralized entities without transparency, voters cannot verschemes. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
ify the vote result and thus may doubt the correctness of
the vote result. Moreover, these schemes lack consideration about the impact of attackers. In this paper, we
2 Related Work
propose a verifiable e-voting scheme based on Mignotte’s
In recent years, various e-voting schemes have been de- threshold secret sharing scheme. Our scheme enable votveloped [18, 19, 20], and these schemes are based on dif- ers to verify the vote result, and balances the conflict of
ferent security methods, such as mix-net [4, 5, 8, 24, 25], interest between voters and the central vote counter. Adblind signature [3, 6, 12, 15, 29], homomorphic encryp- ditionally, this scheme can also resist potential attacks
tion [7, 9, 11, 26, 28] and secret sharing [10, 11, 17, 33]. from malicious participants.
However, to the best of our knowledge, existing e-voting
In addition, other new methods, such as image hidschemes cannot satisfy all the special requirements, which ing [31] and quantum mechanism [2], were also applied to
will be discussed in Section 3.1.
e-voting schemes, and some e-voting schemes use multiIn 1981, Chaum [5] proposed the first e-voting scheme ple methods together. For example, Cohen and Fisher’s
based on public-key cryptosystem and mix-net. His scheme [9] uses mix-net and blind signature together.
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Preliminaries

In this section, we will discuss the e-voting requirements, the classification of e-voting, the participants of
our scheme and the attack models.
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5) 1-L-K voting: the voter picks out a subset of L
candidates, and then chooses K candidates form this
set.

Note that above five types of voting are relative. In
fact, 1-out-of-L voting is the generalization of the other
four types of voting. For example, taking L = 2, we obtain
3.1 Requirements of E-voting Scheme
Yes/No voting. If 1-out-of-L voting executes K times, we
Some literatures [15, 16, 21, 32, 35, 36] have discussed the build K -out-of-L voting and K -sort-out-of-L voting. The
requirements of e-voting schemes. The most important 1-L-K voting can be considered as the combination of 1out-of-L voting and K -out-of-L voting. Hence, without
requirements are as follows:
loss of generality, we only consider 1-out-of-L voting in
1) Legality: only legal participants can vote.
our schemes.
2) Correctness: if all participants are honest and execute the schemes strictly, the vote result can reflect 3.3 Participants
voters’ intentions correctly.
In our scheme, there are n + 3 (n > 2) participants, in3) Privacy: no one can obtain another voter’s personal cluding n voters, a trusted third-party authority, a vote
counter and a registration center. The obligations of these
vote information.
participants are as follows:
4) Robustness: attackers cannot disrupt the vote pro1) n voters: each voter casts his/her vote, and comcedure.
putes the authentication value. When voters doubt
the vote result which is computed and broadcasted
5) Verifiability: each voter can independently check
by the vote counter, they can verify it using the authe correctness of the vote result.
thentication value. If the verification is unsuccessful,
6) Fairness: each voter only knows his/her own vote
voters can report to the third-party authority who
information, and cannot know the final vote result
can investigate malicious participants.
until the vote has been finished.
2) The third-party authority: the third-party authority
7) Transparency: the whole voting process and all
is responsible for initializing the e-voting scheme and
technologies used in the voting scheme are transparinvestigating attackers. In setup phase, he/she preent to each voter.
pares for the voting, and selects suitable parameters
to ensure the security of the scheme. When attackers
8) Uniqueness: a voter is not allowed to vote more
are detected in the verification phase, the third-party
than once.
authority will initiate the investigation and find out
them.
9) Accountability: attackers can be revealed and punished.
Some requirements conflict with each other (such as
privacy and accountability), so it is very challenging to
satisfy all of them.

3.2

Classifications of E-voting

Up to now, many e-voting models are discussed, and evoting models are classified into 5 types [30]:

3) The registration center: the registration center is responsible for registering all applicants who want to
join the e-voting. He/she verifies each applicant’s
personal information, and then, assigns a unique
identification code for the applicant who passes the
verification.
4) The vote counter: the vote counter computes the final vote result in the vote tallying phase, and then,
broadcasts it.

1) Yes/No voting: every voter votes for or against the
In our e-voting scheme, we assume that the third-party
candidates.
authority and registration center are trusted.
2) 1-out-of-L voting: every voter votes for one candidate from the set of L candidates.

3.4

Attack Model

3) K -out-of-L voting: every voter votes for K differ- The activities of attackers will threaten the security and
privacy of the e-voting scheme. They intend to obtain
ent candidates from the set of L candidates.
the vote selections of the legal voters and modify the final
4) K -sort-out-of-L voting: every voter votes for K vote result.
ordered different candidates from the set of L canThere are two types of attacks. One type is the Single
didates. The order of the selected candidates repre- Attack, involving only one attacker. In our scheme, thirdsents the importance.
party authority and the registration center are trusted,
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so we only discuss the vote counter and the voter’s single
attack. The other type is Collusion Attack, which has
multi-attackers. Since the vote counter’s behaviors will be
verified in verification phase, there is no need to consider
it as a collusion attacker. In this paper, we only discuss
the collusion attack launched by voters. In Section 5, we
will discuss all types of malicious participants’ attacks in
detail.

4
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2) Authority selects suitable threshold according to the
security requirement of the scheme.
3) Authority generates a (t, n) Mignotte sequence
p1 , p2 , · · · , pn , and this sequence satisfies Equation (1).
4) Authority generates an integer mask sequence
m1 , mP
2 , · · · , mn , and computes the sum of all masks
n
M = i=1 mi .

The Proposed Scheme

In order to ensure the security and privacy of the
scheme, the above parameters should satisfy the following
In our scheme, the participants include a third-party auconditions.
thority Authority , a registration center Registrar , a vote
counter Counter and n voters V1 , V2 , · · · , Vn . Authority Condition 1. In order to ensure attackers cannot reduce
and Registrar are trusted. As we mentioned in Section 3.2, the guess scope of vote’s selection vi even if attackers obwithout loss of generality, we use 1-out-of-L voting in our tain the voter’s ballot Bi , the candidate value sequence
scheme. We also need the following notations and param- and the mask sequence need to satisfy
eters in Table 1.
cL + min{m1 , m2 , · · · , mn } > c1 .
(6)
Table 1: Parameters declaration
Symbol
n
L
Ci
ci
vni
Idi
Vi
vi
mi
M
pi
Bi
Bi,j
M ST i
MT
T

Meaning
the number of voters
the number of candidates
the candidate i
the candidate value representing Ci
the number of voters who vote for Ci
Vi 0 s identification code
the voter i
Vi 0 s vote selection, vi ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL }
Vi 0 s vote mask
Pn
the sum of all masks, M = i=1 mi
the corresponding prime of Vi
Vi 0 s ballot
the sub-ballot which Vi sends to Vj
the masked sub-tally computed
by Vi
Pn
the masked tally,
M
T
=
B
i=1 i
Pn
the tally, T = i=1 vi

In the following, we will describe our e-voting scheme.
Note that all related technologies and vote process are
transparent to voters.

4.1

Setup

In setup phase, Authority prepares for the voting, and selects suitable parameters to ensure the security of the
scheme. He/she works as follows:
1) Authority generates a candidate value sequence
c1 , c2 , · · · , cL ∈ Z which satisfies

Condition 2. In following phase, we need to recover
masked tally M T and each voter’s ballot Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
t−2
Q
so M T and Bi need to satisfy
pn−i < Bi , M T <
k=0
t
Q

pi . Since M T =

Pn

k=1

i=1

Bi and Bi = vi + mi , the

candidate value sequence and the mask sequence need to
satisfy

t
Q


n × c1 + M <
pi

i=1
(7)
t−2
Q


 pn−i < cL + min{m1 , m2 , · · · , mn }
i=0

4.2

Registration

Each voter sends his/her personal information to
Registrar . If the applicant’s personal information is legitimate, Registrar assigns a unique identification code
to her/him. By the signature technology which is represented in Section 4.3, participants can know the corresponding relation between the sender and his/her information.
According to voters’ registration information, Authority
sends mask mi and prime pi to voter Vi through secure communication channels for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
Authority broadcasts the sum of all masks M , candidate
and candidate value pairs < ci , Ci > (1 ≤ i ≤ L), and
voter’s identification code and corresponding prime pairs
< idi , pi > (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

4.3

Signature

In our scheme, the data, which Authority use to identify at(5) tackers in investigation phase, may be stored by malicious
participants. Thus, we use signature technique to ensure
If a voter chooses ci , it means that this voter votes the reliability of the data and their source. In this way,
for candidate Ci .
senders cannot deny the data they sent, and Authority can
ci > n × ci+1

(i = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1)
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easily detect the malicious data provider who tamper the
data.
Some signature technologies can be used in our scheme
to create the corresponding relations between the sender
and his/her information. For example, we can use RSA
signature technology which works as follows: each participant will generate he/her private key and public key and
send public key to Registrar . After getting these public
keys, Registrar will broadcast the corresponding relation
between participants’ identification codes and their public key. If a participant wants to send a message, he/she
will encrypt this message and his/her identification code
using private key. After receiving the message, the receiver can decrypt the message using the sender’s public
key and verify the identity of the sender. In this way, the
corresponding relation between the sender and his/her information can be built up. Here, we will not describe the
details of RSA signature technology.

4.4

Vote

j=1

and then, sends it to Counter .

4.5

Vote Tallying

In this phase, Counter randomly selects t voters
Vi1 , Vi2 , · · · , Vit (1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n), and then,
uses their masked sub-tallies M ST i1 , M ST i2 , · · · , M ST it
to build the system of congruences, such that

M ST i1 ≡ M T mod pi1



M ST i2 ≡ M T mod pi2
(9)
..

.



M ST it ≡ M T mod pit
where M T =

Pn

i=1 (Bi − mi ) =M T − M . Let r0 = T , the vni , which
presents the number of the voters who vote for candidate
Ci , can be computed as
k
(
j
vni = ri−1
ci
(i = 1, 2, · · · , L).
(11)
ri = ri−1 mod ci

After recovering the final vote result, Counter broadcasts the masked tally M T and the final vote result
< vni , Ci > (1 ≤ i ≤ L).

4.6

Verification and Investigation

In this section, we introduce our verification and investigation methods.
Verification A: If voter Vi doubt the vote result, he/she
can verify masked tally M T which is computed and
broadcasted by Counter as
M ST i =M T mod pi .

Following voter Vi 0 s own will, he/she chooses a vote selection vi ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL } and forms ballot Bi = vi + mi .
For example, if Vi wants to vote for candidate Ck (1 ≤
k ≤ L), he/she can choose vi = ck . Then, Vi computes
each sub-ballot Bi,j = Bi mod pj (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i), and
send it to corresponding voter Vj .
After receiving all sub-ballot Bj,i from voter Vj (1 ≤
j ≤ n and j 6= i), voter Vi checks the number of each Bj,i .
If a voter sends his/her sub-ballot more than once and
his/her sub-ballots are different, voter Vi will report to
Authority and use the last Bj,i . Then, voter Vi computes
the masked sub-tally
Xn
M STi =
Bj,i mod pi ,
(8)

Pn

i=1

M STj =

Bi and, for all j ∈ {i1 , i2 , · · · , it },
Xn
i=1

(Bi mod pj ) mod pj .

(10)

Counter computes masked tally M T , using the general
variant of the Chinese remainder theorem (see details in
Section 1). Then, tally T , which can be described as
PL
Pn
T = i=1 (vni × ci ), can be computed as T = i=1 vi =

264

(12)

If M ST i 6= M T mod pi , verifier Vi will report to
Authority who can investigate Counter ’s misbehavior.
The investigation steps are described as follows:
1) Using Equation (12), Authority verifies all
masked sub-tallies M ST 1 , M ST 2 , · · · , M ST n .
If the number of voters whose masked sub-tallies
satisfy Equation (12) is less than t, Authority
will know the masked tally M T was forged by
Counter , and then, he/she broadcast Counter ’s
misbehaviors and finish the investigation.
2) Authority selects t voters Vj1 , Vj2 , · · · , Vjt whose
masked sub-tallies satisfy Equation (12), and
gets all voters’ sub-ballots from these voters.
Then, all voters’ ballots can be recovered. For
example, voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi can be recovered,
using the general variant of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The system of congruences can be
built as


Bi,j1 ≡ Bi mod pj1

Bi,j2 ≡ Bi mod pj2
(13)
..

.



Bi,jt ≡ Bi mod pjt
3) Authority computes vote selection vi = Bi − mi ,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and then he/she can find all
attackers by recovering all phases of the e-voting
(see details in Section 5.1).
Verification B: After verifying masked tally M T , voter
Vi can verify vni , the number of the voters who vote
for candidate Ci , using Equation (11). If the number
is different from the number broadcasted by Counter ,
voter will report to Authority . Then Authority will
check the vote result. If Counter forged the vote result, Authority will detect it.
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Discussions

vni can be computed as follows:
%
 $ PL

ri−1
j=i (vnj × cj )
5.1 Correctness Analysis
=
ci
ci
In this section, we discuss the correctness of our scheme.
%
$ PL
By Proposition (1), we know that if all voters follow the
j=i+1 (vnj × cj )
= vni +
vote rules, Counter can count the right vote result which
ci
reflects voters’ true will.
= vni .

(20)

Proposition 1. If all voters follow the vote rules, Counter
Obviously, in our scheme, if all voters follow the vote
can count the right vote result which reflects voters’ true rules, C
ounter can compute the right vote result which
will.
reflects voters’ true will.
Proof. Without loss of generality, in vote tallying phase,
assume that Counter selects t voters V1 , V2 , · · · , Vt and 5.2 Security Analysis
uses their masked sub-tallies M ST1 , M ST2 , · · · , M STt to In the e-voting scheme, malicious participants may attack
recover masked tally M T . Since, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
the system. Here, we will analyze this problem in detail
according to the attack models mentioned above.
Xn
Bj,i mod pi
M ST i =
j=1
Xn
5.2.1 Single Attack
=
(Bj modpi ) mod pi
j=1
(14) According to participants’ property, there are two types
Xn
=
Bj mod pi
of single attacker, i.e., Counter and voter. We will analyze
j=1
their misbehavior as follows:
= M T mod pi
1) Malicious Counter .
Counter can build the system of congruences
Counter engages in two kinds of misbehavior: one is

M ST1 ≡ M T mod p1



M ST2 ≡ M T mod p2
..

.



M STt ≡ M T mod pt
According to Condition 2, i.e.,

t−2
Q

pn−i < M T <

i=0

vote result cheating, the other is privacy stealing.
(15)

t
Q

pi ,

i=1

Counter can recover M T by the general variant of the
Chinese remainder theorem.
Tally T is the sum of all voters’ selection vi (i =
1, 2, · · · , n), so it can be computed as
Xn

T =

i=1

vi =

Xn
i=1

(Bi − mi ) = M T − M

(16)

T =

j=1

vj =

XL
i=1

(vni × ci ),

(17)

PL
where vj ∈ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL } and i=1 vni = n. For all
1 ≤ i ≤ L−1, we know that ci > n×ci+1 and 0 ≤ vni < n,
such that
ci >

XL
j=i+1

(vnj × cj ).

(18)

Thus, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L, if we set
(

PL

r0 = T = j=1 (vnj × cj )
PL
ri = ri−1 mod ci = j=i+1 (vnj × cj )

Privacy stealing: even if Counter wants to acquire
voter Vi 0 s (1 ≤ i ≤ n) vote selection vi by collecting
related information, he/she cannot recover voter Vi 0 s
ballot Bi from prime number pi , masked sub-tally
M ST i and masked tally M T .
2) Malicious voter.
Assume that voter Vi is malicious voter, whose attacks can be involved in the following attack cases:
Case A. Using illegal ballots IB i ;
Case B. Voting more than once;

In addition, T can be described as
Xn

Vote result cheating: if Counter forges masked tally
and the final vote result to cheat voters, it will be
discovered by voters in the verification phase.

(19)

Case C. Sending different sub-ballots to other voters;
Case D. Sending illegal masked sub-tally IM ST i to
Counter ;
Case E. Trying to obtain legal voters’ vote selections (such as voter Vj 0 s vote selection vj ).
Case A, B, C and D can influence correctness and
Case E can influence privacy. The security analysis
of single malicious voter’s attack is as follows:
Case A. In
recover
tem of
tion vi

the investigation phase, Authority can
voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi by solving the sysCongruences (13). Then, vote selecis computed as vi = Bi − mi . If
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vi ∈
/ {c1 , c2 , · · · , cL }, voter Vi 0 s misbehavior will
be detected.
Case B. Registrar will assign a unique identification code Idi for voter Vi . According to Section 4.2, participants know the corresponding
relation between the sender and his/her information. If voter Vi vote a new ballot Binew and
Binew 6= Bi , the information receivers will detect this misbehavior.
Case C. If voter Vi sends different sub-ballots to
other voters, Authority will recover an illegal ballot IBi in the investigation phase by solving the
system of Congruences (13). Thus, this misbehavior will be detected as in Case A..
Case D. According to the definition of threshold
secret sharing, Counter just needs t honest
voters to recover the masked tally M T . If
only voter Vi sends an illegal masked sub-tally
IM ST i , Counter can still recover M T . Moreover, Authority can check IM ST i in the investigation phase using Equation (12). If IM ST i 6=
M T mod pi , Authority will detect voter Vi 0 s attack.
Case E. Voter Vi only gets voter Vj 0 s sub-ballot
Bj,i , which is computed as Bj,i = (vj +mj ) mod
pi , so he/she cannot compute ballot Bj . Even
Voter Vi obtain ballot Bj , he/she also cannot recover voter Vj 0 s vote selection vj without mask
mj which only Authority and voter Vj know.
The above analysis shows that the attacks, launched
by a single malicious participant, can be resisted in our
e-voting scheme.
5.2.2

Collusion Attack
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Otherwise, there will be a situation in which t voters
win the voting and they still want to know voter Vi 0 s
vote selection vi . In this situation, ballot Bi can be
recovered by solving the system of Congruences (13).
Since Bi = vi + mi , vote selection vi still cannot
be computed without mask mi which is only known
to Authority and voter Vi . Moreover, according to
Condition 1, they also cannot reduce the guess scope
of vote selection vi , even if ballot Bi was obtained
(see Section 4.1).

5.3

Features Analysis

In this section, we will analyze the features of our scheme
according to the requirements in Section 3.1.
Legality: Registrar verifies voters’ personal information
and assigns a unique identification code to each legal voter, so illegal voters cannot be involved in our
scheme.
Correctness: If each voter is honest and strictly executes our scheme, Counter can recover the correct
masked tally M T by solving the system of Congruences (9). Then, Counter can compute the final
vote result that reflects voters’ true will, using Equation (11).
Privacy: Protecting the privacy of voters’ selections is
one of the most important security requirements. By
using the threshold secret sharing technology and
the mask codes, the content of vote selection in our
scheme is hidden to ensure privacy. According to
the analysis in Section 5.2, any person cannot obtain voter’ selection without the corresponding mask
which is only known to this voter and Authority , and
Authority cannot recover any voter’ selection unless t
or more voters agree either. Obviously, our scheme
can protect the privacy of voters’ selections very well.

Since Counter ’s behaviors will be verified in verification
phase, there is no need to consider it as a collusion attacker. In this paper, we only discuss the collusion attack
launched by voters.
Robustness: From the analysis in Section 5.2, we know
Collusion voters’ attacks can be involved in the followour scheme can resist all attacks launched by voters
ing attack cases: A. Modifying the vote result; B. Oband the counter.
taining legal voters’ vote selection (such as voter Vi 0 s vote
selection vi ). We analyze the above two cases next.
Verifiability: In the verification phase, voters can verify
masked tally M T and the final vote result, with their
Case A: In the setup phase, Authority selects proper
own information (see details in Section 4.6).
threshold t. Generally, we set t > d(n + 1)/2e. If the
number of collusion voters is more than or equals to
t, they can win the voting and this collusion attack Fairness: In the process of voting, each voter only gets
other voters’ sub-ballots (for example, voter Vj gets
is meaningless. On the other hand, if the number
voter Vi 0 s sub-ballot Bi,j which is computed as Bi,j =
of collusion voters is less than t, they cannot forge
Bi mod pj ), so he/she cannot recover the final vote
enough masked sub-tallies to cheat Counter . Counter
result using these information until Counter broadwill recover illegal masked tally IM T which cannot
casts it.
pass the verification phase. Then this collusion attack will be detected by Authority in the investigation
Uniqueness: In Section 4.3, the corresponding relation
phase.
between voters’ information and their identification
Case B: If the number of collusion voters is less than
code is established. If the voter casts his/her vote
t, legal voter Vi 0 s ballot Bi will not be recovered.
more than once, it can be detected in the vote phase.
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Table 2: Computation complexities of all phases
Phases
Setup
Registration
Vote
Vote tallying
Verification
Counter investigation
Voter investigation
Sum

Voter
O(n)
O(1)
O(n)

Counter
O(n)
O(n)

Authority
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)
O(n)

Registrar
O(n)
O(n)

Transparency: In our scheme, we need participants to
In verification phase, if the voter doubt the vote
supervise their behaviors mutually, so that all work- counter, he/she can verify the masked tally and the vote
ing mechanisms and voting process are transparent result. The verifier’s computation complexity is O(1).
to all participants in the whole process.
In investigation phase, the computation complexity of
investigating the vote counter is O(n), and the computaAccountability: According to the security analysis in tion complexity of investigating a voter, by recovering this
Section 5.2, Authority can find attackers and then re- voter’s ballot, is O(n). In worst situation, Authority need
duce the damage. At the same time, Authority ’s ex- to investigate n voters and the computation complexity is
istence can also deter some attackers.
O(n2 ). In reality, the majority of participants are honest
and follow the rules of the vote scheme, so Authority only
From the above analysis, our scheme obviously satisfies need to investigate a small number of voters.
all the requirements and balances the conflict between
Since the computation of masked sub-tally which has
privacy and accountability.
the highest computation complexity is allocated to n voters, each voter’s computation complexity is O(n). Counter
and Authority ’s computation complexity also is O(n).
5.4 Computation Complexity Analysis
In our scheme, each participant’s computation load is
In order to analyze the computation cost of our scheme balanced, which effectively avoid overload of the vote
more clearly, we analyze the computation cost of voting counter.
and the computation cost of signature in this section, independently.
5.4.2 Computation Cost Analysis of Signature
5.4.1

Computation Cost Analysis of Voting

We list the computation complexities of all work phases
in Table 2.
In setup phase, Authority should prepare for e-voting
and select suitable parameters. Authority ’s computation
complexity is O(n).
In registration phase, Registrar should confirm whether
the information of each applicant is legitimate, and then,
assign a unique identification code to the legal applicant.
In this phase, Registrar ’s computation complexity is O(n).
In vote phase, voters need to form the ballot and compute the masked sub-tally. Each voter’s computation
complexity is O(n), so the computation complexity of n
voters is O(n2 ).
In vote count phase, Counter need to recover the
masked tally M T and compute the vote result. The computation complexity of recovering M T which need to solve
the system of t congruence equations is O(n), and the
computation complexity of computing the vote result is
O(L) (L < n), so the computation complexity of vote
tallying phase is O(n).

In our scheme, voter’s sub-ballot is stored by other voters. When Authority needs to recover a certain voter’s
vote selection, he or she needs not less than t voters to
provide their stored information about this voter. Since
these information providers may be malicious, we need
to guarantee information is reliable and not tampered.
In our scheme, we use signature technology to guarantee
information reliability and validity. Table 3 lists all participants’ computation cost of signature and verification,
which also reflect the communication situation between
participants.
Since multiple signature techniques can be used in our
scheme, we use Ts to represent the computation cost of
signing a message, use Tv to represent the computation
cost of verifying a message, and use T to represent the
computation cost of signing and verifying a message. By
Table 3, we know the total computation complexity of
signature is O(n2 T ). The major computation cost generated by signature is in vote phase, because every voter
needs to send her/his sub-ballot to other n − 1 voters. In
addition, for a single participant, signature computation
complexity is O(nT ), which is acceptable.
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In addition, we can avoid the computation cost of signature through requiring voters send backup information
to trusted entity. For example, in our scheme, voters
can send information to designated trusted entity (e.g.,
Authority ). Since the trusted entity can ensure the data
and their sources are valid and correct, Authority can use
them to identify attackers. Note that, when trusted entity receives the backup information, he/she should check
data consistency with the information receiver.

5.5

Comparisons
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and their source, which authority use to identify attackers. Thus, our scheme and Li et al.’s have higher computation cost than Cramer et al.’s and Iftene’s schemes.
But, in order to ensure the robustness and accountability of the e-voting scheme, it’s inevitable. In addition,
our scheme distributes the computation burden to all of
participants, thus improve computational efficiency, and
avoid overloading the counter.

6

Conclusions

In this section, we compare the functionality and compu- In this paper, we propose an e-voting scheme which allows voters to verify the final vote result independently
tation complexity with related schemes.
and balances the conflict of interest between voters and
the vote counter. Moreover, the scheme is secure because
5.5.1 Functionality Comparisons
it can resist attacks effectively. In this scheme, we suppose
Table 4 compares our scheme’s functionality with Cramer that the third-party authority and the registration center
et al.’s scheme [10], Iftene’s scheme [17] and Li et al.’s are credible. However, they might be non-credible in reality. Therefore, we plan to design a new mechanism which
scheme [21]. We explain Table 4 as follows:
can avoid the supposition of those credible participants in
1) All four schemes have verification function. In the future.
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Abstract
For practical data sharing applications, many attributebased encryption (ABE) schemes were proposed with different kinds of properties, such as supporting large universe, revocation, verification and so on. However, existing schemes seldom support these three important properties simultaneously. In this paper, we present a directly
revocable and verifiable key-policy ABE scheme for large
universe (DRV-KP-ABE). The new scheme supports large
universe, and attributes do not need to be enumerated at
stage of setup. Meanwhile, our scheme allows the trusted
authority to revoke users by only updating the revocation
list without interaction with non-revoked users. We use
the subset difference method for revocation which greatly
improves the broadcast efficiency compared with the complete subtree scheme. In addition, the proposed scheme
enables the third party to update ciphertexts with public
information, and the auditor assures the third party updated ciphertexts correctly. The DRV-KP-ABE scheme
is selectively secure under q-type assumption in the standard model.
Keywords: Attribute-based encryption, large universe,
subset difference, user revocation, verification

1

Introduction

Recently, cloud computing has attracted wide attention
from all walks of life. For one thing, cloud computing
can provide powerful computing capabilities for resourceconstrained devices. For another thing, cloud computing
allows data users to store or deliver their sensitive data
in third-party servers either for ease of sharing or for cost
saving. However, there have some great challenges for
preserving the privacy of stored data and enforcing access
control on accessing these data [14, 28, 30, 32]. Attributebased encryption (ABE) [26], introduced by Sahai and
Waters, can be viewed as the right tool solving these challenges. In ABE, a party can encrypt a document to all

users who have a certain set of attributes. For example, one can encrypt a document to all hiring committee
members in the computer science department. In this case
the document would be encrypted to the attribute subset
{“Faculty”, “CS Dept.”, “Hiring Committee”}, and only
users with all of these three attributes can hold the corresponding private keys and thus decrypt the document.
In practical data sharing system, if users leave or be
removed from the system, their access right must be deprived. However, pure ABE scheme cannot revoke these
users. In order to achieve revocation, revocable ABE (RABE) [1] was introduced. According to how to integrate
the revocation information, existing R-ABE can be divided into two categories: directly R-ABE [29] and indirectly R-ABE [4]. Direct revocation enforces revocation
by the sender who specifies the revocation list while encrypting data, and it is unnecessary for users to communicate with attribute authority. On the other hand, indirect revocation enforces revocation by the key authority
who sends a key update information periodically to nonrevoked users such that they can update own keys. The
indirect method has an advantage that senders do not
need to know the revocation list. However, this approach
also has a disadvantage that the key update phase could
be a bottleneck since the indirect revocation requires frequently communication between the key authority and all
non-revoked users. In order to eliminate this bottleneck,
we consider direct user revocation in this paper.
Till now, many R-ABE schemes [1, 2, 4, 15, 23, 27, 29]
were proposed. Among these schemes, most of schemes
essentially employ the complete subtree (CS) scheme [15]
for revocation purpose. Replacing the CS method by the
subset difference (SD) technique [9, 16] can reduce the
size of the ciphertext component meant for performing
revocation from O(rlog nr ) to O(r), where n and r denote
the number of users and the number of revoked users,
respectively. This can provide significant improvement in
the broadcast efficiency particularly when the number of
users present in the system is very large compared with
the number of revoked users [9].
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In fact, R-ABE alone cannot prevent revoked users
from decrypting ciphertexts that were generated before
revocation, since the old private key of revoked users is
enough to decrypt those ciphertexts. Thus a complete solution has to support not only the revocation functionality
but also the ciphertext update functionality. Sahai and
Waters [25] considered the problem of updating ciphertexts in the setting of R-ABE, where the third party (e.g.,
storage server) can update stored ciphertexts with public
available information. However, in a practical application
setting [13, 27], if the correctness of updated ciphertexts
cannot be guaranteed, the third party may return a wrong
information for some interest. This motivates us to study
ABE with verifiable ciphertext delegation.
In addition, ABE can be classified into two categories
depending on the size of attributes: small universe construction [3] and large universe construction [24]. In
“small universe” construction, attributes are pre-specified
at the stage of setup, and additional attributes cannot be
added. While in “large universe” construction, the size
of the attributes can be exponentially large, and a large
number of new attributes can be added to the system at
any time. Therefore, it seems that the scheme supporting
large universe is more suitable for actual demand.

1.1

Our Contribution

We present a KP-ABE scheme that simultaneously supports user revocation, ciphertext update verification and
“truly” large attribute universe. For that purpose, we
make use of the technique given by Rouselakis and Waters [24] to achieve large universe construction and the
one given by Shi et al. [27] in order to achieve the revocation and verification. Specially, we manage revocation for
ABE by utilizing the SD mechanism [9, 16] instead of CS
scheme. More precisely, we present the KP-ABE scheme
with the following properties:
• The proposed scheme has a constant number of group
elements in public parameters, and imposes no bound
on the size of attributes used for encryption.
• In our scheme, the private key is associated with a
user identity and the access policy. The ciphertext is
related to the set of attributes and a revocation list.
A user can decrypt a ciphertext if and only if her/his
attributes satisfy the access structure and she/he is
not in the revocation list. When revoking users, the
trusted authority only needs to update the revocation
list, without any interaction with non-revoked users.
• We use the SD method for revocation which greatly
improves the broadcast efficiency and provides a
smaller covering set compared with the CS scheme.
• Our scheme can delegate the third party to update ciphertexts with public available information.
Meanwhile, the scheme allows the auditor to verify whether ciphertexts are updated correctly by the
third party.

1.2
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Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related works in Section 2 and in Section 3 we give
necessary background information. We describe scheme
definition and security game in Section 4. The concrete
construction of DRV-KP-ABE scheme and security proof
are detailed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The performance analysis and efficiency improvement are discussed
in Section 7. Finally, we give the conclusion in Section 8.

2

Related Works

The notion of ABE, which enables fine-grained and noninteractive access control of shared data, was first introduced by Sahai and Waters [26]. Currently, there are two
different and complementary forms of ABE: key-policy
ABE (KP-ABE) [19] and ciphertext-policy ABE (CPABE) [3, 10, 21]. In KP-ABE, the ciphertext is associated with the set of attributes, and the secret key is
associated with the access policy. While in CP-ABE, the
idea is reversed: the user’ private key is related to the
set of attributes, and the access control policy on these
attributes is attached to the ciphertext. Until now, many
variants of ABE have been proposed to provide promising properties and functionalities, such as multi-authority
ABE [18], ABE with outsourcing decryption [13, 36],
traceable ABE [22], anonymous ABE [34] and so on. As
a promising property, R-ABE is still an active research
topic.
In 2008, Boldyreva et al. [4] constructed the first RABE scheme with indirect revocation, which key authority sends a key update information periodically to nonrevoked users. Meanwhile, the sender doesn’t care the
revocation list when encrypting a message (e.g., [4, 15]).
Attrapadung and Imai [1] proposed a directly revocable
ABE scheme, which the trusted authority revokes users
by only updating the revocation list without interaction
with non-revoked users. Later, they proposed a hybrid
R-ABE scheme [2] which allows senders to choose the
concrete revocation mode during the encryption phase.
However, all of the above constructions make use of the
CS method to achieve revocation. Lee et al. [16] utilized
the SD scheme to achieve revocation for identity-based
encryption (IBE) and pointed out that their technique
for R-IBE cannot be directly applicable to construct an
R-ABE scheme. Recently, Datta et al. [9] presented the
first fully secure unbound R-ABE scheme in prime order
bilinear groups via SD mechanism.
Note that these mechanisms in the above revocation
modes only guarantee that revoked users cannot decrypt
ciphertexts created after revocation. To prevent revoked
users from decrypting ciphertexts that were generated
before revocation, proxy re-encryption [8, 23] was introduced, which needs the interaction between the proxy and
the trusted authority. Other works [25, 27, 33] considered the problem of updating ciphertexts in the setting of
R-ABE, where the third party can update stored cipher-
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texts without any interaction with either data owners or
the trusted authority whenever the revocation event happens. In addition, Shi et al. [27] considered ciphertext update verification in the setting of directly R-ABE, where
the auditor can verify whether ciphertexts were updated
correctly or not.
Though these schemes have been introduced to achieve
efficient revocation, they cannot support large attribute
universe construction. The first large universe KP-ABE
scheme in the standard model was given in [17], which is
based on composite order groups. Later, several large universe ABE schemes were given in [12, 15, 24]. However,
they have no consider the revocation and verification, simultaneously. Thus, it is necessary to study revocable
and verifiable KP-ABE scheme for large universe.

3.4
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Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes

A linear secret-sharing scheme (LSSS) [24] can be used to
represent an access control policy (M, ρ), where M is an
l × n matrix which is called the share generating matrix
and ρ maps a row into an attribute. A LSSS consists of
two algorithms:
Share((M, ρ), s): This algorithm is used to share secret
value s to attributes. Considering a column vector
v = (s, r2 , · · · , rn ), where s ∈ Zp is the secret to
be shared and r2 , · · · , rn ∈ Zp are randomly chosen,
then λi = Mi · v is a share of the secret s, which
belongs to the attribute ρ(i).

Reconstruction(λ1 , · · · , λl , (M, ρ)): This algorithm is
used to reconstruct s from secret shares. Let S ∈ A
be any authorized set and I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S} ⊆
3 Preliminaries
{1, 2, · · · , l}. Then there exists coefficients {ci |i ∈ I}
such that Σi∈I ci Mi = (1, 0, · · · , 0), thus we have
In this section, we give the definitions of bilinear groups,
Σi∈I ci λi = s.
access structures and complexity assumptions. In addition, in order to achieve efficient revocation, we introduce
3.5 Subset Difference Method
the binary tree and SD method.

3.1

Notations

For n ∈ N, we define [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Similarly, for
n1 , · · · , nk ∈ N : [n1 , · · · , nk ] = [n1 ] × [n2 ] × · · · × [nk ].
When S is a set, we denote by s ← S the fact that the
variable s is picked uniformly at random from S. We
write s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ← S as shorthand for s1 ← S, s2 ←
S, · · · , sn ← S. When v is a vector (of any type), we
will denote by vi the i-th element and by hv, wi the inner
product of vectors v and w.

3.2

Bilinear Groups

Let G, GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p and g be a generator of G. A bilinear map e is a
map e : G × G −→ GT with the following properties:
1) Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zp , we have
e(ua , v b ) = e(u, v)ab ;

In this paper, we use the subset difference method [9, 16]
to realize efficient revocation. We now give some notations (as shown in Table 1) concerning a full binary tree
which is similar to those defined in literature [9]. Label
the nodes in BT by 1 to 2n − 1 in the way that root is labeled 1, if parent is labeled i, then the left child is labeled
2i and the right child is labeled 2i + 1. Every member in
U is assigned to a leaf node in the tree. The identifier Li
of each node in the tree is assigned as follows: Each edge
in the tree is assigned with 0 or 1 depending on whether
the edge connects a node to its left or right child node.
The identifier Li of a node vi is the bit string obtained by
reading all the labels of edges in the path from the root
to the node vi . The Steiner Tree ST (R) is the minimal
subtree of BT that connects all the leaf nodes in R and
the root node. One example of the labeling is shown in
Figure 1.
The SD scheme [9] is summarized as follows:

SD.Setup(n): This algorithm takes as input the maximum number n of users (for simplicity, n = 2d ). It
sets a full binary tree BT of depth d and assigns ev3) Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to
ery user to a different leaf node in BT . It outputs
compute e(u, v) for all u, v ∈ G.
BT .
2) Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1;

3.3

Access Structures

SD.Assign(BT , u): This algorithm takes as input the
full binary tree BT and a user serial number u ∈
[n]. Let v(u) be the leaf node assigned to u and
path(v(u)) = (vk0 , vk1 , ..., vkn ) be the path from the
root node vk0 to the leaf node vkn = v(u). For all
i, j ∈ {k0 , k1 , ..., kn } such that vj is a descendant of
vi , it adds Si,j defined by two nodes vi and vj in the
path into a private set P Vu . Finally, it outputs P Vu .

In this section, we present the formal definition of access
structures [24]. Let P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn } be the attribute
universe. An access structure on P is a collection A of
non-empty sets of attributes, i.e., A ⊆ 2P \ {∅}. The sets
in A are called the authorized sets and the sets not in A
are called the unauthorized sets. Additionally, an access
structure is called monotone if ∀B, C ∈ A: if B ∈ A and
B ⊆ C, then C ∈ A. In our construction, we only consider SD.Cover(BT , R): This algorithm takes as input the bimonotone access structures.
nary tree BT and a revoked set R of users. Then it
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Table 1: Notations
Notation
n
BT
U
R
vi
di
Ti
Ti,j
Si
Si,j
Li
(Li ||dj )
(Li ||Lj )
ST (R)

Significance
The maximum number of users in the system
A full binary tree with n leaf nodes
A serial number set of user
A serial number set of revoked user
A node in BT for any i, i ∈ [2n − 1]
The depth of the node vi
A subtree of BT that is rooted at vi , where vi ∈ BT
A subtree Ti − Tj for any vi , vj ∈ BT such that vi is the ancestor of vj
The set of leaf nodes of Ti
The set of leaf nodes of Ti,j
An identifier for a node vi in BT , a fixed and unique string
The integer representation of the string formed by concatenating dj with Li
The integer representation of the string obtained by concatenating Lj with Li
The Steiner Tree induced by a subset R and the root node

computes CVR iteratively by removing nodes from
ST (R) until ST (R) only has a single node as follows
(an example is given in Figure 1):




1) Find two leaves vi and vj in ST (R) such that
the least-common-ancestor (lca) v of vi and vj
does not contain any other leaf node of ST (R)
in its subtree. Let vl and vk be the two children
of v such that vi is a descendant of vl , and vj
is a descendant of vk . (If there is only one leaf
node, make vi = vj to be the leaf, v to be the
root of ST (R) and vl = vk = v.)
S
2) If vl 6=
S vi , CVR = CVR Sl,i ; if vk 6= vj , CVR =
CVR Sk,j .



























u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

u6

u7

u8

Figure 1: An Example of Binary Tree BT

3) Remove from ST (R) all the descendants of v
and make it a leaf.
(S3,13 , S3,15 ). For u ∈ R, the algorithm SD.Match(CVR ,
SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ): This algorithm takes as input
P Vu ) outputs ⊥.
a covering set CVR = {Si,j } and a private set
P Vu = {Si0 ,j 0 }. It obtains (Si,j , Si0 ,j 0 ) such that
Si,j ∈ CVR , u ∈ Si,j , and Si0 ,j 0 ∈ P Vu , or obtains Lemma 1. Let n be the number of leaf nodes and r be the
size of a revoked set. The size of a private set is O(log 2 n)
⊥.
and the size of a covering set is at most 2r − 1 in the SD
For all n = 2d , let BT ← SD.Setup(n), P Vu ← scheme [9].
SD.Assign(BT , u), CVR ← SD.Cover(BT , R). The
correctness of the SD scheme is defined as follows:
1) If u ∈
/ R, then SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ) = (Si,j , Si0 ,j 0 );
2) If u ∈ R, then SD.Match(CVR , P Vu ) =⊥.
As shown in Figure 1, given R = {u2 , u3 , u4 , u6 }. According to the algorithm SD.Cover(BT , R), choose v5
as a lca of v10 and v11 . Get v5 as a leaf, v2 is a lca of
v9 and v5 . Get v2 as a leaf, CVR = {S4,9 }, the root
is a lca of v13 and v2 , CVR = {S4,9 , S3,13 }. For u1 ∈
/
R, P Vu1 = {S1,2 , S1,4 , S1,8 , S2,4 , S2,8 , S4,8 }, run the algorithm SD.Match(CVR , P Vu1 ) and output (S4,9 , S4,8 ).
Similarly, the algorithm SD.Match(CVR , P Vu8 ) outputs

3.6

Complexity Assumption

For our KP-ABE construction we will use a q-type assumption [24], which is similar to the Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Assumption augmented with q parameters
bi . The assumption is defined via the following game between a challenger and an attacker:
Initially, the challenger inputs the security parameter
and picks a random group element g ← G and q + 3
random exponents a, b, c, b1 , b2 , · · · , bq ← Zp . Then he
sends the group description (p, G, GT , e) and all of the
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following terms to the attacker:
2

g, g a , g b , g c , g (ac) ,
2

g bi , g acbi , g ac/bi , g a
g

acbi /bj

,g

bbi /b2j

,g

cbi

2

2

, g b/bi , g b

abcbi /bj

,g

/b2i

(ac)2 bi /bj

, ∀i ∈ [q],
, ∀i, j ∈ [q], i 6= j.

The challenger flips a random coin µ ← {0, 1} and if µ = 0
he gives the term e(g, g)abc to the attacker. Otherwise
he gives a random term R ← GT . Finally the attacker
outputs a guess µ0 ∈ {0, 1}.
Definition 1. We say that the q-type assumption holds
if all P P T attackers have at most a negligible advantage
in λ in the above security game, where the advantage is
defined as
Adv = | Pr[µ0 = µ] − 1/2|.

4
4.1

Syntax and Security
Algorithms

276

Verify(ct, ct0 ) → {0, 1}: After the third party finished
the ciphertexts updating, the auditors will verify
whether ciphertexts were updated correctly from
some prior revocation lists to the current revocation
lists or not. Then he outputs 1 if the update is correct, and 0 otherwise.
Let (pp, msk) ← Setup(1λ ), ct ← Encrypt(pp, m, S, R),
ct0 ← CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp), sk ← Extract(msk, ID,
A). For correctness, we require the following conditions
always hold:
1) 1 ← Verify(ct, ct0 ).
2) If ID ∈
/ R and the attribute set S satisfies the
ciphertext policy A, the algorithm returns m ←
Decrypt(sk, ct). Otherwise, return ⊥.
3) If ID ∈
/ R0 and the attribute set S satisfies the
ciphertext policy A, the algorithm returns m ←
Decrypt(sk, ct0 ). Otherwise, return ⊥.

4.2

Selective Security Game

A directly revocable and verifiable key-policy attribute- Similar to the security model in the literature [27], since
based encryption (KP-ABE) scheme for large universe the updated ciphertexts have the same distribution as
consists of the following six algorithms:
original ciphertexts, we only consider the security of origSetup(1λ , n) → (pp, msk): Input a security parameter λ inal ciphertexts. We now describe the security model of
and the maximum number n of users. The algorithm our system by the following game between a challenger
obtains BT by running SD.Setup(n) and outputs and an attacker:
the public parameters pp and the master secret key Initialization: In this phase, the attacker A declares the
msk. We assume that the public parameters contain
challenge attribute set S ∗ and a revocation list R∗ ,
a description of the attribute universe N .
which he will try to attack, and sends them to the
challenger B.
Extract(msk, ID, A) → sk: Given a user identity ID,
choose an unassigned leaf node v(u) in BT at ran- Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to obtain the
dom and assign ID to the leaf node v(u), where
public parameters pp and sends pp to the attacker
u ∈ [n] is a serial number that is assigned to ID.
A.
(For convenience, a serial number and the corresponding user identity can be exchanged in this pa- Query phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A can adaptively issue extract queries for secret keys related to
per.) The algorithm runs SD.Assign(BT , u) to obseveral tuples (ID, A).
tain P Vu = {Si,j }. Input the master secret key msk
and an access structure A on N . The algorithm gen• If S ∈ A and ID ∈
/ R∗ , then B will abort.
erates a secret key corresponding to A and ID.
• Otherwise, the challenger generates a secret key
related to (ID, A) for the attacker A.
Encrypt(pp, m, S, R) → ct: Input the public parameters
pp, a plaintext message m, and a set of attributes Challenge: The attacker A declares two equal-length
S ⊆ N , as well as the current revocation list R. The
plaintexts m0 and m1 and submits them to the chalalgorithm obtains the cover set CVR by executing
lenger. The challenger flips a random coin ν ∈ {0, 1}
SD.Cover(BT , R) and outputs the ciphertext ct.
and calls Encrypt(m , S ∗ , R∗ ) → ct. He sends ct to
ν

Decrypt(sk, ct) → m: Input a secret key sk, and a ciphertext ct, if the attribute set S satisfies the ciphertext policy and user identity ID ∈
/ R, then user obtains (Si,j , Sĩ,j̃ ) by running SD.Match(CVR , P Vu )
such that Si,j ∈ CVR , Sĩ,j̃ ∈ P Vu and (i = ĩ) ∧ (dj =
dj̃ ) ∧ (j 6= j̃) and recovers a message m. Otherwise,
return ⊥.

the attacker.
Query phase 2: Phase 2 is the same as Phase 1.
Guess: The attacker A outputs his guess ν 0 ∈ {0, 1} for
ν.

Definition 2. A KP-ABE scheme is selectively secure if
all P P T attackers have at most a negligible advantage in
λ
in the above security game, where the advantage of an
CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp) → ct0 : Input ct, the latest revoca- attacker is defined as
tion list R0 and pp, the third party updates the origAdv = | Pr[ν = ν 0 ] − 1/2|.
inal ciphertext ct to ct0 associated with R0 .
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4.3

Verifiability Game
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The authority sets msk = (α, β) as the master secret
key.

In this subsection, we give the security model of verifiability based on the literature [27, 36].
Extract(msk, ID, (M, ρ)) → sk: The algorithm picks
y = (α1 , y2 , · · · , yn )> and sets α2 such that α =
Initialization: In this phase, the attacker A chooses an
α1 + α2 (mod p), where α1 , y2 , · · · , yn ← Zp and α1 is
attribute set S ∗ and sends it to the challenger.
the secret to be shared among the shares. The vector
Setup: The challenger runs Setup(1λ ) to obtain the
of the shares is
public parameters pp and sends pp to the attacker
M · y = (λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λl )> .
A.
Query phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A can adaptively issue queries:
1) Extract query: Input several tuples (ID, A),
the challenger generates a secret key sk related
to (ID, A) for the attacker A.
2) Verification query: Input updated ciphertexts ct∗ , the challenger returns γ to A by running Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → γ.
Challenge: The attacker A selects a plaintext m and
two revocation lists R and R∗ , where R ⊂ R∗ , and
submits them to the challenger. The challenger calls
Encrypt(m, S ∗ , R) → ct. He sends ct to the attacker.

Select l random exponents k1 , k2 , · · · , kl ← Zp and
for every τ ∈ [l]
Kτ,0 = g λτ wkτ , Kτ,1 = (z ρ(τ ) h)−kτ , Kτ,2 = g kτ .
Given user identity ID, choose an unassigned leaf
node v(u) in BT at random and assign ID to the
leaf node v(u), where u ∈ [n] is a serial number that
is assigned to ID. Next the algorithm obtains P Vu
by running SD.Assign(BT , u). For each Si,j ∈ P Vu ,
pick θi,j,1 , θi,j,2 ← Zp and compute
Di,j,1 = g α2 v (Li ||dj )θi,j,1 f θi,j,2 , Ei,j,1 = g −θi,j,1 ,
Di,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)θi,j,2 , Ei,j,2 = g −θi,j,2 .

Guess: The attacker A outputs a updated ciphertext
The secret key is
ct∗ to the challenger associated with the revocation
sk =(P Vu , ID, (M, ρ), {Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 }τ ∈[l] ,
list R∗ . The attacker A wins this game if Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → 1 and the distribution of ct∗ and
{Di,j,t , Ei,j,t }Si,j ∈P Vu ,t=1,2 ).
ct0 are computationally distinguishable, where Update(ct, R∗ , pp) → ct0 produced by the challenger.
Encrypt(m, S = {A1 , A2 , · · · , Ak } ⊆ Zp , R, pp) → ct:
The algorithm picks k + 1 random exponents
Definition 3. We say that the proposed scheme achieves
s, r1 , r2 , · · · , rk ← Zp and computes
update verifiability if the advantage that any A wins the
verifiability game is negligible in security parameter λ.
C = m · e(g, g)αs , C0 = g s ,

5

Our Construction

We construct a directly revocable and verifiable KP-ABE
scheme for large universe based on the techniques in paper [24, 27]. Different from the scheme in the literature [27], we use the SD scheme to manage revocation
for ABE. The SD method provides a smaller covering
set compared with the CS scheme, particularly when the
number of users present in the system is very large. In
addition, we also use the method given by Lee et al. [16]
to solve the complex key assignment problem of the SD
mechanism. Now we describe the scheme as follows.

∀τ ∈ [k], Cτ,1 = g rτ , Cτ,2 = (z Aτ h)rτ w−s .
Given the revoked user serial number set R ⊆ [n],
the algorithm obtains the cover set CVR by executing
SD.Cover(BT , R). For each Si,j ∈ CVR , set
Ci,j,1 = v (Li ||dj )s , Ci,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)s .
The ciphertext is
ct =(S, R, CVR , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR ,t=1,2 ).

Setup(1λ , n) → (pp, msk): Input a security parameter λ Decrypt(sk, ct) → m: Given sk and ct, the decryption
can be done as follows:
and the maximum number n of users. The algorithm
obtains BT by running SD.Setup(n). Let G and
• If user identity ID ∈ R or the attribute set S
GT be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p,
does not satisfy the ciphertext policy, then reand e : G × G → GT be a bilinear map. The atturn ⊥.
tribute universe is N = Zp . Select the random terms
• Otherwise, proceed as follows. Suppose the
g, z, h, w, f ← G and α, β ← Zp . Let v = g β . The
set S satisfies the access structure (M, ρ) and
public parameters are published as
ID ∈
/ R. Let I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}. P
There exists
pp = (g, z, h, w, v, f, e(g, g)α ).
constants {ωi ∈ Zp }i∈I such that i∈I ωi Mi =
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If the above equations do not hold, then return
(1, 0, · · · , 0). Since ID ∈
/ R, then user obtains
0. Otherwise, return 1.
(Si,j , Sĩ,j̃ ) by running SD.Match(CVR , P Vu )
such that Si,j ∈ CVR , Sĩ,j̃ ∈ P Vu and (i =
ĩ) ∧ (dj = dj̃ ) ∧ (j 6= j̃).
6 Security Proof
Then the user calculates
Y
B = (e(C0 , Ki,0 )e(Cτ,1 , Ki,1 )
Since the updated ciphertexts has the same distribution
i∈I
as the original ciphertexts. We only prove the security re· e(Cτ,2 , Ki,2 ))ωi ,
lated to the original ciphertexts and updated verifiability.
B 0 =e(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,1 )e(Ci,j,1 , Eĩ,j̃,1 )[e(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,2 )
Theorem 1. If the q-type assumption holds, then all
−1
P P T attackers with a challenge attribute set of size k,
· e(Ci,j,2 , Eĩ,j̃,2 )] (Lĩ ||Lj̃ )−(Li ||Lj ) ,
where k ≤ q, have a negligible advantage in selectively
0
m =C/(BB ),
breaking our scheme.
where τ is the index of the attribute ρ(i) in S
Proof. To prove the theorem we will assume that there
(it depends on i).
exists a P P T attacker A with a challenge attribute set,
CTUpdate(ct, R0 , pp) → ct0 : Given the latest revoked
which has a non-negligible advantage AdvA in selectively
user serial number set R0 , the cover set CVR0 is obbreaking our scheme. Using this attacker we will build
tained by running SD.Cover(BT , R0 ). For Si0 ,j 0 ∈
a P P T challenger B that attacks the q-type assumption
CVR0 , there are two cases.
with a non-negligible advantage.
Case 1: If there exists Si,j ∈ CVR such that (i =
i0 ) ∧ (j = j 0 ) then set ct0 = ct.
Initialization: Initially, B receives the given terms from
the assumption, an attribute set S ∗ = {A∗1 , A∗2 , · · · ,
Case 2: Otherwise, there exists Si,j ∈ CVR such
A∗k } ⊆ N and a revocation list R∗ .
that vi is an ancestor of vi0 or vi = vi0 . Choose
the random exponent s0 ← Zp and set
Setup: Now, the challenger B provides the public pa(L 0 ||d 0 )
i
j
(Li0 ||dj 0 )s0
rameters of the system for A. In order to do that B
(Li ||dj )
·v
,
Ci0 ,j 0 ,1 =(Ci,j,1 )
implicitly sets the master secret key of the scheme to
(L 0 ||L 0 )
i
j
(Li0 ||Lj 0 )s0
(Li ||Lj )
be α = ab and β = b + d, where a, b are set in the
0
0
·f
Ci ,j ,2 =(Ci,j,2 )
assumption and d ← Zp . B picks the random terms
(L 0 ||L 0 )
1
0
(1− (Li ||Lj ) )
i
j
f, z̃, h̃ ← Zp and gives the following terms to A:
(Ci,j,1 ) (Li ||dj )
· vs .
0

0

0
Finally, let C 0 = C · e(g, g)αs , C00 = C0 · g s , Cτ,1
=
0
−s0
Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 = Cτ,2 · w , ∀τ ∈ [k]. The updated ciphertext is
0
0
ct0 =(S, R0 , CVR0 , C 0 , C00 , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

g

= g,

z

= g z̃ ·

h = g ·

• Verify whether the following equation holds:
0
e(g, Cτ,2
C 0 /C)e(C00 , w)
0
= e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e(C00 /C0 , e(g, g)α ),

where τ ∈ [k].
If not, then output 0. Otherwise, proceed to the
following step.
• Figure out Si01 ,j10 , · · · , Si0η ,jη0 such that Si0k ,jk0 ∈
CVR0 − CVR , where k ∈ {1, · · · , η}, select
c1 , · · · , cη ← Zp and verify

e(C00 ,

(v

k=1
η
Y

(f

k=1

η
Y

(Li0 ||dj 0 ) ck
k
k

) ) = e(g,

(Li0 ||Lj 0 )
k

k

Y

g ac/bi ·

i∈[k]

Verify(ct, ct0 ) → {0, 1}: The verification can be done as
follows:

η
Y

2

g b/bi ,

i∈[k]
h̃

{Ci00 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR0 ,t=1,2 ).

e(C00 ,

Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),
k

k=1
η
Y

v)ck ) = e(g,

k

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ).
k

k=1

k

2

∗

(g b/bi )−Ai ,

i∈[k]

a

w

= g ,

v

= g β = g b+d ,

α

= e(g a , g b ).

e(g, g)

Y

Phase 1: In this phase, the attacker A issues extract
queries for secret keys related to several tuples
(ID, (M, ρ)), and the challenger proceeds as follows:
Case 1: If S ∗ ∈ (M, ρ) and ID ∈
/ R∗ , then B will
abort.
Case 2: If ID ∈ R∗ , the challenger selects α1 ∈ Zp
and computes Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 based on the algorithm Extract(msk, (M, ρ)). Next the challenger chooses an unassigned leaf node v(u) in
BT at random and assigns ID to the leaf node
v(u), where u ∈ [n] is a serial number that is
assigned to ID. Then he obtains P Vu by running SD.Assign(BT , u). For each Si,j ∈ P Vu ,
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0
choose θi,j,1
, θi,j,2 ∈ Zp at random and set

·

Y

(g b

2
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/b2i hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )−A∗
i)

)

i∈[k]
0

Di,j,1 =g −α1 g b(Li ||dj )θi,j,1 f θi,j,2
·g

0
d(Li ||dj )(θi,j,1
− (L

a
)
i ||dj )

a

Ei,j,1 =g −θi,j,1 = g (Li ||dj )

0
−θi,j,1

·
,

,

abcbj
b2
i

)

abchMτ ,ωi
bi

),

Y

(g

−hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )−A∗
i)
(ρ(τ )−A∗ )
j

(i,j)∈[k,k]

·

Y

(g

i∈[k]

Di,j,2 =(f (Li ||Lj ) v)θi,j,2 ,

Kτ,2 =g kτ

Ei,j,2 =g −θi,j,2

=(g b )−hMτ ,ωi · g k̃τ
hMτ ,ωi
Y
∗
(g acbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai )
·

by implicitly defining

i∈[k]

α2
θi,j,1

= α − α1 = ab − α1 ,
a
0
.
= θi,j,1
−
(Li ||dj )

by implicitly setting
kτ = −bhMτ , ωi +

X acbi hMτ , ωi
+ k̃τ .
ρ(τ ) − A∗i

i∈[k]

Case 3: If S ∗ ∈
/ (M, ρ), the challenger selects
α2 ∈ Zp and computes Di,j,1 , Ei,j,1 , Di,j,2 , Ei,j,2 Challenge: The attacker will output a pair of messages
based on the algorithm Extract(msk, ID).
(m0 , m1 ) of the same length. The challenger flips a
Since S ∗ ∈
/ (M, ρ), there exists a vector ω =
random coin ν ← {0, 1} and implicitly sets s = c
(ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωn )> ∈ Znp such that ω1 = 1 and
from the q-type assumption. Also, set rτ = bτ for
hMτ , ωi = 0 for all τ ∈ [l] such that ρ(τ ) ∈ S ∗ .
every level τ ∈ [k]. These parameters are propThe vector y that will be shared is implicitly
erly distributed since c, b1 , b2 , · · · , bq are informationtheoretically hidden from the attacker’s view. Now
y = (α − α2 )ω + (0, ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn )> ,
the challenger computes the following terms using the
assumption:
where ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn ← Zp . For each row τ ∈ [l]
C =mν T, C0 = g s = g c , Cτ,1 = g rτ = g bτ ,
the share is
∗
Cτ,2 =(z Aτ h)rτ w−s
∗
λτ = hMτ , yi = (ab − α2 )hMτ , ωi + λ̃τ .
=g bτ (z̃Aτ +h̃) g −ac
Y
Y
∗
∗
2
·
g acbτ /bi
g bbτ (Aτ −Ai )/bi
Then the challenger computes Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2
i∈[k]
i∈[k]
as follows:
Y
bτ z̃A∗
+h̃
τ
=(g )
g acbτ /bi
• If ρ(τ ) ∈ S ∗ : In this case λτ = hMτ , yi =
i∈[k],i6=τ
λ̃τ = hMτ , (0, ỹ2 , ỹ3 , · · · , ỹn )> i; hence its
Y
2
∗
∗
value is known to the challenger. Pick Kτ ∈
·
(g bbτ /bi )Aτ −Ai .
Zp and output the terms Kτ,0 , Kτ,1 , Kτ,2 as
i∈[k],i6=τ
in the algorithm Extract.
For each Si,j ∈ CVR∗ , set
• Otherwise ρ(τ ) ∈
/ S ∗ : Pick k̃τ ∈ Zp and
compute
Ci,j,1 = v (Li ||dj )s = v (Li ||dj )c ,
Ci,j,2 = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)s = (f (Li ||Lj ) v)c .

Kτ,0 =g λτ wkτ
=g λ̃τ −α2 hMτ ,ωi
hMτ ,ωi
Y
2
∗
·
(g a cbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai ) · wk̃τ ,
i∈[k]

Kτ,1 =(z ρ(τ ) h)−kτ

i∈[k]

Y

(g (ac)

(i,j)∈[k,k]

ct =(S ∗ , R∗ , CVR∗ , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ).
Phase 2: Same as Phase 1.

=(g b )hMτ ,ωi(ρ(τ )z̃+h̃) · (z ρ(τ ) h)−k̃τ
−(ρ(τ )z̃+h̃)hMτ ,ωi
Y
∗
·
(g acbi ) (ρ(τ )−Ai )
·

The challenger sends the ciphertext ct to A, where

2

bj /bi

−hMτ ,ωi
∗

) (ρ(τ )−Aj )

Guess: A outputs a guess ν 0 of ν. If ν 0 = ν the challenger
outputs µ0 = 0 and guesses the challenge term is
T = e(g, g)abc . Otherwise, the challenger outputs
µ0 = 1 and guesses T is a random group element R.
It is obvious that the generation of public parameters
and private keys is identical to the actual scheme.
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In the case where µ = 1 the attacker gains no infor- and
η
η
mation about ν. Therefore, we have Pr[ν 6= ν 0 |µ =
Y
Y
(L 0 ||d 0 )
1] = 21 . Since the challenger guesses µ0 = 1 when
e(C0∗ ,
(v ik jk )ck ) = e(g,
(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),(2)
k k
1
0
0
ν 6= ν , we have Pr[µ = µ |µ = 1] = 2 .
k=1
k=1
η
η
Y
Y
(L 0 ||L 0 )
If µ = 0 the attacker can see an encryption of Mν . In
e(C0∗ ,
(f ik jk v)ck ) = e(g,
(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ),
k k
this situation, the attacker’s advantage is ε by definik=1
k=1
1
0
tion. Thus we have Pr[ν = ν |µ = 0] = 2 + ε. Since
the challenger guesses µ0 = 0 when ν = ν 0 , we have where τ ∈ [k], Si0k ,jk0 ∈ CVR∗ − CVR , 1 ≤ k ≤ η and
c1 , · · · , cη ← Zp are randomly selected by the challenger
Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 0] = 21 + ε.
and unknown to A.
Finally, the overall advantage of the challenger in the
Since Verify(ct, ct0 ) → 1 (due to the correctness of the
q-type game is
scheme), the following equations should hold:
1 1
1
1
Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 0] − + Pr[µ = µ0 |µ = 1] = ε.
2
2 2
2

e(g,

0
Cτ,2
C0
C0
0
)e(C00 , w) = e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e( 0 , e(g, g)α ), (3)
C
C0

and
Theorem 2. The proposed scheme is verifiable, if no
polynomial time attacker A can get non-negligible advantage in the verifiability game defined in Section 4.3.
Proof. We show that any polynomial time attacker A
presents an incorrect updated ciphertext and succeeds in
the verification with negligible probability.
The challenger proceeds the verifiability game, where
A provides the attribute set S ∗ . The challenger runs
Setup(1λ ) to obtain the public parameters pp and sends
pp to the attacker A. In the challenge phase, the challenger obtains a plaintext m and two revocation lists R
and R∗ from A, where R ⊂ R∗ . The challenger returns
ct to the attacker by running Encrypt(m, S ∗ , R) → ct.
A outputs the updated ciphertext ct∗ to the challenger
associated with the revocation list R∗ .
Suppose that ct∗ succeeds in the verification. That is,
Verify(ct, ct∗ ) → 1. Let us consider the probability of A
cheating with incorrect updated ciphertext.
Suppose the original ciphertext
ct =(S , R, CVR , C, C0 , {Cτ,1 , Cτ,2 }τ ∈[k] ,
{Ci,j,t }Si,j ∈CVR ,t=1,2 ).
The updated ciphertext
∗
∗
ct∗ =(S ∗ , R∗ , CVR∗ , C ∗ , C0∗ , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

{Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ),
∗

e(C00 ,

η
Y

(v

k=1
η
Y

(f

(Li0 ||dj 0 ) ck
k
k

) )

(Li0 ||Lj 0 )
k

k

=

v)ck )

=

∗

ct =(S , R , CVR∗ , C

0

0
0
, C00 , {Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
}τ ∈[k] ,

{Ci00 ,j 0 ,t }Si0 ,j0 ∈CVR∗ ,t=1,2 ),

η
Y

e(g,

e(g,

k=1

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck ),(4)
k

k

k=1
η
Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 )ck ),
k

k

k=1

where τ ∈ [k], {Si0k ,jk0 }1≤k≤η and {ci }1≤i≤η are the same
as the above.
According to Equations (1) and (3), we have C 0 =
∗
0
∗
0
∗
C , C00 = C0∗ , Cτ,1
= Cτ,1
, Cτ,2
= Cτ,2
. In order to prove
0
∗
ct = ct , we need to prove ∀k, 1 ≤ k ≤ η, Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 =
k k
Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 , Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 = Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 . We prove this by showing that
k k
k k
k k
the probability of Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 6= Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 , Ci00 ,j 0 ,2 6= Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,2 for
k k
k k
k k
k k
some k is negligible.
According to Equations (2) and (4), the following equations hold
e(g,

η
Y

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck )
k

k=1
η
Y

⇒

k

=

e(g,

η
Y

(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck )
k

k

k=1

(Ci00 ,j 0 ,1 )ck
k

k

=

k=1

∗

0

e(C00 ,

η
Y

(Ci∗0 ,j 0 ,1 )ck .
k

k

k=1

Assume there exists a subset L ⊂ [1, η] such that ∀r ∈
L, Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 6= Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 . Therefore, we remove the same
items at both sides and get
Y
Y
(Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 )cr =
(Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 )cr .
r∈L

Ci00r ,jr0 ,1

r∈L
µ0r

= g and Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 =
Zp and µ0r 6= µ∗r , then we

∗

Set
g µr for some unknown
µ0r , µ∗r ←
have
Y
X
0
∗
g cr (µr −µr ) = 1 ⇒
cr (µ0r − µ∗r ) = 0(mod p).

r∈L
where ct∗ is the updated ciphertext returned by the at- r∈L
∗
Since cr is unknown to A, the probability of Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 6=
tacker A, when the revocation list R is changed to R ,
∗
0
∗
such that R ⊂ R , ct is the updated ciphertext outputted Ci0 ,j 0 ,1 is at most 1/p, which is a negligible probability.
r r
by algorithm update.
Therefore, we have ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ η, Ci00r ,jr0 ,1 = Ci∗0r ,jr0 ,1 . Simi∗
Since Verify(ct, ct ) → 1, then the following equations larly, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ η, C 00 0 = C ∗0 0 .
ir ,jr ,2
ir ,jr ,2
hold:
Hence, we have proved that ct0 = ct∗ if Verify(ct, ct∗ )
∗
→ 1. That is, the attacker cannot generate an incorrect
Cτ,2
C∗
C∗
∗
e(g,
)e(C0∗ , w) = e(Cτ,1
, z Aτ h)e( 0 , e(g, g)α ), (1) updated ciphertext while passing the verification.
C
C0
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Table 2: Functionalities and features comparison of direct R-ABE
Schemes
Attrapadung et al. [1]
Shi et al. [27]
Wang et al. [29] 1st scheme
Wang et al. [29] 2st scheme
Ours

Large universe
×
×
×
√
√

Ciphertext update
−
anyone
−
−
anyone

Security model
standard model
random oracle model
standard model
standard model
standard model

Verification
×
√
×
×
√

Table 3: Efficiency comparison of direct R-ABE

|pp|

Size
|sk|

Attrapadung et al. [1]

m+N +3

2(l + 1)log(n)

Shi et al. [27]

m+d+7

2l + 2

Wang et al. [29]
1st scheme
Wang et al. [29]
2st scheme

2(m + 2d + 1)

2l

2(m + 2d + 1)

4l

Schemes

|ct|
|S| + 1
+rlog( nr )
2 + |S|
+rlog( nr )
2|S| + 3
2|S| + 3

2

Ours

7
7.1

6

3l + 2[log (n)
+log(n)]

Discussions
Performance Analysis

In this section, we compare the features and efficiency of
our scheme with some existing direct R-ABE schemes [1,
27, 29]. This is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Denote
n to be the number of users in the system, m to be the
maximum size of attributes, d to be the depth for all leaves
in the full binary tree, l to be the size of rows in the LSSS
matrix (or to be the size of the leaf nodes of access tree
A), I to be a subset of {1, 2, · · · , l}, M to be a subset of
the nodes in an access tree A, r and r0 to be the size of
the revocation set R and R0 , respectively. N to be the
maximum size of the cover set cover(R). We denote
t1 = 2|I| + d + 2 − depth(j),
X
t2 =
(depth(j 0 ) − depth(j)).
j 0 ∈cover(R0 )

E, P represent an exponentiation and pairing operation,
respectively.
We first make a comparison in terms of functionalities
and features in Table 2. Note that the second scheme
presented by Wang et al. [29] and ours supporting large
universe construction, but Wang et al.’s scheme [29] only
achieved via fix a specific bound at stage of setup, and this
approach places undesirable burden on the deployment of
ABE schemes. Both Shi et al.’s scheme [27] and ours
allow anyone to update ciphertexts and enable any auditor to verify whether the updated ciphertexts are correct.

2|S| + 4r + 1

Decryption cost

CTUpdate cost

2(|I| + 1)P
+(|I| + 2)E

−

t1 P + |I|E

t2 P

(l + 2)P
+|M |E
(2l + 2)P
+|M |E
(3|I| + 4)P
+(|I| + 1)E

−
−
4(r0 + 1)E

However, Shi et al.’s scheme [27] is secure in the random
oracle model.
In addition, we make a analysis with respect to efficiency in Table 3. To the best of our knowledge, the
storage overhead is mainly caused by storing the public parameters, the ciphertext and the secret key. It is
easy to find that the sizes of the secret key and ciphertext in our scheme are close to the schemes [1, 27, 29].
However, the size of the public parameters is constant in
our scheme. Meanwhile, due to the application of the
SD method, our scheme could provide a smaller ciphertext component meant for performing revocation, at the
cost of an admissible increased in the secret key size. On
the other hand, although the efficiency of our scheme is
lower than Attrapadung et al.’s scheme [1] and Wang et
al.’s scheme [29] with reference to decryption, ours have
more functionalities and features as analyzed above. In
cihertext update, we use a trick similar to Shi et al.’s
scheme [27], but our scheme is more efficiency: at most
4(r0 + 1) exponentiation operations. Whereas Shi et al.’s
scheme [27] requires t2 pairing operations.

7.2

Efficiency Improvement

As mentioned above, our scheme need to perform 3|I| + 4
bilinear pairing operations, which are considered the most
expensive operation in pairing-based cryptographic protocols. These pairing operations lead to a heavy burden
for the computation of decryption. Moreover, with the
size of subset I increasing, the corresponding cost for the
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computation of pairings would become higher. Therefore,
it is indispensable to reduce the computation cost.
Outsourced ABE schemes might be the possible solution. Green et al. [11] first realized secure and efficient
outsourcing of ABE decryption. Nowadays, many research works have been done on secure outsourced ABE
schemes [13, 36]. Although outsourced ABE can reduce
the computation cost of users, the systems have to introduce additional servers, which increases the system complexity [35].
Another possible solution is outsourcing computation
techniques. Liu et al. [20] proposed a identity-based
server-aided decryption scheme. Their scheme enables
the receiver to decrypt the ciphertext without needing
to compute paring with help of an external server. Based
on the server-aided computation protocols, the notion of
server-aided signature [7, 31] has been proposed in order to reduce the local computation. In 2014, Canard et
al. [5] presented a secure and efficient delegating algorithm
for pairing. This algorithm improved the computational
complexity results. However, the solution was not feasible since exponentiation, membership test, and inversion
were still required. Recently, Chen et al. [6] proposed
an efficient and secure outsourcing algorithm for bilinear
pairings in the two untrusted program model. In their
scheme, the outsourcer never needs to perform any expensive operations such as exponentiations. It is not difficult to find that these secure outsourcing protocols and
algorithms for bilinear pairings are also applicable to our
scheme.
As a result, in our construction, we employ the secure
outsourcing algorithm Pair presented by Chen et al. [6]
to reduce the load of computation for the users. Similar
to scheme [6], as a subroutine, the outsourcing algorithm
Pair is invoked when users decrypt the ciphertexts. We
show how the secure outsourcing algorithm Pair can be
applied to our scheme. When a user decrypts a ciphertext
ct, he runs the subroutine Pair to compute the message
m (suppose the user identity ID ∈
/ R and the attribute
set S satisfies the access structure (M, ρ)) as follows:
1) the user runs Pair to obtain Pair(C0 , ki,0 ) → ϕi,0 ,
Pair(Ci,1 , ki,1 ) → ϕi,1 , Pair(Ci,2 , ki,2 ) → ϕi,2 ,
Pair(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,1 ) → ψ1 , Pair(Ci,j,1 , Eĩ,j̃,1 ) → ψ2 ,
Pair(C0 , Dĩ,j̃,2 ) → ψ3 , Pair(Ci,j,2 , Eĩ,j̃,2 ) → ψ4 .
2) the user computes B = Πi∈I (ϕi,0 ϕi,1 ϕi,2 )ωi and B 0 =
1

ψ1 ψ2 (ψ3 ψ4 ) (Lĩ ||Lj̃ )−(Li ||Lj ) .
3) the user computes m = C/(BB 0 ) and outputs m.
Applying the secure outsourcing algorithm, the computation of decryption can be reduced to |I| + 1 exponentiation operations. This makes our system more suitable for
practical applications.

8
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a directly revocable
and verifiable key-policy attribute-based encryption (KPABE) scheme for large universe. Besides achieving efficient verification and large universe construction, the
new scheme also utilizes the SD mechanism for direct revocation purpose. Compared with the CS scheme, the
SD method greatly improves the broadcast efficiency and
provides a smaller covering set, at the cost of an admissible increased in the secret key size. The DRV-KP-ABE
scheme is selectively secure in the standard model.
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Abstract
The power leakage problems of smart card chip during
the process of DES encryption are analyzed, we propose
two attack algorithms on DES with forth and back random round algorithm respectively, include the accumulative attack algorithm and segmented attack algorithm.
We provided an improved analysis algorithm based on the
segmented attack by using a new correctional factor: the
cliffy characteristic of the peak value. Finally, the first
round key of DES was recovered successfully, and the DES
key was deduced. It proves that the countermeasure with
forth and back random round cannot t protect the security of smart card. We implement the DPA attack on
DES with forth and back random round algorithm in the
mathlab simulation experiment environment, the experiment results show that the feasibility and effectiveness of
DPA can be improved by the advanced algorithm.
Keywords: Accumulative attack algorithm, DES algorithm, differential power analysis (DPA) attack, forth and
back random round, segmented attack

1

Introduction

The traditional cryptanalysis methods are invalid with
the improvement of the cryptographic algorithms and the
increases of key length, a new cryptanalyst analysis algorithm was proposed based on the leakages information
during the process of cryptographic chip, such as execution time, power consumption, etc. This attack algorithm
was defined as Side Channel Analysis (SCA), which is a
new direction of the cryptanalysis. Due to the features

of chip circuit, there are side channel leakages during the
process of encryption for smart card. The experiment result had proved that these leakages were closely related
to the data and the key during the process of the cryptographic execution. As the high facility of implementation,
low consumption, Side Channel Attack has become a new
hotspot in the research field of cryptanalysis [7, 12, 14].
Paul Kocher proposed Power Analysis (PA) attack [10]
in 1998, and gave three methods of it at the same time,
Simple Power Analysis (SPA), Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and Correlative Power Analysis (CPA) [9, 17].
Due to its low consumption, fast speed, Power Analysis
attack can collect the power consumption of the smart
card to crack the key without breaking the chip, which
could cause a large threat to safety of the smart card. SPA
attack cracks the key using one or a few power consumption curve directly or indirectly, without a large number of
statistical analyses. While DPA attack requires collecting
a large number of power consumption curve, the attackers
do not need to know the detail information of the target
device, they only need to know which cryptographic algorithm was performed, so this attack has strong resistance
to the noise [5].
Recently, study of DPA attack on smart card had
achieved some progress. Literature [13] proposed a
method to analyze power consumption using Neural Network, which combines the advantages of SPA and DPA,
and even could restore the key with only one power consumption curve. Literature [4] provided a series statistical
test methods of DPA attack. Literature [3] built the basic power simulation model for the first time, and literature [1] applied the basic power simulation model to smart
card chip. Nowadays, based on the model, more effective
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models have been proposed [6, 15, 16]. Brier presented a
method of correlation coefficient which has become a new
direction of the DPA study [2].
In order to improve the safety of the chip to prevent
DPA attack, literature [11] put forward a countermeasure
method for linear and nonlinear part during the process of
DES encryption, which could randomize the intermediate
values based on the software programming of MASK [18],
and make the power consumption and intermediate values are not correlative, so it can prevent the power attack,
which has become a hot area of DPA countermeasure research. However, the small amount of MASK has not
sufficient randomness, and it requires long operation time
and large power consumption, then researchers presented
a random round model implemented in hardware. Radom
round concealed the real interval [17] of DES encryption
with pseudo random input/output and round number.
Dummy round resistant countermeasures on the basis of
the random round position can be divided into two kinds,
forth-back dummy round and middle dummy round. This
article mainly focuses on the study of DPA attack against
DES algorithm with forth-back dummy round [8].

2
2.1

DES and DPA Model
DES Algorithm

Li-1(32bit)
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48bit
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SubBytes S
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Figure 1: The ith round of DES encryption process

only needs to know the relative value of power consumption instead of the absolute value. Commonly we use the
Hamming-distance model (HDM) and Hamming weight
model (HWM).
A device of digital circuit may make a flip in a moment, it will produce dynamic power consumption (replaced with power in the follow), and thus the more device flips, the more power consumption. Therefore, the
number of device flips can be relative with the relative
value of the power consumption, which is the basic principle of HDM. HDM generally can be used to describe the
power consumption of the bus and register.Attackers will
get the corresponding information through establishing
a linear relationship between the number of device flips
from timing start to end and power consumption using
HDM. Theoretical studies show that power consumption
of device flip before and after is linear correlative with the
hamming distance of binary data before and after.

DES faces a security challenge as its fixed and short key,
but due to its fast speed and low consumption, nowadays most of smart cards still use the DES as a security
method. Each round in 16 rounds of DES there are 8
looking up S-box table operation. The input of S-box is
a 6-bit subkey XOR with a 6-bit R register value, and
the output of S-box is a 4-bit data. And then the 32
bit output will be restructured, XOR with the value of L
register, then L and R register value changed each other.
Each round deals with data in the same way. Figure 1
shows the first round encryption process.
Put 64 bit input plaintext into left part L1 (32 bit) and
right part R1 (32 bit), in which R1 will be 48 bit after expansion, and then get 32 bit through S box after R1 XOR
P = k ∗ HD (V0 , V1 ) + d.
(3)
with subkey Key0 . The 32 bit XOR with L1 becomes the
R2 , while this round R1 become next round.
k and d is the constant decided by the device characteristics.
L2 = R1
(1)
From the point of SPA, it obtains the hamming disR2 = L1 ⊕ f (R1 , Key0 ) .
(2) tance information, detects the size of relative power consumption. From the point of DPA, it takes hamming
Function f indicates these steps of plaintext expansion, distance as a function to attack the power curve. The
exclusive, data compression and displacement, which is biggest drawback of HDM is that the attacker must know
nonlinear operation steps in the process of encryption.
the initial value and the final state to calculate the correct
hamming distance, but in reality it is not necessarily to
2.2 Analysis Model of Power Consump- get these two values.
HWM is much simpler than HDM. In HWM, attackers
tion
assume that the size of power consumption is proportional
In power analysis attacks, the attacker needs to make a to the number of the bit 1 in the processing value V1 ,
relationship between the data and the power consump- which is also the HW of value V1 .
tion of the attacked device. In the practical implemenP = k ∗ HD (V1 ) + d.
(4)
tation, they are not a direct linear relationship; attacker
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k and d are the constant values which are decided by the
device characteristics.
The advantage of HWM is that it doesnt need to know
all the status value of circuit unit, and just needs the
hamming weight of a certain status, to construct the corresponding relationship between power curve and value.
All experimental results in this article are based on HWM.

Among them, S1 and S0 indicates the number of
power consumption curves corresponding collection:
|S1 | + |S0 | = N.

Principle of Differential Power Attacks

Nowadays most of the integrated circuits are composed of
CMOS, the energy consumption of CMOS can be divided
into two parts: static and dynamic energy consumption.
The former refers to the components without any data
processing, namely the circuit without own energy consumption of gate flip; the latter refers to the energy consumption of gate flip, in addition to static energy, when
internal element or output signals changes.
In the common CMOS circuit, the total energy consumption of the circuit is mainly caused by dynamic energy consumption, and the dynamic energy consumption
is mainly related to the data processing. According to the
type of energy consumption described before, it can be
seen that the dynamic energy consumption is associated
with the change of the data, which is a large proportion of
the total energy consumption in the circuit, so the energy
consumption of the circuit mainly depends on the data
processing, it is also the physical circuit basis of energy
attacks.
The DPA attack mainly includes two steps [9]: waveform acquisition and data analysis. Power waveform acquisition is on the hardware part, this article mainly use
the simulation software, so it mainly relates to data analysis, the detailed steps are as follows:
1) Encrypt different plaintexts N groups and measure
the power consumption curve in the first round of
the DES operation process {Pi |1 ≤ i ≤ N }.
2) Select a bit of the output value of the first S box
operation in the first round as a function D, with b
indicates the bit value, called intermediate value. It
is easy to know that all depends on the key K and
plaintext M to b, which can be indicated as D(K, M).
Make a guess on related value when attacking to get
the corresponding intermediate value. According to
the intermediate value, N groups power consumption
curve can be divided into two categories:
S1

=

{P1 |D = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N }

(5)

S0

=

{D = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N }

(6)

3) The average power consumption of set S1 and S0
calculated separately:
1 X
S1 (i)
(7)
A1 =
S1
1 X
A0 =
S0 (i)
(8)
S0

(9)

4) The difference value between them is:
T = A1 − A0 .

2.3
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(10)

If the key is guessed correctly, and then the classification of the power consumption curves is right, that is
to say, all the curves of b = 1 points to S1 , and the rest
curves of b = 0 are assigned to S0 , so there is an obvious
peak in power consumption curves. If the key is not right,
the peak of T will be very little or no.
Classifying collection equate with classifying collection
using a random function. As the mathematical statistics
theory, when using a random function divides collection
into two, elements in the two collections tend to infinity;
the difference of average between the two subsets will tend
to 0. If the sample space of power consumption curves
analysis is big enough, the chosen model appropriates and
the effects of sampling noise is small enough, we will get
the difference power consumption curves with the peak
after the above difference statistical method, the position
of the peak is the guessed key. According to the above
method calculated, we can obtain the key corresponding
to the first S box and repeating to acquire the key corresponding to rest S boxes. Finally, we will obtain the 48
bit key actually used in this way and guess the rest 8 bit
in exhaustive method to acquire the complete 56 bit key.
Such workload is 26 × 8 + 28 = 768 ≤ 256 = 7.2 × 1016 .
Detailed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

3

3.1

Differential Power Analysis of
DES Implemented With Forth
and Back Random Round Algorithm
DES Implemented with Forth and
Back Random Round Algorithm

Generally, the principle of DPA attacks on smart card
DES chip is aligning to find the starting position of DES
data encryption by filtering the power wave, then cracking the key of the first or 16th round of DES encryption.
Based this principle, C. Herbst puts forward a defense algorithm using random round, namely before or after or
in the middle of the DES encryption joining a random
pseudo rounds, whose rules and operations are the same,
but each round input is not plaintext instead a random
number, while the real DES encryption still encrypt plaintext make the normal output.
Due to the number of random round in DES encryption
becomes more and more, the ability of resistance to the
DPA attacks becomes also stronger. However the more
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the number of random round and the more widely distri- Algorithm 1 Accumulative attack algorithm
bution is, the slower speed of chip CPU is, some smart 1: Begin
card used forth and back random round model are shown
input: M; //the set of plaintext, each plaintext indias in Figure 3.
cated as Mi , i={1,. . . , size(M )};
Figure 3 shows the relationship between power conWave; //the set of power consumption curves, each
sumption when plaintext encrypted and random round.
curves indicated as W avei , i=1,. . . , size(M ), correThe number of random round each encrypted is not fixed
sponding to plaintext;
and the real encryption interval of DES algorithm is unDR; // the maximum number of random round;
certain, so even if attackers have got the power consumpDRinput; //input of each random round;
tion curves, they also don’t know the position of the real
output: number; //the possibility sort of key correencryption interval.
sponding to 8 S-box;
Subkey(i); //the subkey corresponding to each S-box
3.2 Two Kinds of DPA Analysis Attacks 2: while j < size(M, 1) do
3:
while i < (DR + 1) do
Against DES Algorithm
4:
Temp=Temp+Wave(i) //a loop of waveform ac3.2.1 Accumulative Attack Algorithm
cumulation
5:
Wave(j)=Temp/(DR+1) //make it as ”the first
Figure 4 shows the average cumulative power consumpround” after accumulation
tion of the previous round (DR + 1) before the accumu6:
end while
lative attack algorithm. This method can be regarded as
7: end while
a derivation of alignment operation: the average power
8: DPA algorithm
consumption as the first round and make it contains the
9: number;
power consumption of the first round or even complete
10: Subkey(i);
real DES algorithm indirectly. This method can guar11: End
antee that attack contains useful information in the first
round, just with bigger noise which generated from random round.
According to the principle in Figure 5, we will put forAccording to the principle shown in Figure 4, we will
ward concrete algorithm.
put forward a concrete algorithm.
The basic idea of Algorithm 2 is that: from left to right,
In the accumulative attack algorithm, we accumulate
we regard each round as imaginary ”the first round” of
the former (DR+1) power wave, then average, and treat
DES, and get each subkeys of them by using DPA. Each
it as the new first round of DES algorithm. Because
round of the same S-box has subkey possibility sorting by
the maximum number of dummy rounds is DR, the front
order from high to low, and store the top 10 subkeys in the
(DR+1) rounds include at least the first round of DES.
set KeyRank(1); we put all KeyRank sets of the same
The new first round contains real first round and noise
S-box together and find the key with highest occurrence
due to other rounds, so we attack the new round to get
probability and top ranking, and then the subkey is the
the key by using DPA.
correct key of the S box. Repeat the process for each S
box, we will find all the right subkeys.
3.2.2 Segmented Attack Algorithm
Compared with the accumulative attack algorithm, nodes
The Simulation Experiment Reand methods of segmented attack algorithm are differ- 4
ent. Algorithm 1 chooses the former (DR+1) rounds and
sults And Complexity Analysis
add power consumption together to get the average power
consumption, as the first round of the DES, while Algo- 4.1 Simulation Experiments
rithm 2 does not accumulate power wave, but to attack
each former (DR+1) rounds respectively. As shown in Due to the laboratory conditions limited, this article
makes simulation experiments on matlab to verify the reFigure 5.
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Algorithm 2 Segmented attack algorithm
1: Begin
input: M; //the set of plaintext, each plaintext indicated as Mi , i=1,. . . , size(M );
Wave; //the set of power consumption curves - each
curves indicated as W avei , i=1, . . . , size(M ), corresponding to plaintext;
DR; // the maximum number of random round;
DRinput; //input of each random round;
output: KeyRank(i) // the possibility sort of key corresponding to 8 S-boxi=1, . . . , DR, DR+1, the size is
8*64;
Number; // the possibility sort of (DR+1) corresponding to 8 S-box, the size is (DR+1)*64
2: while i < (DR + 1) do
3:
while j < size(M, 1) do
4:
DPA algorithm
5:
KeyRank (j);
6:
end while
7: end while
8: Number(i)=KeyRank(j)(i,:);// extract (DR + 1)
KeyRank (j) of the same line Number as all the lines
of the Number (I)
9: End

search content. As already stated, the study results of
Hamming Weight Model have shown that the results of
power consumption sampling in simulation experiments
are basically identical with the actual. The target of
experiment is the first round of DES keys, setting the
maximum random number of previous round is 5 and the
length of key is 64.

4.2

The Results of the Experiment

Based on the accumulative attack algorithm and the segmented attack algorithm above mentioned, we make the
simulation experiment on MATLAB and put forward an
improved algorithm based on the results of segmented attack algorithm.
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Table 1: the possibility sort of subkey corresponding to 8
S-boxes based on accumulation attack algorithm

Sbox
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
29
48
39
55
39
44
16
14

2
47
46
35
26
52
16
21
26

3
24
37
10
10
1
23
54
38

4
4
45
37
20
36
57
22
10

subkey
5
6
35 8
47 20
43 41
34 42
60 14
48 48
28 28
25 25

7
28
27
42
60
48
51
48
29

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

64
52
55
22
25
42
37
27
2

Experiments show that when the number of power consumption track become bigger and bigger, for the same
key, the number of the first column is more stable, which
is the right sort of subkey remains about the same.
Table 2: The success rate of accumulative attack algorithm
Power Trace
Line Number
50
80
100
200
300
400
700
1000
1300
2000
3000

Correct Key
Number
1
1
3
4
6
6
7
7
8
8
8

Incorrect Key
Number
7
7
5
4
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

Success
Rate(%)
12.5
12.5
37.5
50
75
75
87.5
87.5
100
100
100

Table 2 statistics that the success rate of the DPA attacks
to DES algorithm using accumulative attack algo4.2.1 The Results of Accumulative Attack Algorithm.
It is shown that we can break the DES algorithm
rithm
by 1300 power consumption curves of key at most in acAccording to accumulation attack algorithm introduced cumulative attack algorithm.
in Algorithm 1, we design programming ideas to acquire
subkey and its possibility sort corresponding to each S- 4.3 The Results of Segmented Attack Albox using MATLAB, and the most likely key is the right
gorithm
one.
Table 1 shows the possibility matrix (size is 8 * 64) According to Algorithm 2, we make the simulation exof key corresponding to 8 S-boxes. The probability is periment on MATLAB and get the key corresponding to
derived from the height of peak in the DPA attacks cor- each S-box.
responding to each subkey, and t the larger the peak value
The maximum number of random round is 5, the round
is, the higher the possibility of it. Each row of the matrix of segmented attack algorithm is 6, and the results of each
represents the 64 guessing keys corresponding to S-box, round as a row of Table 3 shown, in addition, each column
ordered from big to small of the peak value, and the first is sorted by the possibility (the larger the peak value is,
column represents the key with the highest peak values. the higher the possibility of it)of the subkey. Selected the
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Table 3: The guessing key sort of S2-box

Round
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
11
37
37
37
37
37

2
49
27
48
4
48
4

3
3
45
46
47
46
50

4
2
4
47
19
27
27

subkey
5
6
53 57
20 63
38 51
48 28
39 56
45 3

7
26
39
63
46
11
38

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

64
15
56
1
20
17
19

top 10 columns, we make a statistical about occurrences
of each guessing subkey with KeyRank, and the results
shown in Figure 6.
As Figure 4.1 shown, the subkey corresponding to Sbox is 37. According to the method cycled, we can obtain
the key corresponding to 8 S-boxes. Table 4 shows the
success rate of segmented attack algorithm.

4.4

An Improved Analysis Algorithm
with an Introduced Modifying Factor

Compared with Table 2 and Table 4, we can see that
when the success rate of attack reaches 100%, the used
sample size of segmented attack algorithm is larger than
accumulative attack algorithm. In principle, due to average all power consumption curves in accumulative attack
algorithm, the noise will be increased anyway, while segmented attack algorithm is not, it is piecewise attack,
only compared occurrences and ranking position of each
period key to find the correct one in the end, which means
Algorithm 1 with high noise while Algorithm 2 with large
workload. However, theoretically, Algorithm 2 needs less
power consumption curves, but in fact the opposite is
true. After repeated experiments, we found that the right
key not only depends on the ranking position but also the
frequency at the same time in Algorithm 2, and sometimes
these two factors are conflicts with each other, so it is too
difficult to find a balance.
Verified by the experiment, when a number of guessing subkeys occurred at the same time, the probability
of that one of these same frequency subkeys nearby is
smaller, which probably to be the correct subkey. Therefore, we should join a correction factor, the steepness of
peak, which means occurrences of the right key nearby is
few.
As shown in Figure 7, the occurrences of the location
corresponding to subkey 37, 46, 47, achieve the maximum.
Identify the right values, we should take the steepness of
peak into consideration. From the graph, compared with
other two numbers, the frequency nearby key 37 is much
smaller than itself, so the location of key 37 is the correct
key.
Added random round, we measure 3000 power consumption curves corresponding to 100 random keys, cal-
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culated according to the Algorithms 1 and 2 respectively,
and join the steepness of peak, to get the success rate of
these two algorithm in different circumstances using true
and false subkey (see Table 5).
In conclusion, two algorithms crack the key successfully, just the workload different. Algorithm 1, by contrast, the calculation of time and effort is less than the
Algorithm 2, but easily affected by noise, so the Algorithm 1 is suitable for the situation which accuracy is not
high but short time requirements of random, while Algorithm 2 can be applied to the situations which is high
precision of key crack regardless of the time cost.

5

Conclusions

In this article, in view of the dummy round defensive measures, we make study on the DPA attack with DES algorithm of smart card. Firstly, according to the dummy
round defensive feature, we present two kinds of DPA
attack, accumulative attack and segmented attack algorithm; Secondly, we apply these two algorithms respectively to simulation experiments for smart card in MATLAB, which crack the key successfully and give the attack
rate of both; Finally, introduced the modifying factor, we
acquire the improved algorithm against segmented attack
algorithm, in order to reduce the number of power consumption curves required for the attack.
The analysis of experimental results shows that the
two kinds of attack algorithm is feasible, in addition, the
running time and accuracy of each algorithm determines
the scope of application. Next, based on the existing research, we will make efforts to further expand the design
for the DPA attack algorithm using completely dummy
round, and provides reference for a smart card password
cracking.
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Abstract

dency on a central trusted authority charged with the issuance and control of currency, Bitcoin functions through
a peer-to-peer topology. In this ecosystem, it is not possible to manipulate the value of the digital coins (bitcoins)
or produce inflation through the overproduction of currency. Transactions and the creation of bitcoins are managed by the network itself; the creation of digital coins in a
controlled and decentralized manner through the process
known as mining. Cryptographic primitives guarantee the
security of transactions. Coins can only be spent by the
owner of their pseudonyms, and they can only be used in
a single transaction with no chance of duplication. The
supervision and management institutions that operate in
traditional trusted centralized systems do not exist for
Bitcoin [2].
Of the participants in the Bitcoin system, two – not
necessarily mutually exclusive – groups can be distinguished:

Bitcoin is the first decentralized peer-to-peer electronic
virtual asset and payment cryptocurrency, through which,
users can transact digital currency directly, without the
need for an intermediary (or authority), using a hashed
version of cryptographic public keys, as pseudonyms
called addresses. The Bitcoin ecosystem was supposed
to be anonymous and untraceable. However, transactions
from input to output addresses of the Bitcoin users are
observed to be linkable, therefore, missing unlinkability
as an important requirement of anonymity. Several protocols appeared to enhance Bitcoin users’ anonymity and
to ensure unlinkability of input-output addresses, to make
input and output addresses of transactions unlinkable to
each other, and hence untraceable. In this paper, we spot
several vulnerabilities in the most recently proposed protocols, then we propose SecureCoin as an efficient protocol
for anonymous and unlinkable Bitcoin transactions that
covers these vulnerabilities in a robust and secure way and Normal users. Users of the Bitcoin system who buy
or sell for goods and services with coins, producing
in full compatibility with the standard Bitcoin ecosystem.
transactions in the system.
Our protocol provides better protection for the participating peers against malicious behavior of minority of the
Miners. Special users who dedicate computing power to
peers and protection against the most serious sabotage
verify new transactions, creating what are known as
attack attempted by any number of saboteur peers. We
transaction blocks. The calculations required to do
analyze the security properties of our protocol and evalthis are expensive in computing power, which is why
uate its efficiency. Finally, we compare the performance
these users are rewarded.
of our protocol with the recently proposed protocols and
show that our protocol is computationally efficient and
1.1 Bitcoin Components and Processes
requires less Bitcoin fees.
Keywords: Anonymity, bitcoin, cryptocurrency, ECDSA, Bitcoin addresses. This is a user’s digital address, also
oblivious shuffling, silk road, unlinkability
called pseudonym, which contains coins and which
is used to make and receive transactions, similar to
a bank account. A given user may have as many
addresses as he wishes, and they are identified by
1 Introduction
a public key. Bitcoin uses the ECDSA (Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) to sign its transBitcoin is a decentralized electronic currency protocol,
actions, using parameters recommended by the Stanthat realizes worldwide of fast peer-to-peer transactions,
dards for Efficient Cryptography Group (SECG),
and consequently payments with low, or near zero, transaction processing charges. In order to avoid the depensecp256k1 [5]. The signatures use DER encoding.
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ECDSA offers many advantages over other digital Blockchain (Ledger). This is the public record of versignature systems (e.g. RSA and DSS) which make
ified Bitcoin transactions in chronological order.
it ideal to be used for a distributed Internet protocol.
When a block has been checked and confirmed,
ECDSA provides relatively short keys and signature
through mining, it is included as part of the chain.
lengths, and a faster generation and verification. On
being identified by the ECDSA public key, all the Cryptographic hashes. In the hash calculations carried out in Bitcoin, the SHA-256 standards are used,
operations carried out with this address have to be
and when shorter hashes are required, RIPEMD-160.
supported by the use of the corresponding private
Normally the hash calculations are carried out in
key. The holder of the private key is the owner of the
two phases: the first with SHA-256, and the second,
coins associated with the corresponding address.
depending on the length desired, with SHA-256 or
Wallets. Personal virtual storage, similar to a physiRIPEMD-160.
cal/pocket wallet, where users’ coin addresses and
the payments made with them are stored and man- Random numbers and nonces. In Bitcoin, random
numbers and nonces are used directly in the formaaged. Wallets are thus a grouping pairs of public and
tion and generation of blocks. To make a new block,
private keys and are used to carry out other tasks,
a random number that satisfies certain requirements
for example, preparing transactions.
needs to be found. Random numbers are also indiTransactions. A transaction is the transfer of coins
rectly used in Bitcoin as part of the digital signature
from Bitcoin input address I to another outalgorithm (ECDSA).
put/destination address D. To create a transaction,
the owner of address I signs a transcription for ad- Proofs-of-work. Proofs-of-work are the main component guaranteeing the legitimate behavior of Bitdress D (amongst other data) with the private key
coin network. The idea ”in brief” is that, verifyassociated with address I, so that the whole network
ing/calculating new transaction blocks ensures a high
knows that the new legitimate owner is the owner of
computational cost, such that to control the network
address D. There are three main types of Bitcoin
and to regulate the rate at which new coins are gentransaction forms [2] that will be used in our Secureerated. This control of complexity in the calculation
Coin protocol:
of new blocks is carried out by requiring that the
• One-to-one form. A commonly used form of
hash for each new block starts with a given numtransaction is a simple payment from one adber of zeros. This required number of zeros controls
dress to another, which often includes some
the difficulty and hence the rate at which new coins
change returned to the original owner. This
are generated. Older block data and a nonce are
type of transaction has one input and one outcombined to calculate this hash. Given that cryptoput if no change is returned, or in general, one
graphic hash functions are not invertible, in order to
input and two outputs.
find a new valid block the only alternative would be
to obtain different nonces until one which fulfills the
• Aggregation form. Another common form of
pre-established requirement is found.
transaction is a transaction that aggregates several inputs into a single output. This represents
the real-world equivalent of exchanging a pile of 1.2 The Linkability/Traceability Probcoins and currency notes for a single larger note.
lem
Transactions like these are frequently generated
by wallet applications to clean up lots of smaller As the authors in [36] pointed out, it is possible to disamounts that were received as change for pay- cover the identity of someone who makes a transaction in
ments, by transferring them to a new fresh ad- Bitcoin through traffic analysis and tracing of users IP’s.
Owing to Bitcoin’s design, the first person to publicize a
dress owned by the same user.
• Distribution form. Another transaction form transfer will probably be the payer. Therefore, discoverthat is seen frequently on the Bitcoin ledger is a ing who the first person to publicize it was, will permit in
transaction that distributes one input to mul- all probability to know who the payer in the transaction
tiple outputs representing multiple recipients. and who the owner of the input addresses used are.
Another type of analysis, which stands out, is that
This type of transaction is sometimes used by
based
on the relations which may be established between
commercial entities to distribute funds, such as
addresses.
Various studies have developed heuristics to rewhen processing payroll payments to multiple
duce
the
degree
of anonymity of Bitcoin users [1, 30]. For
employees.
example, the authors in [1] estimate that approximately
Blocks. This is a structure that aggregates transactions. 40 percent of Bitcoin users could be identified using the
Transactions whose confirmation is pending are ag- heuristics set out in the study. A striking result, obtained
gregated together as a block in a process which is by applying this type of measure, is that published in [30],
known as mining.
in which a relation between the founder of Silk Road and
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someone who was probably one of the creators of Bitcoin
was established. The tracing capability shown by the researchers remains completely valid.
The above mentioned traceability problems are due to
the fact that the input and output addresses of the Bitcoin users are linkable by one way or another. Therefore, protocols to enhance Bitcoin users’ anonymity, ensuring unlinkability of input-output addresses, must be
provided. Based on what are known as mixing services [7],
recently, some efforts have been made towards overcoming the above attacks and providing stronger privacy to
the Bitcoin users by mixing multiple transactions to make
input and output addresses of transactions unlinkable to
each other. In this direction, some third-party Bitcoin
mixing services were first to emerge, but they have been
prone to thefts.

2

Previous Work

Among the early proposals, to provide unlinkability between individual Bitcoin transactions, without introducing a trusted party, is the ZeroCoin scheme of [31], which
is an extension to Bitcoin. It employs a cryptographic
accumulator of minted zero-coins and a zero-knowledge
proof of inclusion of a certain zero-coin within the accumulator. ZeroCoin suffers from significant computation
and communication overheads where, the size of the proof
that has to be stored in the blockchain for each transaction is prohibitively large and far exceeds the size of the
Bitcoin transaction itself. The scheme is considered incompatible with the standard Bitcoin ecosystem. Later,
several contributions were aiming to reduce the ZeroCoin
overheads [12, 17, 38]. However, all these schemes require
a modification to the Bitcoin standards and hence, they
are incompatible with Bitcoin and are unlikely to be accepted for implementation as mentioned in [40].
Anonymous Bitcoin payments are facilitated in the
MixCoin scheme [6]. This scheme does not make any modifications to the standard Bitcoin protocol. Central accountable mixing server is employed, where Bitcoin users
send their coins. The center in turn, replies with a guarantee of returning the funds to the user. This strategy
ensures unlinkability between the user’s input and output
addresses, since, the mix sends the coins back to the user.
However, using this strategy, the decentralized property
(the main property of Bitcoin) is eliminated. Unlinkability is only guaranteed against external observers, because
the mixing server learns which address belongs to which
user.
A modification to the CoinJoin protocol using blind
signatures in the work of [29] avoids the problem of a
centralized mix learning the relation between input and
output addresses. The anonymous communication network, ”Tor” [13] is employed in [29] to avoid centralized
mixing and to provide unlinkability.
The CoinShuffle protocol in [37], employs the group
transactions service in Bitcoin to ensure correctness and
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thus shares almost the same disadvantages with CoinJoin, i.e., limited anonymity levels and potential transaction fees. CoinShuffle improves over CoinJoin by using
decryption mixnets for address shuffling which achieves
anonymity against insiders. However, in CoinShuffle the
last peer is in the unique position to determine the outcome of the shuffling and might exploit this to select preferred input addresses to her own output addresses. Our
scheme – although employs a shuffling subroutine – does
not suffer this disadvantage, since all the coins are transfered and committed to an aggregation temporary address
before the result of the shuffling is announced.

2.1

Recent Protocols

The most recent protocol (until the time this paper was
written) is CoinParty [40], which invokes the threshold ECDSA digital signature protocol of [25] and employs mixing peers to provide unlinkability for the Bitcoin
ecosystem. They introduced an elegant idea of committing each input peer to a temporary Bitcoin address where
the signature key of this address is jointly shared among
the mixing peers on a threshold bases. Each input peer Pi
must first transfer the coins x from his input address Ii to
a temporary address Ti , controlled by the mixing peers.
This strategy commits the input peers to the transactions. Next, after all transactions are confirmed, the mixing peers are responsible for mixing (shuffling) the output
addresses and broadcast the shuffled version. Finally, the
peers join to sign a transaction from every temporary address Ti to every shuffled output address Oπ(i) . The work
in this paper is inspired by the CoinParty and the CoinShuffle protocols.

2.2

Existing Vulnerabilities

The work in this paper is motivated by the security vulnerabilities and efficiency drawbacks of recent protocols
described next.
CoinParty. Considering CoinParty protocol [40], the
employed mixing peers are different from the input
peers, therefore, a major drawback is that, once the
input peers transfer their coins to the temporary addresses owned by the mixing peers, saboteur mixing peers may runaway (due to halting or disconnection) leaving the coins of the input peers stuck in
the temporary addresses with absolutely no way to
return them back. The consequences are disastrous
if the number of disconnected mixing peers exceeds
a certain threshold required to jointly sign a transaction. Moreover, they can easily conspire to steal
the coins. In CoinParty, the mixing peers have no
financial shares (coins) in the mixing protocol, therefore, they will not loose anything if they attempt such
sabotage attack. In other words, they do not care if
the input peers loose their coins. Notice that the
signing keys of the temporary addresses are shared
among the mixing peers on threshold basis. Hence,
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if enough number of mixing peers leave, the signing
keys are lost. Moreover, they most probably will not
tend to participate without incentives (return fees),
similar to the Bitcoin miners in a standard Bitcoin
ecosystem, which increases the fees paid by the input
peers. A serious efficiency drawback in CoinParty is
that, the protocol requires the mixing peers to invoke the threshold ECDSA key generation protocol
and the threshold ECDSA digital signature protocol
for every temporary address. Invoking the threshold
ECDSA for every temporary address results in a relatively high computation complexity for each mixing
peer, specially, if these protocols are supposed to run
on mobile devices. Moreover, the threshold ECDSA
they invoked is in the honest-but-curious scenario,
giving a great chance for undetected malicious behavior by the peers due to a corruptive adversary.
The authors stated that the protocol must be implemented to withstand malicious behavior.
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threshold digital signature protocol by reducing to only
one instant.
SecureCoin protocol improves security and efficiency
over the CoinShuffle protocol, such that, it avoides bulk
transaction from multiple input addresses to multiple output addresses. Also, it solves the CoinSuffle problem of allowing a particular peer to control mapping of certain input addresses to certain output addresses. The proposed
SecureCoin protocol provides protection against sabotage
attacks, attempted by any number of participating saboteurs.
The proposed SecureCoin is robust against malicious
behavior of minority (one third) of the participating peers.
It does not allow any number of participating saboteurs
to maliciously behave without either, being detected and
revoked, or loosing their input coins. The behavior of the
participating peers is indistinguishable from other normal
transactions and hence, cannot be distinguished by miners
and ledger observers.
We analize the security properties of SecureCoin, evalCoinShuffle. CoinShuffle protocol [37] employs the idea uate its performance and compare to recently proposed
of multiparty private shuffle [7, 10, 15, 32]. The protocols. We show that, SecureCoin is more efficient
problems with the CoinShuffle protocol are as fol- and requires less fees by the Bitcoin ecosystem.
lows: In order to prevent malicious peers from aborting the protocol after they have received their funds
thereby leaving another peer unpaid, the protocol 4
System Model
performs a single atomic bulk transaction from all
input addresses to all shuffled output addresses at In this section, we describe the assumptions, model and
once. Although this strategy is better than Coin- goals of the protocol presented in this paper.
Party to protect against sabotage attacks, the resulting anonymity set of the mixing is limited to the number of users participating in a particular mixing op- 4.1 Assumptions and Model
eration. Also, this bulk transaction makes the peers
We assume the existence of n peers, P1 , · · · , Pn , where
easily identifiable on the Bitcoin ledger, since it is
n > 3t and t ≥ 1 is a particular predefined threshold.
very rare and almost unused for other purposes. The
There is at most t possible malicious peers. We assume
transaction itself is of large size and hence, dramatia static adversary model, yet, security against adaptive
cally increases the return fees to the Bitcoin miners.
adversary could be achieved by employing a suitable nonAnother problem is that, at the end of the shuffling
committing encryption scheme. Also, security against coprotocol, one peer knows all the output addresses in
ercive adversaries could be realized by employing a suitthe clear, including his own, and this knowledge is beable deniable public key encryption scheme (e.g. [22, 23]).
fore the shuffled addresses are known to other peers.
Each peer has his own public/private key pair. These
This gives a great chance to this peer to reorder the
keys allow the peers to realize authenticated and private
output addresses in a certain way that he can benefit
channels among themselves. We emphasize that, these
from.
keys are different from the ephemeral public/private keys
used in the shuffling stage of our protocol. Given a certain
threshold t, we assume that there is at least n = 3t + 1
3 Our Contribution
peers that survive till the end of the protocol with at
most t of them may behave maliciously [11, 25]. We use
We propose SecureCoin, as a protocol fully compatible n to refer to the number of peers remaining after the
with the Bitcoin ecosystem, to realize anonymity and un- execution of any phase in our protocol. In our protocol,
linkability security services to Bitcoin peers. Unlike Coin- there are four different classes of public/private key pairs
Party, our protocol does not involve any separate mixing for a public key cryptosystem, each peer holds:
peers as helpers and hence, it is possible to avoid sabotage attacks that could be attempted by mixing peers. 1) The personal public/private key pair to realize priOnly the input peers are the participants in the protocol.
vate and authenticated channels with other peers.
Our protocol uses the inherited ”aggregation” and ”distribution” transactions forms of the Bitcoin and hence, 2) The ephemeral public/private key pair for the oblivimproves complexity of running multiple instants of a
ious shuffling stage.
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3) The partial signature key corresponding to the ag- Robustness & Revocation. Any malicious behavior
gregation address A.
attempted by any peer must be detected as early as
possible, this malicious peer must be identified and
4) The key pairs for his bitcoin pseudonyms (input and
kicked out (revoked) from the protocol, without afdestination addresses).
fecting the good peers progress in the protocol.
Indistinguishability. The transactions performed by
the peers incorporated in the anonymous protocol,
We solve the problem where n peers, P1 , · · · , Pn (each
must not be distinguished from normal Bitcoin transpeer Pi has a certain amount of x coins available at inactions, performed by individual peers.
put address Ii ) want to transfer that amount from the
set of input addresses I1 , · · · , In , to a set of destination Unforgeability. An adversary must not be able to create a pair consisting of a message (Bitcoin transacaddresses, D1 , · · · , Dn , such that,
tion), m and a signature that is valid for m, that has
Correctness/safety. Each peer Pi receives back x coins
not been generated by a legitimate signer and that
on his destination address Di . Coins must not be
passes the verification of the Bitcoin ecosystem.
lost, stolen, or double-spent by any peer even in
the presence of a malicious adversary. Honest peers Fairness. A participating peer that deposit his coins in
the aggregation/temporary address must receive his
should receive their funds in a timely manner.
coins, either in his destination address, or returned
Anonymity. Input and destination addresses are unlinkback to his input address in case he was kicked out
able, i.e., only peer Pi can map his own input address
of the protocol due to a malicious behavior.
Ii to his own destination address Di .
Performance. The protocol should scale to large numProtection against saboteurs. Participating
peers
bers of peers without imposing prohibitive overheads
may be accidentally or deliberately halted (or
upon the Bitcoin network.
disconnected) from the network at any stage of the
protocol. We argue that, if such sabotage occurs, Compatibility. The mixing protocol must be fully compatible with the current Bitcoin network and produce
then all peers must be equally affected. This type of
legitimate Bitcoin transactions.
attack may occur easily due to a halting adversary
and is easier than corruptive attacks that requires
Cost efficiency. The protocol must be cost-efficient in
collaboration of peers in harmony in order –for
terms of involved transaction fees.
example– to steal other peers coins. In sabotage
attacks, we have two situations: The number of
saboteurs do not exceed the threshold t. In this 5
Preliminaries and Basic Tools
case according to secure multiparty computations
(SMC) settings, the protocol execution continue In this section, we give an overview of a bunch of basic
normally. The other situation is when the threshold tools, necessary to build our SecureCoin protocol. These
is exceeded and the disconnected peers do not tools are partitioned into two categories: threshold crypreconnect. This case is really disastrous. As the tography tools and shuffling tools. The reader needs to be
threshold is exceeded, the SMC protocol will be familiar with these tools in order to follow the description
terminated. Some peers will loose their coins for of our SecureCoin scheme. First we give an overview on
ever while others may abort without any loss. Our the elliptic curve used in the Bitcoin ecosystem and the
objective in this case is to ensure that, disconnected standard ECDSA algorithm, then we describe the cryppeers, at any phase of the protocol, will suffer the tographic tools employed by SecureCoin.
same amount of loss as the other participating peers.
This motivates disconnected peers to rejoin the
5.1 Elliptic Curves for the Bitcoin
protocol execution to save their coins. CoinShuffle
effectively withstands saboteurs, since it is not based Standardized elliptic curves that are used most commonly
on threshold cryptosystems and the shuffled transfer in real-world applications are mostly given in their short
of funds is made in a one n-to-n bulk transaction. Weierstrass form, E : y 2 = x3 + ax + b and are deOn the contrary, CoinParty is vulnerable to this fined over a finite field Fp , where p > 3 is a prime and
attack, as stated earlier, due to the incorporation a, b ∈ Fp . For non-singular curves, there is a requireof mixing peers, that have no financial share in the ment that, 4a3 + 27b2 , is non-zero. Given such a curve
protocol, other than mixing fees as incentives. We E, the cryptographic group that is employed in protoconclude that a protocol must be designed such cols is a large prime-order subgroup of the group E(Fp )
that, any attempt of sabotage attack by any number of Fp -rational points on E. The group of rational points
of participating saboteur peers at any stage of the consists of all solutions (x, y) ∈ F2p to the curve equation,
protocol must cost them the same amount of lose as together with a point at infinity, denoted by O, the neuother participating peers.
tral element. The number of Fp -rational points is denoted

4.2

Problem and Goals
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by #E(Fp ) and the prime order of the subgroup by q. A
fixed generator of the cyclic subgroup is usually called the
base point and denoted by G ∈ E(Fp ).
For 256-bit primes, in addition to the NIST curve defined over Fp256 , SEC2 also proposes a curve named
secp256k1 defined over Fp where p = 2256 − 232 − 977.
This curve is the one used in Bitcoin [5].
There are three basic point operations on elliptic
curves.

5.3.1

300

Polynomial Secret Sharing

Consider a secret value, s ∈ Zq which is held by a dealer,
where Zq is a prime field. To share this secret among a
set P = {P1 , · · · , Pn } of n > t participants, where t is
a certain
Ptthreshold, the dealer constructs a polynomial
g(x) = j=0 aj xj mod q, he sets a0 = s and each other
coefficient aj6=0 ∈R Zq . ∀i = 1, · · · , n, the dealer secretly
delivers g(i) to participant Pi . To reconstruct the secret s,
each participant Pi ∈ P broadcasts g(i), the participants
1) Point addition: Let P1 ∈ E(Fp ) and P2 ∈ E(Fp ), compute s from any t + 1 shares
P using Lagrange interpolation
formula,
s
=
g(0)
=
i∈B λi g(i) mod q where
then, P3 = P1 + P2 mod p is also a point on the
j
B
⊂
P,
|B|
=
t
+
1
and,
λ
=
Π
i
j∈B,j6
=i j−i , is participant
elliptic curve, that is, P3 ∈ E(Fp ).
Pi ’s Lagrange coefficient.
2) Point doubling: Let P ∈ E(Fp ), then Q = 2P mod p
is a point doubling operation where Q ∈ E(Fp ).
5.3.2 Elliptic Curve Verifiable Secret Sharing

3) Scalar multiplication: Let k ∈ Zq and P ∈ E(Fp ),
then, Q = kP mod p is the process of adding P to
itself k times, where Q ∈ E(Fp ). This process is
performed through the well-known double-and-add
operations.

Verifiable secret sharing (VSS) is an extension to polynomial/Shamirs secret sharing to allow the recipients of
the secret shares to verify that the shares are consistent
(i.e., that any subset of t + 1 shares interpolate to the
same unique secret). Assuming n ≥ 2t + 1, the scheme
tolerates the malicious behavior of at most t of the n participants. Two different types of VSS are distinguished;
5.2 Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
the conditionally secure scheme due to Feldman [14] and
The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) the unconditionally secure scheme due to Pedersen [34].
was standardized in FIPS 186-41 . The signer generates a For best security, both of them will be used in our Securekey pair (s, Q) consisting of a private signing key s ∈R Zq∗ Coin protocol. We present an overview of these subrouand a public verification key, Q = sG mod p, where G is tines over elliptic curves.
the generator point. To sign m, the signer chooses a permessage random integer k ∈R Zq∗ , computes the point EC Feldman-VSS. Let p and q be two large primes,
such that q|p − 1. The two primes p and q and
(x, y) = kG, and computes r = x mod q. The signature
the base point (EC generator point) G of order q
of a message M , is the pair (r, w), of integers modulo q,
are published as the system public parameters. The
where w = k −1 (m + sr) mod q and m is the hash of M .
dealer shares the secret s among
It is important that the per-message secret k is not
Ptthe participants
on a t-degree polynomial g(x) = j=0 aj xj mod q,
revealed, since otherwise the secret signing key s can be
the dealer also broadcasts the t + 1 commitments
computed by s = r−1 (kw − m) mod q, because r and
Cj = aj G mod p ∀j = 0, · · · , t. These commitments
w are given in the signature and m can be computed
allow each participant Pi to verify the consistency
of
from M . Even if only several consecutive bits of the perPt
his share g(i) by checking that, g(i)G = j=0 ij Cj
message secrets for a certain number of signatures are
mod p. If this check fails for any share g(i), Pi broadknown, it is possible to compute the private key (see [26]).
casts a complaint. If more than t participants broadAlso, if the same value for k is used to sign two different
casted a complaint, then at least one of them is honmessages M1 and M2 using the same signing key s and
est, therefore, the dealer is deemed corrupt and disproducing signatures (r, w1 ) and (r, w2 ), then k can be
qualified. Otherwise, the dealer broadcasts the share
easily computed as k = (w1 − w2 )−1 (m1 − m2 ) mod q,
g(i) of each complaining participant Pi , if the share is
which then allows recovery of the secret key.
consistent, Pi is disqualified, otherwise, if the share
is inconsistent with the commitments or the dealer
5.3 Threshold Cryptography Tools
does not respond, then the dealer is disqualified. In
the reconstruction phase of the secret, all the parIn this subsection, we review the threshold cryptograticipants are able to check the validity of the share
phy tools that will be used in building our SecureCoin.
broadcasted by any of the other participants by verAll theses tools are based on the well-known polynoifying with the published commitments to filter out
mial/Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. We describe the
inconsistent shares and safely perform the Lagrange
elliptic curve version of these tools, in order to be directly
interpolation. When it comes to the distributed genapplied for the implementation of SecureCoin.
eration of a secret key s and the joint computation
1 PUB FIPS. 186–2. digital signature standard (dss). US departof sG mod p, Feldman-VSS alone is not secure due
ment of commerce/national institute of standards and technology.
to the attacks attempted in [19, 24].
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EC Pedersen-VSS. The trick is to perform double exponentiation to allow randomization of the broadcasted commitments. The public parameters in this
VSS are p, q and G as in Feldman-VSS and another
generator point H, subject to the condition that
logG H is unknown and assumed hard toPcompute.
t
j
In addition to the polynomial g(x) =
j=0 aj x
mod q with the secret s as the free term, the dealer
constructs another polynomial
Pt as a randomization
j
t-degree polynomial r(x) =
mod q. He
j=0 bj x
secretly delivers (g(i), r(i)) to participant Pi ∀i =
1, ..., n. The dealer also publishes the commitments
Cj = aj G + bj H mod p ∀j = 0, · · · , t. Each participant Pi is able to verify the consistency ofPhis share
t
j
g(i) by checking that, g(i)G + r(i)H =
j=0 i Cj
mod p. If this check fails for any share g(i), Pi broadcasts a complaint. If more than t participants broadcast a complaint, then at least one of these participants is honest about his complaint and the dealer
is disqualified. Otherwise the dealer broadcasts the
pair (g(i), r(i)) for each complaining participant Pi ,
if the pair is consistent, Pi is disqualified, otherwise,
if the pair is inconsistent with the commitments or if
the dealer does not respond, then the dealer is disqualified. During reconstruction, any participant can
verify the validity of the share broadcasted by any
other participant via the published commitments to
reject invalid shares and correctly computes the interpolation.
5.3.3

Joint Secret Sharing

Joint secret sharing are schemes to allow the participants
to jointly share a secret among themselves in the absence
of a dealer.
Joint random secret sharing (JR-SS). JR-SS [26]
allows a set of n participants to jointly share
a random secret among themselves without the
assistance of a dealer. Each participant Pi ∈ P
chooses a random integer ki ∈ Zq and plays the
dealer’s role to share ki among the participants
Pt
over a t-degree polynomial gi (x) = ki + j=1 aj xj
mod q. Each participant Pi ∈ P simply sums the
shares he receives fromPthe other participants to
n
compute a share g(i) = j=1 gj (i) which is a point
on a t-degree polynomial g(x)
Pn with its free term
equals a random secret k = i=1 ki mod q.
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has to compute his share on aPt-degree polynomial,
n
g(x) with its free term g(0) = i=1 ki mod q.
Joint zero secret sharing (JZ-SS). This scheme is a
special case of the JR-SS. As implied by the name of
the scheme, the random secret shared by each participant is a zero. After execution of a JZ-SS scheme,
each participant holds a share g(i) on a t-degree polynomial g(x) with its free term g(0) equals zero. This
scheme is always employed when we need to randomize the shares, without changing the value of the secret.
Joint zero verifiable secret sharing (JZ-VSS).
Similar to JR-VSS, to with stand malicious behavior
of at most t < n/2 participants in the JZ-SS, the
JZ-VSS combines the JZ-SS with Feldman- VSS
or Pedersen-VSS. In this scheme, each participant
Pi ∈ P plays the dealer’s role in the VSS protocol
to share a zero among the other participants.
Complaints are solved as in the JR-VSS protocol.
The shares are computed by each participant sums
what he has to compute his share on a t-degree
polynomial, g(x) with its free term equals zero.
5.3.4

Joint Verifiable Multiplication (JVM) of
Shared Secrets

Consider two secret values a and b, respectively shared
over t-degree polynomials A(x) and B(x), the joint verifiable multiplication subroutine [4] computes µ = ab
mod q in a robust and secure way with no information
revealed about neither a nor b. Each participant Pi locally computes C(i) = A(i)B(i) mod q which is a share
on a 2t-degree polynomial C(x) = A(x)B(x) mod q with
C(0) = µ. There is still a security problem; publishing
and interpolating the shares C(1), · · · , C(n) reveals information about A(x) and B(x), therefore, it is necessary to
randomize the shares of C(x). To randomize the shares
without changing the secret value C(0), the participants
run JZ-VSS to share a zero over a 2t-degree polynomial
R(x) with R(0) = 0. Each participant Pi finally computes and broadcasts D(i) = C(i) + R(i). The result µ
could be computed by interpolating the 2t-degree polynomial D(x) using the Berlekamp-Welch decoder2 to filter
out bad shares. Since we are interpolating a polynomial
of degree deg = 2t and we have a maximum of t malicious participants (i.e.there are at most t possible faults),
the Berlekamp-Welch bound implies that, the number of
shares needed in order to correctly interpolate the polynomial is at least deg + 2f aults + 1 = 4t + 1. Consequently,
we need n > 4t. This bound on n could be reduced to
3t + 1 if the participants run a polynomial degree reduction subroutine just before applying the Berlekamp-Welch
decoding.

Joint random verifiable secret sharing (JR-VSS).
To withstand malicious behavior of at most t < n/2
participants during the JR-SS, JR-VSS combines
JR-SS with Feldman or Pedersen-VSS. In this
scheme, each participant Pi ∈ P chooses a random
secret integer ki ∈ Zq and plays the dealer’s role
in the VSS protocol to share this secret among the
2 L. R. Welch and E. R. Berlekamp. Error correction for algeother participants. Complaints are solved as in the braic block codes. Google Patents, December 30 1986. US Patent
VSS scheme. Finally, each participant sums what he 4,633,470.
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5.3.5

Joint Verifiable Reciprocal (JVR) of a
Shared Secret

In our SecureCoin, we are faced with the following problem. Given some secret value k, shared among the participants, compute shares of the reciprocal of k mod q
while k is kept secret. Each participant Pi already holds
a share g(i) representing a point on a t-degree polynomial
g(x) with g(0) = k. To compute shares of k −1 mod q,
we need n > 4t participants to run the reciprocal protocol [3] (or n > 3t in case polynomial degree reduction
is employed) as follows: (i) The participants run the JRVSS, which results in each participant holds a share v(i)
of a random secret v over some polynomial of degree t.
(ii) The participants run the JVM subroutine and reconstruct µ = kv mod q, with no information revealed about
k or v. (iii) Each participant Pi computes his share of the
reciprocal as µ−1 v(i) mod q, which is a share over a tdegree polynomial with its free term equals k −1 mod q.

5.4

6

Our SecureCoin Protocol

In this section, we describe in details our SecureCoin Protocol. Our protocol runs in three stages, each consists of
few phases:
Stage 1. Aggregated temporary deposit.
Phase 1.1. Distributed generation of A.
Phase 1.2. Joint deposit of the coins.
Stage 2. Shuffling of destination addresses.
Phase 2.1. Destination addresses generation.
Phase 2.2. Oblivious shuffling.
Phase 2.3. Accusations resolution (if exist).
Stage 3. Coins distribution.

Mixnets to Multiparty Secret Shuffle 6.1

Since the introduction of Chaums mixing network,
mixnet [9] and dinning cryptographers problem, DCnet [8]
thirty years ago, a number of anonymous authentication protocols have been developed. The mixnet family
schemes use a set of mix servers that mix the received
messages to make the communication paths ambiguous.
The security of mixnet is based on the trust relationship of
the mixers, and cannot provide unconditional anonymity.
In [35], inspection of Chaum’s scheme [9] showed that
the scheme is linkable. In Chaums scheme, the encryption
function was assumed to be a one-way trapdoor permutation, such as the textbook version of RSA scheme. As
a result, anyone can take an output message, encrypt it
again and check with the input messages they obtain. In
this way, the mix can be reversed. To prevent this reencryption and possible size matching of the incoming
flow and output flow, all messages are resized through
random string padding to be of the same size. The output messages from the mix will be indistinguishable to
adversaries, and therefore we can prevent traffic analysis of network transmissions. This will also ensure that
no item is processed more than once. By discarding the
repeated input messages, replay attacks can also be prevented. Otherwise, an attacker can repeat the input message and observe which output message is repeated. In
this way, the relation of input messages and output messages can be discovered and the claimed anonymity is lost.
Several mixnets have also been designed based on zeroknowledge proofs and stronger security assumptions to
guarantee delivery or to detect and exclude misbehaving
participants. These schemes include flash mixes [27], hybrid mixes [28, 33], and provable shuffles [7, 15, 32]. The
Dissent scheme [10] for anonymous messaging allows a
group of participants to communicate messages in a private and anonymous way through verifiable secret shuffling.
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Aggregated Temporary Deposit

The goal of this stage is to allow the peers to aggregate
and deposit the required coins in a temporary aggregation address (ECDSA public-key), A, as a form of commitment. The aggregated coins must not be spent by any
individual peer that could behave maliciously to steal the
aggregated coins. Hence, the private key corresponding
to this address A must be protected against minority of
malicious peers. To achieve this, the corresponding private key is generated on a verifiable threshold bases and
the public-key A is jointly computed such that, none of
the peers has any information about the private key. Yet,
still a transaction from this address A can be performed
through threshold computation of the signature.
6.1.1

Distributed Generation of A

The peers jointly generate the aggregation address, A, as
follows:
Step 1. The peers execute JR-VSS with Pedersen-VSS
commitments. The execution results in each peer Pi
holds a share S(i) of a secret s ∈R Zq∗ over a t-degree
polynomial S(x) with S(0) = s.
Step 2. The peers that are not disqualified in the JRVSS in the previous step publish Feldman-VSS commitments
Pt to their shared polynomial. I.e., if Si (x) =
si + j=1 aj xj is the polynomial of peer Pi , Pi publishes si G and aj G mod p ∀j = 1, · · · , t.
Step 3. For any peer Pi who receives at least one valid
complaint, the other peers join together to reconstruct his polynomial Si (x) and the values si G and
aj G mod p ∀j = 1, · · · , t in the clear.
Step 4. Finally, the remaining
good peers join to safely
Pn
compute A = sG = i=1 si G mod p.
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At this point, each peer Pi holds a share S(i) of an
ECDSA private-key s over a polynomial of degree t and
have jointly computed the temporary aggregation address
A = sG mod p. The disqualified peers in the above subroutine are kicked out and prevented from further participating in the rest of the protocol. In Bitcoin, the peer’s
address is actually a hashed version of the public key.
However, for simplicity and wlog, along the work in this
paper, we assume that the peer’s address is the ECDSA
public key.

Figure 1: Deposit of the coins in the aggregation address

6.1.2

Joint Deposit of the Coins

The deposit of the coins in the aggregation address A is
done in the standard way of Bitcoin transaction. Given
that each peer Pi is holding the private key Iki corresponding to his input address Ii , the peers jointly generate one single transaction, as shown in Figure 1, containing the peers input addresses, I1 , · · · , In , as inputs and
nx
the aggregation address A as output, {I1 , · · · , In } −−→ A.
Notice that a transaction with several input addresses is
only valid if it has been signed with all keys belonging to
those input addresses [29, 37]. Thus each peer can verify
whether the generated joint transaction sends the correct
amount of money to the aggregation address, if this is not
true, the peer just refuses to sign the transaction. If more
than t peers refuse, the protocol aborts without transferring any coins. The peers do not proceed in the execution
of the protocol until all the transactions are completed
successfully and confirmed on the Bitcoin ledger. For n
peers, there must be an amount of nx coins in the address
A. The peers that do not contribute their signature are
considered opted out of the protocol.

6.2

Shuffling of Destination Addresses

In this stage it is required that every peer Pi generates
a fresh ephemeral personal encryption/decryption public
key pair (pki , ski ) of an IND-CCA secure public key cryptosystem and broadcasts the resulting public encryption
key pki .

6.2.1
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Destination Addresses Generation

Each peer Pi locally generates for himself a destination
address Di as in the standard Bitcoin address generation,
as if Pi is going to make a transaction Ii → Di . This
address Di is kept secret for Pi at the moment. Each Participant Pi commits himself to his address Di by broadcasting ei = εpki (Di ) as the public key encryption of his
address Di .
6.2.2

Oblivious Shuffling

The peers shuffle the freshly generated destination addresses, D1 , · · · , Dn , in an oblivious manner [37], similar
to the well known mix network of Chaum [30]. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. First, the peers are lexicographically ordered according to their input addresses. Each
peer Pi uses the encryption keys of each peer Pj>i to create a layered encryption of his output address. Then, the
peers perform a sequential shuffling, starting with peer
P1 : Each peer Pi expects to receive i − 1 ciphertexts from
Pi−1 . Upon reception, each peer strips one layer of encryption from the ciphertexts, adds her own ciphertext
and randomly shuffles the resulting set, according to his
picked permutation π. Pi sends the shuffled set of ciphertexts to the next peer Pi+1 . If everybody acts according
to the protocol, the decryption performed by the last peer
results in a shuffled list of output addresses. The last peer
broadcasts this list.
Each peer checks that his address exists in the broadcasted list and broadcasts a confirmation of existence. If
a peer Pi does not find his address in the list he broadcasts a complaint (accusation). The peers enter an accusation resolution subroutine to solve this accusation.
Notice that, a peer Pi that does not find his address in
the list and keeps silent (i.e., does not broadcast neither a
confirmation nor an accusation) is considered halted and
is kicked out of the protocol.
6.2.3

Accusations Resolution (If Exist)

The peer Pi who broadcasted a complaint/accusation
must be checked for his honesty. Pi is instructed to broadcast his ephemeral private key ski . Recall that each Pi
has already broadcasted the commitment ei = εpki (Di ).
The rest of the peers proceed to check the honesty of Pi .
Each peer Pj performs as follows:
• Using ski , decrypts for Di .
• Checks whether Di is in the list of the shuffled destination addresses.
• If Di is in the list, Pj broadcasts a complaint against
Pi .
Finally, in case more than t peers broadcast a complaint
against Pi , then Pi is deemed corrupt and kicked out of
the protocol. The peers exit the accusation resolution
subroutine. Otherwise, the peers declare Pi as honest
about his complaint.
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6.3
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Coins Distribution

The Coins distribution stage is shown in Figure 3. Let n∗
be the number of kicked peers after the deposit of their
x coins in the aggregation address. For the n remaining
good peers, in this phase, the Bitcoin distribution form
(one input to multiple recipients) is used to transfer an
amount nx coins from the aggregation address A as a one
input address to the output addresses, Dπ(1) , · · · , Dπ(n) ,
and n∗ x coins back to the input addresses, Ii1 , · · · , Iin∗
of the peers that were kicked out after their deposit, such
that, each address receives an exact amount of x coins. In
this case the peers must join to sign the transaction, T =
(n+n∗ )x

A −−−−−→ {Dπ(1) , · · · , Dπ(n) , Ii1 , · · · , Iin∗ }. Let m =
H(T ) and recall that each peer Pi holds a share S(i) of the
ECDSA private key s and that the corresponding public
key is A = sG, the peers join to sign m and submit as
follows.

Figure 2: Oblivious shuffling of destination addresses
If the peer Pi passes the above checks, then Pi is declared honest about his complaint, but not necessarily
honest about his behavior in the protocol. Still the accusation has not been solved. To proceed in solving the
accusation, each peer Pi opens (broadcasts) everything;
Figure 3: Coins distribution stage
the destination address Di , the ephemeral decryption key
ski and the shuffled patterns. Each peer Pi performs as
follows:
Step 1. The peers execute a Pedersens JR-VSS. At the
end, every peer Pi holds a share K(i) of a secret
• Using skj , decrypts for Dj for all j = 1, · · · , n.
k ∈R Zq∗ over a polynomial K(x) of degree t, with
• Checks whether Dj is in the list of shuffled destinaK(0) = k. Each peer broadcasts Gi = K(i)G
tion addresses for all j = 1, · · · , n.
mod p.
• If the above check fails for any j, Pi broadcasts a Step 2. Each peer broadcasts Feldman-VSS commitcomplaint against Pj .
ments (i.e. to the base G) of all his picked random
polynomials during JR-VSS in the previous step.
If any peer Pj receives complaints from more than t peers,
These commitments allow the peers to validate the
Pj is deemed corrupt and is kicked out of the protocol.
quantities Gi .
Finally, all peers check the correctness of the performed
shuffling and raise complaints against the misbehaved Step 3. Each peer is able to locally compute (x, y) = kG
peer. The peers kick out any peer that receives more
by Lagrange interpolation and r = x mod q.
than t complaints. After all bad peers are kicked out of
the protocol, the rest of the good peers repeat the ad- Step 4. The peers that are not disqualified in the predress generation phase, then the shuffling phase, using
vious JR-VSS run the JVR subroutine, at the end,
new fresh pseudonyms and ephemeral keys.
each peer Pi holds a share K 0 (i) of the reciprocal k −1
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mod q over a t-degree polynomial (with polynomial
degree reduction) K 0 (x) with K 0 (0) = k −1 .
Step 5. The peers run an instant of the JZ-VSS to share
a zero secret. At the end each peer holds a share Z(i)
over a t-degree polynomial Z(x) with Z(0) = 0.
Step 6. Each peer Pi now holds a share S(i) of s, a share
K 0 (i) of k −1 and a share Z(i) of 0. All peers know the
quantities r and m. Each peer Pi locally computes
and broadcasts, ωi = K 0 (i)[m+rS(i)]+Z(i) mod q.
Step 7. Using Berlekamp-Welch decoder, any peer is
able to compute ω = k −1 (m + rs) mod q.
Step 8. All peers now know the Bitcoin ECDSA signature (r, ω) which is submitted to the Bitcoin system for verification and confirmation in the Bitcoin
ledger.
Remark 1. The above subprotocol requires a number of
peers n > 4t. This bound on n could be reduced to n >
3t, if the peers run a polynomial degree reduction after
each run of a JVM subroutine. Simply, assume a secret
z shared on a t0 -degree polynomial. Each peer shares his
share of z over a t-degree polynomial. Finally, each peer
sums the shares he receives from the other peers, to obtain
a share on a t-degree polynomial for the same secret z.

7

Security Analysis

In this section we give a rigor analysis of the security of
SecureCoin.

7.1

Secrecy, Robustness & Revocation

In the core of the SecureCoin protocol, the joint generation of the private key of the aggregation address A (which
is a uniformly distributed random value s) is shared on a
threshold basis and the value A = sG is publicly known.
The protocol is t-secure, i.e., in the presence of at most t
malicious peers:
Correctness.
• Any subset of t + 1 valid shares will always reconstruct to the same private key s.
• Any peer is able to locally compute the common
public key A.
• The secret s is uniformly distributed in Zq and
hence, A is uniformly distributed in the subgroup generated by G.
Secrecy. A coalition of at most t peers learns no information about s except for what could be implied from
the value A itself.
Robustness. From the security of robust threshold cryptography, at most t maliciously active peers will not
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disrupt the correctness of the protocol and will always be detected and disqualified. Executing the JRVSS using Feldman-VSS alone has some security vulnerabilities. Malicious peers can deviate the uniform
distribution of the result of Feldman’s JR-VSS to a
non-uniform distribution according to the attack described in [20]. More precisely, in case only FeldmanVSS is used, the attack works as follows: Assume
that two traitors peers (say P1 and P2 ) want to bias
the distribution towards values of A whose last bit is
zero. P1 gives members, P3 , · · · , Pt+2 , shares which
are inconsistent with his broadcasted values, the rest
of the members receive consistent shares. Thus, there
will be t complaints against P1 , yet t complaints are
not enoughPfor disqualification.P The traitors comn
n
pute α = i=1 si G and β = i=2 si G. In case α
ends with ”0” then P1 will do nothing and continue
the protocol as written. If α ends with ”1” then force
the disqualification of P1 , this is achieved by asking
P2 to also broadcast a complaint against P1 , which
brings the number of complaints to t + 1. This action
sets the public value A to β, which ends with ”0” with
probability 1/2. An illustrative example is as follows:
Let ”00”, ”01”, ”10”, ”11” be the possible two MSBs
of A. Now, if A ends with zero (”00” or ”01”) then let
α be, but if A ends with one (”10” or ”11”) then P2
complains (let β be) and hence the probability that
A ends with one (i.e. ”11”) is 1/2 (notice that ”11”
is the only case that makes the attack fails), hence,
the attack fails with probability 1/4 and so we have.
Thus effectively, the traitors have forced strings ending in ”0” to appear with probability 3/4 rather than
1/2. One must notice that synchronous broadcast
does not prevent such attack to take place. Hence,
the third requirement for correctness and the secrecy
requirement dramatically fail. Unlike Feldman-VSS,
in Pedersen-VSS, the malicious peers view is independent of the value of the secret s, and therefore
the secrecy of s is unconditional, which eliminates
the possibility of this attack.
Revocation. Our protocol ensures that any malicious
peer will be detected as soon as possible and will
be revoked from the protocol. In Stage 1, the distributed generation of the aggregation address A employs JR-VSS for sharing the ECDSA private key,
which allows every peer to verify the correctness of
any quantity he receives from other peers. Any published malicious quantity will be detected by all good
peers, if a good peer raises an accusation against a
malicious peer, then all good peers will raise this accusation and since there are more good peers than
bad peers, the malicious peer (through majority voting) will be revoked. In Phase 1.2, the signing of
the transaction with several input addresses is valid
if it has been signed with all keys belonging to those
input addresses. The signing of each peer is visible to every other peer, therefore, the peer with an
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incorrect signature will always be detectable by all
other peers and revoked by good peers. In Stage 2,
the accusation resolution (Phase 2.3), ensures that
any malicious peer during the oblivious shuffling will
be detected by other good peers and revoked. The
Coins distribution (Stage 3), employs verifiable secret sharing where, again, ensures the detection and
revocation of any malicious peer. Step 7 in the Coins
distribution employs the Berlekamp-Welch decoder,
which is capable of filtering out any faulty shares
and ensures the correct computation of the final signature.

7.2

Anonymity and Unlinkability
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types of transactions in the same standard way of Bitcoin transactions, which make the transactions intended
for anonymity by a group of peers in SecureCoin indistinguishable from transactions made by thousands of individual peers over the globe for different purposes.
One problem remains, that may threaten the above
indistinguishability. The amount x transfered to/from
the aggregation address is fixed. Blockchain observers
may observe that (i) some fixed amount x is transfered to
an address A0 from multiple addresses and (ii) the same
amount x leaves this address A0 to multiple addresses.
Hence, this address A0 is more likely to be an aggregation address used for anonymity purpose. Although the
observer cannot map an input address to the corresponding destination address, just knowing that these addresses
are more likely to be involved in an anonymous transaction (i.e. belong to the same set of peers) is a security
vulnerability that must be solved. To fix this problem,
notice that it is unlikely that all peers have exactly the
same amount x as an unspent transaction. A peer Pi may
have some arbitrary xi as an unspent transaction. In case
xi < x, then Pi does not qualify to participate from the
very beginning. Now, each peer Pi prepares the transacxi
xi −x
tion Ii −→
A and a return transaction A −−
−→ Di∗ , where
∗
Di is a new fresh pseudonym (destination address) for
xi
Pi . The transactions Ii −→
A are signed in the aggregation phase as described while the return transactions
xi −x
A −−
−→ Di∗ are signed as part of the transaction in the
coins distribution stage to return the change back to their
new addresses. In this way, the aggregation and distribution transactions are made with different amount of funds
and so the problem is solved.

Unlinkability and randomness depend on the shuffling of
destination addresses stage. If there is a raised accusation in the shuffling phase of this stage, the protocol enters
the accusations resolution phase where all accusations are
solved, malicious peers are kicked out and destination addresses of malicious peers are burnt. Given the threshold t
which is the maximum number of possible malicious peers,
if at least t + 1 peers raise an accusation against a certain
peer, then at least one peer is honest about his accusation. The employed ephemeral public key encryption is
IND-CCA secure, which means that an adversary cannot
link destination addresses from the broadcasted ciphertexts e1 , · · · , en , as they are randomized by the nature
of a CCA secure cryptosystem. Based on observations of
the blockchain an attacker can try to guess the mapping
between a participant’s input and output address. The
set of addresses among which the attacker has to guess is
the anonymity set and its size is the achieved anonymity
level. A larger anonymity set leads to a smaller probabil7.2.2 Indistinguishability of Participating Peers
ity of a correct guess and hence more anonymity. In the
following, we analyze peer’s anonymity against blockchain The participating peers inevitably learn which input and
observers (outsiders) and against participating peers.
output addresses are involved in the shuffling operation,
as they have to sign the corresponding transactions and
release them to the Bitcoin network. However, since par7.2.1 Indistinguishability of Blockchains
ticipating peers do not learn which output belongs to
We emphasize that, Blockchain observers are outsiders, which input address, the anonymity level against particii.e., they have absolutely no contact with any of the peers pating peers is equal to the remaining number of particparticipated in the protocol. The SecureCoin protocol ipants n after all accusations have been solved, which is
uses two types of transaction forms: Aggregation trans- as good as in the CoinShuffle protocol. Notice that, by
action and Distribution transaction. Both of these trans- nature, the shuffling is insecure if the number of particiaction forms are widely used individually by thousands pating peers are less than three. Since, for two peers, one
of Bitcoin peers. Aggregation transactions are used by peer will recognize his destination address and immedia peer –for example– to clean his wallet, i.e., when the ately maps the other address to the other peer.
peer has many pseudonyms in his wallet he uses the aggregation form to transfer his coins simultaneously from
7.3 Protection Against Sabotage Attacks
different pseudonyms to a single new fresh pseudonym
and wipes out the old pseudonyms. Also, they are used Peers that may withdraw trying – not only to disrupt the
when a peer is buying goods which cost a large amount progress of the protocol – but to make other participating
of coins, so he spends the amount of coins from several peers loose their funds with impossibility to return these
input addresses of his own to the seller’s address. On the funds back to their input addresses. It is Ok that the
other hand, distribution forms are used by an individual protocol is disrupted and terminated with the coins of
peer when he wants to distribute funds (e.g. salary) to each participating peer still in their wallets. In this case,
multiple employees addresses. SecureCoin uses these two the success of the protocol based on the existence of at
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most t malicious peers is accepted. However, it is not
accepted at all that the peers may loose their funds given
this threshold, while the saboteur peers may run away
without loosing the same amount of funds too.
We show that our protocol ensures that such an attempted attack will not succeed without the same loss
from the attackers as the good peers. In fact, the sabotage
attack becomes serious after the coins has been transfered
from the peers accounts to another address. In SecureCoin, once the aggregation address A is established and
the malicious peers are disqualified, the remaining peers
jointly deposit their coins in A simultaneously. Since individual deposit of each peer allows possible saboteur peers
(exceeding the threshold) to withdraw after few transactions have been made, leaving other peers unable to even
jointly return their deposits back to their input addresses.
Simultaneous deposit ensures that either, the protocol will
be terminated without a loss or, the saboteurs will loose
their coins too. Therefore, they are unlikely to misbehave
after the deposit phase. This is actually a great improvement over the CoinParty protocol, where the mixing peers
controlling the temporary address do not have any financial share in the addresses and hence, they may run away
leaving the input peers stuck with their coins in the temporary addresses with no way to undo the transactions.
Finally, as has been shown, our protocol does not prevent a sabotage attack to take place, actually it is impossible to prevent it. However, the protocol ensures that if
such attack is attempted, then either, no body will loose,
or every body will loose.

7.4

Unforgeability

Our protocol employs the ECDSA in the same way used
by the Bitcoin ecosystem. To a verifier, the generated
signature by our protocol is completely indistinguishable
from a signature generated by a Bitcoin wallet. Therefore,
given that the Bitcoin signature is unforgeable, and that
our threshold key generation is t-secure, our protocol is
also unforgeable by an adversary that is able to corrupt
at most t peers.

does not provide deniability against participating peers
as long as they knew the aggregation address A. Deniability in this case is an outstanding problem in SMC in
general and not due to our protocol. Next we show that
the claimed deniabilty against input peers of CoinParty
is questionable. CoinParty authors stated that, Deniability against mixing peers is not achieved because they
learn which in-and-output addresses participated in the
mixing during the shuffling phase. Mixing peers also know
the identities of the input peers. We argue that mixing
peers are outsiders with malicious minority, and hence,
the claimed deniability of CoinParty fails.

8

Evaluation and Comparisons

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of SecureCoin
and compare its performance to recent protocols.

8.1

Deniability

Deniability against outsiders is achieved by the indistinguishability of the SecureCoin transactions and normal
transactions. We argue that if there are at any point
many more non-SecureCoin aggregated and distributed
transactions than SecureCoin transactions in the Bitcoin
network, a peer can plausibly deny having participated
in SecureCoin. Our inspection of the public ledger shows
that there are indeed many non-SecureCoin transactions
of the same form as those issued by SecureCoin. Aslo, deniability holds against SecureCoin peers that were kicked
out of the protocol prior to the establishment of the aggregation address A. Since, in this case, those kicked out
peers do not know neither, the aggregation address nor
the input addresses of other peers. However, SecureCoin

Full Compatibility

The deviation of SecureCoin is transparent to standard
Bitcoin clients since, Bitcoin ecosystem is not concerned
how the ECDSA keys are generated as long as they are
a valid Bitcoin ECDSA key pair. Also, Bitcoin ecosystem is not concerned how the signature is performed as
long as the signature is a valid Bitcoin signature and the
transaction is in the correct form. In other words, the
Bitcoin ecosystem is the verifier while the peer’s wallet is
the generator of the transaction. Bitcoin has nothing to
do with the peer’s wallet and how it generates and signs
transactions as long as they are in the correct form. In our
threshold ECDSA, a verifier receiving a signature cannot
distinguish whether this signature is generated by a single signer or by a group of signers on a threshold basis.
Hence, SecureCoin is fully compatible with the Bitcoin
ecosystem.

8.2
7.5

307

Cost Efficiency

It is known that the processing of a Bitcoin transaction of
roughly less than 1KB will not be charged. The amount
charged per 1KB defaults to 0.0001 XBT. Let ni and no
be the number of input addresses and output addresses
of a transaction respectively. The size S of a transaction,
assuming compressed public keys, could be roughly estimated based on the simple formula, S = 148ni +34no +10
Bytes3 . SecureCoin requires two transactions: An aggregation transaction with ni = n and no = 1 and a distribution transaction with ni = 1 and no = n. For n = 6
participants, based on this formula, the first transaction
is of size S = 932 Bytes while the second is of size S = 362
Bytes. Hence, no processing fees are due.
3 http://bitcoinfees.com/
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Figure 4: Number of scalar multiplications of SecureCoin for the threshold-ECDSA at different values of the threshold
and the number of peers: blue (n > 4t), red (n > 3t).

8.3

Computation Complexity

Consider the joint generation of the address A. This requires one invocation of a JR-VSS which by its turn requires 2(t + 1) + 2(n − 1) EC point multiplications.
Now Consider the threshold ECDSA signature in the
Coins distribution stage. In step 1, the JR-VSS with
Pedersen-VSS requires 2(t + 1) + 2(n − 1) EC point multiplications. Step 2, requires no extra computations by
each peer. Step 3, requires each peer to perform Lagrange interpolation on the broadcasted values in step 2,
and hence, requires t + 1 EC point multiplications. Step
4, requires the JR-VSS inside the JVR subroutine over
2t-degree polynomial, which requires 2(2t + 1) + 2(n − 1).
In Step 5, the JZ-VSS is similar to the JR-VSS in step
1. Step 6, 7 and 8, requires no EC point multiplications.
These total 8t + 6n + 1 EC point multiplications that
must be performed by each peer. The above computations assume n > 4t. In case n > 3t the computation
complexity increases due to the employment of polynomial degree reduction in step 4. In this case, it requires
a total of t2 + 10t + 8n EC point multiplications. These
are illustrated graphically in Figure 4 for different values
of the threshold and number of participating peers.
We notify the recent work of [18] that may provide
a slightly improved efficiency for the implementation of
threshold ECDSA. However, the protocol in [18], although
it is unforgeable, it sacrifices robustness for the sake of
efficiency and is not suitable for the goals of SecureCoin.

8.4

CoinParty has the major problem of its vulnerability to
sabotage attacks. Saboteur peers involved in the mixing
and holding the private keys of the temporary addresses
may abort the protocol after the input peers make their
deposit, leaving them stuck with the impossibility to refund. The saboteurs did not loose any thing, since they
have no share in the funds. They also may conspire to
steal the coins. Our protocol ensures that if such sabotage attack is attempted, then either, the protocol terminates with all peers, including the saboteurs loosing their
funds, or the protocol terminates with no loss at all. This
is ensured by phase 1.2 of stage 1, joint deposit ensures
that all peers will contribute in the deposit of the same
amount x. A transaction with several input addresses is
only valid if it has been signed with all keys belonging to
those input addresses. Therefore, this phase ensures the
simultaneous contribution of funds.
CoinParty runs multiple instants of the threshold key
generation and the threshold digital signature (n instants). These protocols are complex by nature as we
have shown, so running multiple instants is significantly
complex specially if these protocols are supposed to run
on smart devices. Figure 5, shows a comparison between
our SecureCoin protocol and CoinParty for different values of the threshold and number of peers. It illustrates
the dramatic increase in the number of EC point multiplications required in CoinParty over that required by
SecureCoin. SecureCoin invokes the threshold protocols
only once. This provides a significant complexity improvement over CoinParty.

Comparisons

In this subsection, we compare the complexity and secu- 8.4.2 With CoinShuffle
rity of our protocol with previous protocols.
The cost-efficiency of our protocol proves efficiency over
CoinShuffle. This is illustrated in Figure 6. It shows that,
8.4.1 With CoinParty
for n = 6, our protocol requires one aggregation transacBased on the transaction size, CoinParty is more efficient tion of size 932 Bytes and one distribution transaction
since all transactions are one-to-one. However, the em- of size 362 Bytes. On the other hand the CoinShuffle
ployed mixing peers will not provide their services for free. requires one multi-input multi-output transaction of size
In addition, they are many (at least 4). We cannot give 1102 Bytes which is charged. Increasing n, Figure 6 shows
any estimate of the cost because this has not been stan- that as long as n < 14 our protocol charges the particidardized yet. However, the cost will be relatively high to pants with only 1KB, while this is limited to n < 11 in
avoid sabotage.
the CoinShuffle protocol. The CoinShuffle protocol has
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Figure 5: The number of scalar multiplications required
by SecureCoin and CoinParty (m=number of mixing
peers, n=number of input peers)

Let MM denotes a modular multiplication operation while
MA denotes a modular addition operation. The EC point
addition (PA) requires 8MM+3MA operations. On the
other hand, a point doubling requires 3MM+4MA operations [21]. The most basic technique for performing
an EC scalar multiplication (SM), kG for an integer k,
is the double-and-add method, which works in a similar
way as the square-and-multiply method for exponentiation. Given a scalar k of a length of n bits, the doubleand-add approach executes n point doubling and on the
average of n/2 point additions; the exact number of point
additions depends on the Hamming weight of k. Therefore, the overall cost of the double-and-add method to
perform SM amounts to 3n + 8n/2 = 7n multiplications
and 4n + 3n = 2 = 5.5n squarings over Fp .
A better strategy for computing kG is to decompose
the n-bit scalar k into two half-length integers k1 and
k2 (often referred to as balanced length-two representation of k [21]). As a result, the overall cost amounts
to (0.5n)(3) + (0.375n)(8) = 4.3n multiplications and
(0.5n)(4) + (0.375n)(3) = 3.125n squarings in Fp . However, the Hamming density can be reduced to 0.5 (on
average) by representing k1 and k2 in Joint Sparse Form
(JSF) [39], which, in turn, cuts the number of point additions by roughly one third to 0.5(n = 2) = 0.25n. In this
case, the total cost of computing kP is reduced to – on the
average of – (0.5n)(3) + (0.25n)(8) = 3.5n multiplications
and (0.5n)(4) + (0.25n)(3) = 2.75n squarings in Fp .
To evaluate the computation time of our protocol, an
implementation of the basic field arithmetic over prime
field Fp for a 256-bit p secp256k1 on a mobile phone is
shown in Table 1. This below-moderate specifications mobile device runs Android OS V2.3 on a CPU 1 GHz Scorpion and 768 MB RAM.

Transaction size in bytes

a security vulnerability that the last peer in the Shuffle
protocol knows the set of shuffled destination addresses in
the clear and the set of input addresses. This allows him
to rearrange the shuffled version in a way to map certain
input addresses to certain output addresses and benefit
from this behavior specially if he collaborates with others
in the protocol. SecureCoin eliminates this vulnerability
since the set of input addresses and the set of destination
addresses are isolated by the aggregation address A.
The bulk (exactly n-input to exactly n-output) transaction performed by CoinShuffle for a significant number
of addresses is not a commonly used form by Bitcoin and
makes it distinguishable by the ledger’s observers as this
type of transaction is rarely to be performed by an individual. Actually, there is no reason for an individual
to perform such a costly transaction. Our protocol avoids
this type of transaction. Instead, the aggregation transaction and the distribution transaction used in our protocol
are performed frequently by many individuals in the Bitcoin network.
Table 1: Computation time of basic field arithmetic operations on a mobile phone (HTC-Desire)
5,000
Operation
Computation time
Multiplication
990.2 ns
4,000
Addition
121.2 ns
3,000
Subtraction
129.5 ns
Inverse
190.1 µs
2,000
Squaring
859.5 ns
1,000

Based on Table 1, we can determine the time taken
by this device to perform EC operations. The SM op0
5
10
15
20
25
eration requires, (3.5)(990.2 ns)(256 bits) = 0.88 ms,
Number of peers (n)
plus (2.75)(859.5ns)(256 bits) = 0.6 ms. Hence, a scalar
multiplication
takes about 1.5 ms. Let P1 = (x1 , y1 ),
SecureCoin distribution transaction
P2 = (x2 , y2 ) and P3 = (x3 , y3 ) be three points on the
SecureCoin aggregated transaction
CoinShuffle transaction
elliptic curve. Now let P3 = P1 + P2 . P3 is computed as follows: compute λ = (y2 − y1 ) = (x2 − x1 ),
Figure 6: Comparison of transaction size between Coin- v = (y1 x2 − y2 x1 ) = (x2 − x1 ), x3 = λ2 − x1 − x2 and
y3 = λ(x1 − x3 ) − y1 . All computations are modulo p.
Shuffle and SecureCoin
Now we can concretely find what it takes to perform one
0
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point addition on the EC. Computing λ requires two modular subtractions and one modular inversion. Computing
v (given λ was computed) requires two modular multiplications and one modular subtraction. Computing x3 requires one modular squaring and one modular subtraction
while y3 requires two modular subtractions and one modular multiplication. These totals six modular subtractions, one modular inversion, one modular squaring and
three modular multiplications. From Table 1, we have for
one point addition, 6(0.1295µs) + 190.1µs + 0.8595µs +
3(0.9902µs) = 0.195 ms. These are summarized in Table 2.
The above implementation shows that scalar multiplication on elliptic curve is expensive compared to other
modular operations. Based on Table 2, Figure 7, illustrates the threshold-ECDSA execution time required by
SecureCoin compared to that required by CoinParty. Figure 7, shows that, for a threshold t up to the value of 10,
which is a large value, the computations required by SecureCoin is less than one second.
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dresses. However, by analyzing these protocols, serious
vulnerabilities have been revealed. CoinShuffle performs
a bulk transaction of exactly n input addresses to n output addresses of the same amount which is easily observed
on the blockchain. In CoinParty, the input peers are exposed to sabotage attacks by mixing peers, and in order
to reduce the risk of such an attack, the return fees for the
mixing peers are dramatically increased. In this paper, we
proposed SecureCoin as a robust and secure protocol for
achieving anonymity service in Bitcoin. Our protocol provides better protection for the participating peers against
malicious behavior of minority of the peers and protection against the most serious sabotage attack attempted
by any number of saboteur peers. We analyzed the security of our scheme and evaluated its efficiency. Finally,
we compared our protocol to recently proposed protocols
and showed that our protocol proves efficiency over these
protocols and requires less fees by the Bitcoin ecosystem.
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Abstract

private key corresponds to the predicate, and the ciphertext is associated with the attribute set. The private key
In the private index predicate encryption scheme, the ci- P riKeyf corresponding to the predicate f can decrypt
phertext not only hides the message, but also hides the at- the ciphertext associated with the attribute A, if and only
tributes. Predicate encryption scheme can enforce the fine if f (A) = 1.
grained access control over the encrypted data and perThe traditional public key encryption scheme is coarseform selective search on the encrypted data. However, the
grained:
the sender encrypt the message m using the pubmain efficiency drawback of predicate encryption scheme
lic
key
P
K, only if the owner of private key associated
is that the size of the ciphertext and the time required to
with
the
public key P K can decrypt the ciphertext to
decrypt it scale with the complexity of the predicate. In
recover
the
plaintext message m. This scheme is suitthis work, we proposed a novel inner product predicate
able
for
point-to-point
communication, and the encrypted
encryption scheme with verifiable outsourced ciphertext
data
are
sent
to
the
recipient
whom the sender is known
decryption based on prime order bilinear group, which
to
in
advance.
Recently,
with
the advent of cloud comsignificantly reduces the overhead of the data consumer.
puting,
the
data
owner
may
want
to store their sensitive
In the proposed scheme, the data consumer provides the
data
in
the
cloud
server
such
that
the sensitive data are
cloud server with a transformation key with which the
accessible
to
the
data
consumers
anytime
and anywhere.
cloud server transforms the ciphertext associated with the
However,
the
cloud
servers
are
honest
and
curious:
on one
attributes which satisfy the predicate associated with the
hand,
it
performs
the
various
services
for
data
owners
and
private key into a simple and short ciphertext, and thus
data
consumers
according
to
the
protocol
requirements;
it significantly reduces the time for the data consumer
to decrypt the ciphertext, whereas the cloud server does on the other hand, it may sell the sensitive data belongnot know the underlying plaintext message for any data ing to the data owner to his competitors to obtain the
consumer; simultaneously, the data consumer can check economic benefits. Furthermore, the adversary may want
whether the transformation done by the cloud server is to obtain the sensitive data to do damage to the data
owner. Therefore, the data owner encrypts the data to
correct to verify the correctness of the transformation.
preserve the privacy of data, then he outsources the enKeywords: Decryption outsourcing, inner product predi- crypted data to the cloud server to store such that the
cate encryption, prime order bilinear map, RCCA secu- authorized consumers can access them. If the traditional
rity
encryption scheme is used, the data consumer is not able
to search the encrypted data stored in the cloud server. In
fact, the data consumer needs to download the encrypted
1 Introduction
data first, decrypts them, and searches them. When the
big complex data are processed in the cloud computing
Predicate encryption which can enforce fine grained access
environment, this method will bring about the huge procontrol over the encrypted data and perform the selective
cessing overhead and communication overhead.
search on the encrypted data is a novel public key enBoneh et al. [2] first investigated this problem, and they
cryption paradigm. In predicate encryption scheme, the
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first introduced the encryption scheme that supports the
equality tests. In this scheme, the owner of the public
key can calculate the trapdoor information Km for any
message m, and the Km allows for the server storing the
data to test whether a given ciphertext encrypts message
m on the condition that any additional information is not
obtained. They used this scheme to encrypt the e-mails
which were stored in the server such that the data consumer only downloaded the e-mail messages with a given
subject without downloading the whole messages and decrypting them. Goyal et al. [11] proposed the key policy
attribute based encryption scheme. In this scheme, the ciphertext is associated with the attribute sets, and the private key is associated with the predicate. The private key
can decrypt the ciphertext if and only if the attribute set
associated with the ciphertext satisfies the predicate associated with the key. Their scheme employs secret sharing
scheme, hence, their scheme is expressive. Due to expressiveness of attribute based encryption schemes, they
are suitable for many cloud computing and cloud storage applications. Lee, Chung, and Hwang [15] surveyed
attribute based encryption scheme of access control in
cloud environments. Chung, Liu, and Hwang [7] surveyed
attribute-based proxy re-encryption scheme in cloud environments. However, these schemes only achieve payload
hiding, that is to say, in these schemes, only the plaintext
privacy is guaranteed, whereas the attribute set associated with the ciphertext is public, and not hidden, i.e.,
the privacy of attribute is not guaranteed. In some highly
sensitive environments, not only the privacy of message
is guaranteed, but also the privacy of attribute is guaranteed. That is to say, the attribute hiding should be
guaranteed. For example, in the personal health record,
oncologist attribute suggests that someone or person associated with him has tumour. To meet this requirement,
Boneh and Waters [3] proposed hidden vector encryption
scheme. Their scheme supports conjunctions, subsets and
range query. However, their scheme does not support delegation. Shi and Waters [18] proposed hierarchical hidden
vector encryption scheme that supports delegation. However, both schemes do not support disjunction query. In
order to support disjunction query, polynomial equation,
and inner product calculation, Katz et al. proposed inner
product predicate encryption scheme, KSW scheme [14].
However, these three schemes are based on composite order bilinear group.Since group operations and especially
bilinear map are prohibitively slow on composite order
elliptic curves: a Tate pairing on a composite order elliptic curve whose group order is 1024 bits is roughly
50 times slower than the same pairing on a comparable
prime order elliptic curve [17]. With the security levels
increasing, this performance gap will become worse. To
obtain the same security level, in contrast with composite order elliptic curve group, prime order elliptic curve
group requires less order. In order to solve the inefficiency on composite order elliptic curve group, Iovino and
Persiano [13] proposed hidden vector encryption scheme
based on prime order bilinear group. However, their
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scheme only supports conjunction calculation, and does
not support disjunction calculation. In order to improve
efficiency, Freeman [8] proposed inner product predicate
encryption scheme, and their scheme obtains the same
functionality as KSW scheme [14], whereas their scheme
is implemented on prime order elliptic curve group. Both
KSW scheme [14] and Freeman scheme [8] are only chosen plaintext secure against attack (CPA), and are not
chosen ciphertext secure against attack (CCA), even
not replayable chosen ciphertext secure against attack
(RCCA). In this work, we employ Freeman scheme [8]
as a building block, and attempt to improve security and
efficiency.
However, the current predicate encryption schemes,
whether they are based on composite order bilinear group
or on prime order bilinear group, have the common drawbacks: the ciphertext size and time to decrypt it scale
with the size of predicate. When the data consumer employs the resource-restrained device to manage and query
the private data stored on his device, the increasing requirement is to outsource calculation to the cloud server
where you pay as you use.
How can securely outsource the decryption of ciphertext? A naive method is that the data consumer sends
his private key P riKey to the cloud server, the cloud
server decrypts the ciphertext which is requested by the
data consumer, and then it sends the data decrypted to
the data consumer, which requires that outsourcing service is fully trusted. In fact, the cloud server provider
can employ the data consumer’s private key P riKey to
decrypt the ciphertext which will be sent to the other
data consumers to recover the plaintext message to obtain
the economic benefits. Furthermore, the data decrypted
are transmitted in the clear; once the attacker captures
the data, the confidentiality of data is compromised.
The second method is the outsourcing techniques [6, 9]
based on fully homomorphism encryption [10]. These
schemes outsource the computation to the cloud server,
such that not only the input privacy is guaranteed, but
also the decryption keys and messages privacy are guaranteed. However, fully homomorphism encryption schemes
and those schemes based on fully homomorphism encryption schemes are not suitable for outsourcing due to inefficiency. If secure pairing outsourcing techniques are
employed, then pairing calculations are outsourced to
servers. However, the scheme [5] requires the client to calculate multiple exponentiations in the target group where
every outsourced pairing is performed. These exponentiations are too expensive and the overhead of the client
scales with the predicate size. Furthermore, every pairing
operation in the original scheme has four pairings which
will be done by the proxy such that the client’s bandwidth
requirements increase as well. Given the aforementioned
drawbacks, our scheme outsources the decryption of inner product predicate encryption ciphertext to the cloud
server to perform, and imposes the minimal overhead on
the data consumer.
In this work, we proposed a novel scheme that securely
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and efficiently outsources the decryption of the inner
Furthermore, these schemes are based on attribute
product predicate encryption ciphertext. The proposed
based encryption which only achieve payload hiding,
scheme significantly reduces the overhead of the data conthat is to say, the privacy of message is guaranteed,
sumers. In this scheme, the data consumer provides the
whereas the attributes are public. In some highly
cloud server with a transformation key such that the cloud
sensitive settings, the attributes are required to be
server can transform the inner product predicate encryphidden. Predicate encryption schemes obtain the
tion ciphertext into a simple and short ciphertext without
attribute hiding.
the cloud server knowledging the data consumer’s plaintext data, and simultaneously the transformation done Pairing Outsourcing. Chevallier-Mames et al. [5] proposed the pairing outsourcing which enables a client
by the cloud server can be verified to guarantee that the
to outsource the pairing computation to another entransformation done by the cloud server is correct. The
tity. However, this scheme still requires the client
proposed scheme significantly saves the client bandwidth
to calculate multiple exponentiations in the target
and the local calculation time: the size of the ciphertext
group where every outsourced pairing is performed.
transformed is much smaller than the size of the origiIf their scheme is employed to outsource the decrypnal ciphertext, and the time to decrypt the transformed
tion of predicate encryption ciphertext, the overhead
ciphertext is much less than the time to decrypt the origof the client will be proportional to the size of the
inal ciphertext. Therefore, the resource-restrained device
predicate.
consumes less power. Our scheme is secure against the
malicious cloud server as well. Furthermore, our scheme Proxy Re-Encryption. The proposed scheme shows
achieves RCCA security.
that the client allows the cloud server to transform
The remainders of our paper are organized as follows:
the predicate encryption ciphertext on m into a simWe discuss related work in Section 2. We introduce preple and short ciphertext, whereas the cloud server
liminaries in Section 3. We present the syntax, and seacting as the proxy does not learn the underlying
curity model of the proposed scheme in Section 4. We
plaintext message m. This method is similar to proxy
present the architecture of the proposed scheme in Secre-encryption [1], in which a semi-trusted proxy is
tion 5. We present the scheme construction in Section 6.
given a proxy key which allows it to transform a ciWe give the security proof of the proposed scheme in Secphertext under one public key into a ciphertext of
tion 7. The performance of the proposed scheme is evalthe same message under another public key without
uated in Section 8. We draw the conclusion in Section 9.
learning the underlying plaintext message. However,
in the traditional proxy re-encryption scheme, the
correctness of the transformation done by the proxy
2 Related Work
is not guaranteed. Since the proxy can replace the
encryption of m under the delegator’s public key with
In this section, we give the related work as follows: interthe encryption of another message m0 under the delactive verifiable calculation, bilinear pairing delegation,
egator’s public key, and then employs the proxy keys
and proxy re-encryption.
to transform the latter into an encryption of m0 unInteractive Verifiable Computation. Interactive
der the delegatee’s public key, which brings about
verifiable computation [6, 9] enables the resourcereducing the significant computation to perform the
restrained devices with weak computation to
other computation services to obtain the economic
outsource the computation on the functions to a
advantages.
server, the server returns the result of computations
to the client, and gives to it the non-interactive proof
Preliminaries
that the computation on the functions is correct. 3
Since these schemes [6, 9] outsource the computation
to the cloud server, and protect the privacy of input 3.1 Bilinear Group Generator
data. However, these schemes are based on fully
A bilinear group generator is an algorithm G [8] which
homomorphism encryption. The overheads of these
takes in a security parameter κ, and outputs five abelian
schemes are so large that they cannot be applied
groups G, G1 , U , U1 and GT , where G1 ⊂ G, U1 ⊂
to the cloud computing system. Parno et al. [16]
U . In each group, efficient group operation and random
proposed the verifiable computation from attribute
samples are performed. The algorithm outputs efficient
based encryption. Their scheme obtains the public
computable map e : G × U → GT which has the following
delegation and public verification. They proposed
properties:
the multi-function verifiable computation scheme as
well, and this scheme is based on attribute based Bilinearity: For any g1 , g2 ∈ G, u1 , u2 ∈ U ,
encryption scheme with outsourced decryption
e(g1 g2 , u1 u2 ) = e(g1 , u1 )e(g1 , u2 )e(g2 , u1 )e(g2 , u2 );
ciphertext due to Green et al. [12]. However, these
schemes are focused on the delegation of general Non-degenerate: For all g ∈ G, for all u ∈ U , if
e(g, u) = 1, then g = 1.
functions, not on the efficiency of the problems.
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3.2

Cancelling Pairing

In the proposed scheme, bilinear group generator G is
from the prime order bilinear group generator P, and the
pairing e on the product groups is defined as any nontrivial linear combination of the componentwise pairings on
the underlying prime order group. In the scheme based
on composite order bilinear group [14], if the two group
elements g, u have the co-prime order, then e(g, u) = 1,
which implies that the two subgroups generated by g, u
can encode different types of information, and these two
components will remain distinct after the pairing operation.
Definition 1. Let G be a bilinear group generator [8].
If G outputs G1 , · · · , Gq ⊂ G and U1 , · · · , Uq ⊂ U , such
that:
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OutKeyGen(P K, P riKeyf ) → (T Kf , SKf ): The
Outsourced Private Key Generation algorithm
OutKeyGen is run by the data consumer. It
takes in the public key P K and the private key
P riKeyf , and outputs the transformation key T Kf
and the private keys SKf . The transformation
key T Kf is public, and the data consumer sends
the transformation key T Kf to the cloud server
which employs T Kf to partially decrypt the original
ciphertext. The data consumer keeps the secret
key SKf private and employs SKf to decrypt the
ciphertext that is partially decrypted. It is the
data consumer, not the trusted authority that runs
the Outsourced Private Key Generation algorithm
OutKeyGen, which avoids the costly online request
for the trusted authority.

g : The
T ransf orm(P K, T Kf , CT ) → CT
ciphertext
Transform algorithm is run by the cloud server
acting as the proxy. It takes in the public key P K,
2) Whenever gi ∈ Gi and uj ∈ Uj , i 6= j, e(gi , uj ) = 1,
the
transformation key T Kf for the predicate f and
then G is q cancelling.
the original ciphertext CT , and outputs the partially
g if f (A) = 1, else the error
decrypted ciphertexts CT
symbol
⊥.
4 Inner Product Predicate En1) G ∼
= G1 × · · · × Gq and U ∼
= U1 × · · · × Uq ;

cryption Scheme with Outsourced Ciphertext Decryption
Based on Prime Order Bilinear
Group

g ) → {m, ⊥}: The Outsourced
OutDecrypt(P K, SKf , CT
Decryption OutDecrypt algorithm is run by the
data consumer. It takes in the secret key SKf and
g ; if f (A) = 1,
the partially decrypted ciphertexts CT
then it outputs the message m, else the error symbol
⊥.

In this section, we give the syntax and security model
Correctness. For any security parameters κ, any pubof inner product predicate encryption scheme with outlic keys P K and master secrets M S generated by
sourced ciphertext decryption based on prime order bilinSetup, any f ∈ F, any private keys
ear group.
P riKeyf

4.1

Syntax

(T Kf , SKf ) ← OutKeyGen(P K, P riKeyf ),
CT
g
CT

Let the attribute set be S, and the class of predicate F. Inner product predicate encryption scheme with outsourced
ciphertext decryption based on prime order bilinear group
comprises the six algorithms as follows:

Encrypt(P K, m, A) → CT : The Encrypt algorithm is
run by the data owner. It takes in the public key
P K, message m and attribute A, and outputs the
ciphertext CT = Encrypt(P K, m, A).

← Encrypt(P K, m, A),
← Transform(P K, T Kf , CT ),

−
for all attributes →
y ∈ S, the following propositions
hold:

Setup(1k , l) → (P K, M S): The Setup algorithm is run
by the trusted authority. This algorithm takes in a
security parameter 1κ and a positive integer l, which
is attribute and predicate vector length, and outputs
the public key P K and the master key M S.

P riKeyGen(P K, M S, f ) → P riKeyf : The private
generation algorithm PriKeyGen is run by
trusted authority. It takes in P K, the master
M S and predicate f ∈ F ⊆ F, and outputs the
vate key P riKeyf .

← PriKeyGen(P K, M S, f ),

−
1) If f (→
y ) = 1, then OutDecrypt(P K, SKf ,
Transform(P K, T Kf , Encrypt(P K, m, A)))
→ m;
−
2) If f (→
y ) = 0, then OutDecrypt(P K, SK ,
f

Transform(P K, T Kf , Encrypt(P K, m, A)))
→ ⊥.

4.2

Security Model of Inner Product
Predicate Encryption Scheme with
Outsourced Ciphertext Decryption
Based on Prime Order Bilinear Map

key
the
key
pri- Since security against the adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) requires that any bit of the ciphertext should
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not be altered, which makes the requirement too strong,
issue the query that the attributes associated
and the outsourced goal is to compress the ciphertext
with the ciphertext satisfy the predicate associsize, therefore, our scheme adopts the replayable adapated with the private key.
tive chosen ciphertext attack (RCCA) security due to [4].
2) Trivially issue decryption query. The decrypRCCA security allows the ciphertext to be altered protion query is the same as the Query Phase 1.
vided that the underlying message is not changed in a
meaningful way. The security model for inner product
predicate encryption scheme with outsourced ciphertext Guess. The attacker outputs a guess β 0 of β.
decryption based on prime order bilinear map is described
between a challenger and an attacker:
In this game, the advantage of the attacker is defined
as
Initialization. The attacker declares the challenge at−
−
tributes →
y ,→
z ∈ S, and gives them to the challenger.
1
AdvA = |P r{β 0 = β} − |.
Setup. The challenger runs Setup(1k , l) to generate the
2
public key P K and the master secret M S. The challenger defines the value N , and gives it and the public Definition 2. If all probabilistic polynomial time attackkey P K to the attacker.
ers have the negligible advantage in the aforementioned
Query Phase 1. The challenger initializes an empty set RCCA security games, then inner product predicate enT , and an empty set F . The attacker adaptively cryption scheme with outsourced ciphertext decryption
based on prime order bilinear group is RCCA secure.
makes the following queries:
The private key query: On input the predCPA Security. If decryption oracles in Query Phase 1
icate f , the challenger runs P riKeyfS ←
and Query Phase 2 are removed, then this scheme
PrikeyGen(P K, M S, f ), and sets F = F {f }
is
secure against chosen plaintext attack CPA.
−
with the restriction that f.→
y = 0 holds if and
−
only if f.→
z = 0. It returns P riKeyf to the
attacker.
Selective Security. An inner product predicate encryption scheme with outsourced ciphertext decryption
The transformation key query: On
input
based on prime order bilinear group is selectively sethe predicate f , the challenger searches
cure if an Init stage is added before Setup, in which
(f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf ) to see whether
the
attacker declares the challenge attributes.
they lie in table T . If so, it returns the
transformation key T Kf ; else, it runs
P riKeyf
←
PriKeyGen(P K, M S, f ),
(T Kf , SKf ) ← OutKeyGen(P K, P riKeyf ),
and stores (f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf ) in table T .
It returns the transformation key T Kf to the
attacker.

5

The Architecture of Inner
Product Predicate Encryption Scheme with Outsourced
Ciphertexts Decryption Based
on Prime Order Bilinear Map

The outsourced decryption query: On
input the predicate f , the challenger searches
the entry (f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf ) to see
whether they lies in the table T . If so, it
g ), and
runs m ← OutDecrypt(P K, SKf , CT
We proposed an inner product predicate encryption
returns it to the attacker; if not, it returns ⊥.
scheme with outsourced ciphertexts decryption based on
Challenge. The attacker submits the two mes- prime order bilinear map whose architecture is illustrated
sage m0 and m1 of the equal length.
If in Figure 1. In the architecture, the cloud server stores
−
−
f (→
y ) = f (→
z ) = 1, then m0 = m1 . The the inner product predicate encryption (IPPE) ciphertext
challenger picks a random fairly binary coin CT ; when the client employed by the data consumer atβ ∈ {0, 1}. If β = 0, then it gives CT = tempts to decrypt the ciphertext CT , if the ciphertext CT
−
Encrypt(P K, m0 , →
y ) to the attacker; else it is found that it is not partially decrypted, then it sends
−
gives CT = Encrypt(P K, m1 , →
z ) to the at- the ciphertext CT and the transformation key T Kf to
tacker.
the cloud server which employs the transformation key
T Kf to run the Transform algorithm to output the parQuery Phase 2. The same as Query Phase 1 with the
g . The cloud server sends
tially decrypted ciphertext CT
restriction that the attacker cannot:
g to the client which employs the secret key SKf to
CT
g to obtain
1) Trivially obtain a private key that decrypt the decrypt the partially decrypted ciphertext CT
challenge ciphertext. That is to say, it cannot the plaintext message.
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Client

IPPE
ciphertext

IPPE
ciphertext

Cloud storage server

TK
Partially
decrypted
ciphertext

IPPE
ciphertext

Cloud computing server acting as
the proxy

Figure 1: Architecture of inner product predicate encryption scheme with outsourced ciphertexts decryption

6

η

The Construction of Outsourced Ciphertext Decryption
of Inner Product Predicate
Encryption Scheme Based on
Prime Order Bilinear Map

σ

g1 2,j g3 2,j }lj=1 ).
The master secret M S = (u1 , u2 , u3 , u−µ
1 , {η1,j ,
η2,j }lj=1 ).

−
−
Encrypt(P K, m, →
y ): Let →
y = (y1 , · · · , yl ) ∈ ZlN is an
attribute vector, m ∈ {0, 1}n is a message whose
length is n. The Encrypt algorithm picks a random
γ ∈ GT , calculates s = H1 (γ, m), d = H2 (γ) and
Our scheme employs the asymmetric bilinear pairing gen$
erator to improve the efficiency.
τ = H3 (d), and picks δ, θ ← ZN and random values
$

Setup(1k , l): The Setup algorithm is run by the trusted
authority. It takes in a security parameter 1κ and
a positive integer l that is attribute and predicate
vector length,G(κ) is a 3-cancelling bilinear group
generator, and outputs the groups Gi and Ui which
have the prime order exponents pi respectively, where
i = 1, · · · , 3. Define the hash functions as follows:
H1 : GT × {0, 1}n → Zp1 , H2 : GT → {0, 1}n (n is
the length of message bit), and H3 : {0, 1}n → Zp1 .
Perform the following:

ξ1,j , ξ2,j ← ZN , where j = 1, · · · , l. The ciphertext
CT is published as:
CT

b τ, {E1,j , E2,j }lj=1 ).
(E 0 , Eb , E,

Here,









$

Step 1: Calculate (G, G1 , G2 , G3 , U, U1 , U2 , U3 , GT ) ←
G(κ).
$

=










E0
Eb
b
E
τ
E1,j
E2,j

=
=
=
=
=
=

γe(g1 , u1 )µs ,
g1s ,
m ⊕ d,
H3 (d),
ξ
s
B1,j
W δyj g31,j ,
ξ
s
B2,j
W θyj g32,j

$

Step 2: Pick gi ← Gi and ui ← Ui .

P riKeyGen(P K, M S, f ): Let f = (f1 , · · · , fl ) ∈ ZlN
is the predicate vector. The PriKeyGen algo$
rithm
picks t1,j , t2,j ∈ ZN , where j = 1, · · · , l, and
Step 4: For j = 1, · · · , l, pick η1,j , η2,j ← Zp1 and
ω1 , ω2 , ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ ZN . It outputs the private key cor$
σ1,j , σ2,j ← Zp3 .
responding to f :
Step 5: Output the public parameters (g1 , g3 , W =
η
σ
g2 g3t0 , e(g1 , u1 )µ , {B1,j = g1 1,j g3 1,j , B2,j =
P riKeyf = (Kb , {K1,j , K2,j }lj=1 ).
$

$

Step 3: Pick µ ← Zp1 and t0 ← Zp3 .
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Here,


 Kb
K1,j


K2,j

1

s
x
= e(g1s , u−µ
1 ) e(g1 , (
ψ1 ψ2
= u−µ
1 u2 u3
t
ω f
= u11,j u2 1 j
t2,j ω2 fj
= u1 u2

−t1,j η1,j −t2,j η2,j

Ql

j=1

e(g1s , (

l
Y

=
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random x ∈ Z∗p1 , and it sets the transformation key
T Kf as:

e(Eb , OKb )

l
Y

e(g1 , u1 )

Pl

j=1 <yj ,fj >

−
If < →
y , f >= 0, then the Transform algorithm out−µs
puts the result as = e(g1 , u1 ) x ; else it returns the
error symbol ⊥.
The Transform algorithm outputs the partially decrypted ciphertext:
g
CT
b
E

=

b τ, Ee ).
(E 0 , E,

=

m ⊕ d,

τ

=

H3 (d),

Ee

=

e(g1 , u1 )

−µs
x

.

g ) → {m, ⊥}.
OutDecrypt(P K, DecryptKey, CT
The Outsourced Decryption OutDecrypt algorithm takes in the public key P K, the private
key DecryptKey = (x, T Kf ) and the partially deg . If the ciphertext is not parcrypted ciphertext CT
tially decrypted, then OutDecrypt algorithm first
runs the Transform(P K, T Kf , CT ) algorithm. If
the Transform(P K, T Kf , CT ) algorithm outputs
g ) algo⊥, then OutDecrypt(P K, DecryptKey, CT
g and calculates
rithm outputs ⊥, else it takes in CT
γ

= E 0 Eex ,

d
m

= H2 (γ),
b ⊕ H2 (γ),
= E

τ0

= H3 (d).
?

This algorithm checks that τ 0 = τ . If so, it will show
that the transformation done by the server is correct. It
outputs the message m.
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If the ciphertext is partially decrypted by the cloud
server, then OutDecrypt algorithm requires one exponentiation, one hash operation and XOR operation to obtain the message m, and no pairing operation. Since the
malicious cloud server cannot obtain the message, our
scheme is secure against it. Through the hash function
H3 , the data consumer can decide whether the transformation done by the cloud server is correct.

7

Proof of Security

Suppose there is a PPT attacker A that attacks the proposed scheme in the selective RCCA security model with
the advantage . We build a simulator B which attacks
the [8] scheme in the selective CPA security model with
the advantage . Freeman scheme [8] is proven secure
under the two assumptions.
Initialization. The simulator B runs the attacker A
−
−
which declares the challenge attributes (→
y ∗, →
z ∗)
that the simulator B sends to the Freeman scheme [8]
challenger as the challenge attributes on which it
wished to be challenged.
Setup. The simulator B obtains the Freeman [8] public
parameters which are sent to the attacker A as the
public parameters.
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The attacker cannot issue the private key query
where the ciphertext attributes satisfy the predicate.
If there is an entry (f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf )
in table T , then the simulator S
B obtains
(f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf ), set F = F {f }, and
returns the private key P riKeyf to the attacker,
else it returns ⊥.
Decryption Oracle: Assume that all ciphertext inputs to the oracle are the partially decrypted ciphertext. The simulator B and the attacker A have access to the transformation key T Kf , so they can execute the transformation operation.Let CT = (E 0 =
b = m ⊕ d, τ = H3 (d), {E1,j =
γe(g1 , u1 )µs , Eb = g1s , E
ξ
s
δyj ξ1,j
s
B1,j W g3 , E2,j = B2,j
W θyj g32,j }lj=1 ) be associ→
−
ated with the attribute vector y . From table T ,
(f, P riKeyf , T Kf , SKf ) is obtained. If no entry exists or the attributes associated with the ciphertext
do not satisfy the predicate, then it returns ⊥ to the
attacker A.
If the attributes associated with the ciphertext do
satisfy the predicate, proceed as follows: Parse
P riKeyf = (SKf , T Kf ) = (x, T Kf ), and calculate
γ = E 0 \Eex .
b = m ⊕ d. If so, it outputs
Test if E 0 = γe(g1 , u1 )µs , E
the message m, else it returns ⊥ to the attacker.

Query Phase 1. The simulator B initializes empty ta- Challenge. The attacker A submits the two messages
m∗0 , m∗1 of equal length, and the simulator B proceeds
bles T, T1 , T2 , T3 and an empty set F . The adveras follows:
sary’s queries are answered by the simulator B as
follows.
Step 1. The simulator B picks random messages
Random Oracle Hash H1 : GT × {0, 1}n → Zp1 :
(γ0 , γ1 ) ∈ GT , and passes them to the challenger
If there is an entry (γ, m, s) in the table T1 ,
in Freeman scheme [8] to obtain the cipherthen it returns s, else, it picks a random value
b =
text CT = (E 0 = γe(g1 , u1 )µs , Eb = g1s , E
s ∈ Zp , records (γ, m, s) in table T1 , and
s
δyj ξ1,j
m ⊕ d, τ = H3 (d), {E1,j = B1,j W g3 , E2,j =
returns s.
ξ
s
B2,j
W θyj g32,j }lj=1 ).
n
Random Oracle Hash H2 : GT → {0, 1} : If
Step 2. The simulator B picks the random value
there is an entry (γ, d) in table T2 , then it reb 0 ∈ {0, 1}n .
n
E
turns d, else it picks a random value d ∈ {0, 1} ,
records (γ, d) in table T2 , and returns d.
Step 3. The simulator B sends to the attacker A the
b0 , τ =
challenger ciphertext CT ∗ = (E 0 , Eb , E
Random Oracle Hash H3 : {0, 1}n → Zp1 : If
l
H3 (d), {E1,j , E2,j }j=1 ).
there is an entry (τ, d) in table T3 , then it returns τ , else it picks a random value d ∈ {0, 1}n ,
records (τ, d) in table T3 , and returns τ .
Query Phase 2. The simulator B continues to answer
the queries as Query Phase 1, except that if the
The simulator B proceeds as follows: If the challenge
response to the decryption query is m∗0 ,m∗1 , then the
attributes satisfy the predicate, the transformation
simulator B responds with test.
key is constructed as follows: Call the private key
generation algorithm of the Freeman scheme [8] to Guess. The attacker A returns a bit β or abort, and
obtain the private key associated with the predicate
the simulator B does not respond. The simulator B
fb , K
g
g
f as (K
1,j , K2,j ). The algorithm picks a random
search through tables T1 and T2 to see if γ0 or γ1
value x ∈ Z∗p1 , sets the transformation key as T Kf =
appears as the first element of any entry. If both
1

1

1

x
g
gx
fb x , OK1,j = K
(P K, OKb = K
1,j , OK2,j = K2,j ),
stores it in table T , and returns T Kf to the attacker,
else it returns ⊥.

γ0 and γ1 or neither appear, the simulator B returns
a random bit as a guess. If γβ appears, then the
simulator B returns β as its guess.
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Table 1: Comparison of our scheme and freeman scheme

8

References

Security
Level

Original
text Size

Freeman
Scheme [8]
Our Scheme

CPA security

|GT | + |G1 | +
|G1 |l|G2 |(l + 1)|G3 |
|GT | + |G1 | +
|G1 |l|G2 |(l + 1)|G3 | +
n + 1H2 + 1H3

RCCA
security

Cipher-

Performance Evaluation

As illustrated in Table 1 which depicts the outsourced
ciphertext decryption of inner product predicate encryption scheme based on prime order bilinear group, where
l denotes the attribute and predicate vector length, n is
the length of message bits in RCCA scheme, aH2 , bH3
denotes a times H2 operation,b times H3 operation, or
the bit number of hash operation, respectively, and cCe ,
||, and ET denotes c times bilinear map, the cardinality
of the set, and exponentiation. As seen from the Table 1, in contrast with Freeman scheme [8], in the proposed scheme, the data consumer requires ET +1H2 +1H3
operation, outsourcing significantly reduces the time to
decrypt for the data consumer, and compresses the ciphertext size, such that the overhead of the data consumer is
significantly reduced. Furthermore, our scheme achieves
security against RCCA, whereas Freeman scheme [8] is
only secure against CPA.

9

Conclusion

In predicate encryption scheme, the ciphertext size and
time to decrypt it scale with the complexity of the predicate. If predicate encryption scheme is employed in the
resource constrained devices to achieve fine grained access
control over the encrypted data, it will drain the battery.
In this work, we propose inner product predicate encryption scheme based on prime order bilinear group that
outsources decryption of ciphertext to the cloud server,
which significantly reduces the ciphertext size and time
to decrypt it, whereas the cloud server does not learn the
underlying plaintext message. Therefore, outsourced decryption has the obvious advantages.

10
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Abstract
Recently, Wang et al. [IEEE INFOCOM 2011, 820-828],
and Nie et al. [IEEE AINA 2014, 591-596] have proposed
two schemes for secure outsourcing of linear programming
(LP). They did not consider the standard form: minimize
cT x, subject to Ax = b, x ≥ 0. Instead, they studied a
peculiar form: minimize cT x, subject to Ax = b, Bx ≥ 0,
where B is a non-singular matrix. In this note, we stress
that the proposed peculiar form is unsolvable and meaningless. The two schemes have confused the functional
inequality constraints Bx ≥ 0 with the nonnegativity constraints x ≥ 0 in the linear programming model. But the
condition x ≥ 0 is indispensable to LP. Thus, both two
schemes failed.
Keywords: Cloud computing, functional inequality constraints, linear programming, nonnegativity constraints,
simplex method.

1

Introduction

Cloud computing makes use of the massive resources of
computing and storage systems via the Internet to efficiently deal with information processing. It supports a
paradigm shift from local to network-centric computing
and network-centric content [10, 17], and benefits scientific and engineering applications, such as data mining,
computational financing, and many other computational
and data-intensive activities [14, 18]. Cloud computing
makes it possible to enable customers with limited computational resources to outsource large-scale computational
tasks to the cloud, including linear equations (LE), linear
programming (LP), matrix multiplication computation,
and matrix inversion computation.
In 2011, Dreier and Kerschbaum [4] put forth a method
for secure outsourcing of LP. In order to protect the solution x, the Dreier-Kerschbaum scheme uses the affine

transformation
z = Q−1 x + r,
where Q is a positive monomial matrix (a monomial matrix contains exactly one non-zero entry per row and column), and r is a random vector picked by the client. Wang
et al. [15] also presented a scheme for outsourcing of LP
based on the transformation y = M−1 (x + r), where M
is a random non-singular matrix and r is a random vector. In 2014, Nie et al. [11] proposed another scheme for
outsourcing of LP based on the same transformation as
that used in [15].
In 2013, Lei et al. [8] have proposed a scheme for outsourcing matrix inversion computation over the field R
of real numbers. After that, they [7] proposed another
scheme for outsourcing matrix multiplication computation over R. But the verifying equations in [7, 8] do not
hold over R because the computational errors, especially
rounding errors, are not considered carefully. That means
the client cannot check whether the cloud server is cheating him.
Wang et al. [16] have ever proposed a scheme for outsourcing large-scale systems of linear equations to cloud,
which enables a client to securely harness the cloud for
iteratively finding successive approximations to the LE
solution, while keeping both the sensitive input and output of the computation private. Recently, Cao and Liu [1]
pointed out that the Wang et al.’s scheme fails because the
involved homomorphic encryption system [2, 12] is invalid
in the context of the scheme. In 2014, Chen et al. [3] proposed two computation outsourcing schemes for LE and
LP. Both two schemes are insecure because the technique
of masking a vector with a diagonal matrix is vulnerable
to statistical analysis attacks. In 2015, Salinas et al. [13]
proposed a scheme for outsourcing LE, which makes use
of the conjugate gradient method to solve the equivalent
quadratic program in the client-server scenario. Recently,
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Hsien et al. [6, 9] presented two surveys of public auditing
for secure data storage in cloud computing.
In this note we would like to stress that the proposed
peculiar form by Wang et al. [15] and Nie et al. [11] is
unsolvable and meaningless. In fact, they did not consider
the standard form:
Minimize cT x, subject to Ax = b, x ≥ 0.

where A is an m × n matrix, c is an n × 1 vector, b is an
m × 1 vector, and x is an n × 1 vector of variables. To
obtain the augmented form of the problem, introduce the
column vector of slack variables xs = (xn+1 , · · · , xn+m )T
so that the constraints become




x
x
[A, I]
= b and
≥ 0,
xs
xs

Instead, they studied a peculiar form:

where I is the m × m identity matrix, and the null vector
0
now has n + m elements.
Minimize cT x, subject to Ax = b, Bx ≥ 0,
Notice that the nonnegativity constraints are left as
inequalities
because they are used to determine the leaving
where A is an m × n matrix, c is an n × 1 vector, b is an
basic
variable
according to the minimum ratio test.
m × 1 vector, x is an n × 1 vector of variables, and B is
an n × n non-singular matrix.
They have confused the functional inequality conAnalysis of Two Schemes for
straints Bx ≥ 0 with nonnegativity constraints x ≥ 0 3
in the linear programming model. In nature, the condiOutsourcing of LP
tion x ≥ 0 is indispensable to LP. Thus, both two schemes
failed. We also review the possible method for secure out- 3.1 Review
sourcing of LP, which is due to Dreier and Kerschbaum.
We now take the scheme in [15] as the example to show
the incorrectness of the proposed peculiar form (see page
2 Preliminaries
822 of [15] and page 592 of [11]). In the scheme, there are
two entities, the client and the cloud server. The client
Linear programming has numerous important applica- has the original problem
tions. Among these allocating resources to activities is
the most common type of application. The standard form
min cT x, s.t. Ax = b, Bx ≥ 0
(1)
for a linear programming problem can be described as follows [5]. Select the values for x1 , · · · , xn so as to
where A is an m × n matrix, c is an n × 1 vector, b is an
m × 1 vector, x is an n × 1 vector of variables, B is an
maximize c1 x1 + c2 x2 + · · · + cn xn ,
n × n non-singular matrix.
To ensure the privacy of input and output, the client
subject to the restrictions
transforms the original problem into the following proba11 x1 + a12 x2 + · · · + a1n xn ≤ b1
lem
min c0T y, s.t. A0 y = b0 , B0 y ≥ 0
(2)
a21 x1 + a22 x2 + · · · + a2n xn ≤ b2
..
where
 0
.
A = QAM


 B0 = (B − PQA)M
am1 x1 + am2 x2 + · · · + amn xn ≤ bm


b0 = Q(b + Ar)
and


c0 = γMT c



x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, · · · , xn ≥ 0.
y = M−1 (x + r)
c1 x1 + c2 x2 + · · · + cn xn is called the objective function.
The first m constraints are sometimes called functional
constraints. The restrictions xj ≥ 0 are called nonnegativity constraints.
The simplex method, a general procedure for solving
linear programming problems, is based on solving systems
of equations. Therefore, it has to firstly convert the functional inequality constraints to equivalent equality constraints. This conversion is accomplished by introducing
slack variables. After the conversion, the original linear
programming model can now be replaced by the equivalent model (called the augmented form).
Using matrices, the standard form for the general linear
programming model becomes
maximize cT x, subject to Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0

satisfying
|B0 | =
6 0, Pb0 = Br, b + Ar 6= 0, γ > 0,
where P is an n × m matrix, Q is a random m × m nonsingular matrix, M is a random n×n non-singular matrix,
and r is an n×1 vector. The client then sends Problem (2)
to the server.

3.2

Analysis

Upon receiving Problem (2), the server has to introduce
the nonnegativity conditions y ≥ 0 into it and solve the
following problem
min c0T y, s.t. A0 y = b0 , B0 y ≥ 0, y ≥ 0

(3)
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This is because the constraints B0 y ≥ 0 should be viewed
as a part of the functional constraints, not the necessary
nonnegativity constraints, unless

Set c0T = cT Q and




M1 Q 0
b1 + M1 Qr
M0 =  M2 Q A  , b0 =  b2 + M2 Qr 
−S
−Sr

B0 = (B − PQA)M

can be rewritten as a diagonal matrix where the entries
on the main diagonal are strictly positive (in such case, where A is a permutation matrix representing slackvariables. Hence, the client can rewrite the program as
B0 y ≥ 0 implies y ≥ 0).
follows:
Unfortunately, the solution of the following problem
min cT x, s.t. Ax = b, Bx ≥ 0, x ≥ 0

0
0
min c0T
s zs , s.t. M zs = b , zs ≥ 0,

(4)

cannot be derived from the solution of Problem (3), be- where c0 is c0 with added zeros for the slack-variables and
s
cause the transformation
zs is the variable vector (z with added slack-variables). To
hide the contents of M0 and b0 , the client uses a nonsiny = M−1 (x + r), where x ≥ 0
b = Pb0 and
c = PM0 and b
gular matrix P and with M
cannot ensure that y ≥ 0.
obtains
The authors of [11, 15] have confused the functional inequality constraints Bx ≥ 0 with the nonnegativity conmin c0T
s zs ,
straints x ≥ 0. In fact, the proposed peculiar form is
b
c
s.t.
Mzs = b,
meaningless and unsolvable, unless Bx ≥ 0 can be rewritzs ≥ 0.
ten as x ≥ 0.

4

A Possible Method for Secure
Outsourcing of LP

Finally, the client outsources the above problem to the
cloud server. As
z = Q−1 x + r,

In 2011, Dreier and Kerschbaum [4] have already pre- the resulting x can be obtained from z by calculating
sented a possible method for secure outsourcing of LP.
x = Q(z − r).
The scheme can be briefly described as follows.
Given the original LP problem
Notice that in the Dreier-Kerschbaum scheme the nonmin cT x, s.t. M1 x = b1 , M2 x ≤ b2 , x ≥ 0,
negativity constraints zs ≥ 0 has explicitly specified. But
it is a pity that the authors [11] did not pay more attenthe client uses a positive monomial matrix Q (a monomial tions to the specification although they cited the Dreiermatrix contains exactly one non-zero entry per row and Kerschbaum’s work.
column) to hide c and obtains
The designing art in the scheme can be depicted as
follows
min cT QQ−1 x,
s.t.

M1 QQ−1 x = b1 ,
M2 QQ−1 x ≤ b2 ,

x

Q−1 x ≥ 0.
He then uses a positive vector r to hide x and obtains
min cT Q(Q−1 x + r),
s.t.

M1 Q(Q−1 x + r) = b1 + M1 Qr,

affine transformation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
adding slack-variables
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

z = Q−1 x + r
zs = (zT , zn+1 , · · · , zn+k )T .

Clearly, the cloud server cannot recover x from zs because Q, r are the session keys randomly picked by the
client.

M2 Q(Q−1 x + r) ≤ b2 + M2 Qr,
(Q−1 x + r) ≥ r.
−1

5

Conclusion

Setting z = Q x + r and taking a strictly positive diagWe point out that the procedure for determining the leavonal matrix S (a diagonal matrix where the entries on the
ing basic variable in the simplex method requires that all
main diagonal are strictly positive), the client obtains
variables are subject to nonnegativity. One must draw
a clear distinction between the functional inequality conmin cT Qz,
straints and the nonnegativity constraints.
s.t.
M1 Qz = b1 + M1 Qr,
Notice that deriving the augmented form of a standard
M2 Qz ≤ b2 + M2 Qr,
form for a linear programming problem is very easy. It
Sz ≥ Sr,
can be solely done by the client himself even though who
z ≥ 0 (see the above definitions of Q and r).
is assumed to be of weak computational capability.
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